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Message all Friends Automically on Facebook (2014-01-11 23:32) - Prophet Hacker

So this is a tutorial on how to message all your fb friends in just few steps..You might have understood that
we are going to message all friends automatically with help of a script which i will be providing you.All
that i can say about this script is that it’s amazing.It not even send MSG to friends but also to all those
to whom you are following. Isn’t it cool? .Yeah,it can help you to promote your Facebook Pages, to get
visitors to your website,to get views to your YouTube videos, to get more likes on your statues and many
other promotional things.So now without wasting much more time lets have a look on this amazing script
and tutorial about using it

Step 4.

For Mozilla Firefox Click on firefox button »Web Developer» Scretchpad paste the code and top center you
find run button click on that.
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Step 5

You will see a message in console tab showing that Refused To Load script or something like that but you
need not to care that.However, you will see a new box opened in your browser’s window.

Type your message in that box and then click on post.You will see ’waiting’ on the box for few seconds and
then it will show a pop-up messages Check Pic below .
Done !

:::::Enjoy:::;;;
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Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser (2014-01-14 16:34) - Prophet Hacker

Did you bore to manage many file in your Android Phone ?, today we have a coolest app to manage all file
in your Android phone or tablet. This app called ”AirDroid”

AirDroid is our favorite tool for remotely accessing your smartphone. The app, which is free and available
on the Google Play Store, uses your local Wi-Fi network to seamlessly connect your Android device to your
PC or Mac. Once connected, you can interact with your phone from a Web browser or desktop widget,
which gives you hardware information, battery life, and even access to your calls and messaging. It’s like a
personalized link to your phone and all it has to offer. The best part is that it’s so easy to do. AirDroid
doesn’t require any proprietary cables, subscription deals, or funky port forwarding. All you need is a wireless
network, the AirDroid app, and a fairly modern computer.

How to use AirDroid ?

It’s easily to connect your Android Phone or Tablet. We write step by step as below details.

Your android phone and Your PC ”must” to connected internet same WIFI network (this article is very
important)

1. Install AirDroid app from Google Play store into your device (Android phone or tablet, this app
compatible with Android 2.1 up) * Google Play download link :
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File Manager
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Find Phone
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Screenshot & Camera Control

Call Feature
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App Sync

Also Check

• [1]Install-Backtrack-on-Android-mobile

• [2]Download-XBMC-for-Window-and-Android

• [3]Get-galaxy-S4-like-Air-Gestures-on-any-Mobile

• [4]Stream-video-from-Android-Mobile

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/download-xbmc-for-window-and-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/get-galaxy-s4-like-air-gestures-on-any.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/stream-video-from-android-mobile.html
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Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android (2014-01-17 15:20)
- Prophet Hacker

Splashtop 2

The Android and iPhone are powerful devices, but they can’t do it all yet. We still rely on traditional
computers for a number of tasks, especially gaming and Flash videos.
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Note : You have a working net on each devices for registering yourselves on splashtop server
.

[1] Android Google Play

[2]Splashtop Streamer For Windows

Also Check :

[3]Airdroid :Manage your android from web

[4]Install-Backtrack-on-Android-mobile

[5]Genymotion-fast-easy-to-use-Android-x86

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.splashtop.remote.pad.v2
2. http://www.splashtop.com/downloadstart?platform=Windows
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/genymotion-fast-easy-to-use-android-x86.html
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Find a Hidden Wireless Network’s SSID (Network Name) (2014-01-20 09:27)
- Prophet Hacker

Most of the wireless routers today comes with some security feature such as security encryption (WEP/WPA),
MAC address filtering, lowering transmission power, disabling DHCP & use static IP, and hiding of SSID
to help keep your wireless network safe from intruders. Each wireless security mechanism helps to increase
the difficulty of unauthorized users from hacking in to your wireless networks but surely does not prevent
the determined ones. In this article we will be focusing on one of the option “Broadcast SSID” found in
most wireless routers.
Basically when the broadcast SSID option is enabled, all wireless capable devices can see your router listed
together with a bunch of other wireless networks. This option provides a convenience for you to easily
connect to it by clicking on your SSID and entering the security key. However, this also allows the nearby
hackers to find your network and also see the signal strength with the security type being used directly from
Windows without even the need to run a network scanning tool.
Non broadcasting wireless networks are not totally invisible as well because they can be detected by any of
the tools mentioned below.

1. inSSIDer
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inSSIDer is the most popular free and open source Wi-Fi scanning tool available today. It is easy to use and
understand without all the confusing configuration. After installation, running inSSIDer will automatically
select your wireless adapter to start scanning for available access points. Then the results will be shown in a
sortable table in the program displaying information such as SSID, channel, security, RSSI, MAC Address,
maximum rate, vendor and network type.

The hidden wireless network is shown in the first line with an empty SSID but the rest of the information
about the network is displayed. inSSIDer works on Windows XP/Vista/7 (32-bit & 64-bit) and also on
Android and Mac.

[1]Inssider for Windows
[2]Inssider for Android
2. Winhotspot
Winhotspot is actually a stand alone application that allows you to easily create a hotspot to share your
Internet connection using your wireless adapter. However it also comes with a scanner which can be accessed
from the WiFi Stats tab and clicking the Refresh button shows all the available wireless networks including
the hidden ones.

The wardriving feature is very basic that only shows the important information such as SSID, Auth, BSSID,
Signal, Radio and Channel. This utility is only 154KB in size and works only in Windows 7 and 8.

[3]Download Winhotspot
3.CommView for WiFi

CommView for WiFi is a special edition of CommView designed for capturing and analyzing network packets
on wireless 802.11 a/b/g networks. It gathers information from the wireless adapter and decodes the analyzed
data. In addition, CommView lets you see the list of network connections and vital IP statistics and examine
individual packets. Packets can be decrypted utilizing user-defined WEP keys and are decoded down to
the lowest layer, with full analysis of the most widespread protocols. The captured packets can be saved
to log files for future analysis. CommView provides several filter options, that allow to drop unnecessary
packets and limit capture to essential information. Additional features include configurable alarms, pie chart
statistics, import/export, packet search and full decoding of most protocols. CommView for WiFi requires
you to replace your wireless network card driver - the monitoring computer will be in a passive mode and
not be able to connect to the network, other than for packet monitoring. The program should be installed
on a dedicated machine or secondary network card. You can also hack wifi with the help of these tools.
[4]Commwifi for Windows
Also Check:
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[5] Install BackTrack on Android Mobile

[6]Customize your computer like Hacker

1. http://www.metageek.net/products/inssider/%E2%80%8E
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.metageek
3. http://www.winhotspot.com/%E2%80%8E
4. https://www.tamos.com/products/commwifi/%E2%80%8E
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/customize-your-computer-like-hacker.html
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Modify Hosts File & Block Websites On Android (2014-01-27 21:16) - Prophet Hacker

As we all know we can block any websites from our computer using windows host files. If we are using
wireless router, then also we can blog website using router, so we can prevent our children accessing porn
sites from their device. But this is limited to wifi connection only, what if they activate data plan on their
mobile and start using such sites? Well, you can edit & modify android host file to block specific websites.
You can monitor your child’s activity on android, to check which sites they browsing most often. If you
think the sites they are browsing are unsafe for your children, you can block that site using your computer
by using following tutorial.

What is a ‘hosts’ file?

‘hosts’ file is a plain-text file in an operating system to map hostnames (like anything.com) to its IP address.
Whenever you try to launch a website using its hostname, the operating system will usually search the ‘hosts’
file to find the corresponding IP address first.If the search is successful, then its mapped IP address is used;
otherwise a query is sent to DNS (Domain Name Service) to find the IP address of that hostname.

This method uses ‘hosts’ file to block ads. This method blocks all ads in your device, including the ones shown
in various apps and games

The methods here may work for both rooted and non-rooted devices. It will be specified for each method.
Before we begin, you need a File Manager, eg:

Now you are in the root directory of your phone. Now simply click on the etc folder.
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Scroll down ,now you find hosts file of your android phone.
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Click on that and open as text.
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Choose ES Note Editor.
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On right above side button click on that and select edit
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• Now right down websites ,which one want you block and now save it
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Now you can simply block any websites on your phone ..No one can open fb like websites ..

Also Check

• [1]Install Backtrek in android Mobile

• [2]Splastop :Best Remote Desktop

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
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Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD (2014-01-28 11:04) - Prophet Hacker

Make sure that your computer is set up with ADB (Android Debug Bridge ).

Download ADB Drivers from here:

Make sure that your computer is equipped with necessary drivers and use your native USB Cable.

Follow this Steps :

• Plug-in your device to your PC using your USB cable (works on Windows, Mac and Linux). Make
sure that you have an active pattern screenlock.
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• Now Right Click with pressing SHIFT button on adb folder and open with command window here
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• On the cmd window type in ”adb devices” (no quotation marks) then hit enter.

• On the cmd window type in ”adb shell” (no quotation marks) then hit enter.

• Now shell is open ,type ”su” (no quotation marks)(super user now you are a root user )

• After entering type ”rm /data/system/gesture.key” (no quotation marks) then hit enter.

• After your phone fires up unplug it to your PC then your good to go... CONGRATULATIONS you
successfully bypassed your Pattern Lock Screen, your phone now will accept any pattern you will draw
on the lock screen as VALID and CORRECT.

This is very cool ,you can enter any type of gesture ,your phone accept it.

_

Now if you’re thinking that your phone’s lock screen is not working properly. You can create a new Pattern
password as normal as you did before the process like nothings happend. This will not hurt your phone’s
functions if you follow the steps.

To create Pattern Password just go to:

Home>Apps>Settings>Security>Screen lock>Pattern (4.0.3 Ice Cream Sandwich)
Home>Apps>Settings>Lock screen>Pattern (4.1.2 Jelly Bean
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1.2 February
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Remove English audio from Dual Audio files and add a Title (2014-02-01 14:03)
- Prophet Hacker

In this tutorial we will look at how can you remove English Audio from Dual Audio .mkv (matroska) files.
But that’s time you think why we remove english audio from dual audio files ? Answer is –because we want
low memory ,nobody here want to see a movie in english ,tamil ya whatever extra type of audio files in your
movie . The software I will use is

• This is the main window of mkvmerge GUI.

• Press theadd button and load your dual audio .mkv file.

• The file information will now be loaded. At the bottom you can also specify the path for the outputted
files. I chose to keep then in the same folder, which is what it will default to.

• Now you see the Hindi and English Audio files are loaded ,remove the tick which files are you want to
remove .

You can also change the Title bar when your movie started like this .
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• Next click on the Global tab Now this area you write /remove Title whatever you want .

• Now click on Input ,click bottom on start muxing and your file will we ready .
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From these software you can also split files and add a subtitle file into .mkv file.
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Top 10 Best Android Apps (2014-02-03 15:02) - Prophet Hacker

The top 10 Android apps are those apps which makes your phone diffrent from others, your phone looks like
more fast ,intelligent & much more coolness

Swiftkey KeyBoard
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Splashtop Remote Desktop HD
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Sometimes there’s a need to access your computer after you’ve already left the office.
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Soundhound
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When you hear a song playing and like it, use

XBMC

XBMC is the ultimate media center software, because it gives you a single interface for accessing all of your
media from all of these different places. Even better: it does so using a remote-friendly interface, so with
a few taps of your remote you can browse your digital collection of music and videos, explore some of the
most popular media sites on the web or check out live Internet TV from around the world.
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Kingsoft Office

Airdroid

AirDroid is our favorite tool for remotely accessing your smartphone. The app, which is free and available
on the Google Play Store, uses your local Wi-Fi network to seamlessly connect your Android device to your
PC or Mac. Once connected, you can interact with your phone from a Web browser or desktop widget,
which gives you hardware information, battery life, and even access to your calls and messaging.
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Clean Master
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Thanks for seeing this Stay tuned to our Blog
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How to Speed up an Android Smartphone (2014-02-09 21:05) - Prophet Hacker

Android smartphones are found almost everywhere, and they range from low to high end smartphones. All
of them will slow down with time; this is why it’s important to maintain your smartphone’s smoothness by
following these simple steps . These technique is avalible for rooted and non-rooted users..

Search the Play Store for useful applications.

Startup Manager (Free)

Greenify *ROOT & Non Rooted Users (must have app)

Never should your phone or tablet become slower and battery hungrier after lots of apps installed. With
Greenify, they can run almost as smooth and lasting as the first day you had it!
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Clean Master

Keep your Home Screen Clean

Last but not the least, always try to keep your home screen clean. Widgets are not a fancy item. They are
there to solve a specific purpose. Thus use only what you require and reduce the number of home screen
panels that contain icons and widgets.

Reset your Android phone.

Resetting erases everything and brings your phone back to its original, ”as new” condition. This is a
temporary option, because as you use your phone again, it will lag as it used to do.

•• Back up your contacts, memos, and any important information (such as saved passwords in browser)
before doing this step.

Check the internal memory space.

A low internal memory might be the reason behind any severe lag that your phone is experiencing.

• Move your media (pictures, mp3 files, videos, and so forth) to the external memory, usually an SD
card.

• Some low-end and mid-range smartphones might already have low internal memories, in which case,
moving your files to the SD card won’t help that much.

Root the phone.

Rooting gives you additional options to do with your phone. Although rooting is a risky solution, it is not
as risky as it used to be. Unsuccessful rooting process might brick your phone (i.e., it will malfunction). In
addition, a successful root will void your warranty. However, you can always unroot the phone (and you
will restore your warranty, as the manufacturers cannot tell if you rooted your phone before or not). Here’s
a list of things that you can do after rooting your phone:
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• Overclocking your phone’s processor. This will ultimately speed up your phone, but will eat up more
battery juice than before.

• You can also install a custom ROM. The ROM is basically the version of android installed on your
phone. A custom ROM is not an official one, but some of them are better. While this might solve
many of your android smartphone problems, including lag and having a newer version of android, it is
a very advanced, risky and not a recommended solution, because sometimes the custom ROM
might not be stable, or might contain bugs and missing features that are found in the official ROM.

• The ability to delete unwanted pre-installed applications. In case you wanted to delete some applica-
tions, notice two things here:

– Download a backup application, such as Titanium Backup to back up the application before
deleting it (in case you wanted to restore it later).

– Be careful not to delete any system application, like the launcher or the status bar.

• Rooting also gives you access to more advanced applications, like root call blockers, normal and
notification ads blockers and root memory managers. The root memory manager is usually
better than the auto task killer application.

Uninstall Bloatware
By default, some apps come preinstalled with your stock ROM that you don’t need. Now in ICS, a user has
the privilege to disable these apps, but if you have an Android phone that doesn’t run ICS yet, you could
still uninstall these system apps and free up some space on your phone memory using a third-party app.

NoBloat Free ( ROOT REQUIRED).
[1]NoBloat lets you delete unwanted apps that come pre-installed with your phone. Simply select the bloat-
ware that you want to get rid of and click delete. NoBloat can automatically place backups on your external
storage which you can restore at any time.
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Use Custom ROMs and Keep them Updated.

When you open and run a factory-sealed phone, it comes with a stock ROM. These stock ROMs are developed
keeping in mind the masses, and thus they always have a lot in them that you never use. Custom ROMs, on
the other hand, are developed by an individual or a team that uses the stock ROM framework, optimizes it
and makes it faster and more scalable.

You can find these Kernels and custom ROMs for your phone on the [2]Android XDA Forum if at all your
phone falls in that category.

Few popular Custom ROMs are

Vanilla RootBox

SlimBean

P.A.C. True All in 1 ROM

CyanogenMod

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tvkdevelopment.nobloatfree
2. http://forum.xda-developers.com/
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Working FB Autoliker :No Spam (2014-02-17 11:32) - Prophet Hacker

Autoliker is a web tool

that increases likes on your Facebook photos, statuses, pages, comments & videos .Now here
i provide a tool without any type of spam .

The first thing you done is all your post is public .

Now thsi tool is shut off..So don’t worry we working on it .

Step 3

Step 4
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Step 5

Step 6
Click ”submit” and you’ll be logged in.
Now learn how to get likes when you are logged in.
This page is about how to find your Facebook ID
How to find my Picture’s id ?
Step 1

Step 2

How to find my status id ?
Step 1
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Step 2

Autoliker

Tool

IFRAME: [1]http://likepana.com/web/white/

IFRAME: [2]//www.facebook.com/plugins/follow?href=https %3A %2F
%2Fwww.facebook.com %2Fprophethacker &layout=standard &show _faces=true &col-
orscheme=light &width=450 &height=80

[EMBED]

1. http://likepana.com/web/white/
2. file://www.facebook.com/plugins/follow?href=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fprophethacker&layout=standar
d&show_faces=true&colorscheme=light&width=450&height=80
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WLAN Direct Wi-Fi in Android :Play Multiplayer Games & Data Transfer upto 20MB/s
(2014-02-21 11:30) - Prophet Hacker

Wi-Fi Direct is an emerging wireless standard that allows you to create a create a connection
between any two devices without going through a wireless router. Want to create a Wi-Fi
hotspot, connect your computer or smartphone to your printer or stream movies from your
tablet to your television? There is a good chance that Wi-Fi Direct is doing the heavy lifting.

How Wi-Fi Direct Works

Imagine that you are in your house or apartment. In this day and age, there is a pretty good
chance that you have a Wi-Fi router that acts as your de facto home network. It is the hub
of all things connected in your home. The router is the hub, the trunk of the tree with many
branches. Those branches can’t really interact with each other except through by going back
through the router.

That router hub is essentially the gateway to connectivity, called a wireless access point
(WAP). What Wi-Fi Direct does is cut out the trunk of the network. Instead of going back to
the hub, two devices using Wi-Fi Direct are given limited wireless access points. The setup
for Wireless Direct is much simpler than adding a device to a traditional Wi-Fi network, often
taking only the tap of a button or entering a personal identification number or code that is
entered once. In this way, Wi-Fi Direct works much like Bluetooth, just with a longer range
and more stability.
For instance, if I want to hook my PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone to a Wi-Fi Direct-enabled
printer, I just have to click a button once the printer, tell it to find a device (my PC, for
instance) and tell it to connect. On the computer, a dialog box will pop up in the printer
application and I can enable the connection.
Wi-Fi Direct does this by creating a connection between two devices using a protocol called
Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS). The Wi-Fi Protected Setup standard is what makes connecting
the devices much simpler than adding devices to a traditional wireless access point. WPS was
originally created for users to easily set up security for their Wi-Fi networks without being
wireless security wizards. Additional protocols have been created to make Wi-Fi Direct more
useful such as Universal Plug And Play, Zero Configuration Networking and Devices Profile
for Web Services.
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What Wi-Fi Direct does is use software within those devices that can perform a variety
of functions both simple and complex (a wireless mouse being simple, a smartphone that can
share its hotspot, share streaming media and files being complex). This is done through a
concept called “software access points” (Soft AP). The Soft AP makes it possible for a device
to act both as the both the access point that the Wi-Fi comes from and the client that uses it.

How can you use it in your Android

Wirelessly Transfer data upto 20mbps

ShareIT (
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Play Multiplayer Games in Android

I suggest you some best multiplayer games for android ,you can play with your friends at
everywhere.

Asphalt 8:Airborne

[Price: Free]
We’ll start our list with Asphalt 8: Airborne because it is a pretty competent multiplayer
game. Much like the main story, multiplayer involves racing people online in real time with
up to 8 participants. There are also ghost challenges where friends can challenge your best
time on a track and race a ghost of you without you being required to be there. It’s free with
in app purchases so it costs nothing to try and many people enjoy it.
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Badland

[Price: $3.99]
BADLAND is a unique game with amazing design and simple game play. It made our runner
up for

Modern Combat :Zero Hour
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[Price: $6.99]
Modern Combat 4 is really only a place holder here until Modern Combat 5 comes out, but
if you’re really itching for a good multiplayer shooter, Modern Combat 4 is a really great
game to go with. It was one of the first FPS titles to feature console level graphics and online
multiplayer and they’ve done it right since it’s still one of the best. If you’ve ever played
multiplayer on an FPS title before, you know what to expect in the multiplayer here. It’s a
little pricy at $6.99 but it’s still a good game

SHADOWGUN : Deadzone

[Price: Free]
SHADOWGUN: DeadZone is another first person shooter from the makers of Dead Trigger
and Dead Trigger 2. The multiplayer in this game is astounding as you can gun it out with
up to 12 players total in various online deathmatches. The developers have been really good
with fixing bugs and adding new content so there is frequently new things to try out. Did we
mention it’s also free? If you’re looking for a cheap FPS, this is the one to go with.
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Online FB ID Finder Tool (2014-02-22 11:01) - Prophet Hacker

When creating a Facebook account, the system automatically assigns the user an identification
number, known as the Facebook ID. Facebook allows the user replace their ID with username.
If you are using a custom username for your Facebook profile or page, then unique profile
ID will not appear. Many tutorials give you an instruction by clicking right mouse on image
profile to find your unique ID. Now I will tell you even easier to find your Facebook profile ID.
Every Facebook profile, and Facebook Fan Page, has an associated ID number. Depending on
what applications you might be setting up, or services you are joining, you will find yourself
needing your Facebook ID, of your Facebook Fan Page ID Using Facebook User ID Finder
Tool.

How To Find Your Facebook ID:

Non-Customized Facebook Profile URL
For those of you who haven’t customized the URL of your Facebook, then finding your ID is
super easy. Just click on the “Profile” tab in the upper right hand corner then look at the
URL (web address).

Your URL (web address) will look something like this:

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php? id=100003348599455

I’ve highlighted the Facebook profile ID above, and it’s the 15 digit number that comes after
the “id” portion.

Customized Facebook Profile URL

Now, for those of you that have already customized the URL of your personal Facebook profile,
you need to do something a little bit different.

Here’s what I mean by a customized Facebook profile URL – I’ll use my Facebook profile as
the example:

[1]

http://www.facebook.com/

prophethacker

If you’ve customized the URL, then obviously the ID is no longer showing.

So what you need to do to get the ID of your Facebook profile, if you’ve customized your URL,
is simply copy your customized username ” prophethacker ” And Paste Into Below facebook
user ID finder tool

and finally click on Get ID button to get your facebook id .

To find the user ID of a named user, you must query the Open Graph. Every object within
the Open Graph has a unique URL that can be inspected and will return information about
that object. Users are no exception.
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The URL to a named user is http://graph.facebook.com/prophethacker, and will return a
JSON object containing information about that user:

{
"id": "100002367325649",
"name": "Vinay Kumar",
"first_name": "Vinay",
"last_name": "Kumar",
"link": "http://www.facebook.com/prophethacker",
"gender": "male",
"locale": "en_US",
"username": "prophethacker"

}

The user ID is specified in the id property.

http://www.facebook.com/ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Get My Facebook ID Code

1. http://www.facebook.com/prophethacker
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How to record a phone call on your Android smartphone (2014-02-23 12:32) - Prophet Hacker

How to record a phone call on your Android smartphone

•
Can you believe you’ve just been treated this way by a customer service rep? Did a
crime suspect just admit to committing the deed? Did you have the chance to talk to
your favorite star? Obviously there is more than one reason why you might want to record
a call. Here’s how to save a phone conversation on your Android smartphone. Android
Call Recording App allows user to record conversation of an ongoing-incoming call.
There are many apps to fulfill this purpose, but the best one we can recommend is
Automatic Call Recorder, you can stick with the free version which has everything you
need, the pro version isn’t really worth it.

Automatic Call Recorder
Record any phone call you want and choose which calls you want to save.
_

• When in the app, head straight to the settings (first you’ll be presented with the new
app features), where you must enable various setting’s options.
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• Ensure that you have ticked the box for Record calls.
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• Next, under Media settings, change the File Type to AMR, which is in fact better for
playback on a third-party app at a later point in time.
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• Set the default Audio Source to Mic if it isn’t already.
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• Close the app.

• Open up the phone app and call someone, you can try calling a toll-free number instead
of harassing a friend while testing this app out.
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• When the call is underway, you will see the red recording dot at the top left corner of your
status bar. Swipe down the notifications and you’ll see that the call is being recorded.

Once you hang up, there will be a notification telling you that you have one recorded message.
Tap on it and it brings you to the recording data where you have the option to play, delete,
share, save, add notes, check contact history, contact details as well as call back. The length
of time is also posted up top, including the files size.
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If you encounter any recording issues or wish to improve voice quality, try recording from a
different audio source, or use auto-on speaker mode.
Recorded calls are stored in the Inbox. You can change the destination recordings folder to
an external SD card as well. You can set the size of the inbox. The number of saved calls
is limited only by your device memory. If you decide that a conversation is important, save
it and it will be stored in the Saved Calls folder. If not, old recordings will automatically be
deleted when new calls fill up the inbox.
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[1]

_

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.appstar.callrecorder
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Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework (2014-03-02 15:55)
- Prophet Hacker

Besides the usual customization we can do with Android launchers and Android widgets, we
also love to try new features that available on custom ROMs. But custom ROMs can be
unstable and buggy sometimes and the process to flash over to a new ROM is very time-
consuming, especially if you need to restore your backup and app settings.

Through

Tap on Install/Update and you will be prompted with a superuser message, grant access to it
to begin installing. After that, tap on Reboot to restart your device and you can then begin
downloading modules.

Download Modules
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Now you are ready to download modules and within the app, there is a download section for
you to pick out which features you want on your device. For example, YouTube AdAway,
BootManager, Xprivacy. Head over to

When you receive the notification to activate the module, in the drop-down notification bar,
tick it to enable it.

Reboot your device afterwards for the changes to take effect.

Bootloop? Disable Xposed Framework

If somehow you end up with a bootloop on your Android device, there is a zip file that you
can flash to disable Xposed Framework. This zip file is automatically available after you install
Xposed Framework on your device and it is located in your device sdcard folder.

In your Android Recovery, locate ”Xposed-Disabler-Recovery.zip”, flash it to disable Xposed
Framework.

Conclusion

By itself Xposed Framework is just a framework and no files on the device itself are modi-
fiedsince you are using modules to customize your Android device and these modules can be
disabled easily. If you want to stay on a stock rom and have custom ROMs functionality,
Xposed Framework is your answer.

Must-Have Xposed Modules For Android
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Android Phone Vibrator.

This will allow your Android phone to vibrate whenever a call is connected or disconnected
upon calling.

You can download more modules at [1]Xpose Framework Website
1. http://repo.xposed.info/module-overview
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Download torrents with IDM via a furk.net (fully step by step guide) (2014-03-03 20:26)
- Prophet Hacker

Download Torrents via IDM

With the help of new Cloud sharing websites, Downloading Torrnets directly is much easier
now. There are numerous of Paid and free torrent leeching websites which allow you to
download any torrents direly via your browser.

Websites to Download torrents directly

Many of your favorite content like Games, Movies or any applications are only available in
torrents but Downloading torrents via Utorrent takes a lot of times also the speed will be
depended on the torrent health, but here the torrent caching websites downloads the complete
torrent file on their Server and will give you option to Download it via IDM or sdave in your
Dropbox, google Drive, etc. Also the speed for downloading torrents directly is 10 times fatter
as what you get on Uttorrent. So leave the traditional method and check out these exclusive
websites for your torrent downloading needs.

Why Download Torrents via IDM?

IDM is the most popular Download manager for Windows patform, it comes with spueroir
way to manage your downloads and also helps to downloads videos from online streaming
sites,similarly torrents can be also downloaded with IDM using the 5 Awesome websites. The
benefits to download torrents via IDM are listed below:

• Faster downloading of torrents upto 10x faster than utorrent

• No ned of any torrnet downloading client.

• No need to worry about torrent health as it is being downloaded from direct server.

• No Additional app required, you may download it in your smartphone also

• You may browse content inside torrents before downloading and select which content you
require to Download

• You can directly save Torrnets to Dropbox r other Cloud Storage to Download it in future

There are numerous of methods and tricks for Downloading Torrents directly scattered over
the web but it is better to use the best method for getting your Torrents downloaded via IDM
at super fast speed. There are hundreds of websites for leeching torrents but there is always
some limitations and restrictions in each websites.Now here i provide you some best site tp
download torrent via a IDM.

Download torrents via IDM
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It looks like there is a new solution for students to bypass their college’s P2P ban out there:
File hoster

Click on My Files then click on New button

Upload your .torrent file or .torrent url and click on download

Now your file are ready to download click on download button and enjoy faster download.
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Few more sites check this post

[1]Top 4 Zbizs alternatives for high speed downloads

Like our FB fan Page [2]Prophet Hacker

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/top-4-zbigz-alternatives-for-high-speed.html
2. http://www.facebook.com/prophethaxor
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Eagle Eye in 720p BluRay Dual audio (Hacking Movies) (2014-03-04 11:04) - Prophet Hacker

Eagle Eye is a 2008 American
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[1]Download Torrent Link

_

[2]Download IDM Link

_
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[3]Download Torrent via IDM by uploading .torrent file in High Speed
[EMBED]

1. http://178.73.198.210/torrent/F77B077362E1B9B96BD36674AA4E9BD5CE42BC0E.torrent
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/download-torrents-with-idm-via-furknet.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/download-torrents-with-idm-via-furknet.html
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Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User (2014-03-09 10:26)
- Prophet Hacker

Now a Free call avalible in India with Facebook Messanger .

Chat session is off call session is on.

Facebook is bringing free VoIP calling to users of its Home and Android Messenger apps in
the all world. The social network’s VoIP for Android and IOS

has been available in US for a few months now, and Android users are already enjoying the
service in 23 other countries.

Stateside, the VoIP for Android will roll out over the course of the day, and it shouldn’t require
a manual update

To start a VoIP call in Messenger you click the I icon on someone’s profile and then tap “free
call”. In Home, you can start a call from a Chat Head by clicking the three dots beside a
person’s name, opening the conversation in Messenger, and then following the steps above.

Start a VOIP call in Messanger

• Slide your chat list ya open your messages ..which person you wanna call him
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• Now click on that button that shows number 1

• Now you see that Free Call option is up click on that and now your call is going ..
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• This call is very fast even 2g is very clear voice ...i can call my friend and he clearly hear
my voice like a simple phone call ....its awesome ...
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Tips :

• You First must install a latest Facebook app for your phone .

• The person you wanna call ..is online .
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How to find a lost Android Phone (2014-03-25 09:40) - Prophet Hacker

You wake up in the morning , find phone but unable to find ,you don,t know where you can
find your phone . But ,I have a best solution for you.

So you’ve lost your Android phone or had it stolen and you’re kind of in panic mode, eh? As
important as smartphones have become in our everyday lives, misplacing them is one of the
most scary things that can happen, but we’re here to help.

Your phone holds tons of info about not only you, but those who are close to you. Someone who
gets their hands on your phone may have access to sensitive information such as racy pictures
you don’t intend for anyone else to see, phone numbers and addresses, and even financial info.
You also might be subject to losing precious memories that simply can’t be replaced.

In most cases you’ll want your exact phone back. At the very least you’ll want ways to
potentially recover important files, and either lock access to the phone or completely wipe it
so you know all your stuff is safe. Fortunately, you should no longer feel helpless: long gone
are the days where you are totally out of options when your phone disappears.

Quick Tips to get your lost phone search started

This article goes in depth with step-by-step tutorials on the top ways to recover your lost
Android device, but we’ve collected your best options in bullets to get your search underway
as quick as possible.

• The best offense is a good defense: your phone may already be equipped with the proper
tools for locating your device and securing it from a remote location using tools like
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Some folks might find it frustrating to constantly unlock a device each time they need
to use it. For that reason, some devices allow you to set a time limit before the device’s
password is put into effect. If you really can’t stand using a lock pattern or password
day-to-day, then you’ll want to read on to find out how you can enable a password from
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a remote location.
Options for setting a lock-screen pattern are typically located under the Settings > Se-
curity orSettings > Display > Lock Screen menus on your phone. If you can’t find it,
consult your phone’s manual.
But this is not a best solution for you because a simple knowledge about android you can

Your primary option for making sure you’ll be able to locate your phone is to make sure
your device is properly registered and accessible via the Android Device Manager. This
is a handy little tool that Google released back in 2013, and they have used the advent
of Google Play Services to make sure nearly every modern Android device is equipped
with it. Many devices come with the feature enabled out of the box, but you will want
to double check and make sure that yours is squared away before you set foot into the
dangerous world.
For starters, you will have to make sure that the Android Device Manager is enabled
as a device administrator by going to Settings > Security and Screen Lock > Device
Administrators on your Android device. The exact location and name of the menus
might differ from phone to phone, so poke around or consult your user manual for your
specific device if you can’t find it. From here, simply check the box that says “Android
Device Manager.”
This will also be a good time to head into your device’s location settings and make
sure your GPS services are fully enabled and functional. While full GPS isn’t necessarily
required for locating a device, it will make the reading more accurate so you’ll have a clear
idea of the device’s exact location. GPS doesn’t drain your battery unless it’s actively
being used, so it wouldn’t hurt to leave it on for good (unless you’re a tad paranoid about
people snooping on your whereabouts and whatnot).
Next, find the “Google Settings” application in your app drawer, and select Android
Device Manager from the list of options. From there, make sure you check the boxes
named “Remotely locate this device” and “Allow remote lock and factory reset.” These
options will be self-explanatory once you head to the browser-based dashboard that you’ll
be using.

Which leads us to the Android Device Manager website. Always located at
Using AirDroid

AirDroid is another great alternative, offering the same usual suspects in terms of “find
my device” features — lock, locate, wipe, sound the alarm and take photos of whoever
tries to unlock it. But AirDroid also offers a lot more than just the ability to find the
device, or wipe and lock it for peace of mind:

• Have important photos and documents you want to make sure you get before you wipe
the phone? You can transfer them all over the web using your AirDroid account.
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• You can initiate your device’s front or rear camera and see where it is or who is using it
— in real time — and snap a photo to save to your desktop. And they won’t even know!

• You can access the phone’s call logs and send text messages, which is handy for alerting
people who are trying to contact you that your phone has been compromised and that
you will try to reach them another way.

• Root user? Use the screenshot functionality to see if you can catch the perpetrator
writing something that may help you identify who they are or where the phone is.

And all of that is coming to you at a price point of $0 over a LAN connection. Doing it over a
remote connection — that is, when your phone and PC aren’t on the same WiFi network —
requires a premium account starting at $1.99 per month or $20 per year.
A free account also limits you to transfers of just 100MB per month and limits the file sizes
you can transfer. The message here is pretty simple: you’ll want to seriously think about
opting for a premium subscription if you want to use AirDroid for situations where your
device has been lost or stolen. You can

The name? Perfect. It’s named after the exact function it helps you eradicate — finding a
lost Android phone.
It was before the age of Android Device Manager, and — like a fool — I hadn’t installed a
third-party option from Google Play. I actually owe an assist to [1]this great thread over at
AndroidForums.com, consisting of help guides and videos to help you get the most out of the
app. After [2]Lookout’s Plan B
proved to be an utter failure (it’s only compatible with Android 2.0 through Android 2.3),
Android Lost came to save the day.
Android Lost allows you to remotely install the app to your smartphone through the Google
Play Store (granted your phone hasn’t been wiped and it’s still powered on) and get some of
the same great location features we discussed in previous sections. Controllable either via the
internet or SMS messages, you’ll be able to pull off the following list of functions:

1. Read sent and received text messages

2. Wipe phone

3. Lock phone

4. Erase SD card

5. Locate by GPS or Network location data

6. Start alarm with flashing screen

7. Take photos with front and rear camera

8. Record sound from microphone

[3]
And that’s not even a quarter of the list. The Android app and the web user interface you
use to control it are some of the ugliest, most grotesque pieces of code we’ve ever seen crafted,
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but as The Temptations often remind me, beauty really is only skin deep, and Android Lost
is one of the most beautiful things I’ve ever seen.

I only call this tool a last ditch effort because of its reliability, as it’s literally the only remote
install, “plan b,” “after the fact” solutions I’ve found for tracking down an Android smartphone
(well, the ones that come with Android 4.0 or higher, anyway) that actually works.

In actuality, this is probably the most powerful option discussed today, and should definitely
be near the top of your list of options if you’re desperate to procure what’s rightfully yours.
That all of this is free is mind boggling. The gracious developer asks for absolutely nothing
to use it, but if you feel so inclined then be sure to send a few bucks through Paypal over at
[4]their website.[5]Here’s the Google Play link you’ll want to use to install it remotely.

1. http://androidforums.com/android-lounge/691455-lost-stolen-locked-out-device-read-here.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lookout.labs.planb
3. http://phandroid.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/android-lost.png
4. http://www.androidlost.com/#features
5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.androidlost
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How to Hide Developer Options on Android Devices (2014-03-25 16:24) - Prophet Hacker

Android is an open source operating system for handheld devices that provides a better and
more open environment for developers and common users. Google provides Android users with
a dedicated SDK that contains various types of tool-kits for developers. ADB and Fastboot
are among the most known tools that every Android user uses regularly or in special situations
like fixing an issue or installing stock firmware.

Android encourages developers and users to engage in development activities. And therefore,
all Android devices come with Developer Options built in. You can find the developer options
under your device settings. Developer options are useful in various development activities,
such as:

• Enable debugging over USB connection to flash images and kernels.

• Capture bug reports onto the device.

• Show CPU usage on screen.

• Draw debugging information on screen such as layout bounds, updates on GPU and
hardware layers, and other information.

• Options to simulate app stresses or enable debugging options.
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Among various geeky options found under Developer options, USB Debugging is the most
used option. Once enabled on your device, this option prepares your device to communicate
with your computer and allow it to write data on itself.

If you wish to install stock firmware, root your device, unlock bootloader or flash factory
images or kernels, you will have to enable USB Debugging on your device to activate the
debug bridge between the device and your computer. The Developer options could easily be
found on any Android device running Android 4.1 or lesser versions. However, Android 4.2
onward the Developer options disappeared from device settings. Making the option visible
has now been made a little tricky. We would not talk about that in detail here as we already
have a comprehensive tutorial on the topic:

How to Enable Developer Options on Android 4.2/ 4.3 and Android 4.4 KitKat

I have really no idea as to why anyone would wish to hide the Developer options after enabling
it. I personally recommend that every user should alway keep USB Debugging enable on
his/her device whether he/she uses it or not. Suppose your device in caught in a bootloop for
some reason and you have to flash stock firmware to fix it. You won’t be able to enable USB
Debugging, without which you’ll not be able to install the firmware successfully. To avoid such
situations, keeping USB Debugging enable all the time is a must-do thing.

Hide Developer Options on Android

Anyway, if you are still interested in hiding or disabling Developer options on your Android
device, we have come up with a few tips to make the option invisible again.

Method 1:

1. Open Settings on your device.

2. Scroll to Apps/Applications and tap it.

3. Then swipe the screen from right to left till you see the list of ALL apps.

4. Find the Settings app and open it.

5. Now tap the Clear data button.

6. Now go back to Settings. Developer options should not be visible there any more.
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Method 2:

I tried method 1 on Samsung devices too but the Clear Data option was not executable there
at all. If you own a Samsung device and are desperate to get rid of Developer option driven
by some freak of mind, you will have take some more pain to do that. Following the method
described below will wipe all data and installed apps on your device. Doing this will not delete
any data stored on the internal SD card. It’ll work on all Android phones and tablets.

If you are ready to pay that price, see below:

1. Open device Settings.

2. Tap on More/General tab (for Samsung users only).

3. Open Backup and reset.

4. Uncheck Backup my data option.

5. Tap Factory data reset.

6. Select Reset device and confirm when prompted.
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7. You device will reboot when factory reset is done.

8. When the device boots up, open Settings>More/General. Developer options should be
hidden now!
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Cool Uses for Android’s Daydream Mode (2014-03-25 17:58) - Prophet Hacker

Android’s Daydream feature is an “interactive screensaver mode” that can activate automati-
cally when your device is docked or charging, keeping your screen on and displaying informa-
tion. Daydream mode can give your device an always-on information display.
Developers can create their own Daydream apps and Android includes a variety of built-in
options. We’ll cover what you need to know about Daydream mode and how you can use it
to make your Android device display useful information.
What is Daydream Mode?
When you dock your Android phone or tablet or charge it, its screen normally stays off. When
you enable Daydream mode, the device’s screen will stay on and display the Daydream app
you choose. You can use this to display the time, weather, quotes, photos, news, tweets, or
anything else that developers write a Daydream app for.
This feature was added in Android 4.2. If you have an old Android device you’re not using
lying around, you could try to install a custom ROM like Cyanogenmod on it. You can then
enable Daydream mode and use it to display information.
This feature isn’t enabled by default. To enable it, open Android’s Settings screen, tap Display,
and tap Daydream. Tap the When to Daydream option and select when you want to use
Daydream mode.
You can then select the Daydream app you want to use. Many Daydream apps have settings
you can configure — just tap the settings button to their right.
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Clock

Daydream mode debuted along with Android 4.2 and the Nexus 4. To demo it, Google showed
the Nexus 4 sitting on its wireless charging orb and displaying information. If you have a Nexus
4 and a wireless charger, you can enable Daydream mode, place it on the charger, and it will
function as a clock. The clock uses a “night mode” setting by default to appear very dim —
perfect for glancing at the time in the middle of the night if you want to replace your old clock
radio with your phone.

The time slowly fades out and moves around the screen when you use this Clock app, preventing
screen burn-in on some devices.

Photos

Google provides Photo Frame and Photo Table Daydream apps that function as photo
slideshows. You can select albums from your Gallery and your device will flip through the
photos in those albums, essentially turning your phone or tablet into a digital photo frame.
The Photo Frame app functions as a standard photo slideshow, displaying one photo at a time,
while Photo Table displays multiple photos at once in a smaller, thumbnailed view.
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Quotes

Flipboard

Google provides a Google Currents app, but there’s a good chance you use

More Options
These aren’t the only options. You may also be interested in:

• [1]Zoum Twitter Daydream, a Twitter client for Daydream that displays new tweets.

• [2]Website Daydream, which displays any website on screen while in Daydream mode.
It’s unclear who this would be useful to, but it’s certainly flexible.

• [3]Weather Daydream Screensaver, which displays the weather. It’s a paid app that
costs $3, so you may want to try configuring Dashclock to show the weather instead.
[4]Beautiful Widgets also includes a Daydream app that displays both the time and the
weather.

• [5]Google Currents
Google Play Newsstand is the new home for all your favorites news, magazines, blogs,
and more. Newsstand updates and replaces
Google Currents
, which is ...

There’s also a hidden Daydream app built into Android jelly bean, which displays jelly beans
floating around on your device’s screen. To unlock it, access the hidden jelly bean Easter egg
. The hidden “BeanFlinger” option will appear in your list of Daydream apps.
Daydream mode is a fairly recent feature, so there aren’t as many third-party options as there
are for things like Android’s home screen widgets . It’s also tough to design good Daydreams
that display useful information in an unobtrusive fashion without overwhelming the user —
what else is there to display in Daydream mode?
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zoumapps.tweets
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.liamnewmarch.daydream
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.devsar.daydream&hl=en
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.levelup.beautifulwidgets.free
5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.currents
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10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options (2014-03-25 19:10) - Prophet Hacker

The Developer Options menu in Android is a hidden menu with a variety of advanced options.
These options are intended for developers, but many of them will be interesting to geeks.

You’ll have to perform a secret handshake to enable the Developer Options menu in the
Settings screen, as it’s hidden from Android users by default.

Disable or Speed Up Animations

When you move between apps and screens in Android, you’re spending some of that time
looking at animations and waiting for them to go away. You can disable these animations
entirely by changing the Window animation scale, Transition animation scale, and Animator
duration scale options here. If you like animations but just wish they were faster, you can
speed them up.

On a fast phone or tablet, this can make switching between apps nearly instant. If you thought
your Android phone was speedy before, just try disabling animations and you’ll be surprised
how much faster it can seem

Force-Enable FXAA For OpenGL Games

If you have a high-end phone or tablet with great graphics performance and you play 3D games
on it, there’s a way to make those games look even better. Just go to the Developer Options
screen and enable the Force 4x MSAA option.
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This will force Android to use 4x multisample anti-aliasing in OpenGL ES 2.0 games and other
apps. This requires more graphics power and will probably drain your battery a bit faster,
but it will improve image quality in some games. This is a bit like force-enabling antialiasing
using the NVIDIA Control Panel on a Windows gaming PC.

See How Bad Task Killers Are

We’ve written before about how task killers are worse than useless on Android. If you use
a task killer, you’re just slowing down your system by throwing out cached data and forcing
Android to load apps from system storage whenever you open them again.

Don’t believe us? Enable the Don’t keep activities option on the Developer options screen
and Android will force-close every app you use as soon as you exit it. Enable this app and use
your phone normally for a few minutes — you’ll see just how harmful throwing out all that
cached data is and how much it will slow down your phone.

Don’t actually use this option unless you want to see how bad it is! It will make your phone
perform much more slowly — there’s a reason Google has hidden these options away from
average users who might accidentally change them.

Fake Your GPS Location
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The Allow mock locations option allows you to set fake GPS locations, tricking Android into
thinking you’re at a location where you actually aren’t. Use this option along with an app
like

Stay Awake While Charging

You can use

Show Always-On-Top CPU Usage

You can view CPU usage data by toggling the Show CPU usage option to On. This information
will appear on top of whatever app you’re using. If you’re a Linux user, the three numbers on
top probably look familiar — they represent the system load average. From left to right, the
numbers represent your system load over the last one, five, and fifteen minutes.

This isn’t the kind of thing you’d want enabled most of the time, but it can save you from
having to install third-party floating CPU apps if you want to see CPU usage information for
some reason.

Most of the other options here will only be useful to developers debugging their Android apps.
You shouldn’t start changing options you don’t understand.

If you want to undo any of these changes, you can quickly erase all your custom options by
sliding the switch at the top of the screen to Off.

Set a Desktop Backup Password

If you use the above ADB trick to create local backups of your Android device over USB, you
can protect them with a password with the Set a desktop backup password option here. This
password encrypts your backups to secure them, so you won’t be able to access them if you
forget the password.
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Pointer Location

This is a fully developer mode option ,in these option you can see where you touch screen and
he show the exact location of your touch.

Show Touches

This is very cool option you can see where you touch the screen and he shows the white dot.
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How to Enable Developer Options on Android 4.x.x (2014-03-25 19:10) - Prophet Hacker

The one thing that makes Android distinct as an operating system for mobile smartphones and
tablets is its being an Open Source platform that encourages developers to engage in various
types of development activities. And the one feature without which the custom development
would not have been so easier is the availability of the “Developer Options” that is found under
Settings of all Android devices by default.
These developer options contain advanced features that help any person with a developer’s bent
of mind build, test, debug, and package Android apps and mods. In simple terms, developer
options allow quick access to and Android device from a computer via ADB (Android Debug
Bridge) commands.
Features of Developer Options
The “Developer Options” feature is indispensable to Android Developers
hackers and enthusiasts as a means to quickly access and control
their device from the PC. Even if you are an average user and wish to root, install a ROM
or mod on your Android device, you must turn on USB Debugging mode on your phone or
tablet. And you’ll not be able to do it unless you enable Developer Options on your device
first.
Among the most useful features that are found under Developer Options are as follows:

• Enable debugging over USB.

• Quickly capture bug reports onto the device.

• Show CPU usage on screen.

• Draw debugging information on screen such as layout bounds, updates on GPU views
and hardware layers, and other information.

• Many other options to simulate app stresses or enable debugging options.

The “Developer Options” has always been visible by default in all previous versions of Android.
On
Developer Options on Gingerbread
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(Android 2.3):

Settings> Applications> Development> USB Debugging

Developer Options on ICS (Android 4.0):

Settings> Developer Options> USB Debugging

Developer Options on JB (Android 4.1):

Settings> Developer Options> USB Debugging

If you have recently upgraded your device to Android 4.2 Jelly Bean or have bought a new
device with 4.2 or higher pre-installed, do not be surprised if you find the ”Developer Options”
missing. I came across this thing on my Galaxy S3 with leaked 4.2.1 firmware and then on
Galaxy S4 GT-I9500 on Android 4.2.2.

Enable Developer Options on Android Android 4.2/ 4.3/ 4.4

In fact, the developer options lie at the core of Android development and so they cannot be
removed as long as Android is an open source environment. The only change Android 4.2
brings in connection to these useful options is that now they are hidden by default and you
will have to make it available by doing some finger exercise.

1. Open Settings> About on your Android phone or tablet.

2. If you have a Samsung Galaxy S3, S4, Note 8.0, Tab 3 or any other Galaxy device with
Android 4.2 or Android 4.3, open Settings> More/General tab> About and tap it.

3. If you have Galaxy Note 2 or Note 3 or any Galaxy device with Android 4.3, go to
Settings> General> About and tap the Build version 7 times.

4. Now scroll to Build number and tap it 7 times.

5. After tapping the Build Number 7 times, you will see a message “You are now a developer!”
If you have a Galaxy S4 or any other Samsung Galaxy device with Android 4.2, the

message reads as follows- “Developer mode has been enabled”.

6. Return to the main Settings menu and now you’ll be able to see Developer Options.

7.
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8. Tap on Developer options and mark the box in front of USB Debugging to enable it.

9. To

disable USB Debugging

mode later, you can uncheck the box before the option

10. To enable

Developer Options, go to Settings> Developer options and tap on the ON/OFF slider on the
top of the page.

[1]10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/03/10-things-you-can-do-in-androids.html
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Real FB Status & Pages Likes (2014-03-26 09:33) - Prophet Hacker

AddMeFast helps you to increase Facebook Likes/Subscribe, Google +1/Circles, Twitter Fol-
lowers, YouTube Views/Subscribe/Likes, Pinterest Followers, SoundCloud music listening and
Website Hits.

AddMeFast don’t sell likes/subscribes/followers/views/hits. They will never ask for your social
network accounts usernames or passwords, and will never post, tweet or status update from
your accounts.

Simply register your email and add your FB Profile ID ya Fb pages whatever you want. Now
simply earn points liking other pages and your pages likes is also up. Enjoy the Free and legal
like service.

[1] Try For FREE Now [2]

1. http://addmf.cc/?8HEB3X2
2. http://addmf.cc/?8HEB3X2
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Top 10 reasons Why you Root your Android Phone (2014-03-27 17:31) - Prophet Hacker

Android is one of the most open, versatile, and customizable mobile operating systems out
there. You may think you don’t need to root your phone, but you’d be surprised at how much
more you can accomplish with a little work . Here are 10 reasons rooting your phone is worth
the hassle.

Change Your DNS Server
Want to change your Android phone’s DNS server and use a third-party DNS server like
Google Public DNS for possibly improved speed, OpenDNS for web filtering, or Tunlr for easy
access to geoblocked online media services?
Android doesn’t make this easy. You can change the DNS server for each individual Wi-Fi
network you connect to, but you can’t set a preferred DNS server system-wide. This requires
a third-party app like SetDNS. Sure, you could just change the DNS server on your router
and you’d be okay when you were at home, but this wouldn’t help you when you were out
and about. Android make this possible without rooting, but it’s extremely tedious.

Remove Bloatware Completely
Android now provides a way to disable apps that were preinstalled by the carrier or device’s
manufacturer. However, they’ll just be disabled — so they’ll still take up space on the device’s
storage. With root access, you can delete the applications from the system partition, recovering
the wasted storage and gaining the ability to use it for other things.
This isn’t necessarily recommended, as it can cause problems if you remove apps that the
device needs. That’s why disabling bloatware apps is generally a better idea — but that’s
little comfort if you don’t have much storage space left and you want to recover space wasted
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by bloatware.

Gain Low-Level Hardware Access

After rooting your device, you can install a custom Linux kernel on it. This enables you to
access features that require kernel-level changes. For example, Nexus 4 users can install the
Touch Control app to wake their smartphones with a simple swipe on the display rather than
a press often power button. This is implemented as a kernel module because it requires that
low-level access.

Other commonly used features that often require custom kernels include display calibration,
CPU downclocking (for more battery life), and CPU overclocking (for more performance.)

Manage App Permissions

When you install an app, Android shows you the permissions the app requires. This is a take-
it-or-leave-it offer — if you want to install a game but that game requires an obscene level of
permissions, you can’t just deny individual permissions.

Root access allows you more control over app permissions on your phone, as this feature isn’t
available to typical users. The good news is that Android 4.3 includes a hidden permissions
manager named “App ops.” This feature likely isn’t stable and shouldn’t be relied on yet, but
it’s hopefully a sign of things to come — with any luck, we’ll see a stable permission manager
introduced in Android 4.4.
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2. Extract WhatsApp backup database file for future restore

•••••• Connect your device to PC via USB cable

• Open the device’s storage

• In the root of the device’s storage, you will find a folder labelled WhatsApp, double click it open.

• Now, go to the Databases folder

• You will find all the backup database (db) files

• Find the one with the latest date i.e today’s date when you have backed up

• Copy that file, as in my case it is msgstore-2014-03-24.1.db.crypt5 to a secure location on your PC

• You can now disconnect the device

• Now, if unfortunately you lose your messages and also your database file
from your storage, you can put back the saved database file into WhatsApp > Databases folder. Re-
install the App and you will again be allowed to restore your messages.
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How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android (2014-03-29 17:28)
- Prophet Hacker

Have you ever wondered why your internet connection is being so laggy? This is probably a good time to
get suspicious of your neighbours who might be using your WiFi network without your permission. Yes, you
can set up a password, however there are ways to bypass this. So what should you do to block an intruder
who is infiltrating your connection? The answer is simple: with a smartphone! Today we will tell you how
it is done.
Like almost everything to do with Android, you can find out who has been sneaking some of your WiFi with
an application. There is a free network tool which you can download right from the the Google Play Store
called Fing.
The first thing you have to do is connect to your smartphone or tablet to the WiFi network you want you
want to test. Now simply download the application, which you can do by pressing the install button below.

Tap on the refresh button update and the application will show what devices are connected to your WiFi
network, specifying whether the router is a smartphone or a computer.
There are many other options in Fing, like sending reports, checking open TCP ports and the list goes on.
Perhaps one of its best advantages is that users can change the viewed IP name, which allows the user to
know who they are on the app and who the infiltrators are. Once you know who the trespassers are, simply
click on the intruder and above you will see an option to ’enter a name ’. Enter a new name for that IP
address, like WiFi thief for example.
How to block unknown trespassing devices
In the event that you’ve located a intruding device, you are able to access the NAT and MAC information
and connect to the router in order to block the unwanted guests from accessing WiFi in the future.
On your computer that connected to your router, enter your IP address into the browser. It will ask you for
the password and username on your router and if you haven’t changed it, it will be specified in the device.
Now you’ll need to authenticate. The home page of your router will appear, showing a menu. Go to the
security tab and enter a new password. (Remember, to connect to WiFi on your phone or your computer,
you must enter this new password).
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If this isn’t enough, you can block access for other devices entirely. On the Fing application, you will see
information from your connected devices. Write down your MAC address (or your MAC addresses, depending
on how many devices you have connected) on a piece of paper.

Search for the block devices option on the configuration page which you can open on your computer. In
Access Control area, you can filter the MAC (one or more) that you’ve noted down. This will block any
other invading addresses that try to infiltrate. Remember that if you choose this option no one else will be
able to connect to your WiFi without having turned off the Access control option, which is good to keep in
mind for friends or family who are visiting.

Also try this :: [1]Find Hidden Wireless in Android
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/01/find-hidden-wireless-networks-ssid.html
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How to Broadcast (bcc) a WhatsApp message and what it means (2014-03-29 18:13)
- Prophet Hacker

When living abroad or in a different city than your family and friends, it sometimes gets hard to keep in
touch. Nowadays most people are using WhatsApp (though this may have decreased due to several pesky
reasons ) which makes it a lot easier to get in touch. Even aunts, uncles, grandmas and grandpas are catching
on. A great way to save time yet still give others updates or just share some news, is to broadcast a message
to various people within a broadcast list. This is just like the bcc function (blind carbon copy) in email. The
best part is that each person won’t know that the message is also sent to others.

First you will have to set up a broadcast list with the people that should receive common messages in the
future, like your extended family for example or perhaps a group a friends, study group to set up home work
sessions or your children. There are many different scenarios here.

1. Open the WhatsApp application.

2. From the main chats screen, hit the menu button of your smartphone, which is either one of the capacitative
or the action menu button on the top right corner.
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3. In the ‘New broadcast list’ page, hit the + symbol which will bring up all of your contacts. Scroll through
and check the boxes next to the names you would like in your group.

4. Once this is done, hit ‘Create’.
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5. WhatsApp reminds you that only users that have your phone number in their address book will get the
message.
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6. After you have created this group, you can either send a message right away or go back to this group
whenever you need it in the future. You will see a little loudspeaker symbol next to the usual message
timestamp.

7. The good thing is, the others won’t be able to see the contact names or phone numbers. They will get the
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message as a normal message and when they reply, you’ll get a normal message from that individual contact
in your Chats screen, not in the Broadcast List. It’s really a one-way street.

You can also edit the group after having made it, it’s not set in stone. To do this, open the Broadcast List
once again and hit the menu button. Select Broadcast list info. Here you can choose a name for that group,
add recipients, remove them or delete the entire list completely.

[1]WhatsApp
[2]Messenger

[3]INSTALL

This list is pretty useful in my opinion. It keeps the anonymity of each person while allowing you to write
many at a time and save time

Related Articles : [4]How setup Backup and restore conversations on WhatsApp
1. http://www.androidpit.com/en/android/market/apps/app/com.whatsapp/WhatsApp-Messenger
2. http://www.androidpit.com/en/android/market/apps/app/com.whatsapp/WhatsApp-Messenger
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.whatsapp&referrer=utm_source%3DAndroidPIT%26utm_medium%3
DAndroidPIT%26utm_campaign%3DAndroidPIT
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/03/how-setup-backup-and-restore.html
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How to share your Android net connection with your PC (2014-03-30 10:22) - Prophet Hacker

On the road and need to jump onto your laptop with no free public WiFi in sight? Maybe your Internet
connection at home is down? Whatever the reason, if you’ve got an Android smartphone with an active
mobile data connection, either 3G or 4G, you can share it with your PC through the tether feature. This
will allow you to use your smartphone network connection to connect to the Internet on your computer.

This connection can be done via a few ways: your device can act as a wireless hotspot, the signal can be
transmitted via Bluetooth, or you can provide the connection by plugging in your smartphone via USB
cable. The method we are highlighting works for any Android device running Android 2.2 or higher. If
you’re unfortunately running Android 2.1 or lower, you can use an app such as
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** Tick the Portable Wi-Fi hotspot option and then click Setup Wi-Fi hotspot. You’ve also got the option
for a Bluetooth and USB tethering options if you want to enable them instead. We’ll concentrate on the
Wi-Fi option.

** This will enable to edit the network name you want displayed and choose a password. Once done, click
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Save.

*

Once done, you’ve got a hotspot being broadcast! Go to your PC and you should find it in your list of
wireless networks.

Related Articles :: [1]Find a a Hidden Wireless Networks

1. [2]How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android -

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/01/find-hidden-wireless-networks-ssid.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/03/how-to-see-whos-stealing-your-wifi-and.html
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How to watch Latest TV shows and Movies for free on your Android (2014-03-31 20:16)
- Prophet Hacker

Have you ever wondered if it were possible for you to watch movies and TV shows without having to pay for
Netflix or any other kind of streaming service? We have and we have found a way to do it too. Just sit
tight and keep on reading and we will show you how you can watch movies and shows without any hassles
or complications for free on your phone.

The first thing you will have to do is download an app called

Show Box

. The app used to be on Google Play but was removed so you will have to sideload it on your Android phone.
You can find the application package you will have to download on the

_
Once you pick a movie you wish to watch, you can simply tap on it and it will take you to a screen where
you can view the movie or TV show poster, read a short description about it and also view its IMDB rating.
You can switch the quality in case you have a slow internet connection and you do not want the movie to
lag and you can also watch the trailer first if you are unsure about the movie. You can also choose between
downloading the movie or streaming it right off the web.

TV shows pretty much work the same way too. The updates section is one that deserves a mention. You
can view the new releases within the app from this tab and when something is available in higher quality,
an update will also be posted about it in the section as well.

The downloads section aggregates all media that has been downloaded through the app and shows you how
the download is progressing as well. The app doesn’t use the built-in Android downloader so you have to
keep track of the progress from within the app.

That’s just about it. Now you can watch your favorite TV shows right off your Android phone. If you have
tried out this service please leave a comment below with your opinion on it and we will get back to you.
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How to recover delete & lost data on Android (rooted or not) (2014-03-31 20:52)
- Prophet Hacker

Who amongst us hasn’t accidentally deleted photos or videos without realizing it? No need to panic: there
are ways to recover your data whether you’re

Note: Normally, for most of these programs to work, your memory must be formatted as FAT32, NTFS or
similar. If your memory card format is not recognized for some reason, you can just do a complete copy of
its contents to your computer, reformat the memory card as FAT32 and then dump the copied files back on
it and continue the process.
When you run Recuva, the first thing to do is select the type of file you want to recover: Pictures, Videos,
Music, Documents, etc. The option to restore from a specific location is available and you can even set a
specific folder to attempt recovery from. Note that Recuva will only display locations it can actually recover
data from. Just follow the prompts in the program.
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Important: When you finish recovering your deleted files try to save them on a different device from the one
on which they were originally lost: this can sometimes cause conflicts and damage recovery. So if you are
recovering files from your smartphone, record them on the hard disk of the PC and then transfer them over
later, once they’re safe and sound.

If[1] you have ROOT

1. Download [2]UNDELETE

2. The application is very simple. The first thing to do is to select the storage device from which you want
to retrieve your data (can be internal or external memory).

3. Then you scan the selected device.

4. The process may take between 2 and 10 minutes, depending on your memory size and the amount of
stored data.

5. When finished you will be presented with retrievable data in several tabs: Files, Pictures, Music, Videos,
Documents and Files. Recovered data returns to its place of origin, ie wherever it was saved before they
were lost.

6. This option may only work partially (if there is a problem with your memory). In that case, proceed to
the Recuva steps above, or use Wondershare or another root recovery program.

[3]Undelete for
Root Users

[4]INSTALL

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fahrbot.apps.undelete
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3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fahrbot.apps.undelete
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fahrbot.apps.undelete&referrer=utm_source%3DAndroidPIT%26utm
_medium%3DAndroidPIT%26utm_campaign%3DAndroidPIT
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Setup Multiwindow on Android through XMultiWindow (2014-04-01 11:30) - Prophet Hacker

One of the major downside to many Android phones and ROMS is that they don’t include multi-window
except Samsung devices, but now you can get multi-window on your very own Android Device If possible
try to get a AOSP ROM for your phone for best results.

You get an app called XMultiWindow that allows you to manage which apps you want to be enabled for
multi-window. After that just enable multi-window and you’re good to go! You can easily manage two apps
side by side in both portrait or landscape mode!

How to get multi-window on Android

Note:

You must be rooted!

This method

may not work with every Android device, it mainly depends if your on an AOSP ROM or not!

_
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Internet Download Manager (IDM) 6.19 build 3, Crack & Patch (2014-04-01 12:00)
- Prophet Hacker

Internet download manager (IDM) is a very useful download acceleration tool with file segmentation
technology to accelerate your downloads of video, music, document and other important files. IDM increases
download speed by up to five times with resume and schedule capacity. Comprehensive error recovery and
resume capability will restart broken or interrupted downloads due to lost connections, network problems,
computer shutdowns, or unexpected power outages are outstanding for individuals. Seamless integration
into major browser like Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera is considered to be very
useful and through which IDM handles your downloads automatically.

Step One: Download Latest Version of IDM from Official Site

Official site address: [1]http://www.internetdownloadmanager.com

Step Two: Download Latest Working Patch

Download Link: [2]Patch by ProphetHacker Dropbox Link

Step Three: Follow Instructions Below

1. Install IDM downloaded from official site;

2. Cancel/Close all massage from IDM about fake serial and bla bla bla :)

3. Close IDM from system trey if it is still open (IDM must be closed during patching process)

4. Open Patch file by clicking on ”Patch (New) - IDM 6.19.exe” and click OK if it shows any warning, a
new window will open with music;
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5. Click on ”Patch” button and show IDM ”Program File”, it is normally C:\Program Files\Internet
Download Manager;

6. Select IDman.exe and Click OK, Patching is done!

7. Now click on ”AutoReg” button and then exit. Enjoy...!!!

1. http://www.internetdownloadmanager.com/download.html
2. https://www.dropbox.com/s/5a2jv7pud6cay0j/patch%20by%20prophethacker.zip
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Switchr for Android! - App Switching (2014-04-01 18:52) - Prophet Hacker

_
”Ready for another one of those apps that you never thought you wanted or needed, but will fall in love with
once you get it?” - Prophet
Introduction
”Sometimes change is good, and this change is just too pretty to pass up” - AndroidSpin
Many of us have been using computers longer than we can remember. The dominant operating system for
the longest time was Windows, and one thing Windows gave us was quick program switching with Alt+Tab.
Wouldn’t it be nice to quickly swap apps on your Android phone with a live preview of the app you are
flipping through?

Luckily for us, we can use the side of the screen to change between open recent apps. You have three styles
to launch Switchr. Slide, I prefer this one, Flow, and Arc. Each do the same thing in the end, but just look
different when you’re choosing the recent app.
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To active Switchr all you do is slide your finger from the side of your screen (left or right) and it will launch.
Depending where you usually have your finger you can change thelocation, width, and length of the trigger.

[1]Download Switchr for Android using the link below!
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mohammad.adib.switchr
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Prophet Hacker Blog Book in Pdf (2014-04-01 20:00) - Prophet Hacker

_
_
Here i provide you a book ,so you can learn android hacks tricks offline
_
_
BooK Size :4.5Mb
[1]Download Link:Dropbox
1. https://www.dropbox.com/s/qbgedcu7kj7g2ll/Prophet%20Hacker%20Blog%20Book.pdf
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Watch your Internet bandwidth with ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter (2014-04-02 12:10)
- Prophet Hacker

If you really need to watch your Internet bandwidth, you need ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter. Unlike online
bandwidth meters, ShaPlus monitors your Internet bandwidth instead of testing your connection speed.
ShaPlus is designed to stay open in the Windows system tray, with a more detailed (but still compact)
display for the notification area or anywhere on the desktop you care to drag and pin it. This free tool
keeps track of your bandwidth use for the current session, the day, and the month. You can set it to track
your billing period and even to stop tracking between specified times. Recent updates include the ability to
display bandwidth in gigabytes, a counter reset option on the tray menu, and better stability in Windows 7
and 8.

Introduction

ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter ’s installer offered the option to stay open in the system tray. If, like us,
you choose this option, we recommend clicking Customize and making the icon permanent in the tray.
Hovering over the tray icon shows current bandwidth use; clicking the icon opens a menu with options such
as transparency and whether to display bandwidth in KB, MB, or GB. A Settings sheet offers more options,
including a list of all our system’s network interfaces to choose which ones to monitor and basic program
options such as Start with Windows and Always on Top. We could also set the monthly start date and enter
Do Not Track times for a 24-hour cycle. The three-part meter display will probably be the program’s most
useful feature to the majority of users. It showed our bandwidth use for Now, or the current session; Today;
and This Month. A neat little feature let us change the meter’s transparency right from the interface.

About

ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter is the perfect tool for those users who must keep track of every byte of network
bandwidth, whether it’s Internet use or any of your system’s connections. It won’t test your Internet
connection speed, but there’s no lack of free Web-based bandwidth meters that can do that job. For its
rather more specialized function, ShaPlus is the best tool we’ve tried so far

ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter remains in tray and displays the

bandwidth consumed

for the session, day and month. ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter will be useful for people with limited band-
width/month Internet connection. Other features: option to make meter always visible, transparency of
meter can be adjusted, option to exclude bandwidth during certain period of day (for those who have un-
metered bandwidth during certain hours of the day).

Features
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• Option to make meter always visible.

• Transparency of meter can be adjusted.

• Option to exclude bandwidth during certain period of day (for those having free usage periods).

Download

:: [1]ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter 1.4 (117 KB)
1. http://www.shaplus.com/exes/misc/ShaPlus%20Bandwidth%20Meter-Setup.exe
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How To Check If Your Android Device Is Rooted Or Not (2014-04-02 17:12) - Prophet Hacker

We know what you Android users have been thinking: there is nothing worse in this world than thinking
that you have root privileges on your favorite smartphone or tablet only to find out they have magically gone
missing.
Okay, so maybe the harsh reality of life does throw a few challenges at us that are significantly worse than
that, but it can still be extremely confusing, annoyingly problematic when such a thing occurs without
warning. If you’ve found yourself in this head-scratching situation then it’s time to check out

There are a number of reasons why a user might be a little surprised to learn that they no longer have [1]root
access on the device. Over-the-air firmware updates can sometimes be the cause of a lot of heartbreak.
Sometimes it isn’t immediately evident that something has gone wrong during the process. As pointed out
over at the XDA Forums, it could also be an issue that is caused by the lack of BusyBox (a single executable
that contains multiple common UNIX uTILITIES).
Whatever the cause, there is now no need to waste countless hours trying to go through processes that
require root access when it isn’t available. Simple Root Checker is a comprehensive solution that is available
to downoad for free, although it probably should be noted that this app DOES NOT actually root the device.
(Download: [2]Simple Root Checker for Android on the
Play
Store
)
Related Post :
[3] Top 10Reasons why you need to root your phone
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1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.joeykrim.rootcheck
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.com/2014/03/top-10-reasons-why-you-root-your.html
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Free Call via a PC to Phone without registration (2014-04-03 10:19) - Prophet Hacker

All you need for this easy-to-use system is a computer, a mic, speakers and decent Internet connection.
Call2Friends is a modern telecommunication service that uses the latest technologies and offers a free and
high quality communications to people all over the world.

Not only can you call your online friends for free, it also offers free calls to any regular landline in various
destinations. For this unique calling service you need nothing but Flashplayer, microphone and headphones.
Make free and cheap calls both locally and internationally.

Voip Provider Name:

Call2Friends Voip Provider Website

:

Step3 : When asked to enable cam/microphone. Click ok or enable.
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Step4 : Click green button to place the call

Step5 : Talk till the call automatically disconnects.

Tips: You must confirm that flash install in your browser. Otherwise the website is not open.

Download Call2Friends Application – Configure SIP in it

.

Android App
[1]
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Windows App

[2]

1. http://call2friends.com/sip-gateway/android/linphone
2. http://call2friends.com/sip-gateway/bria-professional
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How Record Android Screen on Android (2014-04-04 19:03) - Prophet Hacker

While the Iphone

got its first screen recording app back in early 2010, Android

is only getting a proper screen recording solution today. Well, it’s better late than never, as the screen
recording app

released today does a whole lot more than simple screen recording: it’s called screencast & Screen Recorder
and, well, it lets you record your phone’s screen and take screenshots.

Developed by Media Solution, ScreenCast & Screen Recorder lets users record the phone’s screen. It has a
strong feature set, letting users record video at 10-30 frames per second at two pre-set resolutions. Once
recorded, users can easily share the file.

From Android Market:

Screencast records your phone screen at high frame rates into a high quality MPEG4 video. This
program includes a gallery to view, play, rename, delete and share your previously recorded videos
from within the same user interface.

Screenshot and live streaming are under development and will be appearing soon.

Screencast requires a
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The ability to take screenshots and even livestream the on-screen action is being worked on by the developers
and is expected to be available in a future update.

The app is available in two versions. The free version comes with all the features of the paid one, except
that you are limited to only 30 second-long recordings. The paid version, obviously, lifts this limitation for
the price of $2.99.

Because of it requires Superuser permissions, you must have a rooted Android smartphone for this to work.
You may download it from the link(s) embedded below:

• [1]Download ScreenCast & ScreenRecord FREE [Market Link]

• [2]Download ScreenCast & ScreenRecord Full crack apk

1. https://market.android.com/details?id=com.ms.screencastfree&feature=more_from_developer
2. http://download1670.mediafire.com/bb0649encyng/eyot66n8z291r40/Screencast+Full+Version.apk
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Top 4 Apps that can Stream Live TV Shows and Movies on Android (2014-04-04 23:20)
- Prophet Hacker

Love being a couch potato and staying glued to the TV ?? But if you are a proud owner of an Android
device, get set to crack the fortune cookie! The Google Play Store boasts a number of apps that allow you
to seamlessly stream your favourite TV shows and movies, right onto your device , even on the go!

In this post, we have listed the top 4 Android apps for streaming TV shows and movies, that you
shouldn’t miss out on.

1>

This app is rated-4.1/5 on the Google Play store and with more than 50,000,000 installs, its currently the
chartbuster in its category.

2>
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Crackle allows you to watch your favourite movies and TV shows all for free. New movies and TV show
episodes are added every month. You have the option of creating and maintaining your very own playlist.
Streaming of high quality videos via 3G,4G or WiFi is the icing on the cake.

TV shows and movies range from action, horror , thriller to comedy and sci-fi. This app is rated-3.6/5 on
the Google Play Store.

3>

Top titles include NBC universal, BBC, History Channel, Bravo, Bio TV shows etc. This app is rated-4.4/5
on the Google Play store.

4>
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So, all that you need is a working 3G or WiFi connection to enjoy your all time favourite movies and TV
shows. This app is rated-4.2/5 on the Google Play store.

So, make the most of your Android device,turn into a full fledged portable television and be a couch potato
again!
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How hide your Naughty apss on Android (2014-04-05 00:38) - Prophet Hacker

Owning an Android phone means tons and tons of applications! But, in this sea of applications some of
them lose their utility, unknowingly increasing the app drawer size of your Android device. Some of those
unwanted applications come preloaded on the device and hence cannot be deleted ( until your

The application you want to hide is cleverly disguised an “Audio manager” in the app drawer. The audio
manager allows you to turn the volume up and down. But, when you long press the audio manager title ,
the actual Hide It Pro app is launched . Once you hide the app , it also disappears from the recent apps list.

You can even lock the hidden space with pin or password. This app is ratedÂ 4.8/5 on the Google Play
Store.

2>
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GO Launcher EX is popular amongst Android enthusiasts as it provides numerous features to change the
look and feel of the Android OS as per the user’s taste and preference. But Â most people are ignorant of
the fact that there’s an option of hiding apps!

As you can see in the pic above, just open the app drawer and click on the “settings” icon. A list will pop
up where you can select the option of “Hide app”. Once you select that, a list of the apps will open up, you
just need to check mark the apps you want to hide.

Other launchers like
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Once you’ve installed Link2SD on your phone, open it , you’ll get a list of all the applications in your phone.
Now tap and hold the app you want to hide. A menu will pop up where you’ll find the option of “freeze”, se-
lect that. After you’ve done with the process, you will find “frozen” written beside the app you wanted to hide.
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How to download YouTube videos on Android (2014-04-05 16:55) - Prophet Hacker

You must have enjoyed YouTube videos on the official YouTube app on your Android device, but the
downside with the app is slow buffering and high data usage. To enjoy your favourite videos, downloading
is always the best option.It saves both money and time.

But

downloading YouTube videos on Android

is a herculean task, as presumed. Hence, we have made an effort to ease out the pressure from your head.

1> You need an app called “TubeMate”. To download TubeMate “.apk” file-[1]Click Here!

2> Save the file on your Android device in any folder.

3> Now click on the .apk file and install TubeMate.(Make sure that “Unknown sources is ticked in the
Applications menu in Settings of your phone).

4> Open the TubeMate app and search for the video of your choice.

5> Once you get the video, tap on it and click the “Green down arrow” icon to download the video.

[2]

6> A prompt will appear with 2 options, you have to select “Download” (As shown in pic).

[3]

7> Another screen will pop up asking you to select the resolution of your choice.

8> After selecting the resolution the, download will start and that’s it!

Enjoy YouTube videos on Android with this amazing app, without any stress and hassles!

1. http://www.mediafire.com/download/j7vp16d4w9mxmdj/TubeMate_1.05.28.183_1_by_prophethacker.apk
2. http://tricktactoe.com/howto/how-to-download-youtube-videos-on-android/attachment/tubemate-youtubedownloa
der/#main
3. http://tricktactoe.com/howto/how-to-download-youtube-videos-on-android/attachment/tubemate2/#main
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How to Block a Phone Number From Calling Your Android Phone (2014-04-05 20:44)
- Prophet Hacker

Whether you are sick of cold calls from telemarketers, or you have an ex you never want to hear from again:
fear not, there are ways to block those unwanted calls on Android. First of all we’ll take a look at how to
do it without an app, and then we’ll suggest a

couple of call blocking Android apps

that are worth considering.

Screening your calls can free from you from spammers forever so it’s well worth setting something up.

Block Calls on Your Android Smartphone

If you have specific numbers that you want to be blocked each time they call, then there’s a good chance
you’ve turned to apps that automate this process. There is one problems with that, though:

Using Android apps to block calls

If none of the other options suits you or you just want a more user friendly way of blocking calls on your
Android smartphone then a dedicated app might be your best bet. Here are three solid options.
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This app bills itself as a free alternative text and calling app, with free messaging between members and
real-time updates on when your messages have been read. It also happens to be a powerful call and text
blocking app for Android. You can block specific numbers or you can block area codes. Thanks to user
submitted info on telemarketers and other spam you can create a block list that will protect you from cold
calls.

Here’s another Android call blocker with a big list of user submitted spam numbers that you can automatically
block. This one also ties in with the FCC Do Not Call registry. You can decide which calls get blocked and
exactly how they are handled with this versatile app. You get a free 14-day trial of the full app and then it
reverts to a limited “Lite” version, unless you cough up a few dollars ( $8).
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A must have on your New Year app list– Call Blocker, to block unwanted calls and have a Peaceful New
Year!

Have you ever wondered how to block those annoyed phone calls, or quickly back up your massive contact
lists or just protect your privacy by not letting others see your phone call history or SMS?

Now Call Blocker Can Help!

Call Blocker blocks unwanted calls now and protect your privacy. Now with better developed features, you
don’t have to worry about privacy leakage. Protect your private info 24x7.

Other call blocking options

There are a lot of other Android call blocking apps, but make sure to check the reviews carefully and do
your homework before you choose. They don’t tend to play nicely together and they can also conflict with
anti-virus apps. Speaking of which, if you have [1]avast! Mobile Security already installed there’s a call and
SMS filtering option in there for blocking contacts. If there’s a specific call blocking app for Android that
you’d like to suggest then please post a comment and tell us about it.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.avast.android.mobilesecurity
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How to install Adobe Flash Player on Android (2014-04-07 20:18) - Prophet Hacker

As you know,

Adobe Flash Player

was ditched in favor of HTML5 on Android. While that’s certainly not a bad thing, there’s still some faithful
Adobe Flash Player users. So we’re going to show you how to manually install Adobe Flash Player on your
Android device. It’s a fairly easy process.

Installing

As I mentioned, installing Adobe Flash Player is very easy. First, head into your Android device’s Settings
> Security and make sure to check the Unknown Sources box. This will allow us to install the Adobe Flash
Player app from a source other than the Play Store.

Next, open up Google on your Android device and search for “Adobe Flash Player archives” (or just hit
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[1] Dolphin PlayStore Link

Setting up Flash

If you have
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[2]Boat browser installed,

inside the browser head into Settings > Page Content settings, and make sure the flash plugins are enabled.
After that, you can head on over to YouTube to make sure it works. Just make you’re using the desktop site
and not the mobile page.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mobi.mgeek.TunnyBrowser
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.boatbrowser.free&hl=en
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Microsoft Office Mobile [Free] (2014-04-07 21:45) - Prophet Hacker

Microsoft Office

[Price: Free]

Even though Microsoft Office was officially released late last summer, they made the huge decision in
March to make the app free to use for Android users. This means no more Office 365 subscription and you
can just open it and use it. It does require a Microsoft account and that automatically signs you up for a
OneDrive account. That said, it is compatible with the desktop version of Microsoft Office and it does have
a fairly good design. With the 7GB of free cloud storage from OneDrive, it means Microsoft has a Google
Drive competitor for real now. Google Drive is still better, but keep an eye out on Microsoft Office because
it’s starting to be a really good option.

Description

Microsoft Office Mobile is the official Office companion optimized for your Android phone. You can
access, view and edit your Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft PowerPoint documents from
virtually anywhere. Documents look like the originals, thanks to support for charts, animations, SmartArt
graphics and shapes. When you make quick edits or add comments to a document, the formatting and
content remain intact.*

KEY FEATURES:

Access documents from virtually anywhere:
• Cloud – With your phone, you can access Office documents that are stored on OneDrive, OneDrive for
Business, or SharePoint.
• Recent Documents – Office Mobile is cloud-connected. The documents you’ve recently viewed on your
computer are readily available on your phone in the recent documents panel.
• Email Attachments – You can view and edit Office documents attached to email messages.*
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Office documents look stunning:
• Great-Looking Documents - Word, Excel and PowerPoint documents look great on your phone, thanks to
support for charts, animations, SmartArt Graphics, and shapes.
• Optimized for phone - Word, Excel and PowerPoint have been optimized for the small screen of your
phone.
• Resume Reading - When opening a Word document from OneDrive or OneDrive for Business on your
phone, it automatically resumes at the place where you left off reading, even if you last viewed the document
on your PC or tablet.
• Presentation Views - The Slide Navigator view in PowerPoint lets you browse slides faster, while speaker
notes help you practice your presentation.

Make quick edits and share*:
• Documents Remain Intact - Formatting and content remain intact when you edit Word, Excel, or Power-
Point documents on your phone.
• Create – You can create new Word and Excel documents on your phone.
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[1]
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1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microsoft.office.officehub
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The best racing games for Android (2014-04-07 22:28) - Prophet Hacker

Android racing games are among the most popular in all of Android. So popular, in fact, that they have
their own
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Free ringtones & wallpapers for your android with Zedge App (2014-04-08 10:14)
- Prophet Hacker

Overall, we think Zedge is a winner. It has a huge database of high-quality wallpapers, ringtones, and
notification sounds, it’s updated frequently, and it’s incredibly simple to navigate.

_
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A complete virtual studio to create your music ( Fl Studio with plugins and tutorials)
for pc and android (2014-04-08 16:52) - Prophet Hacker

How Can you create your music. SolutioN is Fl Studio.FL Studio is a powerful music editing studio
for your PC.

FL Studio (formerly known as FruityLoops ) is a digital audio workstation developed by the Belgian
company Image-Line. FL Studio features a graphical user interface based on a pattern-based music sequencer.
The program is available in four different editions for Microsoft Windows, including FL Studio Express ,
Fruity Edition , Producer Edition , and the Signature Bundle .Image-Line offers lifetime free updates
to the program, meaning customers receive all future updates of the software for free.Image-Line also develops
FL Studio Mobile for iPod

Touch, iPhone, iPad and Android devices.

FL Studio can be used as a VST instrument in other audio workstation programs and also functions as a
ReWire client. Image-Line also offers other VST instruments and audio applications. FL Studio is used by
electronic musicians and [1]DJs such as
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Extra FL Studio Plugins for Download

[2]Vstwarehouse
Fl Studio Tutorials for Download

[3]Beat Generals Full Fl Studio Tutorials
_

Fl Studio Download Link
_

[4]FL Studio Producer Edition 11.0.4+Plugins Bundle R2R (PC )
[5]FL Studio Mobile v1.2.1 (Android)
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1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DJ
2. http://www.vstwarehouse.com/
3. http://kickass.to/beatgenerals-tutorials-for-fl-studio-eng-t7661682.html
4. http://kickass.to/fl-studio-producer-edition-11-0-4-plugins-bundle-r2r-chingliu-t8490211.html
5. http://kickass.to/fl-studio-mobile-v1-2-1-t8092562.html
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How to Become a Hacker (Everything that the hacker know now you know)
(2014-04-08 22:00) - Prophet Hacker

Learning to become hacker is not as easy as learning to become a software developer. I realized this when
I started looking for learning resources for simple hacking people do. Even to start doing the simplest hack
on own, a hacker requires to have in depth knowledge of multiple topics. Some people recommend minimum
knowledge of few programming languages like C, Python, HTML with Unix operating system concepts and
networking knowledge is required to start learning hacking techniques.
Though knowing a lot of things is required, it is not really enough for you to be a competent and successful
hacker. You must have a passion and positive attitude towards problem solving. The security softwares are
constantly evolving and therefore you must keep learning new things with a really fast pace.
If you are thinking about ethical hacking as a career option, you may need to be prepared for a lot of
hard/smart work. I hope these free resources will help you speed up on your learning. If you decide you
pursue ethical hacking as a career option, you may also want to read some in depth ethical hacking
books .
A lot of people (including me before doing research for this article) think that they can become a hacker
using some free hacking tools available on web. Its true that some common types of hacking can be easily
done with help of tools, however doing it does not really make you a hacker. A true hacker is the one who
can find a vulnerability and develop a tool to exploit and/or demonstrate it.
Hacking is not only about knowing ”how things work”, but its about knowing ”why things work that way”
and ”how can we challenge it”.
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Below are some really useful hacking tutorials and resources you may want to explore in your journey of
learning to hack

[1]

Hacking For Dummies - Beginners Tutorials

These tutorials are not really simple for anyone who is just starting to learn hacking techniques. However,
these should be simple starting point for you. I am sure you have different opinion about complexity of each
tutorial however advanced hacker are going to be calling this a job of script kiddie (beginner hacker). Even
to acquire the skills of a script kiddie you need to have good understanding of computer fundamentals and
programming.

1. [2]Hacking Tutorials for Beginners - By BreakTheSecurity.com

2. [3]How to learn Ethical hacking - By Astalavista.com

3. [4]Penetration Testing Tutorial - By Guru99.com

4. [5] Backtrack Penetration Testing Tutorial

5. [6] Introduction to Penetration Testing

6. [7] Information Gathering with Nmap

7. [8]Simple How To Articles By Open Web Application Security

8. [9] The Six Dumbest Ideas in Computer Security

9. [10] Secure Design Principles

10. [11] 10 steps to secure software

Cryptography Related Tutorials

Cryptography is must know topic for any aspiring security professional or a ethical hacker. You must
understand how encryption and decryption is done. You must understand why some of the old encryption
techniques do not work in modern computing world.
This is a important area and a lot of software programmers and professional do not understand it very well.
Learning cryptography involves a lot of good understanding of mathematics, this means you also need to
have good fundamentals on discrete mathematics.

1. [12] Introduction to Public Key Cryptography

2. [13] Crypto Tutorial

3. [14] Introduction to Cryptography

4. [15] An Overview of Cryptography

5. [16]Cryptography Tutorials - Herong’s Tutorial Examples

6. [17]The Crypto Tutorial - Learn How to Keep Secret Secret

7. [18] Introduction to cryptology, Part 1: Basic Cryptology Concepts
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Websites For Security Related Articles And News

These are some websites, that you may find useful to find hacking related resources and articles. A lot of
simple tricks and tips are available for experimenting through these sites for improving yourself to become
advanced hacker.
In recent years, many people are aspiring to learn how to hack. With growing interest in this area, a lot
of different types of hacking practices are evolving. With popularity of social networks many people have
inclined towards vulnerability in various social networks like facebook, twitter, and myspace etc.
Continuous learning about latest security issues, news and vulnerability reports are really important for any
hacker or a security professional. Some of the sites that keep publishing informative articles and news are
listed here.

1. [19] http://www.astalavista.com/

2. [20] http://packetstormsecurity.com/

3. [21] http://www.blackhat.com/

4. [22] http://www.metasploit.com/

5. [23] http://sectools.org/

6. [24] http://www.2600.com/

7. [25] DEF CON - Hacking conference

8. [26] http://www.breakthesecurity.com/

9. [27] http://www.hacking-tutorial.com/

10. [28] http://www.evilzone.org/

11. [29] http://hackaday.com/

12. [30] http://www.hitb.org/

13. [31] http://www.hackthissite.org/

14. [32] http://pentestmag.com

15. [33] http://www.securitytube.net/

16. [34] https://www.ssllabs.com/

EBooks And Whitepapers

Some of the research papers by security experts and gurus can provide you a lot of information and inspiration.
White papers can be really difficult to read and understand therefore you may need to read them multiple
times. Once you understand the topic well, reading will become much faster and you will be able to skim
through a lot content in less time.

1. [35]Handbook of Applied Cryptography - This ebook contains some free chapter from one of the popular
cryptography books. The full book is also available on amazon at [36]Cryptography Book.

2. [37] Network Penetration testing Guide
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3. [38] How to hack anything in Java

4. [39] Mcafee on iPhone and iPad Security

5. [40]A Good Collection of White papers on security and vulnerabilities - This site contains collection of
white papers from different sources and some of these white papers are really worth referring.

6. [41] Engineering Principles for Information Technology Security

7. [42] Basic Principles Of Information Protection

8. [43]Open Web Application Security Project - OWASP is one of the most popular sites that contains
web application security related information .

Videos & Play Lists

Those who like to watch video tutorials, here are few I liked. However there are many small video available
on youtube. Feel free to explore more and share with us if you like something.

1. [44] Cryptography Course By Dan Boneh Stanford University

2. [45]Open Security Training- Youtube Playlist of More than 90 hours. I have found this to be the biggest
free training available for security related topic.

3. [46]OWASP AppSec USA 2011: Youtube Playlist containing compilation of OWASP conference high-
light in 2011.

4. [47]Defcon: How I Met your Girlfriend - Defcon is one of the most popular hacker conference. The
presenters in this conference are well know inside the hacking industry.

5. [48] Defcon: What happens when you steal a hackers computer

6. [49] Defcon: Nmap: Scanning the Internet

7. [50]Public Key Cryptography: Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange

8. [51] Web application Pen testing

9. [52] Intro to Scanning Nmap, Hping, Amap, TCPDump, Metasploit

Forums For Hackers And Security Professionals

Just like any other area, forums are really great help for learning from other experts. Hundreds of security
experts and ethical/non-ethical hackers are willing to share their knowledge on forums for some reason.
Please keep in mind to do enough research before post a question and be polite to people who take time to
answer your question.

1. [53] Stackoverflow for security professionals

2. [54] http://darksat.x47.net/

3. [55] http://forums.securityinfowatch.com/

4. [56] http://forums.cnet.com/spyware-viruses-security-forum/

5. [57] http://www.hackforums.net/forumdisplay.php?fid=47
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Vulnerability Databases And Resources
Vulnerability Databases are the first place to start your day as a security professional. Any new vulnerability
detection is generally available through the public vulnerability databases. These databases are a big source
of information for hackers to be able to understand and exploit/avoid/fix the vulnerability.

1. [58] http://www.exploit-db.com/

2. [59] http://1337day.com/

3. [60] http://securityvulns.com/

4. [61] http://www.securityfocus.com/

5. [62] http://www.osvdb.org/

6. [63] http://www.securiteam.com/

7. [64] http://secunia.com/advisories/

8. [65] http://insecure.org/sploits _all.html

9. [66] http://zerodayinitiative.com/advisories/published/

10. [67] http://nmrc.org/pub/index.html

11. [68] http://web.nvd.nist.gov

12. [69] http://www.vupen.com/english/security-advisories/

13. [70] http://www.vupen.com/blog/

14. [71] http://cvedetails.com/

15. [72] http://www.rapid7.com/vulndb/index.jsp

16. [73] http://oval.mitre.org/

Product Specific Vulnerability Information
Some of the very popular products in the world require a special attention and therefore you may want to
look at the specific security websites directly from vendors. I have kept Linux. Microsoft and apache in this
list, however it may apply to any product you may be heavily using.

1. [74] Red Hat Security and other updates Site

2. [75] Microsoft Products Security Bulletin

3. [76] Apache Foundation Products Security Repository

4. [77] Ubunut Software Security Center

5. [78] Linux Security Repository

Tools And Programs For Hacking / Security
There are dozens of tools available for doing different types of hacking and tests. Tools are really important
to become more productive at your work. Some of the very common tools that are used by hackers are listed
here. You may have different choice of tools based on your own comfort.
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1. [79] nmap

2. [80] NSS

3. [81] Hping

4. [82] TCPDump

5. [83] Metasploit

6. [84] Wireshark

7. [85] Network Stuff

8. [86] Nikto

Summary

I have tried to compile some of these resources for my own reference for the journey of learning I am going to
start. I am not even at a beginner level of becoming hacker but the knowledge of this field really fascinates
me and keeps me motivated for learning more and more. I hope will be able to become successful in this.
A lot of people use their knowledge skills for breaking stuff and stealing. I personally think that doing harm
to someone is a weak choice and will not have a good ending. I would recommend not to use your skills for
any un-ethical endeavor. A single misuse of your skill may jeopardize your career since most companies do
a strict third party background check before they hire a ethical hacker or a security personal.
There are dozens of companies looking for ethical hackers and security professionals. There are really good
number of opportunities in this area and its really niche compensation segment. You will be easily able to
get a decent job without even acquiring all the expert level skills to become a pro hacker.

You Also try hack so make perfect in Android Category because when you out of house you have no laptop
(your heart ) ,[87]you learn android and the show is must go on.
1. 78xjpqzg-body.tex.lynx.html
2. http://www.breakthesecurity.com/p/hacking-tutorials-for-beginners.html
3. http://www.astalavista.com/blog/133/entry-282-how-to-learn-ethical-hacking/
4. http://www.guru99.com/learn-penetration-testing.html
5. http://back-track-linux.blogspot.com/2012/11/backtrack-penetration-testing-tutorial.html
6. https://community.rapid7.com/docs/DOC-2248
7. http://www.soldierx.com/tutorials/Pentesting-Tutorial-1-Information-Gathering-Part-1-Nmap
8. https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:How_To
9. http://www.ranum.com/security/computer_security/editorials/dumb/index.html
10. http://www.developer.com/java/data/article.php/10932_3667601_1
11. http://news.cnet.com/2008-1082-276319.html
12. https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Introduction_to_Public-Key_Cryptography
13. http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/~pgut001/tutorial/
14. http://support.gpgtools.org/kb/how-to/introduction-to-cryptography
15. http://www.garykessler.net/library/crypto.html
16. http://www.herongyang.com/Cryptography/
17. http://www.ti89.com/cryptotut/
18. http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/tivoli/tutorials/s-crypto/
19. http://www.astalavista.com/
20. http://packetstormsecurity.com/
21. http://www.blackhat.com/
22. http://www.metasploit.com/
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Share your PC data with anyone on Web ya LAN in High speed with Minishare
(2014-04-10 07:41) - Prophet Hacker

How you share your data with friends without upload on any cloud site.There is a very simple and small
program called minishare is a solution .You simply install it add your files and share your data with friends
on lan with high speed

upto 40MB/s .

Share files to anyone, doesn’t have a place to store the files on the web

Introduction

MiniShare application was designed to serve anyone who has the need to share files to anyone, doesn’t
have a place to store the files on the web, and does not want or simply does not have the skill and possibility
to set up and maintain a complete HT The application is meant to be as easy to use as any common software
most users use daily. However, this doesn’t mean experienced users can’t find it useful.

HTTP was selected as the protocol, since it’s pretty safe to assume anyone with the possiblity to use the
Internet has access and can already use a web browser, so the receiving end doesn’t have to install any
special software. MiniShare doesn’t compete with ”real” HTTP servers, it’s mainly aimed for common users
needing a temporary way to have files accessible for others. It’s useful also for transfering data over a LAN
(for example, you could listen to your mp3s on someone else’s computer).

The files that the user wants to share are drag’n’dropped on the application (or added via a standard file
dialog) and the URLs for the shared files can be easily copied on the clipboard (with the IP address pointing
to the user’s computer). Since this application doesn’t use any P2P network and only the selected files are
shared (i.e. unlike most HTTP-servers that directly use the file system), so the user does not have to feel
insecure.
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Here are some key features of ”MiniShare”:
· Easy to use drag-and-drop interface

· Suitable for simple web hosting

· Designed to be usable by anyone, no admin experience needed

· Minimal footprint, no expensive hardware needed

· Very useful tool for transfering files over a LAN

· Implements HTTP/1.1 with basic authentication

· Customizable

Setup Of Minishare

1. Open Minishare.

2.Simply drag a add your file in Minishare Program.
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3.Now you see your ip in red box if you are in lan simply give your ip to friend to share data with him. In
lan data transfer rate upto 80MB/s. If you are connected to Internet simply give your ip to friend to share
data with him data transfer speed depends on your carriers.

4.Now test this ip is working or not.Open your browser and simply go the ip given by minishare .Your ip
you see in the redbox in screenshot 1.
5. Now you see your share files on your browser click on that which you wanna download.

Download Link
[1]Minshare Minimal HTTP Server [138.49KB]
RELATED ARTICLS :
[2]Watch Your downlad and upload data with Shaplus bandwidth meter
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1. http://sourceforge.net/projects/minishare/
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/watch-your-internet-bandwidth-with.html
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How Make backup of your Android SMS (2014-04-10 21:13) - Prophet Hacker

Have you ever accidentally dropped your phone, or even worse... dropped it in a sink? Do you keep it in
your pocket and at times get caught in the rain, Or perhaps you left it at your office desk and never found
it again. Well, anything may happen, however if you are worried that your SMS should not be lost in case
you loose your device then you can easily do it now.
Today, the number of Android users is simply seen on a steady rise, which makes their daily life simple and
hassle free. Considering the number of features and applications found in Android based phones, more and
more people are seen shifting to these devices. But while using these phones, you may find a number of text
messages as important, which you would like to secure somewhere for the backup as keeping the same in
your phones could be a risky affair since they may get deleted unintentionally. Hence transferring the text
messages (SMS) from the cell phones to computer or a cloud could be called as a better deal.
In case you are fine with keeping your SMS backed up on Gmail, it may be even more easier since you can
have all your email and text messages saved in one gmail account that can be easily accessed and restored
when you require.
In this post, I am trying to cover four powerful apps that can do this for you for free.

This free android app can automatically backup your mobile SMS, MMS and call log entries in a separate
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label in Gmail / Google Calendar. This app also supports the restore feature that can be really helpful in
case you have to switch devices.

SMS Backup & Restore is a simple yet powerful Android application that can back up and restore your
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SMS independent of the Android version. This app uses XML format to backup the data that ensures any
android version will be compatible.

There are several software applications, which can help you in doing this task; however, most of the users
choose a wrong resort for this issue. Of all the applications and ways of transferring your text messages to
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your computer, you have one powerful application called Wondershare Mobile Go, which can help you in
doing this task without much hassle. In fact, it is called as one shop mobile phone management application
for Android users, which helps you in storing all your messages safely and in a most convenient manner.
Let’s check out the steps involved in taking a backup of your Android based phone text messages to your
PC as under:
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Step 1 – Launch the application

In the first step, you need to install this application - Wondershare MobileGo over your PC. You can find
this application both for the Windows or Mac users over the web, which could be downloaded very easily
without paying a single buck. And, you will find the steps given below for this task covered for the Windows
based PC. Once you download the software, you need to launch it to start this process. Once you do this
step, you are now required to connect your Android based phone to your computer or laptop. After doing so,
your PC will detect automatically your Android device. You could see your mobile phone getting displayed
over your Windows based PC or laptop. You are now supposed to click over the option called SMS to start
managing your text messages. This text message storing application- MobileGo is completely compatible to
all the common Android mobile phones including Google, HTC, Sony, Samsung, Motorola and Sony Ericsson.
Hence you do not have to worry whether your Android phone supports this software or not. Now, let’s check
the next step for this process.

Step 2 - Transferring the Text messages from Android phones to computer

Once you complete the above step, you could see the messages simply listed over your PC or laptop. You are
now supposed to select the number of messages followed by clicking over the button called Import/Export.
On doing so, you will be able to save the text messages over your computer or laptop in the .txt format.
That’s it; you are done with storing your important messages. Once you transfer all your text messages to
your PC from your Android phone using this software program, you are now free to delete these messages
over your phone. Also, in case, if you want these messages back in your Android based phones, don’t worry,
this software will prove effective in importing all your messages back from your PC to the phone.

Another app that can backup your SMS, call hostory and MMS to GMail and easily restore it when you
need.
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Final word

So, with these three awesome apps you could end up transferring your text messages from your Android
phones to any PC or laptop or have it backup on a gmail account.

Related Articles

[1] Top 4 Apps that can Stream Live TV Shows and Movies on Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-4-apps-that-can-stream-live-tv.html
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All type of Android Hacks and Development with Android Device Manager
(2014-04-11 18:41) - Prophet Hacker

Android is an amazing and fun platform to work on. Anyone can come up with their own unique
idea, create a good product and make it available to thousands and thousands of customers.

Android Development is very easy as operating a computer system .Android developments are not seeing a
break anytime soon. If you have a little knowledge about

ADB & Fastboot

, you may tweak your Android device up to the maximum extent by flashing recoveries, pushing in different
commands to perform tasks in the Android ADB & Fastboot command window using your PC. It’s always
been a big problem with newbies when they are unable to perform different commands and end up getting
failed while they are trying to tweak their Android device. Most of the devices like HTC’s devices, Google
Nexus devices, Sony’s Xperia devices and other similar ones need to be treated through ADB & Fastboot at
times.

There is no need to type the commands again and again and then face different errors. The tool is named
as Android Device Manager, that means this tool can manage your device, let you do whatever you want or
whatever you could do using the ADB terminal. Moreover, you no longer need to install ADB & Fastboot
setup using Android SDK tools and others. Android Device Manager comes pre-loaded with ADB drivers,
this small sized tool has almost minimized all the worries and all the hardwork and complexity.
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Android is very different from the GNU/Linux operating system because it contains very little
of GNU. Indeed, just about the only component in common between Android and GNU/Linux
is Linux, the kernel.

The interface is way too user-friendly. Developer has divided all the commands into different segments. You
just got to enable USB debugging mode on your device, connect it, select your tab [the task you want to
perform] and wait for the tool to do the job for you. You could never imagine this tough thing getting teared
down to such easy method right? Well, that’s what I thought at first and later had to admit the tool’s ease.

How this tool works:

1. Enable USB debugging on your Android device. Get it in Settings > Developer Options > USB Debugging
> Check it.

2. In case you’re unable to find it because you’re running your device on Android 4.2.2 Jelly Bean, you will
have to first enable Developer Options. To do so, go to settings > about device > tap build number or 7
times. You will see the developer options in settings now, you can enable USB debugging.

Related Articles
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Head towards the [1]Developer’s thread and [2]download this amazing tool on your Windows PC, and buy
him a bear if possible. Thanks all!

Related Articles

[3]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

1. https://www.facebook.com/AlMobarmge
2. http://www.mediafire.com/download/pojmcctmcq9t11a/Android+Device+Manager+%28ADM%29+%28V1.7%29.rar
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
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What is QRCode: How you Generate and Read QRCode in Android (2014-04-12 21:57)
- Prophet Hacker

We see the QRCode in all places but we dont’ know how this shit work and why we use them .

We all know that we live in a world of technology so all the all the thing is bit quiter and smarter. QRCode
is a very smart and tech way of our modern world.

QRCode is like a shortner of data.

Have you heard of QR codes yet? Here is a quick introduction:

What Are QR codes?

This is QRCode of my Blog link

They look like this: QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code) is the trademark for a type of
matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode) first designed for the automotive industry in Japan. A barcode
is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the item to which it is attached. A QR
code uses four standardized encoding modes (numeric, alphanumeric, byte / binary, andkanji) to efficiently
store data; extensions may also be used.

The QR Code system has become popular outside the automotive industry due to its fast readability and
greater storage capacity compared to standard UPC barcodes. Applications include product tracking, item
identification, time tracking, document management, general marketing, and much more.

A QR code consists of black modules (square dots) arranged in a square grid on a white background, which
can be read by an imaging device (such as a camera) and processed using Reed–Solomon error correction until
the image can be appropriately interpreted; data is then extracted from patterns present in both horizontal
and vertical components of the image.

Mobile Phone Operating System
_
QR codes can be used in Google’s Android, BlackBerry OS, Nokia Symbian Belle and Apple iOS devices
(iPhone/iPod/iPad), as well as Microsoft’s Windows Phone operating system, Google Goggles, 3rd party
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barcode scanners, and the Nintendo 3DS. The browser supports URL redirection, which allows QR codes to
send metadatato existing applications on the device. mbarcode is a QR code reader for the Maemo operating
system. In Apple’s iOS, a QR code reader is not natively included, but more than fifty paid and free apps
are available with both the ability to scan the codes and hard-link to an external URL. Google Goggles is an
example of one of many applications that can scan and hard-link URLs for iOS and Android. BlackBerry 10
devices have a native QR reader as well as several third party readers. Windows Phone 7.5 is able to scan
QR codes through the Bing search app.

How does the cell phone read the code?

_

The cell phone needs a QR code reader, like this one from

This intuitive, full-featured and multi-language QR utility will change the way you interact with QR Codes
and their smart actions and activities.
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How do you generate a code?

_

You can easily generate a QR code using a site like
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Find Hardware Info of you Android Mobile (2014-04-13 15:04) - Prophet Hacker

You buy a Android Phone but you don’t what the shit is fit in this hardware. Probabaly many people don’t
know how many sensors are in his android phone . What is your GPU and bla-bla . You need to know
about your android device . Here i provide you a app named
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Related Articles:

[1]How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android
[2]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD
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1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-to-see-whos-stealing-your-wifi-and.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
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Check Internet Speed In Android (2014-04-13 23:01) - Prophet Hacker

Everyone like high speed internet . So you caught a plan , now you wanna check your speed, now this
situation you done speedtest in your PC ya android.
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• Measure your accurate Downloading speed, Uploading speed, and Ping test from your device.

• Real-time graphs show connection consistency.
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• You can Troubleshoot or Verify your internet speed,if it is provided as your your plan you have paid
for.

•

• Real-time graphs show connection consistency

• Troubleshoot or verify the speed you were promised

• Track past tests with detailed reporting

Related Articles

[1]Watch your Internet bandwidth with ShaPlus Bandwidth Meter

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/watch-your-internet-bandwidth-with.html
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Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android (2014-04-15 14:02)
- Prophet Hacker

Everyone has a modem with high speed but we also want high speed Internet in our Android .

So here I explain you how can you share your PC Data with your Android .

Sharing your Windows internet connection via software has some security issuses.

There are programs that can help you do it, but they’re often awkward to set up, and prone to complicated
security and reliability issues, so i recommend you don’t try any software for creating virtual hotspot in PC.

Related Articles

_

The effect is dramatic. Once it’s set up, then any Wi-Fi compatible device that can connect to you - another
desktop, laptop, Phone,or an iPod Touch, say - will immediately be able to get online, by sharing your
internet connection through a duplicate of your wireless adapter.

Getting this working isn’t too difficult, either, as long as you can get over the first hurdle: finding a virtual
Wi-Fi-compatible driver for your wireless adapter.

Steps are below:

1

. First thing you check is your wireless adapter is supporting hostednetwork or not.

Open CMD and type the following Command

netsh wlan show drivers
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if you see yes then forward to next steps.
2. If you’re in luck and manage to find and install an up-to-date Windows 7 driver for your adapter, then
the next step is to set it up, and for that you’ll need an elevated command prompt. Click Start, type CMD,
right-click the Cmd.exe link and select ”Run as Administrator”.
Now type the following command:

netsh wlan set hostednetwork mode=allow ssid=prophethacker key=prophethacker

and press [Enter]. Replace ”prophethacker” with the name you’d like to use for your custom network, and
”prophethacker” with a password that’s a little harder to guess.
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3. Still at the command line, type

netsh wlan start hostednetwork

and press [Enter] to fire up the virtual adapter.

4. Now click Control Panel > Network and Internet > Network and Sharing Centre > Change Adapter
Settings, right-click your internet connection that you wanna share it and select Properties. Click the
Sharing tab, check ”Allow other network users to connect...”, choose your virtual Wi-Fi adaptor - and that’s
it.
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Any nearby Wi-Fi enabled device should see a new network appear with the SSID you defined above. They’ll
be able to connect to it using your password, and can then immediately share your internet connection.

Related Articles:
[1]How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android

[2]Find a Hidden Wireless Network’s SSID (Network Name)

[3]Check Internet Speed In Androidan

[4]How To Hack Wi-Fi WPA/WPA2 Password & Secure your Wi-Fi

[5]Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-to-see-whos-stealing-your-wifi-and.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/find-hidden-wireless-networks-ssid.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/how-to-hack-wi-fi-wpawpa2-password.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
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Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer (2014-04-16 18:45)
- Prophet Hacker

When you get a new phone you have a fun with phone .Nobody want the stock look of phone made by your
OEM . So you wanna change them then you are a right place.
Android Contact view app is very old fashioned so the look is not nice . Goole play there is a appp name
contact+ is very rich in features and looks.
Introduction of Contact+

Android:

Change Your Android Default Dialer
With this app has a custom dialer which design is awesome
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Sync Photos With FB Contacts
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Related Articles

[1]Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User

[2]Free Call via a PC to Phone without registration

[3]How to record a phone call on your Android smartphone

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/free-phone-call-with-facebook-android.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/free-call-via-pc-to-phone-without.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/how-to-record-phone-call-on-your.html
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Increase the Sound of your Android Volume (2014-04-19 13:11) - Prophet Hacker

Hey are your android speaker volume is very low.

Many of us want high speaker volume in android but our android has some shit
permissions.

Android Apps: Most of the Android Phones are quite loud and provide a rich audio experience
to it users but some Phones are not very loud and this factor annoys

most

users especially when you get used to listening

music at a high volume.

Here i provide you a trick , so you remove the limitations of sound on android , and increase
the sound of your volume.

You can increase the speaker volume yourself, it is very simple.

Here are steps:

1. Install

2. Open Mobileuncle MTK Tool and select Engineer Mode
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3. Select Engineer Mode MTK
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4. Swap to Harware Testing
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5. Select Audio
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6. Select Loudspeaker Mode
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7. Here you will find Max Volume Value 128, Change this to 145 and press set.
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8. You can set this value up to 160 but above 150 is not

recommended else it may damage your speaker.

9. Now you can close Mobileuncle MTK Tool.

Now you can check the volume of your speaker and feel the difference.

Works with MTK Chipset only

ATTACHED FILES

[1]Mobileuncle Tools _v20130223v2.8.0.apk - (1.02 MB,)

RELATED ARTICLES

[2]Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework
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[3]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

[4]All type of Android Hacks and Development with Android Device Manager

[5]Get Galaxy S4 Like Air Gestures On Any Android Mobile

1. http://forum.xda-developers.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=1907517&d=1366794093
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/all-type-of-android-hacks-and.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/get-galaxy-s4-like-air-gestures-on-any.html
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Create, Make and Change Your Android Boot Animation (2014-04-19 16:22)
- Prophet Hacker

We like changes in Android.In android there is default bootanimation we don’t like them. So we stumble
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them.Changing a boot animation is taking a risk .Here we talking about how can you create and install a
custom boot animation in your android.

First you confirm that your android is root or not.

Related Articles:

Boot Animations (Root) App.

Description

Welcome to the best Boot Animation manager on Android. This app contains more features and boot
animations than any other app! Features include:
� 300+ custom boot animations
� Convert any animated GIF to a boot animation
� Install boot animations from your SD card
� Root file explorer (all features included)
� Convert boot animations to animated GIFs
� Preview boot animations
� Randomize your boot animations (new boot animation each reboot)
� Resize any boot animation and change the FPS
� Backup/Restore multiple boot animations
� Disable your boot animation for a faster boot

Disclaimer:

Android has a few places where boot animations can be installed to. It may be that your install location
isn’t correct. You can select different install locations by clicking menu » Install Location inside the app.
The app also can help you find your install location by clicking menu » Preferences » Find locations.

Please make sure that the boot animation matches the resolution of your device or is smaller. Re-sizing
the animation doesn’t always work and sometimes causes a blank screen rather than a boot animation.
Some manufactures (e.g. Samsung) don’t use the standard format for boot animations. For devices that do
not support the original format you will need to install a custom kernel which supports the standard boot
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animation. Flashing this ZIP in recovery will fix the issue on most Sumsung devices. Please make a current
nandroid backup before flashing. ROM Installer may be used to flash the ZIP file.

Unfortunately, We don’t own each Android device but we have tested installing boot animations on as many
devices as we can. We will continue to do our best at making the install process as smooth as possible.

Step by step guide

1. Download the custom boot animations what you want,here is a collection of custom boot animation
download link

3. Open the app then choose Backup/Restore through the menu options. Backup your original boot ani-
mation by tapping Backup. (You can restore your original boot animation from here too with the Restore
option.)
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4. Locate your custom boot animation file (in this case, ‘bootanimation.zip’). Long-press the zip file then
choose Install.

Note: File names such as ‘Flying-fox-animation.zip’ should be renamed to ‘bootanimation.zip’ before in-
stalling it.

5. After you have done installing, reboot your device to see your new custom boot animation.

And that’s it. You now know how to customize your boot animation.

Related Articles

[1]Setup Multiwindow on Android through XMultiWindow

[2]Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/setup-multiwindow-on-android-through.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
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Take Ownership of any file in Window Just Right Click (2014-04-20 17:16) - Prophet Hacker

In Window you can’t delete system files. So , I have a solution you can access any file in system just right
click. Now that’s trick you can modify or edit any file in system.Now you have full access to window files.

Introduction :What is Ownership in Window?

The owner of a file or a folder has the right to allow or deny access to that resource. Although members of
the Administrators group and other authorized users also have the right to allow or deny access, the owner
has the authority to lock out non-administrator users, and then the only way to regain access to the resource
is for an administrator or a member of the Restore Operators group to take ownership of it. This makes the
file or folder owner important with respect to what permissions are allowed or denied for a given resource.

The default owner of a file or folder is the person who creates the resource. Ownership can be taken or
transferred in several ways. The current owner of a file or folder can transfer ownership to another user or
group. A member of the Administrators group can take ownership of a file or folder or transfer ownership
to another user or group—even if administrators are locked out of the resource according to the permissions.
Any user with the Take Ownership permission on the file or folder can take ownership, as can any member
of the Backup Operators group (or anyone else with the Restore Files And Directories user right, for that
matter).

Taking Ownership of System Files

Taking ownership of system files or folders in Windows is not a simple task. Whether you use the GUI
or the command line, it takes far too many steps. This method works in Windows Vista, 7, 8, and 8.1, and
it maybe works in XP, though you won’t need it there.

Thankfully somebody created a registry hack that will give you a menu item for “Take Ownership” that
will handle all the steps for you. We found this many years ago, and since then it’s been hosted here for
everybody to use.

Here’s what the new right-click menu will look like after installing this registry hack. If you are in Windows
8 or 8.1, the little shield won’t show up, but it’ll work just fine.
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Install

Download and unzip the files contained in the zipfile. Double-click the InstallTakeOwnership.reg file and
click through the prompts. No reboot necessary.

Uninstall

Double-click the RemoveTakeOwnership.reg file and click through the prompts. No reboot necessary.

[1] Download TakeOwnership.zip (622bytes)

Related Articles

[2]Customize your computer like Hacker

[3]Create Invisible & Color Folder

[4]Check Internet Speed In Android

1. https://www.dropbox.com/s/4plnpuz336bws4w/TakeOwnership%3D%3DProphet.zip
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/customize-your-computer-like-hacker.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/create-invisible-folder.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
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Set Custom Pattern Lock and App lock in Android (2014-04-20 21:05) - Prophet Hacker

You wanna something new for your android ,so you are on right place. This app is wow you can set custom
pattern lock. Now you set 18*18 dots in your pattern lock . This is very hard combination to guess.

Basicallly this is a app locker app .This app many interseting feature.

_

� Detects and Takes a picture of the Intruder(after failed attempts to unlock)
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� Support Fake Forced Close pop-up(instead of lock screen)
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� Set individual passwords for each app(multiple passwords)
� Support a variable size pattern(1x1 18x18)

� Other features
• Lock screen timeout and Lock screen rotation
• Lock incoming calls and outgoing calls
• Wi-Fi whitelist to deactivate lock at whitelisted locations
• Set Lock Time to only activate lock at certain time
• Lock 3G data
• Remote Lock by SMS keyword
• Customize the lock screen
• and Lots of More features
Smart App Protector(App Lock) is the best app locker or app protector that will secure your smartphone
and protect your privacy. App Lock also can lock your data such as pictures, SMS messages, and videos.

Related Articles

[1]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[2]How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android

[3]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-to-see-whos-stealing-your-wifi-and.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
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Calculate Co-Ordinates and Altitude from the Sea Level using an Android phone
(2014-04-21 18:26) - Prophet Hacker

All of you do wanna some diffrent from your phone , so that’s app for right to doing this. You can read
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Altitude,Weather,Lattitude,GPS Co-Ordinates & much more in your Android with the help of this app.

Suppose you’re on the top of a mountain range, how do you find out your altitude from the sea level. If its
a popular hiking place, then you would find information about the mountain’s altitude somewhere nearby,
but what if its a remote location?

At sea level it reads as zero feet, which is good.

Well if you have a android phone, the GPS on it can help you out to find your

approximate

altitude from the sea level. Although most android phone’s usually don’t come with a built in feature to
calculate

altitude, but the Google play store has a lot of free apps to help you with finding out your current altitude.

Among all the apps which can serve your purpose for calculating the altitude of your location, the Runtastic
Altimeter app is the best among all the apps in its category.

Download: [1] Runtastic Altimeter for Android

Overall if you love outdoor activities such as camping, hiking, walking, rock climbing or mountaineering.
The Runtastic altimeter is something you need to have on your android phone.

Related Articles

[2]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

[3]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[4]Set Custom Pattern Lock and App lock in Android

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.runtastic.android.altimeter
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/set-custom-pattern-lock-and-app-lock-in.html
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Send and Receive Text Messages from an Android phone on a PC (2014-04-22 13:26)
- Prophet Hacker

When you work on a computer ,Somebody message on your mobile.Now this time the app rocks it.You can
read all your messages on your PC.

What do you usually do when you receive a text message on your phone? Generally you would reach out for
your phone, unlock it and read the message. But wouldn’t it be easier if you could just read and send text
messages from a phone using your desktop.

This is exactly what the MightyText android app lets you do. Using the MightyText app and its web client,
you can easily able send and receive messages from a android phone using your computer. Using the app is
very simple and it consists of two parts, the client and the server. First you will need to install the android
app ( server ) on your phone and then you would need to log into it’s web interface ( client ) from your
computer. Once you are logged into the web interface of Mightytext, you would be able to read all the text
messages from your phone.

For Google Chrome users, MightyText offers an

• Step 3: Next you would have to grant permission for the app to access your Google account. Tap on
Allow Access to grant it access.
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• Step 4: Now open any web browser on your computer and head over to

• Step 5: You would then have to allow Mightytext web client to access your Google account. Click on
Allow to grant it access. Finally you would be able to access MightyText’s web interface.
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You can now view all the messages from your android phone.

If you want to send a new message, click on New message and the message editor will pop up at the bottom
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of the screen. Compose your message and hit on the send button to deliver it.

The only drawback about this app is, it requires an internet connection both for the computer and the
android phone. But in case you want something that doesn’t require an internet connection, you should
[1]try out the Airdroid app.
Related Articles

[2]Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser

[3]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
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Control & Share Your Android Phone’s Screen from a PC (2014-04-22 19:47)
- Prophet Hacker

Do you want to Control your Android phone’s screen on your computer? There are many reasons why you
might want to share & Control your android phone’s screen on a computer. If you are a developer ,Gamer
,Browsing or an app tester, screen sharing would be very useful for you.
In Google Play there are many apps that show they can share & Control your android screen with your
PC,but they can’t because they are rooted apps ,paid apps,ad apps and much more shit.So this app is very
fit for this work.
My Phone Explorer

_
4. Choose cable option.
_
5. Click on Extras then Control Phone/Load Screenshot.Now you see that your phone screen is appear on
your Desktop.Now check the button Refresh Automatically.
_
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6.Now you see that My XOLO A500S screen is display on My Window.

_

Add caption

Related Articles

C[1]Control Your PC With Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android

[2]Airdisplay : Android as a second monitor for you PC
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1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/airdisplay-android-as-second-monitor.html
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Disable Camera Shutter Sound in Android (2014-04-23 18:51) - Prophet Hacker

Suppose that you are on a crime screne and you wanna click pictures without anytype of sound.This app is
very useful on that situation.Silent Camera Shut Down Your Sound so no more sound coming out of your
phone.

By default, most smartphones produce a distinguishable fake shutter sound when you’re taking a picture.
Sometimes this is appropriate, other times, it can be loud and annoying especially when you’re trying to
snap a picture and be discrete about it. For some devices, it’s as easy as just turning down the volume on
your device or just disabling the option in your camera app. For others, such as Samsung, you don’t have
that luxury. Fortunately, there are some work arounds for this that we’ll show you how to do!

Rooted Apps

Silent Camera

The

_
Related Articles
[1]Increase the Sound of your Android Volume

[2]Download XBMC for Window and Android

[3]Top 4 Apps that can Stream Live TV Shows and Movies on Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/increase-sound-of-your-android-volume.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/download-xbmc-for-window-and-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-4-apps-that-can-stream-live-tv.html
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Create Backup of your Current ROM in Android (2014-04-23 23:10) - Prophet Hacker

Backup of Rom is not easily so android developer’s make Nandroid to make backup rom easily.

This tool is very handy when you change your ROM or try any new experiment on your android ,try this app
to make backup of your stock ROM.

What’s a Nandroid Backup?

Nandroid, sometimes written as

Step 2: Again select backup from the Nandroid backup sub-menu to start the backup process.
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Step 3 : The recovery will then calculate the free space available on your device and start the process if
sufficient space is available.
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The process may take some time depending upon the size of your ROM. After the backup is successfully
created, you will be taken back to the CWM home screen.
Restoring Nandroid Backup
When you wish to restore the Nandroid backup, just select the restore option from the Nandroid sub-menu
in the recovery. If there’s more than one Nandroid backup saved on your device, the phone will prompt you
about the multiple image files present, and that you can select one of them to restore.
That’s all, Nandroid backup is one of the most easiest and effective backup mechanisms one can get for a
rooted Android device. Always remember to take a Nandroid backup before you consider doing some major
changes on your Android.
[1] Nandroid Backup on Google Play
Related Articles
[2]Create, Make and Change Your Android Boot Animation
[3]Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework
[4]Top 10 reasons Why you Root your Android Phone
[5]How Make backup of your Android SMS
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1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.h3r3t1c.bkrestore
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-make-and-change-your-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/top-10-reasons-why-you-root-your.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/how-make-backup-of-your-android-sms.html
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Save Your Ideas in Google Keep (2014-04-24 09:56) - Prophet Hacker

Google KEEP is a memory notes app you can write any type of notes . They are never deleted because they
are save on google servers and your mobile.

Quickly capture what’s on your mind and be reminded at the right place or time. Speak a voice memo on
the go and have it automatically transcribed. Grab a photo of a poster, receipt or document and easily find
it.

When Ideas come in your mind save it on Google Keep.
When Ideas comes in mind first save it on Google Keep.

What Is Google Keep?

P
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Simply, [1]Google Keep is a syncing notepad that connects to Google Drive. It also supports photo notes,
voice notes, and checklists. We covered it when it launched, but the short version is that Google Keep lets
you quickly take and save those notes, photos, voice memos, and checklists to Google Drive, and then access
them again on any other web-connected device you use. It’s ideal for quick note-taking on the go, anyone
who appreciates simple, fast note-taking tools or to-do apps, or for saving notes on the desktop that you
know you’ll need on your Android phone, like shopping lists, addresses, phone numbers, checklists and to-do
lists, or conference call codes. Keep even supports Google Apps accounts, so you can use it with your own
domain or a business account.
The interface is colorful and easy to use. Those colors are actually organization tools that make it easy to
tell your personal notes apart from your work-related ones, or your family-related ones, and so on. [2]Google
Keep’s shallow learning curve, the Android app, the web interface, and the the Google Keep Chrome App all
make getting it into your regular workflow easy, regardless of whether you prefer taking notes on the desktop
or on your Android phone or tablet. Bottom line? If you’re not using a syncing note-taking app yet, you love
Android, and Google Chrome is your default browser, Keep could be the productivity and organizational
tool for you. Let’s take a look at some of its best features and how to apply them
Google just made an announcement
introducing Keep
, its new note-taking service. Keep is currently available for devices running Android 4.0.3 and up , or
through the [3]Google Drive Web site . Notes will automatically sync between the Web site and the Android
app.
After installing the Android app you’ll be prompted to select the Google account you want to use with Keep.
Once that’s done, you can begin keeping notes. There are four different methods you can use to enter a note:

• A quick note directly from the text box on the initial screen.

• Add a checklist by tapping on the check mark icon.

• Create a voice memo by tapping on the microphone. All memos are instantly transcribed, keeping
both the audio and text in the note.

• Add a photo as a note by tapping on the camera.

While viewing a note you’ll be able to assign it a color by tapping on the color palette at the top of the
screen. The colors will come in handy when trying to organize your notes, but as it stands now, you have to
change the color manually for each note. It would be nice if you could create categories and automatically
assign colors based on those categories.
he Google Drive page for Keep is pretty straightforward and mirrors the basic functionality of the Android
app. You can add, edit, archive, and delete your notes with just a few clicks.
Related Articles:

[4]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android
[5]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer
[6]All type of Android Hacks and Development with Android Device Manager
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.keep
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.keep
3. http://drive.google.com/keep
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4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/all-type-of-android-hacks-and.html
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Google Camera App arrives with Lens Blur Effect (2014-04-24 20:03) - Prophet Hacker

Only Few days before Google launch his new and first camera app for android with lens blur effect,which is
incredible & awesome. There are many feature like lens blur,panaroma and clear interface of camera.

Thought

LENS BLUR IMAGE

Accessing those options will be familiar to anyone that’s used a XOLO A1000 ; you simply swipe in from the
left to toggle between Google Camera’s different modes. Unfortunately, there are also some omissions when
comparing Google Camera with the stock Android camera: expert settings like white balance are nowhere
to be found here. Google is clearly going for simplicity, but to the company’s credit, it’s at least trying to
prevent users from shooting video in portrait orientation.

Google Camera is available right now and is supported on all Android smartphones and tablets running
version 4.4 (KitKat) and above. There’s not much to complain about when looking at the latest camera
apps from HTC and Samsung, but choice is always a good thing.

Description

Google Camera snaps quick and easy photos and videos, and has creative picture modes like Photo Sphere,
Lens Blur and Panorama.

Features
• Photo Spheres for immersive 360º views
• Lens Blur mode for SLR-like photos with shallow depth of field
• Panorama mode with high resolution
• 100 % viewfinder for getting the maximum resolution from the sensor (no dropped pixels)
• Updated UI that gets out of your way and is centered on an extra large capture button
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Related Articles

[1]Increase the Sound of your Android Volume

[2]Disable Camera Shutter Sound in Android

[3]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[4]Calculate Co-Ordinates and Altitude from the Sea Level using an Android phone

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/increase-sound-of-your-android-volume.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/disable-camera-shutter-sound-in-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/calculate-co-ordinates-and-altitude.html
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Control PC with Remote Desktop Chrome App for Android (2014-04-25 00:03)
- Prophet Hacker

Chrome Remote Desktop is a remote desktop software tool developed by
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Related Articles

[1]Airdisplay : Android as a second monitor for you PC

[2]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android
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1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/airdisplay-android-as-second-monitor.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
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Droidwall- Best Firewall for reducing Data Usage (2014-04-25 01:02) - Prophet Hacker

DroidWall - Android Firewall is a front-end application for the powerful iptables Linux firewall. It allows
you to restrict which applications are permitted to access your data networks (2G/3G and/or Wi-Fi).

Front-end application for the powerful iptables Linux firewall.
Allows you to restrict which apps can access the network.

This is the perfect solution if you don’t have an unlimited data plan, or just wants to see your battery lasting
longer.

For advanced users, it also allows you to manually define custom iptables rules.

Please remember to disable the firewall before uninstalling, otherwise you will need to reboot your device to
turn it off.

This one is GOOD one guys, and if you’re a rooted user of an Android device, you should
definetely give this one a try.
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[1]Google Play Link [2]Developer Site Link

Related Articles

[3]Download XBMC for Window and Android
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[4]Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android

[5]Control PC with Remote Desktop Chrome App for Android

[6]All type of Android Hacks and Development with Android Device Manager

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.googlecode.droidwall.free
2. http://code.google.com/p/droidwall/
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/download-xbmc-for-window-and-android.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-wifi-hotspot-in-windows-7-and.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-pc-with-remote-desktop-chrome.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/all-type-of-android-hacks-and.html
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Dolphin Browser One of the Best Android Browser (2014-04-25 22:54) - Prophet Hacker

If you are looking for a best browser your search ends with Dolphin Browser.
It is very high end browser.This browser ui is awesome.
Dolphin Browser is a [1]proprietary mobile for the Android operating system and [2]iOS developed by
Mobotap . It was one of the first alternative browsers for the Android platform
that introduced support for multi-touch gestures
Android: Dolphin Browser, our favorite browser for Android , just updated with a completely overhauled
layout, quick-access buttons in the bottom corner, a new full-screen mode, more built-in mini-apps, and
more. Best of all, it’s even faster now than it was before.
Dolphin for Android has always been fast, and with the addition of Dolphin Jetpack , it’s even faster (although
Jetpack can take a toll on your battery). The latest version is faster, even without Jetpack installed, and
renders pages pretty quickly—even more so if you visit them frequently. The new interface adds some full-
screen options, and a quick-toggle button at the bottom left of the screen to switch between open tabs, toggle
Dolphin Sonar, the browser’s voice and gesture-activated search and navigation tool , or to open the settings
and options slider at the bottom of the screen.
It is capable of running Adobe Flash on Android. ***Download Dolphin extensions and send web
pages between your mobile and desktop:
Chrome: [3]https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/dolphin-connect/pajecklc miegagoelbbjldmfcbcpdpll

Firefox: [4]http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect.xpi

Safari: [5]http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect. safariextz

Some additional features that you can add to your Dolphin for Android by installing add-ons:
l
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Web to PDF
l Dolphin screen cut
l Browser Faster for Dolphin
l Dolphin Translate
l Dolphin Reader
l Dolphin Battery Saver
l Bookmarks Widget
l Dolphin Brightness
l Dolphin Tab Reload
l Dolphin Show IP
l Dolphin Ultimate Flag
l Dolphin: Pocket Add-on
l Dolphin Whols
l Dolphin: Dropbox Add-on
l Dolphin Alexa Rank
l Xmarks for Dolphin
Feature
s

Gesture
Browse with a swipe
Dolphin Android Gesture simplifies the way you navigate the mobile web. Open your favorite site with the
touch of your fingertip. Bring up Match.com by drawing a heart. Scroll up and down the page by drawing
arrows. Or create your own Gesture by drawing a symbol.
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On Dolphin for Android, iPhone and iPad.

[6]Learn More

Sonar

Voice Search

Dolphin Sonar allows you to search, share and navigate by shaking your phone and telling Dolphin what to
do. Search by telling Sonar your search query. Share by saying “Share”. Navigate the web by saying “New
Tab” or the name of a website like “BBC”.

On Dolphin for Android and iPhone.

[7]Learn More
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Share

One-tap sharing

Right from Dolphin, you can tweet web pages, post them on Facebook, or share them via email. Visit a site,
tap Share from the menu, choose a service & tag your friends! It’s that easy.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.

[8]Learn More

Save

Save to Evernote, Box

Grab web content while browsing Dolphin & save it directly to Evernote or Box. Clip webpages to Evernote
& add your own personalized title, tag, comments, & keep organized in your notebooks. Save webpages to
a specific directory in your Box account as a PDF.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.

[9]Learn More
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Dolphin Connect

Sync bookmarks, tabs

With Dolphin Connect, sync bookmarks, tabs, history, & passwords across devices. Send URLs, a phone
number, directions, or photos between your computer & connected devices with desktop extensions. Down-
load the extensions now on [10]Chrome, [11]Firefox or [12]Safari.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.

[13]Learn More

Home Screen

Your top sites + apps
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Dolphin homescreen gives you one-tap access to your most visited sites & favorite web apps. With a simple
drag & drop, group your favorite sites & web apps into folders, similar to how applications are organized on
smartphone home screens.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.

Web App Store

One-stop browser shop

The all-new Dolphin web app store offers access to the most popular web apps, making the browser a one-
stop shop that users never have to leave. Choose from over 200 web apps, including Facebook, Twitter,
Wikipedia, Amazon &more.

On Dolphin for Android.

[14]Learn More
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Add-ons

Extra browsing tools

Beef up your Dolphin by installing your favorite Android Add-ons. Use Add-ons for tasks you need at your
fingertips. Want a save web pages as a PDF? Get Web to PDF. Want to read a webpage in French? Get
Dolphin Translate.

On Dolphin for Android.

[15]Learn More

Jetpack

A browsing boost
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Dolphin Jetpack uses Dolphin’s very own HTML5 rendering engine that powers Dolphin for the best HTML5
web game &web app experiences. Enables new cool features such as video downloader, Adblock, etc. 5 –
10X faster than the default Android browser & 2X faster than Chrome.

On Dolphin for Android.

[16]Learn More

Flash Support

Flash is back

You can once again view Flash content on your favorite Android browser. Simply download the Adobe
Flash Player app from the internet onto your phone, & turn on Flash Support in Dolphin settings. No more
switching to the Youtube app to view video content!

On Dolphin for Android.
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Search Suggestions
Find it faster
Find what you’re searching for faster. Instant access to History, Bookmarks and
Most Visited when tap on address bar.
Type your query into the URL bar, &
choose to search directly within alternative search engines, such as Yahoo, Amazon, DuckDuckGo, Yandex
and more.
On Dolphin for Android.

Tabbed Browsing
Classic or List View
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Tabs make browsing the mobile web as easy as on a desktop. Manage your tabs across the top of your screen,
or access the tab list with one swipe of the Dolphin key. No need to leave your webpage to shuffle through
open sites, Dolphin makes it easy to multi-task.
On Dolphin for Android, iPhone &iPad.

User Agent
Mobile + desktop mode
Switch between desktop & mobile view with the Dolphin Android User Agent. View mobile mode for compact
information or view in desktop mode for full functionality. You can also switch the target site layout between
Android, iPhone or iPad sites.
On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.
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Beautiful UI

Innovative browsing

Dolphin has been completely redesigned in an effort to further simplify the browsing experience for users
on Android devices. With an intuitive new homescreen, streamlined navigation, & search suggestions, you’ll
never have to leave your browser.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone, & iPad.

Browsing Preferences

Customized browsing experience

Fullscreen mode, night mode,
private mode, and more choices,
allow you to pick the best preferences for yourself. Adjust and satisfy your needs
under different circumstances quickly.

On Dolphin for Android, iPhone & iPad.
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Control Panel

Centralized management access

Simply swipe right to access control panel to manage bookmarks, downloads, themes addons and more.
Similar concept to control panel on PC, provides you instant access to manage almost every part of your
mobile browser.

[17]Dolphin Browser for Android (Playboard) | [18]Dolphin Browser for Android (Play Store)

Related Articles

[19]Droidwall- Best Firewall for reducing Data Usage

[20]Top 10 Best Android Apps

[21]Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android

[22]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proprietary_software
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOS
3. https://www.google.com/url?q=https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/dolphin-connect/pajecklcmiegagoelb
bjldmfcbcpdpll&sa=D&usg=AFQjCNEumPi2uGu5wvyNkijfVQTDmySREw
4. https://www.google.com/url?q=http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect.xpi&sa=D&usg=AFQ
jCNHVdlNkC4K8kcx1uzbkzlNI1o4bPw
5. https://www.google.com/url?q=http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect.safariextz&sa=D&
usg=AFQjCNEK5yvCdlzrP-jiOjHgXCEWNsJltg
6. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k73ipSDZJXM
7. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCJxme22BRQ
8. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfFdCkO9e58
9. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOwrF0CuUWA
10. https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/dolphin-connect/pajecklcmiegagoelbbjldmfcbcpdpll
11. http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect.xpi
12. http://dolphin-apk.s3.amazonaws.com/extension/dolphinconnect.safariextz
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13. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7pB1bzS2ow
14. http://webapps.dolphin.com/int/
15. http://dolphin-browser.com/add-ons/
16. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dolphin.browser.engine&feature=more_from_developer#?t=
W251bGwsMSwyLDEwMiwiY29tLmRvbHBoaW4uYnJvd3Nlci5lbmdpbmUiXQ..
17. http://playboard.me/android/apps/mobi.mgeek.TunnyBrowser
18. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mobi.mgeek.TunnyBrowser&hl=en
19. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/droidwall-best-firewall-for-reducing.html
20. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
21. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-wifi-hotspot-in-windows-7-and.html
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TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android (2014-04-26 14:33) - Prophet Hacker

Everyone wants unlimited Internet So I Come up with this new Free unlimited Tata Docomo Internet Trick
.

I also try this trick on my phone and my Phone net is fine.

TATA DOCOMO FREE INTERNET TRICK 2014

The idea behind this trick is very simple you put the proxy between ISP server and your Mobile.Now the
proxy works and all your surfing free without any type of recharge.

Name :Tata Docomo

APN :TATA.DOCOMO.INTERNET

PROXY :010.124.094.007

PORT :80

now save the settings and open your Browser and enjoy free net. I f you found any free problem with this
trick Contact me ya comment it.

Related Posts
[1]Droidwall- Best Firewall for reducing Data Usage

[2]Check Internet Speed In Android
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[3]Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android

[4]Dolphin Browser One of the Best Android Browser

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/droidwall-best-firewall-for-reducing.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-wifi-hotspot-in-windows-7-and.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/dolphin-browser-one-of-best-android.html
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Use All Android Sensor with One App (2014-04-26 17:56) - Prophet Hacker

Your Android Come with many sensors but we don’t use all sensors because we don’t know about these
sensor. This app is a sensor sense app,these app can intialize all your android phone sensor and make
them useful in your life.
Have you ever wanted to see the output of all sensors in your device? Now you can easily measure almost
everything with your Android™ device.
Sensor Sense
You can use all of your sensors in an android phone.
Description
With Sensor Sense you can view all your sensors in real time.
Most sensors also display a chart with the output of the sensor so you can better watch the changes during
the time.
Sensor Sense give you access to:
• Environment sensors
- Temperature sensor
- Light sensor
- Pressure sensor
- Relative humidity
• Motion sensors
- Acceleration
- Gravity sensor
- Gyroscope
- Linear acceleration
- Rotation vector
• Position sensors
- Magnetic field
- Proximity
• Location
- Longitude, latitude and altitude
- Speed and accuracy
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• Battery

- Level, voltage and temperature

- Status and health

Sensor Sense combines all these features with a beautiful Holo design that brings the Pure Android feeling
to you.
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[1]Sensor Sense (Playboard) | [2]Sensor Sense (Play Store)

Related Articles
[3]Top 10 Best Android Apps

[4]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[5]Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.kristofjannes.sensorsense
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kristofjannes.sensorsense&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
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Make your URL short In Android with Google URL Shortner (2014-04-27 15:58)
- Prophet Hacker

URL shortening

URL shortening is a technique on the World Wide Web in which a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) may
be made substantially shorter in length and still direct to the required page. This is achieved by using an
HTTP Redirect on a domain name that is short, which links to the web page that has a long URL. For
example, the URL ”

Google has long provided the URL shortening service [1]goo.gl . Users are able to log in to the site, paste
a long URL and have it shortened by Google. On top of the URL being share friendly, Google would also
provide analytics detailing who is actually clicking on the link.

Create a short URL

Create a Shorten URLs in PC

You can shorten URLs to make them easier to share using the Google URL shortener. For example, the
short URL

Create a Shorten URLs in Android with App

Month Before, Google Launch his app for url shortner service.The app is free and can be downloaded from
the Google Play store [2]here.
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1. http://goo.gl/
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tdevaux.googleurlshortener
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Search Anything by taking pictures With Google Googles (2014-04-27 22:40)
- Prophet Hacker

Suppose that you are on the road you see a banner logo in side of the road but you don’t know what kind
of logo these are . Now that’s time the app works You can search logo by taking his picture.
In picture you see by taking a picture you solve all soduku puzzleswith the help of android.
There are some things that are hard to put in words, like a painting that you want to find out the artist of.
For searches like that, try Google Goggles – it lets you search the web using photos that you’ve taken on
your mobile phone. So just open the Goggles app on your phone, snap a photo of that painting, and find
search results all about it. Sometimes pictures really are worth a thousand words.

Google Googles
Google Goggles is a downloadable image recognition application created by Google which can currently be
found on the Mobile Apps page of Google Mobile. It is used for searches based on pictures taken by handheld
devices. For example, taking a picture of a famous landmark would search for information about it, or taking
a picture of a product’s barcode will search for information on the product.
Goggles uses image recognition technology to recognize objects and return relevant search results. Identifies
products, famous landmarks, storefronts, artwork, and popular images found online. Goggles can translate
words in English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese & Russian. Goggles can extract contact
information from business cards.
Description
Search by taking a picture: point your mobile phone camera at a painting, a famous landmark, a barcode or
QR code, a product, or a popular image. If Goggles finds it in its database, it will provide you with useful
information.
Goggles can read text in English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, and Turkish, and
translate it into other languages.
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Goggles also works as a barcode / QR code scanner.

Features:

• - Scan barcodes using Goggles to get product information

• - Scan QR codes using Goggles to extract information

• - Recognize famous landmarks
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• - Translate by taking a picture of foreign language text
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• - Add Contacts by scanning business cards or QR codes

• - Scan text using Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

• - Recognize paintings, books, DVDs, CDs, and just about any 2D image
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• - Solve Sudoku puzzles
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• - Find similar products
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[1]Google Goggles (Playboard) | [2]Google Goggles (Play Store)
Related Articles
[3]Save Your Ideas in Google Keep

[4]Make your URL short In Android with Google URL Shortner
[5]Google Camera App arrives with Lens Blur Effect
[6]Use All Android Sensor with One App
1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.apps.unveil
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.unveil&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/save-your-ideas-in-google-keep.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/make-your-url-short-in-android-with.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/google-camera-app-arrives-with-lens.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/use-all-android-sensor-with-one-app.html
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Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better (2014-04-28 10:17) - Prophet Hacker

We can make a short list of some Google Android Apps which are capable of making your android better.
Google are the father of all apps in an android market. So We expect more from google that’s why Google
Co. give us much more features in
Google Pro
duct. Now here we presenting Top 5 Apps that are made by Google for Android.

Suppose that you are on the road you see a banner logo in side of the road but you don’t know what kind
of logo these are . Now that’s time the app works You can search logo by taking his picture.
In picture you see by taking a picture you solve all soduku puzzleswith the help of android.
There are some things that are hard to put in words, like a painting that you want to find out the artist of.
For searches like that, try Google Goggles – it lets you search the web using photos that you’ve taken on
your mobile phone. So just open the Goggles app on your phone, snap a photo of that painting, and find
search results all about it. Sometimes pictures really are worth a thousand words.

Google KEEP is a memory notes app you can write any type of notes . They are never deleted because they
are save on google servers and your mobile.
Quickly capture what’s on your mind and be reminded at the right place or time. Speak a voice memo on
the go and have it automatically transcribed. Grab a photo of a poster, receipt or document and easily find
it.

When Ideas come in your mind save it on Google Keep.
When Ideas comes in mind first save it on Google Keep.
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URL shortening is a technique on the World Wide Web in which a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) may
be made substantially shorter in length and still direct to the required page. This is achieved by using an
HTTP Redirect on a domain name that is short, which links to the web page that has a long URL. For
example, the URL

Chrome Remote Desktop is a remote desktop software tool developed by

Only Few days before Google launch his new and first camera app for android with lens blur effect,which is
incredible & awesome. There are many feature like lens blur,panaroma and clear interface of camera.

Thought Google Camera‘s only killer feature was software depth-of-field? Think again. A crafty developer
has created Depthy, an open source program that adds a parallax effect to photos taken with Google Camera’s
Lens Blur mode.

The program’s feat is accomplished by using Lens Blur’s depth mapping, which produces a three-dimensional
model of the subject being captured in order to achieve the “blur” effect. Depthy essentially makes the map
navigable, allowing you to pan around the image to see “behind” objects in frame. The effect is pretty
mindblowing.

[1]

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/google-camera-app-arrives-with-lens.html
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Airtel Free Internet Trick Unlimited 2G & 3G Hack 2014 (2014-04-28 17:46) - Prophet Hacker

Now here we presenting some useful Airtel 2G and 3g Hacks

working free Internet trick.I provide you this trick without any ads or surveys.

AIRTEL FREE INTERNET TRICK 2014

The trick on basis of vpn in android via a Open VPN App.

First we start with “ What is Open VPN??”

• Open VPN is the Open VPN Software program which can be utilised or operated for creating or making
the Secured Virtual Private Network.

• However now-a-days it is most widely used for free internet tricks. All network operator trick can be
used by NMD VPN Configuration.

• Features of Open VPN Software:

1. Freeware: zero cost for downloading and using it.

2. Supports: All TCP and UDP port

3. Requests: Supports all HTTP and HTTPS requests.
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First you Download Open Vpn and

Airtel Open Vpn Configs from here

Download Latest Version of Open Vpn from
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Related Articles

[1]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[2]How to Check 2G/3G Internet Balance in Mobile and Netsetter
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[3]Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/tata-docomo-free-internet-trick-2014.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/how-to-check-2g3g-internet-balance-in.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/free-phone-call-with-facebook-android.html
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ROM Toolbox all Root Apps in One App: Monster app (2014-04-28 23:32) - Prophet Hacker

When we root our Phone first we think what should we installl first app in our phone ,here the answer is
First install a ROM Toolbox app because in this almost 50 root tools in one app.
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[1]ROM Toolbox Lite (Playboard) | [2]ROM Toolbox Lite (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework

[4]Create Backup of your Current ROM in Android

[5]All type of Android Hacks and Development with Android Device Manager

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.jrummy.liberty.toolbox
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jrummy.liberty.toolbox&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-backup-of-your-current-rom-in.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/all-type-of-android-hacks-and.html
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Details about Any Movie, Episodes and Actors on Android (2014-04-30 13:20)
- Prophet Hacker

The
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Related Articles

[1]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[2]Download XBMC for Window and Android

[3]Calculate Co-Ordinates and Altitude from the Sea Level using an Android phone

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/download-xbmc-for-window-and-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/calculate-co-ordinates-and-altitude.html
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Details about any Medicine on Android (2014-04-30 14:29) - Prophet Hacker

This app can save your prices by comparing brands of medicine.

It is the App India has been waiting for! Doctors in India generally prescribe drugs by their brand names,
rather than their generic names. In a single simple step, this app enables you to find the equivalent brands
with prices and their generic names. Since, no Schedule Health drug can be sold without a written prescrip-
tion, ask your doctor to prescribe the same medicine with a cheaper and equally good brand.

Rishab Sachan (not her real name) is an epileptic. He had been buying Pfizer’s Lyrica, priced at
Rs768.56 for a strip of 14 capsules, till a few weeks ago.

When the 39-year-old discovered a cheaper alternative, Cipla’s Prebaxe at Rs59 for 10 capsules,
she confronted her doctor. “I came across an android application, which compares drugs by prices,
brand names, side effects. I immediately tried it out to find cheaper alternatives of Lyrica,

It is widely known that doctors are often tilted towards pharma companies, which directly or
indirectly bribe them with cash vouchers or lavish gifts, including foreign holidays. This creates a
conflict of interest while prescribing drugs. “It is a fact that doctors frequently prescribe costlier
brands when cheaper options with the same efficacy may be available.
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HEALTHKART PLUS

It is the resource most used by the common consumers and also healthcare professionals for clinical informa-
tion & as medical dictionary.

Use
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[1]Cheaper Medicines, Drug Info (Playboard) | [2]Cheaper Medicines, Drug Info (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]Details about Any Movie, Episodes and Actors on Android

[4]Check Internet Speed In Android

[5]Calculate Co-Ordinates and Altitude from the Sea Level using an Android phone

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.aranoah.healthkart.plus
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aranoah.healthkart.plus&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/details-about-any-movie-episodes-and.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/calculate-co-ordinates-and-altitude.html
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Find STD Code ,PIN Code and Vehicle Number Plate Code in Android for Indians
(2014-04-30 20:35) - Prophet Hacker

This app is for Indians with the help of these app you can find out vehicle Number Plate Code ,STD Code
Pin Code and much more.This app has a large number of database . This is full offline app.
Description
App contains all useful INDIA CODES in single app !
Offline Access to,
� STD CODE
� PIN CODE
� VEHICLE NUMBER PLATE CODE (RTO CODES)
LARGE DATABASE:
� It helps you to find STD code,POSTAL codes,VEHICLE No PLATE codes of India.
� 37,062 Area Codes
� 2571 STD Codes
� 974 vehicle number plate codes.
*Works offline!
Features:
• Search over all India records
• Easy search, smart auto suggestions on input
• All useful codes in your pocket!
� How to use:
- STD Code : For 011 enter 11.
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- PIN Code : For 079 enter 79.

- Vehicle Code : Enter gj - list of codes of gujarat
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Related Articles

[1]Control PC with Remote Desktop Chrome App for Android

[2]How to Broadcast (bcc) a WhatsApp message and what it means

[3]Calculate Co-Ordinates and Altitude from the Sea Level using an Android phone

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-pc-with-remote-desktop-chrome.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-to-broadcast-bcc-whatsapp-message.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/calculate-co-ordinates-and-altitude.html
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Solve any Math Problems in step by step solution with Android for Students
(2014-05-02 21:23) - Prophet Hacker

This calculator can done all sums in math with step by step.This is a very handy tool for Students.

This tool can solve mainly Algebra basic problems.So you can do your math in your Android
Phone.

This tool has one more extra feature when you type any value, he can mutiply add ,this value at many
possibalties ,now you can solve your sums with more solution.This is best calculator for Android.

[1]Fraction Calculator by Mathlab (Playboard) | [2]Fraction Calculator by Mathlab (Play Store)

Download Directly From [3] Dropbox

Related Articles

[4]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[5]Use All Android Sensor with One App

[6]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android

[7]Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/us.mathlab.android.frac
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=us.mathlab.android.frac&hl=en
3. https://www.dropbox.com/s/2vh2l5ri8w04ptf/us.mathlab.android.frac.apk
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/use-all-android-sensor-with-one-app.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
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IDEA FREE Unlimited INTERNET GPRS and 3G TRICK 2014 for Android
(2014-05-03 13:01) - Prophet Hacker

Idea has very fast 3G in all over country so I come with two tricks first is based on proxy and second is VPN
. These two tricks are given below.

Note: For Downloading with IDM you need to enter the same proxy details in IDM Settings. this is a
location based trick as the hope page is not Free in all the states So it won’t work everywhere, Our online
Buddies have tested it in some states including Gujarat.

Related Articles

[1]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[2]Airtel Free Internet Trick Unlimited 2G & 3G Hack 2014

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/tata-docomo-free-internet-trick-2014.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/airtel-free-internet-trick-unlimited-2g.html
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Backup of your data with DROPBOX on Android (2014-05-03 18:30) - Prophet Hacker

Dropbox is a great service to store data on cloud storage. With thi service you can make backup of your
data on online portal ,so you can access your data on anywhere .
Dropbox is a file hosting service operated by Dropbox, Inc., headquartered in San Francisco, California,
that offers cloud storage, file synchronization, and client software. Dropbox allows users to create a special
folder on each of their computers, which Dropbox then synchronizes so that it appears to be the same folder
(with the same contents) regardless of which computer is used to view it. Files placed in this folder also are
accessible through a website and mobile phone applications.
Dropbox is the easiest way to store, sync and share files online.

Features
File Sync

• 2GB of online storage for free, with up to 100GB available to paying customers.

• Sync files of any size or type.

• Sync Windows, Mac and Linux computers.
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• Automatically syncs when new files or changes are detected.

File Sharing

• Shared folders allow several people to collaborate on a set of files.

• You can see other people’s changes instantly.

Online Backup

• Automatic backup of your files.

• Undelete files and folders.

Dropbox for Android
Description
Dropbox is a free service that lets you bring all your photos, docs, and videos anywhere. After you install
Dropbox on your computer, any file you save to your Dropbox will automatically save to all your computers,
your Android device, and even the Dropbox website! With the Dropbox app, you can take everything that
matters to you on the go.
Read your docs or flip through your albums when you’re out and about. Save photos or videos to your
Dropbox and share them with friends in just a couple taps. Even if you accidentally leave your Android in
a taxi, your stuff is always safe on Dropbox.
Features:
• Always have your stuff with you, no matter where you are.
• Save photos and videos to your Dropbox.
• Share your photos and docs with family and friends.
• Save email attachments straight to your Dropbox.
• Easily edit docs in your Dropbox.
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[1]Dropbox (Playboard) | [2]Dropbox (Play Store)

Dropbox for Windows

[3] Download Link

Related Articles

[4]Top 4 Zbigz alternatives for High speed torrent downloads

[5]How to Check 2G/3G Internet Balance in Mobile and Netsetter

[6]How to share your Android net connection with your PC

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.dropbox.android
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dropbox.android&hl=en
3. https://www.dropbox.com/install
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/top-4-zbigz-alternatives-for-high-speed.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/how-to-check-2g3g-internet-balance-in.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-to-share-your-android-net.html
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Trace mobile number in all world with PC and Android (2014-05-03 21:52) - Prophet Hacker

This is very easy and simple method to trace phone number not only at India its at worldwide. This is
possible due to service and application provided by Truecaller.You can use truecaller service in any platform
like PC ,Android etc.You can also trace any mobile number in India.

In PC

Follow steps to trace mobile number easily and free :

1. Go to official site of

[1]Truecaller - Caller ID & Block (Playboard) | [2]Truecaller - Caller ID & Block (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]Online FB ID Finder Tool

[4]Details about Any Movie, Episodes and Actors on Android

[5]Details about any Medicine on Android

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.truecaller
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.truecaller&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/online-fb-id-finder-tool.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/details-about-any-movie-episodes-and.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/details-about-any-medicine-on-android.html
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How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC
(2014-05-04 01:44) - Prophet Hacker

Now you download all official android apps from google play store without android. Now help with this tool
you can download all free apps on your pc .

So you don’t need to open a google play store and download apps.

Why Download Android Apps Directly to Your PC?

Downloading Android apps or APK files from Google Play store to PC is not an easy task, as Google has
limited the Google Play store access to those users who has registered their Android device with Google Play
store. In simple terms you can easily download Apps using your Android Tablet or Smartphone, but not
using your PC.

Now, why you would you want to download Android Apps to your PC? Usually PC’s have better internet
connection with better internet speed and if you want to download a relatively large Android App like some
games then you can use your PC to download the app. In another case, what if you want to install an
Android App on your PC itself? Since Google Play Store does not allow you to download Apps directly, we
have to find an alternative for this and we found one!

To download Android Apps directly from Google Play store we can use an online tool called

Step 2: Search the app you want to download and click on it

eg:Terminal Emulator
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Step 3: Now copy the URL of that page

Step 4: Go to

Step 7: Now click on “Click here to download “button below Generate Download Link

Step 8: Just wait till the downloading completes and enjoy.

Related Articles

[1]Genymotion: Fast, Easy To Use Android (x86) Emulator With OpenGL Hardware Acceleration Support

[2]Top 10 Best Android Apps

[3]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/genymotion-fast-easy-to-use-android-x86.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
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Dead Trigger 2 :Best Action Shooter Games for Android (2014-05-05 17:55) - Prophet Hacker

Here we come with a awesome game for you that you play on your android phone.Dead Trigger 2 IS action
based zombi shooter game .

Dead Trigger 2 is a free-to-play first-person shooter mobile game developed by MADFINGER Games a.s. It
was announced January 6th, 2013, and released on October 23 2013 for Android and iOS devices. It is the
8th game developed by Madfinger Games, a.s. for Android and iOS devices. It runs on the new NVIDIA
Tegra 4 engine, and is powered by Unity. Dead Trigger 2 was later ported onto Facebook on February 20
2014.

Introduction

The one-stop zombie-slaying shop known as Dead Trigger 2 has just gotten an update that adds a whole new
game mode. If you’re always running low on the in-game currency in Dead Trigger 2, maybe the Arena of
Death will please you. This is a wave-based game mode where you can take out zombies and earn cash to
spend in story mode. But that’s not all – arena mode brings a raft of new content with it too.

Dead Trigger 2 is a zombie-apocalypse-themed first-person shooter, currently available on iOS and Android
mobile devices. Running on the Unity game engine, the game features a progression system, numerous
environments, unlockable and upgradable weapons, and various story-based and quick-play mission types.

Dead Trigger 2 is a free-movement shooter; rather than the on-rails gameplay typical of mobile zombie
shooters, the player controls the character’s movement like a typical console or PC FPS. The game features
two dramatically different control paradigms; with the default controls, the player merely aims at zombies -
his or her weapons will fire automatically when a zombie is underneath the crosshair. The advanced control
scheme functions like the first game - the player presses a button to fire the weapon, and an additional button
lets the player aim down the weapon’s sights for greater accuracy.

Description

*16M survivors from all over the world are now part of Global Zombie Warfare! *

*Join them and start your everyday fight for your life.*

”Hours of fun in marathon sessions or short bursts.” - Gamezebo

”The gap between mobile and console gaming is shrinking substantially.” - 148apps

”The game is improving upon everything that made the first title great.” - Arcade Sushi
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Download Dead Trigger 2 for FREE and enter a world where humanity is engaged in the ultimate battle for
survival in the face of a global Zombie apocalypse.

MASSIVE, CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED CONTENT. EVOLVING STORYLINES.

Dead Trigger 2 is constantly getting bigger and bigger. Every update brings new content intended to make
the game even more enjoyable. Travel across 3 regions in different parts of the Earth, explore 15 various
environments. Grab your favorite from one of 30 kinds of weapons and go for the action in more than 150
gameplays.

THE FINGER IS MIGHTIER THAN THE GUN

Choose between a touch control scheme created especially for casual players or an enhanced virtual joystick.

Prefer console gaming? Then go ahead and use a fully supported gamepad.

MOUTH-WATERING GRAPHICS

You’ll be dazzled by cutting-edge graphics, including real time water reflections, dynamic vegetation and
enhanced ragdolls.

Explore various locations and slaughter the undead in eerie Shanghai alleyways, abandoned mines or the
African desert.

REAL TIME STORY DEVELOPMENT

You are not alone.

Take part in the Global Resistance, tune in to the Radio station to stay informed as the global gameplay
develops, directly influenced by the participation of every single player.

Enjoy different types of missions such as story missions, global missions or side-quests.

REWARDS FOR EVERYONE

Participate in global missions and receive rewards. Complete achievements and meet challenges and receive
exclusive in-game currency.

THE HIDEOUT

Explore your personal hide-out and encounter the Gunsmith, Medic, Scientist, Smuggler and Engineer, NPCs
who will help you unlock incredible new weapons and gadgets.

ORIGINAL AND FUNNY GAMEPLAY

Forget easy-to-kill Zombies. Get ready for Kamikaze, Vomitron and other bosses – powerful Zombies with
an inventive approach to elimination. Also be sure to try out non-traditional melee weapons such as the
Big Hammer, Boat Motor or Machete. Anyway, our favorite ones? Grenade Chickens, Rocket Chickens and
machine-gun mounted Chickens. Bet you’re gonna love them...

Screenshots
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Download Links
Google Play

[1]DEAD TRIGGER 2 (Playboard) | [2]DEAD TRIGGER 2 (Play Store)

[3] Mob Direct Download Link With Cache

Dead TRIGGER 2 Walkthrogh

IFRAME: [4]//www.youtube.com/embed/xT _vXqnDuDA

Related Articles

[5]The best racing games for Android

[6]Dolphin Browser One of the Best Android Browser

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.madfingergames.deadtrigger2
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.madfingergames.deadtrigger2&hl=en
3. http://android.mob.org/game/dead_trigger_2.html
4. file://www.youtube.com/embed/xT_vXqnDuDA
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/the-best-racing-games-for-android.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/dolphin-browser-one-of-best-android.html
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Google Now : Make your Android like a JARVIS (2014-05-05 20:46) - Prophet Hacker

Google now is Virtual Mobile assistant that made by google .It is like a tecnology of future.Google now
integrates with Google search app.Google now also avalible for PC.

You see a Iron Movie , Iron man has a JARVIS but now we have a google that can a
talk with you ,walk with you and live with you .

Google Now is an intelligent personal assistant developed by Google.

Having Google Now is like owning a personal assistant, giving you the ability to manage, search for and orga-
nize your information easily within your phone. Your related searches, flight tickets, restaurant reservation,
friends’ calling frinds,set alarms , location and more are presented in specific and minimalistic classic Google
Now cards.

Google Now is availble for only 4.1+ android OS.

The official introduction for Google Now has the tag line ‘Google Now gets you just the
right information at just the right time.’ Initial impressions showed it was going to be
more than a voice activated information service; and more than a personal organiser.

What Are Google Now Cards?
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Using a series of ‘cards’ Google Now organises your information in a logical fashion, and automatically
displays them when you are most likely to need them based on your recent search activity, location, and
appointments. As Google Now gets to know more about you these cards are customised and will appear on
the search bar of the Google Now screen.

Google card is word or command line that can listen by google now and come with a response.

Google Cards are Many Types

Specialized cards currently comprise:

Activity summary (walking/cycling)

Boarding pass

Concerts

Currency

Developing story and breaking news

Events

Event reminders

Fandango (ticket service)

Flights

Friends’ birthdays

Hotels

Location reminders

Movies

Nearby attractions

Nearby events

Nearby photo spots

New albums/books/video games/TV episodes

News topic

Next appointment

Packages

Parking location

Places

Public alerts

Public transit

Research topic

Restaurant reservations

Sports

Stocks
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Time at home

Time reminders

Traffic and transit

Translation

Weather

Website update

What to watch

Your birthday

Google Now Cards with Example.

You can find google cards inside the app.

Boarding Pass
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Weather
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Hotels
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Packages

Time Reminders

Zillow
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New books
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Public alerts

New albums

Public Transit
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News topic card

Currency

Website update card
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Activity Summary

Traffic & Transit

Restaurant Reservations
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Friends’ Birthdays

Location Reminders

Sports
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Concerts

Developing story & breaking news

Fandango
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Places
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Nearby photo spots

Time at home
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What to watch card

Next Appointment

Flights
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Events

Your Birthday
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Event Reminders

Movies

Stocks
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Research topic

New video games
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Nearby events

Translation
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Nearby Attractions

New TV episodes
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Wanna More details about Card go [1]here

Google Now run only 4.1+ devices .

[2]Google Search (Playboard) | [3]Google Search (Play Store)

Related Articles

[4]Search Anything by taking pictures With Google Googles

[5]Google Camera App arrives with Lens Blur Effect

1. http://www.google.com/landing/now/#cards
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/search-anything-by-taking-pictures-with.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/google-camera-app-arrives-with-lens.html
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Google Hangouts: Instant Messaging & Live Video Chat app (2014-05-06 10:39)
- Prophet Hacker

Google replces google talk to Google Hangouts. With Google Hangouts you can make Video Call an one
click with

Google Hangouts can be accessed via laptop and desktop computers as well as with Android mobile devices
(Android ”Gingerbread” v2.3 and later) . In addition to video chatting, Google Hangouts users can share
documents, scratchpads, images and YouTube videos with other users. Google+ Hangouts also offers a
”Hangouts on Air” feature for broadcasting live video conversations that are accessible to anyone with a web
browser.

Hangouts for Windows

Simply Dwonload

[1]Hangouts (Playboard) | [2]Hangouts (Play Store)

[3]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

Related Articles

[4]Google Now : Make your Android like a JARVIS

[5]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.talk
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.talk&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/google-now-make-your-android-like-jarvis.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
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Download all data from Google using Google Takeout -Backup of your Google Life
(2014-05-06 16:30) - Prophet Hacker

How to download all data from Google using Google Takeout

On 28th June, Google unveiled its new service named
Google Takeout
to address the above problem. Google Takeout is a free service by Google that allows you to download a
copy of your data stored within Google products on your local computer, in form of an archive. Takeout is
the first product from
Google’s Data Liberation Front team
, an engineering group tasked with the goal of making it – in their own words – easier for users to move their
data in and out of Google products.

Backup of your Google Life
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Now to download a copy of your data click on create an archive and at the next screen you can see all Google
products will be selected and ready for archive. Create archive and Google starts preparing your files and
your compression will begin. Depending on the size of your data compression process may take time and
when done Google will notify you through email. So that you don’t have to keep the page open till the
process ends.

This process will take a bit of

time.

.

when this process is complete he notified like this
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Your files and data’s are now ready for download. Click download and you will be asked to login again and
when done all your Google data will be transferred to your PC .

The process moves quickly. You should receive an email notification too. Download your archive. It expires
within a few days, so do it quickly.

Note: All your information is more private and so do not export your Google data in public computers.

Downloading data from specific Google products

If the file size is large or if you wish only to download data from specific Google products, then you can
select the products you want. Create archive for specific Google products and download it to your PC.

All the data will be downloaded in zip format and to open and see your data just unzip the file. You can see
all the Google products in separate folder and all the data’s are exported as it is you uploaded for respective
Google products. For example your YouTube videos and image files will be exported in a format that you
originally uploaded. Your Google Drive data’s will be downloaded as PDF, XLSX and ODS format. Check
out all other [1]file types for each Google service here.

After using Google products for years you will have tons of personal data’s stored in Google web server. To
check all the data or to download all those data’s Google Takeout has made the process simpler which is
something appreciable.

Related Articles

[2]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

[3]How Make backup of your Android SMS

[4]Create Backup of your Current ROM in Android

1. https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3024195
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/how-make-backup-of-your-android-sms.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-backup-of-your-current-rom-in.html
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Download all Facebook data – Backup your entire FB Life (2014-05-06 17:28)
- Prophet Hacker

Facebook is our Social Life . Everybody want backup of your life so its not possible but backup
of your FB Social Life is Possible.

There are billions of people having their account active on Facebook and the number increases day by day. Do
you know how Facebook attained such fame? Only Mark and his team know the secret. The entire concept
behind Facebook is simple, just interaction; it made people to communicate better. The growing population
on Facebook has made itself the biggest resource to find information on any individual (A preferred portal
for communication).

Think about all your personal data and information that you uploaded to Facebook database for more than
years. All that happening moments (videos, photos, and messages) are really valuable, so why not have a
backup on all your Facebook data. Here in this article we will see how to download all Facebook data.

Related:

This link will take you to next page which says download your information “A copy of personal information
you’ve shared on Facebook.
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Your personal information is something more sensitive, so to download archive you will be asked to re-enter
your Facebook account password.

After entering your password, click on start my archive and lean back. Be patient until Facebook collects
all your data and creates an archive. The process will take a while depending upon how much content you
have fed in to Facebook from the beginning. Now check your mail.

You don’t have to keep the page open until you get your download. When Facebook completes your request
it will automatically sends a notification to your e-mail address. Click on the link from email before it expires
or else you have to start the process again. Don’t panic, the link will be active for more than a day and
creating your archive is not that difficult.

Now you have downloaded all your Facebook data to your PC in a zip file. Extract it and there you are in
which the file contains all your photos and videos.

What is included in Facebook data archives?

The downloaded zip file contains all the following information.

• About me information that you added in your timeline which includes your work, address, relationship
and education.

• All your chat history, conversations and messages that you left on Facebook

• List of all your friends

• Your timeline photos, profile pictures, cover photos and videos

• All events that you created, your friends invited and joined.

• Comments that you made on your timeline, your friends timeline, on posts, photos etc.
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• All wall activities such as pages, photos, posts, videos that you liked, shared and tagged.

• Ads – List of your ad topics based on your likes and interests. All the ads that you clicked in Facebook.

• List of pokes that you have made on others and pokes that you received.

• All your Facebook account settings, notification settings and privacy settings.

• Active sessions details – Contains all your account login and logout information based on date, time,
IP address, browser and cookie details.

You can find more information here at [1]Facebook help center

It’s really nice to look at the profile timeline from the beginning. It calls our memories back, thanks to
Facebook for providing this feature. Finally note that the downloaded file contains your timeline information
which is more private, so it’s your responsibility to secure it.

Related Articles

[2]Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User

[3]Update Facebook status via any device

[4]Online FB ID Finder Tool

1. https://www.facebook.com/help/405183566203254
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/free-phone-call-with-facebook-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/11/update-facebook-status-via-any-device.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/online-fb-id-finder-tool.html
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Run iPad Apps with IPadian Emulatar in Windows PC (2014-05-06 22:07) - Prophet Hacker

Ipadian iOS emulators for Windows allow you to run your favorite iOS apps on your Windows computer.
Isn’t cool to have your iPad apps run on the rival Windows machines? Yes, that is possible with the
emulators. Just like the

Instagram

The iPadian Instagram app allows you to log into Instagram using the web-based API. Thus, while you can
browse your photos, view/change your account details and manage authorized applications, you won’t be
able to upload any photos.
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[1] _ [2] _ [3] _ [4] _

System Requirements

The minimum specs to run iPadian on your Windows PC are:

• Windows XP and above

• The download file is 35 MB

• At least 512 MB RAM but 1GB is recommended for best performance

• You also need Adobe Air installed on your PC

Download Links

_

[5]Free iPadian - iPad Air Simulator for PC

Conclusion

iPadian is not an iOS emulator in the same way that [6]Genymotion & Bluestacks emulates Android. We
are yet to see a real emulator with access to Apple’s App Store. At the most, iPadian simulates the look and
feel of an iOS device and at the least it’s like using iOS skins for Windows, with the added bonus of actually
being able to use a couple of popular apps. But, despite this, it has no touch-screen support so you won’t
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be able to use a touch-screen monitor on Windows 8. For now you are limited to point-and-click with the
mouse.

Emulate iOS Safari browser in PC

If you just want to check how your website will look in a Safari browser in an iPad or iPhone, here is a better
choice. Visit the website [7]http://ipadpeek.com . Just type the url of the website you want to check and
press ENTER. It will show how the specific website will be rendered in an iOS device.

Related Articles

[8]Genymotion: Fast, Easy To Use Android (x86) Emulator With OpenGL Hardware Acceleration Support

1. http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/ipadian-ios-simulator-windows/
2. http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/ipadian-ios-simulator-windows/
3. http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/ipadian-ios-simulator-windows/
4. http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/ipadian-ios-simulator-windows/
5. http://www.xpadian.com/download.html
6. genymotion:Fast,EasyToUseAndroid(x86)EmulatorWithOpenGLHardwareAccelerationSupport
7. http://ipadpeek.com/
8. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/genymotion-fast-easy-to-use-android-x86.html
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Unlock Android Pattern by Any Gesture (2014-05-07 18:07) - Prophet Hacker

Android gesture is Security in Android which makes a tipical pattern lock and now here we talking about
how can you remove this lock and set your android to accept any gesture.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
How this shit Work

Your Android Pattern lock saved in gesture.key file we delete this file and no pattern lock saved in anroid
disk ,so android unable to find any type of gesture file .So he can accept any type gesture pattern.

[1]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

Steps :

First you need to root your phone

[2]How To Root In Android
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Then Install [3]ES File Explorer

[4]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

Then all steps Checkout this Video

IFRAME: [5]//www.youtube.com/embed/xCss2WFdHq4

[6]Download this Video 2mb only

Related Articles

[7]Trace mobile number in all world with PC and Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.estrongs.android.pop
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
5. file://www.youtube.com/embed/xCss2WFdHq4
6. https://www.ssyoutube.com/watch?v=xCss2WFdHq4
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/trace-mobile-number-in-all-world-with.html
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Android Users access the Internet without 2G/3G or Wifi with Be-Bound App
(2014-05-08 14:03) - Prophet Hacker

We always have data plan in our Android Mobile but what do we do when our data plan no more and we
need urgent Internet ,When that time the Be Bound App rocks.
Be Bound works in both situtation when you have data plans or not.
Be-Bound is a new mobile app for Android that uses text messaging as the means by which to provide internet
access at very low bandwidths to mobile devices when there is little or no data connectivity available through
a Wi-Fi or 3G connection.
B
e-Bound is the new mobile solution that helps you stay connected to the Internet worldwide with your
smartphone even with low or no Internet connection.
Be-Bound’s Android app is free to use if there’s a data connection. But if there’s no data connectivity, users
pay nominal charges using ‘Be-miles’
You must have used Facebook and Twitter without internet connection. But now you can do more such
as mail, chat, enjoy social media, check weather, etc even if you don’t have any data connection, 3G, 4G
or Wi-Fi. You can do all this with a new Android app called Be-Bound. Be-Bound promises to keep your
internet connection flowing even if you don’t have any Wi-Fi or data connection.
According to Albert Szulman, CEO of Be-Bound “We started with a simple observation: everybody has
faced connection issues, even in covered areas like the train, the subway, indoor or any other areas with low
connectivity. To solve this issue, Be-Bound has developed an innovative cloud technology using very low
bandwidth that delivers the best user experience even with low connection.”

Be-Bound use the 2G network with text messages as the transport layer to exchange
information between the web and your smartphone. Since Be-Bound app is in it’s
beta phase therefore you may get some bugs and errors, but it will definitely improve
with time.
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Using Be-Bound

Be Bound is awesome app to access Be-Bound services, the user only needs to download the free Be-Bound
app which includes built-in applications for email, weather report, news, stocks quotes, geolocated services
and even Twitter.

Using Be-Bound is free when connected to the Internet. As it consumes very low data, Be-Bound will help
you saving money on your data plan. When there is no data network available, the service works with SMS
and prepaid credits (Be-Miles) at a fraction of the standard roaming costs.

The Be-Bound vision is to allow everyone using a smartphone to stay connected as part of the
next mobile revolution.

Be-Bound Features
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Be-Mail
Be-Mail that allows you to receive and send your emails on your smartphone even without Wi-Fi, 3G or 4G.
You can even forward emails with their attachments, no matter where you are, in the subway, in a parking,
anywhere!
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Be-Weather
Be-Weather allows you to check the weather for the next 4 days.
Be Twitter
Be Twitter allows to see your twitter tweets like mine is.
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Be-SoS
Broken down on a desert road, in the middle of nowhere, with no network connectivity? Be-Bound is there!
With Be-SoS, you’ll be able to find all the emergency phone numbers from the country you are in, and then
call them, even without any network connection.

You can also use Be-SoS to quickly inform your friends, family or colleagues without waiting for a good
connection. Save your favourite numbers and, in case of emergency, text/email/tweet them your location,
no matter the quality of your connectivity.

Be-Currency
Tired of being gouged because you are bad at mental calculation? Be-Currency allows you to convert any
currency with updated daily rates.

Be-Translate
Be-Translate can appear as a very helpful travel companion. It allows you to translate any text in most of
the languages.

Be-Find
You are looking for a restaurant, a bank or a bus station around you? Be-Find allows you to search for any
points of interest nearby and get there thanks to the compass.

Be-Stock
Be-Stock allows you to access any important stock markets in real-time.

Be-Flight
With Be-Flight, you can check in real-time on your way to the airport all the needed information about your
flight.

Be Bound Android APP

• Be-Bound® is the ultimate way to ensure that you get your data when you need it - without costing
you a
fortune on data and roaming charges.
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• Get your data in data dead zones!

• Stop paying international data roaming charges!

• Great for traveling!

• Great app to have on your handset in case of emergency!

• - Add your Email and Twitter accounts

• - Get your News, Weather, Sports

• - Find local points of interest

• - And access most of your favorite apps: real-time stock exchange, currency converter, translator, flight

• tracker, GPS navigation…all built in.

As long as you can still give a call or send a text message, Be-Bound® will switch to its proprietary data
mode to send requests to our servers to get the information you need. Each request will cost you
standard text message rates and Be-Miles (prepaid credits), which are inexpensive and controllable.
[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC
[2]Be-Bound®: Stay Connected (Playboard) | [3]Be-Bound®: Stay Connected (Play Store)
DISCLAIMER

• Using Be-Bound® in your data plan on 3G or Wi-Fi is free. Using Be-Bound® on 2G networks
internationally

• could generate international SMS costs. Check your plan for SMS and International SMS costs.

• Purchasing Be-Miles will give you access to multiple Be-Bound® services. The number of Be-Miles
charged

• depends on the service. For example, consulting the weather or stock service will cost 1 Be-Mile but

• reading an email may cost several Be-Miles, depending on its size. Be-Bound® is compatible with most

• Android handsets.

This app is awesome but he is still in Beta.

Related Articles
[4]Trace mobile number in all world with PC and Android
[5]Use All Android Sensor with One App
[6]Search Anything by taking pictures With Google Googles
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.altheia.android.bebound
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.altheia.android.bebound&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/trace-mobile-number-in-all-world-with.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/use-all-android-sensor-with-one-app.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/search-anything-by-taking-pictures-with.html
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Grumpy Weather Widget with Fucking Weather Quotes (2014-05-08 15:54) - Prophet Hacker

Summers days are coming ,

We Came into house Check our Mobile for Weather reports. Now what you see Weather Report and shut
your Android mobile back. But this one is different.

Please tell nobody about this app.

It is special.

It is FCKING GRUMPY weather widget!

You have never seen yet!

Forget this luscious, mawkish, colorful widgets.

Yeah, there is ALWAYS sth wrong with weather!

This app has many Fucking Weather Quotes which gonna make your mood awful.

- 3 days weather forecast (simply click widget)
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- Minimal

- Customizable

- Unique

- Based on openWeatherMap

IMPORTANT!

This is WIDGET. You will not find it on applications list but on widget’s list on your phone!

Widgets are only available if application is installed on the internal storage of your device. If you can’t find
Grumpy weather widget in the list of available widgets, make sure you haven’t installed on the external
storage!
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[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]Grumpy Weather Widget (Playboard) | [3]Grumpy Weather Widget (Play Store)

Related Artilces

[4]Top 10 Best Android Apps

[5]The best racing games for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/mobi.net.grumpyweather
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mobi.net.grumpyweather&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/the-best-racing-games-for-android.html
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Secure your Android Phone Web traffic from Hackers (2014-05-08 21:43) - Prophet Hacker

Nowdays Hacker in every corner so no one know when the hacker hacks your Phone.Hacker can access all
web traffic in wifi with simple setup.So you can use VPN to secure your mobile from hackers. In the college
ya local wifi many websites are block so you can access all websites with VPN.

Use VPN in android is a best option to secure all threats.

What is VPN

A VPN (virtual private network) is a network that can use the internet to provide secure connections between
one or more devices for data exchange. A VPN can open a secure interconnection or ”tunnel” between
different devices and the data that passes through the tunnel can be encrypted as a method of security so
that the data passing through the tunnel cannot be read. Most often, VPNs are used to connect a company’s
main office with its satellite offices or its field agents. In some cases, people choose to connect their personal
devices to a VPN service provider to secure their own connections (with the same kind of tunneling and
encryption) to the general internet, keeping their banking details, credit card numbers, passwords, and other
sensitive data from being intercepted, monitored, or recorded. This kind of VPN setup also affords the user
an anonymous IP (internet protocol) address (used for determining a device’s location), making them appear
as if in a far away location.

What is proXPN

proXPN is a global VPN (virtual private network) that creates a secure, encrypted tunnel through which all
of your online data passes back and forth. Any application that requires an internet connection works with
proXPN - including your web browser, email client, and instant messaging program - keeping everything you
do online hidden from prying eyes while masking your physical location and giving you unfettered access to
any website or web service no matter where you happen to live or travel to.

_

Did You Know

Anyone can intercept your passwords or banking details if they’re on the same Wi-Fi network
with you (coffee shop, airport) using simple programs that are widely available on the internet.
Don’t be a sitting duck: get proXPN now.

With proXPN no one can access your

1. See the websites you visit or record your online activity
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2. Wirelessly intercept banking details, instant messages, or passwords

3. Trace your connection to find out the current location of your device

4. Restrict the information you can access no matter where you live or travel to

ProXPN services for Windows Android and Iphone .

Description

proXPN is a personal VPN that provides you safety and privacy while using the Internet. Your IP is
anonymous, and your data is highly encrypted, providing protection from snoops on your network. It also
unblocks access to country IP blocked sites. If you are using wifi or a public network, you should be using
proXPN to protect yourself.

[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]proXPN VPN (Playboard) | [3]proXPN VPN (Play Store)

Related Articles

[4]Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android

[5]Check Internet Speed In Android

[6]WLAN Direct Wi-Fi in Android :Play Multiplayer Games & Data Transfer upto 20MB/s

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.proxpn.proxpn
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.proxpn.proxpn&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-wifi-hotspot-in-windows-7-and.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/wlan-direct-wi-fi-in-android-play.html
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Taking Screenshot in Android with apps or without apps (2014-05-09 19:09) - Prophet Hacker

In Android we wanna take some screenshots of our android but we don’t know how to do it.Is there a solution
is ,Yes is you come to the right place.

Taking Screenshots in Android have some reasons like that you have blog like my blog prophethacker you
see all photos in my blog i take screenshots of my phone and upload on this blog. You make a great scores
in game and you wanna show these scores in friends.So we have many reasons to take screenshot in android.

Taking Screenshots in Android Without any apps

Take a Screenshot with Android 4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich)

In Android 4.0+ google preinstalled this app in system .

If you’re using Android 4.0 or later, this is easy. Just press and hold the Volume Down and Power buttons
at the same time. You’ll see an animation on the screen, indicating that the screen photo was saved.This is
not easy you take some practice to do this. Android will save the image to your Gallery. Launch the Gallery
app and tap Screenshots to view and share your screenshot.

Taking Screenshots in Android with Rooted Apps

Easy Screenshot (aScreenshot)
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Easy Screenshot (formly aScreenshot), as its name says, is a screenshot app, which capture your device’s
current screen display and save as a PNG, JPEG or WEBP file.

You can take a screenshot with Easy Screenshot using following methods:

*Set a delay time

*Shake your device

*Press on-screen button

*Tap notification

*Camera button

Easy Screenshot may need to be ROOT to access low level system interface, if your device is not ”rooted”,
this application will probably not work properly.

If you don’t know how

to root your phone try this..
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Related Articles

[1]Bypass Android Pattern Lockscreen using CMD

[2]Android Users access the Internet without 2G/3G or Wifi with Be-Bound App

[3]Control & Share Your Android Phone’s Screen from a PC

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/bypass-android-pattern-lockscreen-using.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/android-users-access-internet-without.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-share-your-android-phones.html
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Create Fake Call and SMS in Android (2014-05-10 13:54) - Prophet Hacker

Supose that you are in Boring Party and you wanna get out from there.But you want reasons to take out
from party.So never sad fake call & Sms is app that can create fake call you just recieve it and get out from
boring party.
In the Picture you see osama calling me on 100 number.

With the help of this app you can create fake call log of missed ,recieved & out-
going calls and also messages of any numbers.You can jealous your friend that his
girlfriend can call him many times.

_
It can rescue you out of any ugly situations that you want too avoid. Just configure it accordingly and it will
create a fake call or a sms and you can run out of that place saying that there is some urgent work to do.
You create fake call like any name like prophethacker called you on that number.The number is right the call
is right and you just freaked up your friend.
_

You see on the Internet that many guys show that he recieve 500rs recharge in
mobile.They show the msg with the help of this app.
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Fake Calll & SMS

Fake Caller ID and Fake Message Free in Android Market!

Fake SMS/Text function was added!!

You can send fake sms/ text messages to yourself, or can make a fake sms/ text messages from other person.

Simulate a fake caller id to rescue yourself from an awkward situation, like boring meeting, annoying conver-
sation, meaningless interview...

Features:

• - The name changed to ”Call Assistant” when you installed fake call/sms (text messages) in you phone;

• - Simulate Fake calling screen as real as your different phone: Samsung UI, Sony Erisson, HTC
Sense,ICS, etc
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• - Customize fake caller id, picture, number, in-call voice and ringtone for a new fake call ;

• - Schedule multi fake calls/sms (text messages) ;

• - Customize and manage the different in-call voice and ringtones for each fake call/sms (text messages)
;

• - Fake call/sms (text messages) quick set ;

• - Schedule a new fake call/sms (text messages) at a specific time;

• - Fake call/sms (text messages) logs

• - Fake now, past, even in the future;

• - Select fake caller id from your contacts;

• - Also showed in your fake call history;

• - Fake call/sms (text messages) ringtone ,vibration and fake call voice can be customized ;

• - Play Fake voice after fake call answered;

• - Share Fake caller id with your friends from Gmail, Messaging and Twitter;

• - 6 different Android system message icons to choose for fake your message;

• - 6 different Android system fake calling page to choose for your quick fake call.

See the Video for full Steps::

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/tagmg5C5Vuo

[2]Download This Video

[3]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[4]Fake Call & SMS (Playboard) | [5]Fake Call & SMS (Play Store)

Related Articles

[6]Taking Screenshot in Android with apps or without apps

[7]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

[8]WLAN Direct Wi-Fi in Android :Play Multiplayer Games & Data Transfer upto 20MB/s

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/tagmg5C5Vuo
2. https://www.ssyoutube.com/watch?v=tagmg5C5Vuo&feature=youtu.be
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
4. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.popularapp.fakecall
5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.popularapp.fakecall&hl=en
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/taking-screenshot-in-android-with-apps.html
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
8. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/wlan-direct-wi-fi-in-android-play.html
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Aircel Hack Working 2G/3G Free Unlimited Internet 2014 Trick (2014-05-10 15:22)
- Prophet Hacker

Here I provide you a Free Aircel Internet Trick

This Trick works awesome in My PC with my Micromax Dongle.

This Trick Only Work In Some States. So, Just Try This Trick In 0 Balance. This Trick Is Proxy Based. Its
Work In Both PC And Mobile. This aircel trick for up,gujrat,mumbai,rajasthan and Mumbai.

[1]Earn Free Mobile Recharge instantly with Ladoo Android App

Features Of The Trick : -

• Unlimited Downloading And Browsing

• Works in 0 Balance(states where net connect in 0 balance)

• No Speed Capping

• No SIM Blocking

• Works In Both 2G And 3G

• Simple Proxy Based Trick

Aircel Free High Speed 3G Trick

Just Follow Bellow Steps -

_ APN: aircelwap

PROXY: 199.167.133.151 ,PROXY: 99.567.67- .87,

Proxy - 010.004.042.015

PORT: 80

HOMEPAGE: en.m.wikipedia.org

Note : Use This Trick In 0 Balance Or, Low Balance (1rs). Use APN - aircelwap If Your State APN Is That.
If Your State APN Is Other Then Use Your APN With This Proxy. This Trick Is Work With Unlimited
Data In Some States And Work With 100 MB 3G High Speed Data And Unlimited 2G Data In Some States
..... Enjoy

Related Articles
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[2]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[3]IDEA FREE Unlimited INTERNET GPRS and 3G TRICK 2014 for Android

[4]Airtel Free Internet Trick Unlimited 2G & 3G Hack 2014

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/earn-free-mobile-recharge-instantly.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/tata-docomo-free-internet-trick-2014.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/idea-free-unlimited-internet-gprs-and.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/airtel-free-internet-trick-unlimited-2g.html
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Clean Master App Room Booster and Clean Junk files to speed up your phone
(2014-05-10 21:31) - Prophet Hacker

In your Android Phone Many apps were installed they created junk files that’s why your phone storage
low.They app also use your cache memery and eat ram memory that’s why your phone more slow.The
problem of the solution is Clean Master App. Clean Master clean all junk files and free up your cache
memory to speed up your phone.

The world’s most downloaded free cache cleaner, RAM booster, and antivirus &
security suite. Clean Master gives you full control over your phone to maximize
performance and keep it clear of junk files.

Clean Master 4.0 has also been redesigned to make it easier than ever for people to navigate, including
gesture support for a smooth user experience.

Clean Master is must have app for your phone.

_

Without this app my phone is like a brick because my cache memory full and phone gonna hang.Whenever
you play a game tap on the app , this app can speed up your phone and your game gonna run smoothly.

Clean Master Widget

Description
Simple, thorough, and safe, Clean Master is the world’s most downloaded Android optimization app designed
to clean junk files, regain free storage, boost memory, enhance speed, and secure your device from malicious
apps and vulnerabilities. Brought to you by Cheetah Mobile (formerly known as KS Mobile).
More than 200 million people worldwide use Clean Master to remove junk from their devices and to prevent
malware infections. Clean Master improves performance by optimizing device memory, unclogging storage
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and offering security against viruses, trojans and malware. Developed by Cheetah Mobile, Clean Master is
the world’s most reliable companion for Android devices!

Highlights of Clean Master - Optimization & Antivirus

� Thorough: The junk-creating behavior of millions of apps has been analyzed so that Clean Master can
efficiently hone in on its targets (cache and residual files) with perfect accuracy.

� Fast & Intuitive: Simple to use, super-fast and smooth UI, plus cool transition effects

�Ranked #1 by AV-TEST, providing professional security protection. Scanning takes only 8 seconds, 500 %
faster than other paid antivirus apps.

Features of Clean Master- Optimization & Antivirus

� JUNK FILE CLEANING

Delete cache and residual files to reclaim memory and improve performance on your device and SD card.

� MEMORY BOOST

Boost all games and running apps, free up memory (RAM) and speed up your device. Our One-Tap Boost
and Game Boost features make it easy to optimize directly from your homescreen.

� SECURITY & PRIVACY

Scan the system, pre-installed and user-installed apps to keep your device safe from viruses, trojans, vulner-
abilities, adware and spyware. Remove personal and sensitive information to protect your privacy.

� APP MANAGER

Uninstall unwanted apps or bloatware and back up important ones. Some rooted devices will be able to
move apps to the SD card as well as uninstall pre-installed and system apps. Our own App Picks lets you
find useful apps that match your interests.

[1]Clean Master - Free Optimizer (Playboard) | [2]Clean Master - Free Optimizer (Play Store)

[3]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC
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Related Articles

[4]How to Speed up an Android Smartphone

[5]Contact+: Best Contact Manger & Change your default Android Dialer

[6]Create Fake Call and SMS in Android

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.cleanmaster.mguard
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cleanmaster.mguard&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/how-to-speed-up-android-smartphone.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/contact-best-contact-manger-change-your.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/create-fake-call-and-sms-in-android.html
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Temple Run Oz Free apk with Mod (2014-05-11 13:52) - Prophet Hacker

Temple Run: �z - the most dangerous and fascinating adventure passing on the road from a gold brick!
You are waited for by amazing game world, immersing in the movie atmosphere. You should fly by a balloon,
investigate a set of game locations, test your reflexes for durability, and also carry out weekly tasks. Escape
from furious baboons, turn aside from obstacles, slide and jump! Begin your fascinating travel right now
and check how far you will be able to escape!
This game is awesome best in graphics ,best in play so play and comment it.
Description
The most thrilling running experience now comes to the yellow brick road! Reached No. 1 across the globe
within hours of launch! Check out all-new China Girl, and see what critics are saying about Temple Run:
Oz –
• “My favorite Temple Run game to date.” – TouchArcade
• “Lush environments, a tried-and-true game mechanic, and unique new worlds and mini-games that differ-
entiate it from other Temple Run games.” – CNET
• “Prettier, faster, sleeker, and unafraid to go off the beaten path for a relaxing balloon ride.” – Kotaku
Disney and Imangi Studios present Temple Run: Oz – a brand-new endless runner inspired by Temple Run
2 and the film Oz the Great and Powerful. Play as Oz and outrun the shrieking flying baboons as you turn,
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jump and slide your way across the land. Begin your exhilarating adventure now and see how far you can
run!

NEW FEATURES

• Run as China Girl and see Oz in different costumes – change it up!

• Stunning environments inspired by the film – explore them all.

• Fly in a hot air balloon – earn even more coins.

• Explore different locations in Oz – follow sign posts or use ‘head start’ feature!

• The environment changes as you run – test your reflexes.

• Compete in weekly challenges & leaderboards – beat your friends!

[1]Temple Run: Oz (Playboard) | [2]Temple Run: Oz (Play Store)

[3]Download Free Temple run Oz MOB Download Link

Related Articles

[4]Dead Trigger 2 :Best Action Shooter Games for Android’

[5]The best racing games for Android

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.disney.TempleRunOz.goo
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.disney.TempleRunOz.goo&hl=en
3. http://android.mob.org/game/temple_run_oz.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/dead-trigger-2-best-action-shooter.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/the-best-racing-games-for-android.html
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Hide Seen in Facebook (2014-05-11 14:40) - Prophet Hacker

Hide seen in Facebook is a tipical problem.
In facebook when you read messsage the seen button shows that your friends ,you read the message .So if
you wanna get rid off it try this.
Try Facebook Unseen Extension.This extension is avalible for Google Chrome Browser.
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Facebook Seen

Description

Blocks the ”seen” feature of the facebook messenger.

Facebook Unseen is a diminutive add-on for Google Chrome that blocks Facebook’s read receipts from being
sent.

If you don’t want to have your friends knowing when or if you’ve read their messages, Facebook Unseen is the
perfect extension to block those pesky read receipts. While others may find it handy, it can be cumbersome
if you have a friend who expects you to reply immediately.

Once this add-on is installed, there’s nothing really much you need to do. Facebook Unseen is a small add-on
that doesn’t take up much room, as it only has to block a single line of code to disable read receipts from
Facebook.

One cool feature of Facebook Unseen is the ability to manually mark a message as read, giving you absolute
control over who sees when you’ve read a message. This feature will help to make it look less suspicious to
your friends if you reply without the read receipt showing up first.

Overall, Facebook Unseen is a simple but effective add-on that gives users more control over read receipts
in Facebook chat.
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Facebook Unseen Settings

Chrome Hide Seen Extension [1]Download Link

Related Articles

[2]Control PC with Remote Desktop Chrome App for Android

[3]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

1. https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebook-unseen/iicapmagmhahddefgokbabbgieiogjop
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-pc-with-remote-desktop-chrome.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
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Manage & Control your torrent from anywhere with Bittorrent Remote app for Android
(2014-05-11 15:19) - Prophet Hacker

Bittorrent

BitTorrent is a protocol supporting the practice of peer-to-peer file sharing that is used to distribute large
amounts of data over the Internet. BitTorrent is one of the most common protocols for transferring large
files, and peer-to-peer networks have been estimated to collectively account for approximately 43 % to 70 %
of all Internet traffic (depending on geographical location) as of February 2009.

Download BitTorrent For Android

BitTorrent Remote Access Preferences button in the BitTorrent toolbar

Click the BitTorrent Remote Access Preferences button in the BitTorrent toolbar.
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BitTorrent Enable Remote Access in the BitTorrent settings

Select the ”Remote” section and check ”Enable BitTorrent Remote Access”.

BitTorrent Username and Password for Remote Access in the BitTorrent settings
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Choose a Computer name and password and enter it here. Click the ”Apply” button. After a few seconds,
you should see ”Status: Accessible” or ”Status: Registered”. Close the preferences.
That’s it. Congratulations! You can now access your client from anywhere at https://remote.bittorrent.com.

How to Use Your Smartphone to Remotely Send Downloads to Your Home Computer

BitTorrent Remote App for Android
Discover and download on your home computer from anywhere.
Description
What is BitTorrent® Remote?
BitTorrent Remote is a simple and secure app that enables you to access BitTorrent on your home computer
from anywhere. Just create an account from BitTorrent on your computer and you’re done. There’s no
complicated network setup required.
Features:
Add, remove, start, stop downloads on your home computer
Check download progress
Check your RSS feeds
Automatically add torrents to your home BitTorrent client from your mobile browser
Shift completed downloads to your Android device for local playback
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[1]BitTorrent® Remote (Playboard) | [2]BitTorrent® Remote (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[4]Control & Share Your Android Phone’s Screen from a PC

[5]Control PC with Remote Desktop Chrome App for Android

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.bittorrent.android.btremote
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bittorrent.android.btremote&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-share-your-android-phones.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/control-pc-with-remote-desktop-chrome.html
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Reliance Free 3G/2G Unlimited Internet Trick 2014 for Android (2014-05-11 20:18)
- Prophet Hacker

Reliance Free GPRS Internet

Reliance Free Internet Trick 2014
This reliance high-speed 3g internet trick based on fly-proxy network front query proxy.
Many Trick based on Internet Reliance VPN but they are not worked.
Relianc Free GPRS Trick 2014
Working in many States
No SIM blocking
No speed capping
Resume supported
Minimum balance Rs.1 required
Steps To Configure Reliance 3G Proxy Trick

• Crea
te a new Configuration Settings on your Mobile

• Account name: Reliance

• Access Point:smartwap

• Proxy: 111.69.115.99 , 116.69.115.99

• Port: 80

• Home Page: www.prophethacker.blogspot.in or any working in your State

• Now save the setting and open your homepage
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Enjoy Free Reliance 3G!

Keywords

reliance free gprs internet trick 2014 for pc and mobile

Related Articles

[1]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[2]Airtel Free Internet Trick Unlimited 2G & 3G Hack 2014

[3]Aircel Hack Working 2G/3G Free Unlimited Internet 2014 Trick

[4]IDEA FREE Unlimited INTERNET GPRS and 3G TRICK 2014 for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/tata-docomo-free-internet-trick-2014.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/airtel-free-internet-trick-unlimited-2g.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/aircel-hack-working-2g3g-free-unlimited.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/idea-free-unlimited-internet-gprs-and.html
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Use Both Packet Data And WiFi For Boost Internet Download Speed (2014-05-12 17:59)
- Prophet Hacker

Use Both Data And WiFi For Boost Internet Speed

Everyone wants high speed Internet in Android Phone.But how is that possible. Nowdays you see ISP are
very slow. Internet is slow very slow but waht option we have.

If you are or prophethacker blog then you may be boost up with your internet speed on your mobile.You
may find it easy to use internet on mobile by connecting to your home or business WiFi for faster access
well, as human mentality every one wants more and more speed while using internet .If you are one of this
type then you are at right place. Here today i am going to introduce you to the app that may assist you
to use your net pack and WiFi at a same time for quicker net. Although,at least once while using internet
you might have a question that can i use packet data and WiFi at same time.Generally it is not possible
because as soon as you turn on you WiFi your packet data got disconnected. and now here at i am going
to introduce you to one such apps that will help you to do use packet data and WiFi at same time So now
without wasting way more time lets come back on this superb however useful trick.

Use Both Packet Data And WiFi For Boost Internet Speed :

How to Download

Just click on download link and if this application recognize your it , it will start downloading that thing
itself, but if this method doesn’t work then click and hold the link and then from the menu that will appear
click on ”Share with” and then choose SuperDownload. Finally you can copy and then paste URL In ”Add
URL” Dialog and you can can set to speed up your download.

And Enjoy the High Speed Internet Download in Android.
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Description

WARNING: Some features require a rooted device.
[1]How To Root In Android

• Download web files much faster by using wifi and mobile data at the same time!

• Share or open a link from any program, like the web browser, and download it at speeds up to two
times faster than usual.

• This is the only advanced download manager tool that can download using wifi and mobile data
connection simultaneously*!

• It’s also an easy downloader that can download all files, not just the default file types.

• *In 2014, two years later, Samsung released the Galaxy S5 phone which incorporates a similar feature
called ”Download Booster”.

• IMPORTANT NOTES:

• - Using both networks together requires root access (remember to say ”authorize” to the superuser
prompt).

• - Since this program uses mobile data connection, by using it you may incur in additional charges from
your network operator.

• - To unleash its full potential, this turbo downloader needs good (and balanced) wifi and mobile
reception/bandwidth. If you have good wifi internet, 2G mobile is not enough, you need 3G or 4G.

• - Using both connections is not supported on all devices / rom combinations.

• - Some web servers may provide insufficient functionalities on the requested files.
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• - Currently only http and https protocols are supported (no ftp or torrent yet)

• - The Lite version has a filesize limit of 50 megabytes.

• USAGE:

• Just click on a link or open a remote file: if the file type is recognised by Super Download, it will start
getting it.

• If this method doesn’t work, try click-and-hold on the link, select ”share with” and choose SuperDown-
load.

• Finally, you can copy and paste a url in the ”add url” dialog.

• PLANNED FEATURES:

• - Multiple files

• - Other ways of speeding up downloads

[2]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[3]Super Download Lite - Booster (Playboard) | [4]Super Download Lite - Booster (Play Store)

Related Articles

[5]Check Internet Speed In Android

[6]Create WiFi hotspot in Windows 7 and share Internet With Android

[7]Droidwall- Best Firewall for reducing Data Usage

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
3. http://playboard.me/android/apps/it.opbyte.superdownload_lite
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.opbyte.superdownload_lite&hl=en
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/check-internet-speed-in-android.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/create-wifi-hotspot-in-windows-7-and.html
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/droidwall-best-firewall-for-reducing.html
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Block Ads In all Android Games, Apps and Browsers (2014-05-12 18:33) - Prophet Hacker

How To Block Ads In Android Games, Apps and Browsers

Ads we don’t much like it not a real world or not in virtual world.But who says these lines to
advertisers.

Almost everybody wants everything in free. But as you there are always some certain limitation of using free
things. In technology world the most disgusting thing is the Ads displaying on your PC/Laptop. But in your
PC/Laptop you can easily disable them by disabling the Java Script. But in the case of mobile how can you
remove this? As the world is running behind the technology. The most of people uses Android Smartphones
almost 80 % are android users. So, Today I’m going to tell you ”How To Block Ads In all Android Games ,
Apps & Browsers”.

How To Block Ads In all Android Games , Apps & Browsers :

There are a lots of android apps for blocking Ads onn android phone is available but as i aways says that
I’m always going to tell you top best apps and methods. So, moving on to post.

AdBlock Plus is a popular ad blocking software, It works both on Rooted and Non-Rooted devices. The app
works on Android 2.1 and higher. If you have have rooted your android then there is no problem you have
to simply follow the steps :
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How does Adblock Plus work?

Adblock Plus itself has no functionality, in the sense that it does not block anything until it is ”told” what
to do by its filter lists. These filter lists are essentially an extensive set of rules, which tell Adblock Plus
which elements of websites to block. Besides blocking advertisements, filter lists can also be used to block
tracking and malware.

If you have have rooted your android then there is no problem you have to simply follow the steps :

• Step 1 : In order to install applications from unknown sources on your android you need allow the
installation of applications from unknown sources. To do this, go to Settings > Security and tap on
the “Unknown sources”. Check “OK” to confirm the changes.
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Unknown Sources

• Step 2 : Now you have to Download Adblock Plus apk.

• Step 3 : Install the Adblock Plus on your android and Open it.
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[1]How To Root In Android

In Non Rooted Devices : If your phone is not rooted , still you can take use of this app but you need to
follow a few more steps. You can see the step by step procedure Here because configuration is different in
different versions of Android.

You can do some additional setting like ads filter lists, non-intrusive ads, etc in Settings/advance settings.

You may also download ad block plug-in for Firefox : [2]Download

Other Ad Blocking Android Apps :

[3]Ad Away :

If you have rooted your android then simply download and install this app on your. This app aslo uses above
method ( hosts ) to remove Ads. Download : Ad Away

[4]No Root Ad-Remover Lite :

IF you don’t want to Root your android then just download the app and get rid of Ads. Download : No
Root Ad-Remover Lite

So, this is all about how to remove Ads in Android Device. If you have any doubt just comment on it.
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–prophethacker

Related Articles

[5]WLAN Direct Wi-Fi in Android :Play Multiplayer Games & Data Transfer upto 20MB/s

[6]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

[7]Top 10 reasons Why you Root your Android Phone

[8]Top 10 Best Android Apps

[9]Solve any Math Problems in step by step solution with Android for Students

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
2. https://adblockplus.org/en/firefox
3. https://f-droid.org/repo/org.adaway_48.apk
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.atejapps.litenorootadremover
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/wlan-direct-wi-fi-in-android-play.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/top-10-reasons-why-you-root-your.html
8. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
9. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/solve-any-math-problems-in-step-by-step.html
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Run Android apps in Pc with Bluestacks Offline Installer (2014-05-12 22:28) - Prophet Hacker

Android ON Windows

Android Apps For Pc is really in trend and everyone wants to use different types of Android apps on their
PcMany tries were doe but none of them got successful and all went in vain and then everyone started
thinking that installing Android Apps on pc is impossible but they didn’t lose hope and keep trying and now
we have a way to install android apps on pc by using android emulators and today we are going to see how
to download Bluestacks Offline Installer For pc.

Running Android Apps in window (PC) is a Virtual Technology that made by bluestack developers.

BlueStacks App Player

BlueStacks App Player is a versatile program that bridges the gap between mobile and desktop by allowing
users to run their favorite Android apps on their Windows or Mac OS X devices. An innovative ”Cloud
Connect” feature allows you to push apps from your Android device to Bluestacks, and vice versa. First
released to the public in 2011, the program has continued to grow, and is currently free for download in its
current beta form. Want to get a taste of Android on your desktop?

Bluestacks is one of the best Android emulators online and has been downloaded million times from when it
has been created.It is a Silicon Valley company that developes Bluestacks App Player and Bluestacks Cloud
Connect.You can run bluestacks on Windows Pc,Mac Computer and even on Windows tablets. Here’s how
to set up BlueStacks, as well as a rundown of some of its controls and interesting features.

[1] Genymotion: Fast, Easy To Use Android (x86) Emulator With OpenGL Hardware Acceleration Support

1. Installing BlueStacks

[2] Download BlueStacks App Player for Windows

[3] How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC
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[4] Download BlueStacks Cloud Connect for Android

BlueStacks App Player is available for Windows and OSX computers, and is a quick, compact install to your
boot drive (there’s no option in the installer to go to a different drive or directory). The only choice you
make during the install is whether to allow the program to make notifications, as well as the option to opt
in to BlueStacks Spotlight, which holds daily app giveaways.

2. The Home Screen

Once installed, BlueStacks will boot up to its Home Screen, where you can access your installed apps, look
up apps in the ”Top Charts,” search for apps, and access settings. You can use the mouse for basic touch
controls here, with clicking and holding to simulate basic tap and swipe controls. From here, we’ll need to
do a bit more setup before you can get around to installing apps. You’ll need to set up access to the Google
Play store and associate a Google Account with BlueStacks.

3. Setting up the App Store

With BlueStacks installed, the first thing you’ll want to do is associate a Google Account so that you can
get onto the Google Play store and download apps. Go to ”My Apps” and click on ”1-Click Sync Setup,”
which will bring up a wizard interface that will guide you through the process. Basically, you’ll need to either
create a Google account, or sign in with your existing one.
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4. Setting up BlueStacks Cloud Connect

An optional step for users with an Android smartphone or tablet is to set up BlueStacks Cloud Connect,
an app that allows you to push apps from your Android device to BlueStacks, and vice versa. [5]Download
Cloud Connect for your Android device, and then go to the Settings button on BlueStacks and click on
”Cloud Connect”.
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If you have an Android phone, input an email address as well as your phone number. You will then receive
instructions via email and SMS on how to connect your phone to Bluestacks, push apps, and sync SMS.

If you’re running an Android tablet, you instead just use an email address to synch BlueStacks with your
device. After registering BlueStacks cloud Connect, you should receive an email containing a PIN number,
which you input into the Cloud Connect app.
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You should now be able to push apps between your device and BlueStacks. You’re essentially installing the
same app on your desktop and mobile device, without syncing app data (such as login credentials or game
progress). Still, it’s an easy way to copy apps from your device to BlueStacks, or vice versa.

5. Installing & Running Apps

If you’re not going to sync apps to and from your Android device, you can just use the built in App Search
to search for and install apps from Google Play, Amazon, or 1Mobile.
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It may seem confusing at first, but BlueStacks won’t let you get to its three built-in app markets directly.
You’ll need to go through the App Search button. Type in the name of the app you’re looking for, and it
will search 1Mobile, Amazon, and Google Play for matches, and give you the option to install apps from any
of the above three stores.
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Once you’ve accessed one of the three app stores, you can then navigate that store. Within Google Play, for
instance, you can take advantage of the store’s search and other features.

Once you return to the Home Screen, your newly installed app should be ready to run. BlueStacks can
run an impressive variety of apps from social networking tools and multimedia apps to games. However,
BlueStacks won’t run everything, so expect a little trial and error for compatibility.
6. Controls & Settings
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You should now have everything you need to install and run apps from BlueStacks, so we’ll finish up with
some extra notes on in-app controls, as well as settings. Unless you happen to be running a touchscreen rig
or a Windows 8 tablet, you’re going to need some way to approximate pinch to zoom, as well as tilt controls.

Pinch to Zoom: Control +, or Control -

Tilt Controls: ’Z’ or ’X’ can be used to simulate tilting a device left or right.

BlueStacks supports the use of gamepad controls for many apps, which will be a godsend for users looking
to play Android games on a PC. Plug in your controller, and Bluestacks should inform you if a particular
app supports a controller.

Finally, the Settings menu (gear icon) contains assorted system settings for language, keyboard settings,
contacts and account management, and an app manager for uninstalling applications and setting their
default sizes.
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There’s your quick visual tour of the BlueStacks App Player. It may not run every Android app perfectly,
but BlueStacks puts you just a mouse click away from thousands of compelling choices.
You can download Bluestacks App Player from their official site but you get the online installer and it takes
online connectivity to install and if Internet is disconnected installtion is aborted and that is why you need
Bluestacks Offline Installer.
How To Download Bluestacks Offline Installer :-
There are many external links available on Internet for downloading Bluestacks App Player but most of them
doesn’t work and this is why today we are here with Bluestacks App Player Offline Installer.We recommend
downloading and installing Bluestacks App Player online but if you have internet problems go with the offline
installer of the program and you will surely succeed in installing android apps for pc.
[6]Bluestacks Offline Installer Download Link
File Name: BlueStacks _HD _AppPlayerPro _setup _REL.msi
File Size: Approx 137 MB.
How to Install Bluestacks without Graphics Card on your PC
Some of the users might not have Graphics card installed on their PC or not meeting the requirement of
minimum 2GB ram can get errors like “Ram must be min 2GB” or “Please update your Graphics card” but
with the edited version of installer you can bypass all this errors.
Download the edited version of Bluestack Installer for PC [7] here
Related Articles
[8] Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better
[9] Top 10 reasons Why you Root your Android Phone
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/genymotion-fast-easy-to-use-android-x86.html
2. http://www.bluestacks.com/bstk-download-success-2.htm
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3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bluestacks.appsyncer
5. http://www.tomsguide.com/us/download/BlueStacks-Cloud-Connect,0301-52523.html
6. http://cdn.bluestacks.com/public/beta-1/BlueStacks_HD_AppPlayerPro_setup_REL.msi
7. http://goo.gl/0CNJeD
8. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
9. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/top-10-reasons-why-you-root-your.html
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Free BSNL 3G/2G GPRS Hack Unlimited Free Internet 2014 for Android Trick
(2014-05-12 22:44) - Prophet Hacker

Free BSNL 3G/2G Unlimited Free Internet 2014 for Android Trick ( 100 % Working )
BSNL speed is very high in all operators.So we hack bsnl unlimited internt trick for you.
This bsnl trick workin in bihar,up ,mumbai,delhi,chennai,tamil nadu,rajasthan.
[1]Earn Free Mobile Recharge instantly with Ladoo Android App
Hello Friends !! here is in 2014 latest fast proxy trick for BSNL Network Users. This trick is working with
Resume support with downloads and with YouTube, Facebook too. You can download by very fast speed
also.This trick is working with 2G and 3G both.So just use it and enjoy super fast 3G speed for free.
Trick 1
Use the Following New Connection For Free :-

• Name :3G free(any)

• Service Type 1 WAP

• Gateway IP : 1 10.100.3.2

• Port no : 1 : 9209.

• Timeout: Never

• CSD No.1

• User Name1: ppp

• Password1: ppp123

• APN setting:

• wapwest.cellone.in

• User Name : ppp
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• Password : ppp123

Now save the following settings and leave the other settings as default and using this activated settings hack
bsnl 3G for free new 2012 trick in bsnl mobile free for 3mbps speed browsing and downloading in bsnl 3G.

OR

[2]Check Your Own Mobile Number- in All Network Provider

Trick 2 :

Requirements:-

1) You Must Have the 3G Supported Device .
2) 3G Activated SIM ( if you are not using 3G sim it is easy to change the plan to 3G)

3) Knowledge about the changing of your internet settings.

Change your Internet Settings with the Following Details :-

• Name :- BSNL 3G

• Service Type 1 WAP

• Gateway IP : -1 10.100.3.2

• Port no : 1 : 9209.

• Timeout: NEVER

• CSD No.1

• User Name1: ppp

• Password1: ppp123

• APN setting:

• wapwest.cellone.in

• User Name : ppp

• Password : ppp123

By Using this Settings , you have the free internet service at 3 MBPS Speed.

Related Articles

[3]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[4]Aircel Hack Working 2G/3G Free Unlimited Internet 2014 Trick

[5]IDEA FREE Unlimited INTERNET GPRS and 3G TRICK 2014 for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/earn-free-mobile-recharge-instantly.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/check-your-own-mobile-number-in-all.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/tata-docomo-free-internet-trick-2014.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/aircel-hack-working-2g3g-free-unlimited.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/idea-free-unlimited-internet-gprs-and.html
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Record Android Screen on Android with SCR Screen Recorder (2014-05-12 23:31)
- Prophet Hacker

You wanna Record your Android Screen and make a video of that .This is little tricky because many apps
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in the market but few works.We found a app in google play SCR Screen recorder.This app is android screen
recorder and this app works on mine mobile.

SCR Screen Recorder Free

Android (4.0.3+, Rooted): Recording screencasts on Android can get a little tricky. Some apps only support
certain devices, and all of them require root access. SCR Screen Recorder is one of the first that supports a
broad array of devices, including Tegra-powered Android tablets like the Nexus 7.P

Once installed, fire up the app and tap the record button to start your capture. You can tweak the capture
settings, like frames per second and screen resolution, and once your recording is complete it’s stored to your
SD card. The app comes in two flavors, a free and a $6 ”pro” version. The free version keeps your recordings
to three minutes and applies an SCR watermark on your videos, while the pro version removes both of those
limitations.P

The developers of the app point out that it’s in beta, and it may not work on all ROMs and devices, but
when we tried it out it worked like a charm, as long as you’re using a device with 4.0.3 or higher (although
4.3 doesn’t seem to be fully supported yet).
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Description

• Works only on rooted/jailbroken/unlocked devices!
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[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]SCR Screen Recorder Free �root (Playboard) | [3]SCR Screen Recorder Free �root (Play Store)

Related Articles

[4]Google Now : Make your Android like a JARVIS

[5]Google Camera App arrives with Lens Blur Effect

[6]How to download YouTube videos on Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.iwobanas.screenrecorder.free
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.iwobanas.screenrecorder.free&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/google-now-make-your-android-like-jarvis.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/google-camera-app-arrives-with-lens.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/how-to-download-youtube-videos-on.html
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Best Top 5 Free Antivirus for Android Mobile (2014-05-13 08:58) - Prophet Hacker

Hackers are always creating something to crack your phone and get grant access of your Android phone. So
here we talking about how can you secure your mobile from hackers.You install some goodantivirus from
google play store.I recommend you these top 5 best antivirus for android.

As today every 8 of 10 person are using android smartphone. Due to increase in android’s popularity there
is also increase in risk of viruses and malwares. Recently Many malware ,botnets & virus come in android
market. So, It becomes neccessary to protect you android smartphone. Now the question arises how to
protect our android phone ? As there are a lots of antiviruses are available on Google play store. But all
they are really protecting your android ? So, I tested many of these and prepared the list of best antiviruses
of android

1.

[1]NQ Mobile Security & Antivirus (Playboard) | [2]NQ Mobile Security & Antivirus (Play Store)

So this is the best 5 Top Free antivirus for you if you any doubt just contact me.

Related Articles

[3]Use Both Packet Data And WiFi For Boost Internet Download Speed
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[4]Android Users access the Internet without 2G/3G or Wifi with Be-Bound App

[5]10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options

Best Top 5 Free Antivirus for Android Mobile

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.nqmobile.antivirus20
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nqmobile.antivirus20&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/use-both-packet-data-and-wifi-for-boost.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/android-users-access-internet-without.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/10-things-you-can-do-in-androids.html
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Run Whatspp in Window Computer (PC) (2014-05-13 17:03) - Prophet Hacker

WhatsApp is the most widely used smartphone messenger app available today. Like a Facebook we are badly
addicted to Whatssapp.Whatsapp on Android is possible but what the hack we done that run our Whatsapp
in PC.Solution is Bluestack Software.
With the help of Bluestacks we run whatsapp in PC.

• You will get a list of Android App marketplaces in the search results. You can download WhatsApp on
your computer from each of these places, but select the official Google Play store to be on the safe side.
• Now click on the ‘Install’ button to download WhatsApp on your computer. BlueStacks will automatically
download and install WhatsApp on your computer now.
That’s it. Now you are ready to use WhatsApp on your computer.
How To Use WhatsApp on Your Computer (PC and Mac)
To start using WhatsApp on your computer, click on the ‘My Apps’ button on the BlueStacks window.
Again the procedure is exactly same for using WhatsApp on PC and on Mac. In ‘My Apps’ app list click
on WhatsApp to launch it.
Whatsapp on Computer Pc Window

If you are launching WhatsApp on your computer for the first time, you will need to login (or create an
account) on WhatsApp. Once its done, you can start using WhatsApp on your computer just like you would
do on your phone.
Useful Tip:
To add contacts to WhatsApp on computer, click on the bottom bar of the Bluestacks app window. As you
click on it, all the WhatsApp options will appear including the Add contacts button.
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Related Articles

[1]Block Ads In all Android Games, Apps and Browsers

[2]Best Top 5 Free Antivirus for Android Mobile

[3]Record Android Screen on Android with SCR Screen Recorder

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/block-ads-in-all-android-games-apps-and.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-top-5-free-antivirus-for-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/record-android-screen-on-android-with.html
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Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better
(2014-05-14 18:41) - Prophet Hacker

Facebook the worlds best social networking site no doubt it.Facebook is the largest social media network
with 1.23 billion active users every month and it is available in 70 languages throughout the world.We use
facebook in daily life. We chat with our friends,share pictures,share videos,comments and many more…to
make facebooking more interesting we can use many tricks in faebook.We always wanna new with our
Facebook .So here i am sharing Best Top 40 Facebook Tips & Tricks that make your Facebook diffrent from
others and more reliable secure and Hackproof FB . Here i am also providing link how can you hack Facebook
and How Can you secure your Facebook.So sit down and check this out.

1. Hack a Facebook Via Desktop Phishing

Desktop Phishing basically this is a Facebook Hacking Trick that used by hackers to hack FB Hack Account
.So help with this trick you can hack Fb account .When you know this trick how it works ,so no one can
hack your FB account . Here I provide this trick for educational purpose only.

Read More

Read More

Update Blank Status
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15. Schedule Facebook Status Updates:

There is no built in feature to post or update status message in future. But we have one website named
Buffer which allows you to set schedule status update. By using this service you can write some status
update and set the time to schedule the status.

Bulk Image Downloader

23. Update Facebook Status Using Email

If you can’t access Facebook then still there is option for you to update Facebook Status. Login to Facebook
account and from account settings, click on Mobile tab from left sidebar. You will find a unique email address
that will be used to update Facebook status using Email.

Using your favorite email client, send an email to that email address with Subject as the text you want to
appear in Facebook Status. After sending email, see your Facebook profile with new status update.

24. Upload Photos to Facebook Using Email

If you attach a photo with email and send it to your Post by email address, then it will be uploaded to your
Facebook timeline with description as the title of your email.

25.

Remove Facebook Advertisements

By Using
Faboulous Google Extension

By using fabulous extension you can Customize background colors of Facebook website and add custom
background images, change font size and styles etc. (Update: F

Live broadcasting on with a custom channel is now possible directly on Facebook using usteam. Using

• Login to Facebook account and get the email address of the person you want to add to as a friend.
Then click here and you will be able to add friends by using different email services. Login with any
of those email services and add your required contacts to Facebook.

• If you want to add bulk friends then create a notepad file with comma separated email contacts and
save it as filename.vcf

• Finally upload that file through the previous window and your friend request will be sent to Facebook
users with those email addresses.

32. Check Who Is Online and pretending to be Offline
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Sometimes people disable Facebook chat and pretend as if they are not using Facebook. Now you can easily
detect which friend is using Facebook secretly while keeping Facebook Chat offline.

Are you bored with default blue color theme of Facebook? How about changing the colors and whole look
of Facebook website for a cooler look? Here is another amazing Facebook trick that allows you to change
Facebook themes. Hundreds of stylish Facebook themes are available with a Google chrome/Mozilla Firefox
extension named

Ever wonder what your profile looks like to the public eye or even a specific person? The “View As…” feature
allows you to do just that. Beneath the bottom right corner of your cover photo, there is a small gear-shaped
button (also next to the “Activity Log” button). When clicked, a menu with the option to see your profile
how others see it drops down. Click “View As…” and you’ll see your profile change in appearance.

This is also a nice security feature to see just how much the public sees on your profile. You may end up
wanting to change a thing or two that you didn’t know were visible to the public eye.

39. Forward Your Message
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The simple way to share messages between different parties is copy and paste. Right? Maybe not. Conver-
sations can be difficult to select in the right place. It also can be quite tedious whenever you want to quickly
edit the conversation so that it’s easy to read and follow. Thankfully, Facebook has addressed the issue with
message forwarding, allowing you to easily share any part of a conversation.
40. Invite all Facebook Friends for FB Page
Selecting & inviting all of your friends in an event can be a tedious task, especially if you have more than
1,000 friends to send invitations to.
Luckily, this trick that allows users to select/invite all of their friends in an event or an app – with just one
click.
How to Do it:
1) Open Firefox and go to your Facebook page to invite all friends to like your page.
2) Select “All Friends” instead of “Recent Interaction” so that you can invite all friends to your page. Scroll
down till all of your friends are shown in the page.
3) Press Ctrl+Shift+K and a small window will appear at bottom.
4) Paste the below code in it and click enter.

javascript:elms=document.getElementsByName(“checkableitems[]“);for (i=0;i <
elms.length;i++) {if (elms[i].type=”checkbox” )elms[i].click() };

Hacks and Tricks like the above, should always be attempted using caution. We are not aware of anyone ever
getting in trouble for using the above Hacks, but in some cases they do bypass the intended functionality of
Facebook, so be careful.
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Facebook trick has no limitatition. This topic is always blank because the new trick make in every minute.

Related Articles

[1]Run Whatspp in Window Computer (PC)

[2]Best Top 5 Free Antivirus for Android Mobile

[3]Record Android Screen on Android with SCR Screen Recorder

T

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/run-whatspp-in-window-computer-pc.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-top-5-free-antivirus-for-android.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/record-android-screen-on-android-with.html
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How to Use Whatsapp without Mobile Number or Sim (2014-05-15 18:51) - Prophet Hacker

Using Whatsapp without number ya sim its cool na . That’s trick very helpful for hiding your numbers in
Whataspp group or chat.Nobody know you numbers.

This hack works by tricking the WhatsApp Verification Servers by sending a spoofed request for an authori-
sation code intended for an alternative phone.

A problem with Whatsapp is its way of connecting the users. It shows the mobile number when we are in a
group chat. This allows some strangers to known our number which may cause problem. To overcome this
problem you can use verification code instead of your mobile number. You have to cheat the server to to
this. Just follow the steps.

Steps to Install Whatspp without sim or Number

1. If you are already having whatsapp on your device, remove it Completely, download it again and install
it.

2. Whatsapp sends a verification message to its server, Block the message service in your mobile. Switch
the mobile to flight mode or change the message center number to block the message service.

3. Then as a alternative method to verify, Choose “Verify Through SMS” and give your email address.
Click on send and at very next moment click on cancel button. Now the authorization to the whastapp
server call is terminated.

4. Now Spoof that message. Install

Related Articles
[1]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better
[2]Record Android Screen on Android with SCR Screen Recorder
[3]How setup backup and restore conversations on WhatsApp

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/record-android-screen-on-android-with.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-setup-backup-and-restore.html
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Change Your phone number on Whatsapp (2014-05-15 19:18) - Prophet Hacker

Whatsapp record your id by your mobile number but what could you when you loose your sim or change
sim .Here is a solution you can change your mobile number on whatsapp.

Changing Mobile number on whatsapp without loosing application, conversation messages is quite simple
task. Users first use a sim on whatsapp , after some time they gotta go with new sim card .Bought a new
sim for your mobile,What actually users think that you need to remove the whatsapp applcation and you
loose all your whatsapp messages , groups etc .

Change Mobile Number IN Whatsapp

You will get verification message and confirm it by entering verification code.

Thats all . You’re done now.

Now you can chat as usual with your whatsapp friends using same application.

Related Articles

[1]Run Whatspp in Window Computer (PC)

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/run-whatspp-in-window-computer-pc.html
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Download Kochadaiiyaan (Upcoming Rajnikanth Movie) Game for Android and PC
(2014-05-15 19:52) - Prophet Hacker

Hi Friends,all of You Know that Superstar RajniKanth Film Kochadaiyyan coming soon. So his game
based on this movie hit play store.Today i like to Share about the Popular Android Games ” Kochadaiiyan
Kingdom Run” and Kochadaiyaan Reign of Arrows as well as it is a famous Rajinikanth movie coming
soon.Kochadaiiyan is historical character actually.Most exciting game with well furnished graphics and awe-
some backgrounds .The visualization of the screen looks great.Stunning Environments attacking with arrows
makes fulfilled fun of Entertainment.Advanced weapons and guns are used to shoot at enemies where as
locations change from level to level.

They Release Two Games both are goods

Kochadaiiyaan King of Arrows
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Kochadaiyyan King of Run

So, what are you waiting for??

Grab your smartphone and download the game now, because this is your chance to be in the shoes of the
great Rajinikanth – a totally unmatched experience altogether.

I f you wanna play this game on Pc

Download Kochadaiiyaan Game for PC (Windows 7|8|XP|Vista and Mac OS)

with the help of bluestacks...

[1]Run Android apps in Pc with Bluestacks Offline Installer

[2]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[3]Kochadaiiyaan:Reign of Arrows (Playboard) | [4]Kochadaiiyaan:Reign of Arrows (Play Store)

[5]Kochadaiiyaan:Kingdom Run (Playboard) | [6]Kochadaiiyaan:Kingdom Run (Play Store)

Related Articles

[7]Temple Run Oz Free apk with Mod

[8]Dead Trigger 2 :Best Action Shooter Games for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/run-android-apps-in-pc-with-bluestacks.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
3. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.vroovy.kochadaiyaanroa
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vroovy.kochadaiyaanroa&hl=en
5. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.vroovy.kochadaiyaanruns
6. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vroovy.kochadaiyaanruns&hl=en
7. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/temple-run-oz-free-apk-with-mod.html
8. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/dead-trigger-2-best-action-shooter.html
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Hack Ex : Games for Hackers in Android (2014-05-16 12:13) - Prophet Hacker

Hi Friends are you like hacking ,so i have a game for you .This game show how the hack works .This is game
only not a real hacking .When you play this game you more know about How the hack works . No technical
skills required.

Hack Ex

Lots of games have some kind of ”hacking” minigame, but in this one it’s the central, binding element. You
play a hacker with some less-than-noble goals: rob from the rich and give to yourself. You use a simulated
rig to find vulnerabilities, seize machines, and steal money... all to upgrade your own unreal hardware and
software. Integration with ”apps,” system logs, and Bitcoin purchases lend an interesting current events
slant to this game. At the moment Hack Ex is free with no in-app purchases.

[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]Hack Ex (Playboard) | [3]Hack Ex (Play Store)

Related Articles

[4]Dead Trigger 2 :Best Action Shooter Games for Android

[5]Temple Run Oz Free apk with Mod

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.byeline.hackex
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3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.byeline.hackex&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/dead-trigger-2-best-action-shooter.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/temple-run-oz-free-apk-with-mod.html
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Backup your Data With Sandisk Memory Zone for Android (2014-05-16 12:59)
- Prophet Hacker

Sandisk Memory Zone

Sandisk in Android its weird but its true .Sandisk offers make backup of your data in any attached device
ya cloud service.
Take control of your memory: On your phone. On your card. In the cloud.
SanDisk Memory Zone offers you more memory management functionality than any other application avail-
able for the Android™ phone.
SanDisk Memory Zone
Take control of your memory: On your phone. On your card. In the cloud.
SanDisk Memory Zone offers you more memory management functionality than any other application avail-
able for the Android™ phone.
Improve the performance of your phone in seconds by moving files from your phone’s internal memory to
your memory card.
SanDisk Memory Zone not only allows you to transfer and back up your files, it also allows you to secure them
through a password protection feature. So you have the peace of mind knowing your videos, photographs,
music and other files are not only available, but they’re available only to you.
Get seamless, integrated storage connectivity between your phone, your memory card and your files in the
cloud. It’s never been easier to enjoy, manage, share and protect your digital assets.
Unlike utilities with awkward and difficult to navigate folder structures, SanDisk Memory Zone has an
intuitive, graphical user interface that lets you get the job done, fast.
Designed by the global leader in flash memory cards, SanDisk Memory Zone allows you to visualize your
memory usage by content type and size.
SanDisk Memory Zone. There’s nothing else like it.
SanDisk Memory Zone intends to make it easy to organize, browse, and password protect your files. You
can free up the device’s internal memory in a few taps and improve your phone’s performance. The user
interface is quite intuitive and a few quick swipes are all you need for backup and transfers.
Backup
The app allows you to easily choose and transfer files to your memory card. You can also schedule regular
backups to ensure your photos, videos, documents, and other files are always available and protected. The
app provides a seamless and integrated storage experience between your mobile device and the memory card.

SanDisk Memory Zone

Related Articles
[1]How setup backup and restore conversations on WhatsApp
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/how-setup-backup-and-restore.html
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Sms Center Number for all Operators - bsnl,reliance,idea,airtel,vodafone,aircel ,uninor
(2014-05-16 14:22) - Prophet Hacker

Android sms

An SMSC Short Message Service Centre number is responsible for delivering the SMS text messages of a
mobile network through your mobile. When an SMS message is sent from a mobile phone, it will reach an
SMS Service Centre first. The SMS centre then forwards the SMS message towards the destination mobile
network. An SMS message may need to pass through more than one network entity (e.g. SMSC and SMS
gateway) before reaching the mobile phone. The main duty of an SMSC is to route SMS messages and
regulate the process. If the recipient is unavailable (for example, when the mobile phone is switched off),
the SMSC will store the SMS message. It will forward the SMS message when the recipient is available. To
be able to send SMS from your Mobile (Cell) phone you must first know the address of the mobile network
operator’s SMSC. Typically an SMSC address is an ordinary mobile phone number in the international format.
A mobile phone should have a menu option (in your sms menu settings) that can be used to configure the
SMSC address. Normally, the SMSC address is pre-set in the SIM card by the mobile network operator,
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which means you do not need to make any changes to it. Unless you want to use FREE SMSC’s

[1]Check Your Own Mobile Number- in All Network Provider

BSNL

Message Centre

Number:

+919440099997 (for old

Numbers),

+919442099997 (for

New Numbers),

Idea

Message Centre

Number:

+919847099996

AirTel

Message Centre

Number

+919895051914

Vodafone

Message Centre

Number:

+919846000040

Reliance GSM

Message Centre

Number:

+919020000500

AIRCEL

Message Centre

Number:

+919809099060

TATA DOCOMO

Message Centre

Number:

+919032055002

UNINOR

Message Centre
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Number:

+919084051550

Related Articles

[2]How to Check 2G/3G Internet Balance in Mobile and Netsetter

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/check-your-own-mobile-number-in-all.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/how-to-check-2g3g-internet-balance-in.html
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Extract Decrypt Whatsapp Backup Messages (2014-05-16 23:46) - Prophet Hacker

Whatsapp is now very popular messanger in any smartphone.So hackers wanna hack this and read users
messages so how how can he do it.I will show you everything in very detail.Hacking Whatsapp Messages is
not easy because Whatsapp encryt all data in .crypt5 format. It stores messages in encrypted database in
internal storage. To decrypt WhatsApp database, there is a tiny tool called WhatsApp Xtract. It lets you
to view WhatsApp messages on PC.
By following this tutorial, you will get only conversation. You will not get any multimedia records. Multi-
media records are stored in SD card underWhatsApp folder.
Where WhatsApp database is stored?
If you have installed WhatsApp on Phone memory, then you can find the WhatsApp database at /sd-
card/whatsapp/Databases The database files may have names like msgstore.db.crypt, msgstore.db, wa.dbThese
database files are updated on every conversation you make in WhatsApp. The name of the contact and phone
number may also be displayed in case of last two files.

Update: Whatsapp in its recent update stores database in crpyt5 format, so for decrypting database you need
to convert crypt5 to crypt file.

So first you have to convert crypt5 file to crypt using

Transfer the WhatsApp database /sdcard/whatsapp/Databases
msg.db files from your mobile to PC using USB.

Now

• Now drag one of the databases at /sdcard/WhatsApp/Databases to WhatsApp _xtract _drag’n’drop
_database(s) _here file in Xtractor folder.
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• After the process is finished, your default browser will open up the conversations you made.

Note : Sometimes in the end import Error would occur. In those cases just uninstall and install Python in
C: instead of C:Program FilesPython

If you got any problem, just let me know. For better understanding, watch the video tutorial below.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/ws5B6320NA4

[2]Download This Video
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Related Articles

[3] Change Your phone number on Whatsapp

[4] Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

[5] Run Whatspp in Window Computer (PC)

Extract\Decrypt Whatsapp Backup Messages

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/ws5B6320NA4
2. https://www.ssyoutube.com/watch?v=ws5B6320NA4
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/change-your-phone-number-on-whatsapp.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/run-whatspp-in-window-computer-pc.html
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Godzilla Smash 3 : Giant Monster Godzilla 2014 Movie Base Game for Android
(2014-05-17 16:48) - Prophet Hacker

Godzilla is giant Monster all you know ,Godzilla 2014 Movie Hit the cinemas and now his name game inspired
by this movie hit playstore.This game is awesome in all ways.Why i likes this game because godzilla is my
favourite monster when i saw this trailor of the Movie.
Somewhat surprisingly, this was a good decision. Godzilla Smash3 contains more depth than initially meets
the eye. The core gameplay may consist of matching three or more orbs of the same color, but the board
hovers atop an action-filled background. Godzilla comes up against various enemies, with players matching
orbs to inflict damage. There’s a slight RPG element to the action, as the combat is turn-based, and players
get to determine which enemy to target and how strong each attack will be. In a way it’s similar to 10,000,000,
but who among us actually expected a movie game to be all that original?

[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC
[2]Godzilla - Smash3 (Playboard) | [3]Godzilla - Smash3 (Play Store)
Related Articles
[4]Dead Trigger 2 :Best Action Shooter Games for Android
[5]Temple Run Oz Free apk with Mod
[6]The best racing games for Android
Godzilla Smash 3 : Giant Monster Godzilla 2014 Movie Base Game for Android
Reviewed by Vinay Kumar
Rating: 5
1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.rogue.smash3
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3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rogue.smash3&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/dead-trigger-2-best-action-shooter.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/temple-run-oz-free-apk-with-mod.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/the-best-racing-games-for-android.html
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Block Disable all Youtube ads in PC and Android (2014-05-17 17:39) - Prophet Hacker

Block Youtube Ads

When we open youtube or speed is very slow and holy shit ads are eating our bandwidth so what we doing
.We need some technique to block ads in Youtube .
While there are several ways to block YouTube ads here’s why you shouldn’t use them and instead use this
simple browser command which blocks all YouTube ads just like other add-ons or extensions! This simple
command can block the video ads which play inside videos as well and you don’t have to use an additional
plugin or extension or add-on! No installations whatsoever!
You just need to copy-paste a simple command in your browser’s developer console and you are good to go.
You’ll never see an advertisement again while browsing your favorite YouTube videos.
There are a lot of ways to block ads, but with a simple command in the developer console, you can disable
all ads on YouTube via an experiment.
[1]Block Ads In all Android Games, Apps and Browsers
P
A less advertised experiment can disable all ads on the site. Here’s how to turn it on:
P

• Open up a YouTube video (any will do).
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• Open up the developer console (Ctrl-Shift-J for Chrome, Ctrl-Shift-K for Firefox)

• Enter the following code:

document.cookie="VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE=oKckVSqvaGw; path=/;
domain=.youtube.com";window.location.reload();

P

And the ads are gone. Well since this a temporary workaround and not a permanent solution we really can’t
predict when it’ll stop working. But for now since it’s working let’s use it and forget what’s to come in
future! Enjoy an ad-free experience without any plugins!

Block Youtube ads on Android

NOTE : You’re Device needs to be ROOTED! This will work on Any Android Phone or Tablet running
Android 4.0 or above.

WITHOUT ROOT ACCESS THIS WILL NOT WORK!!!

[2]How To Root In Android

INSTRUCTIONS :

1. On your Rooted Android Device, Install ‘ [3] Xposed Installer

‘. Open the App and install Xposed framework, Reboot the device.

[4]Easy Android ROMs Customization Through Xposed Framework

2. Download ‘ [5] YouTube AdAway

‘ and install, open Xposed Framework App , Go into ‘Modules’ section and Enable ‘ YouTube AdAway’.

3. Open ‘YouTube AdAway’ App and Tick ‘Hide ads’.

Tip :

You can also hide brands logo and video suggestions popups and you can disable country restrictions.

Congratulations! You have successfully disabled Ads in the official YouTube App for Android.

Sources : [6] Xposed Framework

and [7] YouTube Adaway

.

Related Articles

[8]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

[9]Top 5 Apps from Google Can make your Android Better

[10]Top 10 Best Android Apps’

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/block-ads-in-all-android-games-apps-and.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
3. http://dl.xposed.info/latest.apk
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4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
5. http://repo.xposed.info/module/ma.wanam.youtubeadaway
6. http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=1574401
7. http://forum.xda-developers.com/showthread.php?t=2547316
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9. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/top-5-apps-from-google-can-make-your.html
10. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/top-10-best-android-apps.html
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Free Calls with Viber on your PC and Android (2014-05-18 10:21) - Prophet Hacker

Viber Free Calls

Viber Free Call and Text Messanging Service

With Viber you can Create free call with other viber user.No more Balance cuts ony data used.Viber is a
free web based call service.

With Viber, everyone in the world can connect. Freely. More than 200 million Viber users text, call, and
send photo and video messages worldwide over Wifi or 3G - for free. Viber Out can be used to make calls to
non-Viber mobile and landline numbers at low rates. Viber is available for many smartphones and platforms.

On Viber, your phone number is your ID. The app syncs with your mobile contact list, automatically
detecting which of your contacts have Viber.

• Text with your friends

• Make free calls with HD sound quality

• Share photos, videos, voice messages, locations, stickers and emoticons

• Groups with up to 100 participants

• Download stickers from the Sticker Market, making messaging fun!

• Push notifications guarantee that you never miss a message or call, even when Viber is off

• Support for the Viber Desktop application on Windows and Mac
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smartphone. Click yes. Then, select a country and wait until you receive the activation code.

This code will arrive via Viber messaging. I also received a message via SMS,which is considered invalid for
the Windows application. The sent code doesn’t work all the time either. Don’t hesitate to ask for a second
one if the first one didnt work.

Viber code
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Once you’ve received the four digit code, the connection is made and the two Viber apps, the one on your
smartphone and your PC will sync.

Viber On Window

Vibar allows you to take advantage of all the mobile functions on Windows: free calls, instant messages,
video chats etc.

Related Articles
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[1] Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

[2] Run Android apps in Pc with Bluestacks Offline Installer

Free Calls with Viber on your PC and Android

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/run-android-apps-in-pc-with-bluestacks.html
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Motorola Moto E review Best Cheapest Smartphone From Motorola (2014-05-18 13:09)
- Prophet Hacker

Motorola has announced the Motorola Moto E, the latest device in its drive to put a smartphon
e into the hands of everyone. It aims to give you a great smartphone experience without costing a
packet.This is best Best Cheapest Smartphones ever.This phones has loaded latest android latest Kitkat
OS.

Moto G Specifications

General
Alternate names XT1022
Release date May 2014 Form factor Touchscreen
Dimensions (mm) 124.80 x 64.80 x 12.30 Weight (g) 142.00
Battery capacity (mAh) 1980
Removable battery No
Colours Black
SAR value NA
Display
Screen size (inches) 4.30
Touchscreen Yes
Touchscreen type Capacitive
Resolution 540x960 pixels
Pixels per inch (PPI) 256
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Hardware
Processor 1.2GHz dual-core
Processor make Qualcomm Snapdragon 200
RAM 1GB
Internal storage 4GB
Expandable storage Yes
Expandable storage type microSD
Expandable storage up to (GB) 32
Camera
Rear camera 5-megapixel
Flash No
Front camera No
Software
Operating System Android 4.4
Java support Yes
Browser supports Flash No
Connectivity
Wi-Fi Yes
Wi-Fi standards supported 802.11 b/ g/ n
GPS Yes
Bluetooth Yes, v 4.00
NFC No
Infrared No
DLNA No
Wi-Fi Direct Yes
MHL Out No
HDMI No
Headphones 3.5mm
FM Yes
USB Micro-USB
Charging via Micro-USB Yes
Proprietary charging connector No
Proprietary data connector No
Number of SIMs 2
SIM 1
SIM Type Micro-SIM
GSM/ CDMA GSM
3G Yes
SIM 2
SIM Type Micro-SIM
GSM/ CDMA GSM
3G Yes
Sensors
Compass/ Magnetometer No
Proximity sensor Yes
Accelerometer Yes
Ambient light sensor Yes
Gyroscope No
Barometer No
Temperature sensor No
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In the hand, the Motorola Moto E doesn’t feel like a budget device. It is finished in plastics, like the Moto
G, but feels solid. There are no creaks, it doesn’t feel like a hollow shell, and that makes it feel much nicer
to use than many cheap rivals.

The design follows that of the Moto X and the Moto G, with a nice curved back that fits nicely into the
hand, but as this is a fairly small device, gripping it is no problem. It measures 124.8 x 64.8 x 12.3mm and
weighs 142g, heavier than you might expect.

Perhaps the biggest indicator of its budget status is the 4.3-inch display with a 960 x 540 pixel resolution.
That’s 256ppi, and while that might make the Moto E the highest resolution in its class, you do get a
slightly grainy display, albeit one that’s protected with Corning Gorilla Glass 3. That’s acceptable at this
price, as there’s plenty of punch from colours, even if the viewing angles are a little limited, from what we saw.

Under the hood is a dual-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 200 chipset clocked at 1.2GHz and 1GB of RAM. In
the brief time we had to play with the Moto E it’s difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about the
performance, but it seemed responsive enough.

There’s only 4GB of internal storage, which is a little on the low side, especially when it comes to installing
apps. There is a microSD card slot, supporting up to 32GB, so you’ll have plenty of storage space for music
and photos.
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That’s helped in part by the reletively unfettered Android 4.4 KitKat operating system. Motorola, as with
previous devices, isn’t pouring its efforts into adding clutter to the OS, instead offering Android pretty much
as Google intended, as well as promising a timely update to the next version when that time comes.
There is some customisation, of course, with Motorola making changes to the camera app, and adding in
features such as Moto Migrate to help you move content to your new device, as well as a new feature called
Alert Me. This is a location-based app that will let you tell a friend where you are and send emergency
distress messages and so on.
There’s a 5-megapixel camera on the rear of the Moto E, but there’s no flash. There’s also no front-facing
camera, so you won’t be making any video calls from this affordable handset. Or taking selfies. Video
capture is also limited to 854 x 480 pixels, a far cry from the HD quality we’ve come to expect from phones.
There’s a 1,980mAh battery under the skin that’s not user-changeable. Motorola is promising all-day per-
formance from it, but we’ll have to see how well it lasts when we get the phone in for a full review.
First impressions of the Motorola Moto E are good: it feels like a solid device and that’s important, because
it avoids the normally plasticky finish that often plagues devices at this price point. It will be available in
black or white, with a range of coloured shells to let you customise the phone to your liking.
He is very popular in market so he got out of stock in flipkart.
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How to Run Multiple ya two Whatsapp Account in Android Phone without root
(2014-05-18 16:51) - Prophet Hacker

Diffrent Whtasapp account in one phone its possible ya its possible .Today i’ am going to tell you how to
Run multiple whatsapp account on a same android phone at same time. There are occasions or times when
one needs to have multiple accounts on the same phone such as when you have a dual SIM phone or when
you tend to be only one who own a smart phone in your circle of friends or in the family as well.

Clear WhatsApp data (or reinstall it)
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Rename /sdcard/WhatsApp folder to /sdcard/OGWhatsApp
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Install Both version Whatsapp and ogwhatsapp

In OG version verify the old number, and in official version verify the new one
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Second Method

• Running the new number in OG version

• Take a backup for your messages (In case you want the messages)

• Clear WhatsApp data (or reinstall it)
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• Rename /sdcard/WhatsApp folder to /sdcard/OldWhatsApp
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• Verify the new number in Offical version
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• If the verify completed, clear WhatsApp data (or reinstall it)
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• Rename /sdcard/WhatsApp folder to /sdcard/OGWhatsApp
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• Rename /sdcard/OldWhatsApp folder to /sdcard/WhatsApp

• Now reverify your old number in offical version and the new one in OG version
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Notice: Renaming folders are the most important steps, you can’t verify your number without this steps

Related Articles

[1]Change Your phone number on Whatsapp
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[2]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

[3]Godzilla Smash 3 : Giant Monster Godzilla 2014 Movie Base Game for Android

How to Run Multiple ya two Whatsapp Account in Android Phone without root

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5
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2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/godzilla-smash-3-giant-monster-godzilla.html
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Hide Your Last Seen with Whatsapp Plus (2014-05-18 17:32) - Prophet Hacker

You Find This Feature in Latest Whatsapp Update From Here.

[1]WhatsApp Messenger (Playboard) | [2]WhatsApp Messenger (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.whatsapp
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.whatsapp&hl=en
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How can you help me Increasing My Blog Traffic and Subscibe me on Facebook
(2014-05-18 23:41) - Prophet Hacker

Day by day blog traffic increases ,new post coming many new user visit our blog . But we want more traffic
.

Many people on chat asked me they wanna help me to increasing traffic of my blog but how .So i have a
solution for you.And my request for every new user come visit this blog and if he liked my work follow my
blog on Networked Blogs .If you done this Job I Mention Your Name and Your FB ID on my
Blog.

Networked Blogs

Networked Blogs is a blogging network site . With the help of this website you can post my blog feeds to
your FB timeline ,groups,Pages and stay updated with latest feeds and posts.This is one time installation
and then all my post automatic post on your Facebook Timeline.Post is look like this.

You do it for me.You do it for fb friends and now they know these android blog.

Step by Step Setup Networked Blogs

If you Scroll down ,In last of my blog you find this Widget Click on Folow This Blog button.
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This apps wants some fb permissions so click on ok.
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Now you are on this page Click on Continue.

Click on Blogger Dashboard.
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Give Grant Permissions for this app.
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Now you are on this page click on syndiaction
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Click on Blog You Folow
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Clic on Prophet Hacker
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Click on Syndiaction
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Now add facebook target.
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Now popup open click on all add Buttons
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Now you successfully subscribed my blog on Facebook .You Helping Me increasing my blog traffic.

If you done this job I mention your Name and Facebook id on My blog.

Thanks for Contributing Me
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Measure your Heart rate/beat with Android (2014-05-20 18:07) - Prophet Hacker

We are not doctors.But we want feel like doctors. So this app gonna make you not doctor..but with the help
of this app you can read Heart Rate of any person.Reading Heart rate is so cool with this app.

Your heart rate, or pulse, is the number of times your heart beats per minute. Normal heart rate varies from
person to person.

Knowing about your heart rate can help you monitor your fitness level and it might even help you spot
developing health problems.

Heart Rate Monitor app measures your heart rate by analyzing blood flow on the tip of your finger.

Read More

Heart Rate Monitor app is extremely accurate and it does not need any external hardware to be used. Whole
process is done quickly, precisely, simply. Get your heart rate instantly, process is quick and easy. A must
have app for every smartphone, try it now!
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[1]Instant Heart Rate (Playboard) | [2]Instant Heart Rate (Play Store)

Features: �

� Heart pulse measurement �
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� Real-time PPG graph�

� Continuos or Auto-Stop mode�

� Heart Rate Zones�

�

Use it for optimizing your exercise and to track your progress.

Install it now and keep fit.

Now you have a chance to track your fitness and health every-time with just your phone.

Your resting heart rate gives you a view into your hearts fitness. The fitter you get the lower your heart rate
will be.

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/si.modula.android.instantheartrate
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=si.modula.android.instantheartrate&hl=en
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Create Music in Android with Music Studio Caustic 3 (2014-05-20 21:22) - Prophet Hacker

If you love music and you wanna create music this post and app for you.Music creaters is more creative than
others.When music creaters out of his house they use like this app to create music.This is Music Studio for
Android.

Single Cell Audio’s Caustic is one of the few Android music-making applications , so it’s perhaps fitting that
version 3 of this rack-based virtual studio has been released not just for Google-powered mobile devices, but
also iPhone, iPad and iPod touch.

Most parameters can be automated, and several of the devices can host your own WAV or SoundFont files.
You can also load FL Studio Mobile instruments.

Read More
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Minimum device specs are:

* 1GHz ARMv7 processor

* 800 x 480 resolution screen

* Headphones or external speakers

[1]Caustic 3 (Playboard) | [2]Caustic 3 (Play Store)

This is a demo version of Caustic. There is no time limit in demo mode but save/export are disabled. The
app will automatically save your current song between sessions.

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.singlecellsoftware.caustic
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.singlecellsoftware.caustic&hl=en
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Learn basics of Foreign lanuages in Android with Duolingo (2014-05-20 22:40)
- Prophet Hacker

You want learn foreign language but you confuse how to learn.So your problem is solved by this app.

Learning a new language takes a lot of time and practice, and usually a lot of money, too. But one service,
Duolingo , has proved that great language-learning material doesn’t have to cost a dime. The
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[1]Duolingo: Learn Languages Free (Playboard) | [2]Duolingo: Learn Languages Free (Play Store)

If you want to learn Spanish, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, or English, the fast, fun, and free way,
there’s no better choice than Duolingo.

Learn basics of Foreign lanuages in Android with Duolingo

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar
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Rating: 5

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.duolingo
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.duolingo&hl=en
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Working FB Autoliker No Spam with Proof links First Check then Try (2014-05-21 08:19)
- Prophet Hacker

This is Working Autoliker with Token

The use of this tool is very simple .Click on Get Token Prophet Hacker , then You find two ads ...then
you find error page copy all the url of error page and paste in this box. Click on Submit skip Ads and click
on Autoliker ...Choose your Status which you wanna give lot of likes.

If you wanna proof its work’n or not Check my Fb status.

[1]https://www.facebook.com/prophethacker/posts/655660144522890

Welcome To AUTOLIKER Prophet Hacker :p

GET TOKEN : [2]Prophet Hacker
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Submit.!

script Prophet Hacker

1. https://www.facebook.com/prophethacker/posts/655660144522890
2. http://sh.st/epzW3
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F1 Formula officially app for Android to check F1 scores,ranks,check stats
(2014-05-21 16:41) - Prophet Hacker

If you are a fan of F1 formula racing,this app is just made for you.

This is official app announced by formula racing company for android.

The 2014 Formula 1 season is officially here! Rule changes galore, drivers switching teams, it’s all shaping
up to be one fantastic season and you can follow it all on your Android phone or tablet.

As much as we might want to be glued to our TV’s watching every last minute, it just doesn’t happen. But,
with a smartphone in our pockets or a tablet in our bags we need never be too far away from the action.

You can check stats for your favorite team.
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Description

Presenting the Official F1® App for Android

The Official Formula 1® App is available for free download
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and offers leaderboard, lap times, sector classification,

news stories and session commentary from Formula1.com

throughout the 2014 season in a brand new interface.

Available as an in-app purchase, the F1® 2014 Premium Season

Pass gives users full access to the above, plus exclusive content

including:

• Official Live Timing of all F1® sessions

• In-Corner Analysis comparing drivers’ entry, apex and

exit speeds

• Team Radio Transmissions

• Drag Reduction System (DRS) usage indicator

• Race Control Messages

• Live Tyre Information

• Text and Audio Commentary

• Personalisation Options

• And more!

Follow each round of the 2014 FIA Formula One World

Championship™ like never before!
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[1]Official F1 ® App (Playboard) | [2]Official F1 ® App (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]Learn basics of Foreign lanuages in Android with Duolingo
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[4]Measure your Heart rate/beat with Android

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.softpauer.f1timingapp2014.basic
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.softpauer.f1timingapp2014.basic&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/learn-basics-of-foreign-lanuages-in.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/measure-your-heart-ratebeat-with-android.html
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Hack Facebook account password 2014 without email with Android (2014-05-21 18:51)
- Prophet Hacker

HI this is Prophet ...Today I tell you how can you hack facebook account with tabnpping..

Tab Napping

Tabnapping is a new form of phishing that is hitting the internet now. With the conventional form of
phishing, for example, you might receive an email that is supposedly from your bank, and it might ask you
to login and update or confirm your account details, of course, there would be a link to your banks website
in the email for you to click, which would take you to a page that looks identical to your real banks login
page.

• The website contain a game and send your website address(your tab napping website where you upload
all the files) to your friend or anyone else whose facebook account you want to hack and tell him/her
that if your are intelligent or smart or say anything else then play this game and win it.
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• Actually the game is very dificult and he/she will not win in less time and he/she will goto another
tab in browser like facebook,google,youtube ,yahoo etc and when he/she came back to the website , it
will be automatically redirected and saying them to login with facebook account to continue
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• When your victim log in with facebook account then her/his password will saved in your website and
he/she will be redirected to main game page.

• Now just open=======http://www.your-website.com/fb/password.html——and you will see the
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email and passwords.

Now you learn haw to hack account password without fb hacker tool or without any type of fb hacker app.

With the help of this trick you can easily hack FB account with android mobile.You also see in screenshots
all work in android.

But this trick also work on pc to hack fb account.

This trick main features hack fb account password without email.

Related Articles

[1] Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

[2] Working FB Autoliker No Spam with Proof links First Check then Try

[3] Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User

Keywords

hack fb password online free

hack fb account for free

hack fb profile

hack fb software

hack fb for free

hack fb online

hack facebook password

cara hack fb

hack fb account from mobile

how to hack fb account 2012

hack fb account without any software

hack fb account using cmd

how to hack fb account easily

hack fb account online

hack fb account free software

how to hack fb account 2013

how to hack fb password without changing it

how to hack fb password easily

how to hack fb password using mobile

how to hack fb password for free online

how to hack fb password with email

how to hack fb password using cmd

how to hack fb password without any software
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how to hack fb password for free

facebook timeline tips and tricks

facebook tips and secrets

facebook tricks and tips 2012

tricks on facebook 2012

facebook group tips and tricks

best fb tricks

facebook tips n tricks 2012

fb hack online

fb hack tricks

fb hack no download

fb hack software

fb hack tool

fb hack without survey

fb password hack

funny fb hack statuses

fb hacks 2014 fb account hacker

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/working-fb-autoliker-no-spam-with-proof.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/free-phone-call-with-facebook-android.html
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Camera 360 Ultimate Best Camera apps for android (2014-05-21 22:00) - Prophet Hacker

You like photography in android.With default android camera has not so much feature.So we recommend
you to use third party camera apps for android.

Camera 360 Ultimate is one of the best mobile apps for photo. This application is very popular at the android.
The many android users who like this app because it is different from other photo editing application. Way
that is easy to use and the number of features make this android application favored most people, especially
young people who like to take pictures.

Camera 360 lets you take pictures and edit them with a variety of filters are available. Filters can be done
before or after the shooting. Moreover, Camera 360 Ultimate is also equipped with a variety of features that
support to make your photo more beautiful or 360 degrees different from the original photo.
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it is a free application and allows you to handing snapshots, apply and in the same time to preview different
fashionable effects before to save an image. Moreover, with it you can download and apply Scenes to create
your liked own artistic photos and display.

Description

**Camera360 becomes a multifunctional camera app with Video (Beta) and Scan QR Code added.**

To make your life even easier, Camera360 has introduced Camera360 Cloud, a cloud platform that can help
you manage, edit, store, and share your photos all in one place.

[Feature Details]

1. New Video function

Video shooting (Beta) is added to make videos on-the-go, recording every memorable moment.

2. New Camera Store.

Eight creative cameras of Camera360 are moved to “Camera Store” where you can add and manage your
preferred camera only. Effect Cam, Selfie Cam, Easy Cam, Scene Cam, Funny Cam, Tilt-shift Cam, Color-
shift Cam and Audio Cam are available for free now. Customize your own Camera360 now.

3. New Effect Store.

More than 100 great Effects of Camera360 can be found in new Effect Store where you can add and manage
your own preferred effect. The most important part is ALL FREE!

4. User Friendly Photo Album

Photos are classified by time in Camera360 album for easy photo search and management. Photos in phone
gallery can be browsed and edited in “Other Album”.

5. Professional Photo Edit features

Crop, Rotate, Blur, Texture, Adjust and more photo edit features are available after shooting.
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6. Different Frames

Resize photo with new frames (16:9/4:3/1:1) while shooting. More parameters are available when device
supports. Find them by sliding from the right to the left on main shooting interface.

7. Smart Cloud Services

Safe and smart cloud album for photo store, manage, edit, share and more. Support auto synchronization
under uploading settings of Camera360 Cloud. Photos can be browsed on different end devices.
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[1]Camera360 Ultimate (Playboard) | [2]Camera360 Ultimate (Play Store)

Related Articles

[3]Google Camera App arrives with Lens Blur Effect
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[4]Search Anything by taking pictures With Google Googles

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/vStudio.Android.Camera360
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=vStudio.Android.Camera360&hl=en
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/google-camera-app-arrives-with-lens.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/search-anything-by-taking-pictures-with.html
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Prophet Hacker Blog Book With Updated Android Hacking Edition (2014-05-22 23:31)
- Prophet Hacker
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Prophet Hacker Blog Book

Book with updated posts ..You can read our blog offline.Download This book

This Book has all post of my blog with labels and links.

[1] Download From
Zippyshare
_
[2]Download From Google Drive
1. http://sh.st/epJNx
2. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0rX5rHJrhzARXo2WjdtZkgxYkk/edit?usp=sharing
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Earn Free Mobile Recharge instantly with Ladoo Android App (2014-05-23 21:40)
- Prophet Hacker

Everyone Wants Free Mobile Recharge in his Android phone. So guyz our prophethacker team found a app
in android play store that can free recharge in your phone. This app name Ladoo. With the help of ladoo
you can earn free recharge very fast and easily.

How to free recharge with Ladooo beta when your 10 Rs in your account.You can do free recharge on
idea , Airtel , Aircel , Bsnl , Tata docomo CDMA / GSM , Loop Mobile , MTNL , Reliance CDMA / GSM
, Uninor , Vodafone , MTS , Videocon supported all india .
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First download It from [1]Google Play no Direct link Download

After that download open it and choose offer and install also use it for 30 sec.

[2]Download Ladoo Android Google Play Link
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Related Articles

[3]Free BSNL 3G/2G GPRS Hack Unlimited Free Internet 2014 for Android Trick

[4]Best New year apps & tricks

[5]Best Top 5 Free Antivirus for Android Mobile

[6]10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options

Earn Free Mobile Recharge instantly with Ladoo Android App

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. http://ladooo.com/2027117962
2. http://ladooo.com/2027117962
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/free-bsnl-3g2g-gprs-hack-unlimited-free.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/12/best-new-year-apps-tricks.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-top-5-free-antivirus-for-android.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/10-things-you-can-do-in-androids.html
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Start: Android Lockscreen Changer App (2014-05-23 23:14) - Prophet Hacker

In Android You can Customize everything that you want. so you can modify and customize your lockscreen
too.Now here we show a Best android lockscreen changer app.This eye catching android app name is Start .

Lock screen is a first screen of any android phone.So you first need to customize your android lockscreen by
start android app.

The lock screen app provides quick access to any app, either via a ring menu to unlock or small tabs spread
out on the right or left sides of the screen. By pulling each one out, this brings content into focus, such as
galleries, feed reader, weather or Google Search. Also, the volume profile can be changed directly using the
slider.

This is best option for android lockscreen replacement.

The lock screen app also displays date, time and battery levels. A shortcut on the top right provides quick
access to settings allowing the user to customize its look and functions at will.That’s why i called this best
android lockscreen widgets.
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[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]Start (Playboard) | [3]Start (Play Store)

Related Articles
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[4]Setup Multiwindow on Android through XMultiWindow

[5]ROM Toolbox all Root Apps in One App: Monster app

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.celltick.lockscreen
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.celltick.lockscreen&hl=en
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/setup-multiwindow-on-android-through.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/rom-toolbox-all-root-apps-in-one-app.html
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Opera Mini Handler apk for Android for Free Internet (2014-05-24 08:43) - Prophet Hacker

This is Opera Mini Hanler v7.5 which is released for Android OS . With this hacked version, you can browse
Internet for free with Airtel,Aircel BSNL and lots more. This trick is tested on Android versions Gingerbread,
ice cream sandwich and Jelly Bean ( 4.1 ) and seen to be working perfectly.

You can use this Opera Mini to use free internet by modyfing the server address/ proxy address according
to your carrier.

Opera Mini apk for Android.

This is a perfect way to browse free internet on any carriers. This opera moded version basically for airtel
free internet GPRS but you can also use aircel free internet GPRS with this opera mini Handler.

[1]Download Opera Mini Handler

Related Articles

[2]IDEA FREE Unlimited INTERNET GPRS and 3G TRICK 2014 for Android

[3]Airtel Free Internet Trick Unlimited 2G & 3G Hack 2014

[4]TATA DOCOMO Free Internet Trick 2014 for Android

[5]How to Check 2G/3G Internet Balance in Mobile and Netsetter

[6]Free Phone Call with Facebook Android Messanger:Any Facebook User
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Install ADB (Android Debug Bridge) in Windows (2014-05-24 14:21) - Prophet Hacker

ADB, Android Debug Bridge, is a command-line utility included with Google’s Android SDK. ADB can
control your device over USB from a computer, copy files back and forth, install and uninstall apps, run shell
commands, and more.
Adb is a connection between your android and computer.Every Android manager software use adb connection
in gui form.
What are the adb and fastboot and would i need them.
You need ADB and Fastboot if you are one of those people that like to mod/hack your Android phone. While
many mods/hacks are now becoming more main-stream-user friendly with GUIs , there are still times when
users need to use ADB and/or Fastboot.
With the help of adb You can

Notes:

1. System-wide: ADB and Fastboot are installed to %SystemDrive %\adb directory, and added system-
wide path.

2. Current user only: ADB and Fastboot are installed to %UserProfile %\adb directory, and added path
for current user.

3. CMD can use ADB and Fastboot from any directory.

4. Drivers are installed to system - no need to install them from directories.

5. Installer automaticly decides if install 32-bit or 64-bit drivers.

6. If you have older Google USB Driver installed, please uninstall it from Control Panel before installing
new

7. If you have previously installed it as system-wide and now you want it current user only (or vice-versa),
it won’t remove it, you must do it yourself. (at least for now)

[1]Some Useful Commands for ADB in Windows
Related Articles
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[2]10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options

[3]How to Enable Developer Options on Android 4.x.x
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Some Useful Commands for ADB in Windows (2014-05-24 18:34) - Prophet Hacker

ADB, Android Debug Bridge, is a command-line utility included with Google’s Android SDK. ADB can
control your device over USB from a computer, copy files back and forth, install and uninstall apps, run shell
commands, and more.
Adb is a connection between your android and computer.
Besides the times when we’ve broken something and need to fix it, there are plenty of reasons why an
advanced Android user would want to talk to his or her device. To do that, you need to have a few tools
and know a few commands.
Now Here We talking about some basic commands for adb.First you setup adb in windows by this tutorial.

Use this to view all connected devices and list their IDs.

adb devices

If multiple devices are attached, use adb -s DEVICE _ID to target a specific device.
Push a File in Android Device

If you want to move a file onto your Android device programmatically, you want to use the adb push
command. You’ll need to know a few parameters, namely the full path of the file you’re pushing, and the full
path to where you want to put it. Let’s practice by placing a short video (in my case that is Flash Trailor
Video) into the Movies folder on your device storage.
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I copied the flash.mp4 file into the adb folder so I didn’t need to type out a long path to my desk-
top. I suggest you do the same. I jumped back to the command line and typed ”adb push flash.mp4
/sdcard/Movies/” and the file copied itself to my Xolo A500S, right in the Movies folder. If I hadn’t
dropped the file into my adb folder, I would have had to specify the full path to it – something like
C:\Users\Prophet\Desktoplashflash.mp4. Either way works, but it’s always easier to just drop the file
into your tools folder and save the typing.
You also have to specify the full path on your device where you want the file to go.
Windows users need to remember that on Android, you use forward slashes (one of these – / ) to switch
folders because it’s Linux.
Pull a File From Android Device

If adb push sends files to your Android device, it stands to reason the adb pull command gets them out.
That’s exactly what it does, and it works the same way as the adb push command did. You need to know
both the path of the file you want to pull off, as well as the path you want it placed into. You can leave the
destination path blank and it will drop the file into your tools folder to make things easy.
In this example, I did it the hard way so you can see what it looks like. The path of the file on the device is
”/sdcard/Movies/flash.mp4” and I put it on my Windows 8 desktop at ”C:\Users\Prophet\Desktop”. Again,
the easy way it to just let it drop into your adb folder by not giving a destination, which would have been
”adb pull /sdcard/Movies/superfreak.mp4”. Remember your forwards slash for the Android side, and you’ll
have no problems here.
ADB Reboot Command

Yeah Buddy you are right this command can make your phone reboot(restart). You just type adb reboot
your phone gonna going to reboot.

adb reboot

ADB Reboot Bootloader
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This command can make your phone reboot and start it from bootloader.Not only can you reboot your
device, you can specify that it reboots to the bootloader. This is awfully handy, as sometimes those button
combos are touchy, and if you have a lot of devices you can never remember them all.

Most devices can also boot to the recovery directly with the ”adb reboot recovery” (note there is no hyphen
in this one) and some can’t. It won’t hurt anything to try, and if yours can’t nothing will happen.

adb reboot-bootloader

ADB Shell Commands
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The adb shell is like you run your Android Terminal via remote.With this command you can view and
manage your android device file or folder structure. The adb shell command confuses a lot of folks. There
are two ways to use it, one where you send a command to the device to run in its own command line shell,
and one where you actually enter the device’s command shell from your terminal. In the image above, I’m
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inside the device shell, listing the flies and folders on the device. Getting there is easy enough, just type
”adb shell” and enter. Once inside, you can escalate yourself to root if you need to. I’ll warn you, unless
you’re familiar with an ash or bash shell, you need to be careful here – especially if you’re root. Things can
turn south quickly if you’re not careful. If you’re not familiar, ash and bash are command shells that a lot
of folks use on their Linux or Mac computers. It’s nothing like DOS.

adb shell

The other method of using the adb shell command is in conjunction with one of those Ash commands your
Android device can run. You’ll often use it for more advanced tasks like changing permissions of files or
folders, or running a script. Using it is easy – ”adb shell ”. An example would be changing permissions on a
file like so: ”adb shell chmod 666 /data/somefile”. As mentioned, be very careful running direct commands
using these methods.

Install and Uninstall an application

Install a Application

While adb push can copy files to our Android devices, adb install can actually install .apk files. Using it
is similar to use the push command, because we need to provide the path to the file we’re installing. That
means it’s always easier to just drop the app you’re installing into your tools folder. Once you’ve got that
path, you tell your device to sideload it like this: ”adb install TheAppName.apk”.

If you’re updating an app, you use the -r switch: ”adb install -r TheAppName.apk”. There is also a -s switch
which tries to install on the SD card if your ROM supports it, and the -l switch will forward lock the app
(install it to /data/app-private). there are also some very advanced encryption switches, but those are best
left for another article.

And finally, you can uninstall apps by their package name with ”adb uninstall TheAppName.apk”. Uninstall
has a switch, too. The -k switch will uninstall the app but leave all the app data and cache in place.

# example

adb install -r /application.apk

Uninstall an application

adb uninstall PACKAGE _NAME

# example

adb uninstall com.growingwiththeweb.example

ADB Logcat
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The adb logcat command is one of the most useful commands for some folks, but just prints a bunch of
gibberish unless you understand what you’re seeing. It returns the events written to the various logs in the
running Android system, providing invaluable information for app developers and system debuggers. Most
of us will only run this one when asked by one of those developers, but it’s very important that we know
how to use it correctly.

adb logcat

To see the log output on your computer screen, just type ”adb logcat” and hit enter. Things can scroll by
pretty fast, and chances are you won’t find what you’re looking for. There are two ways to handle this one
– filters, or text output.

The filter switch is used when a developer has placed a tag in his or her application, and wants to see what
the event logs are saying about it. If it’s needed, the developer will tell you what tag to append to the
command. The text output is more useful, as it logs to a .txt file on your computer for reading later. Evoke
is like so: ”adb logcat > filename.txt”. Let it run while you’re doing whatever it takes to crash the app or
system program you’re debugging, then close it with the CTRL+C keystroke. You’ll find the full log file
saved in the directory you’re working from, likely your tools folder. This is what you’ll send to the developer.

Be warned that sensitive information can be contained in the log files. Be sure you trust the person you’re
sending them to, or open the log file in a text editor and see just what you’re sending and edit as necessary.

There are plenty of other switches for the logcat command. Developers can choose between the main, event,
or radio logs, save and rotate log files on the device or their computer, and even change the verbosity of
the log entries. These methods are a bit more advanced, and anyone interested should read the Android
developer documentation.
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Open Engineering Mode in Android by App (2014-05-24 22:46) - Prophet Hacker

Android has a secret Engineering mode in every Android Device.This Engineering Mode has every control
of your phone . It is like a main data centre in your android. Every hardware settings are here.

This Application allow you to run Advanced Setup from Engineering Mode Menu of MTK phones, also called
SERVICE MODE

What is the use of this Android Engineering Mode.

1. There are many use but few are described here.

2. Increase Your Audio in Android.

3. Customize Camera Hardware settings.

4. Contol and Manage CPU.

5. Increase WiFI Capability.

6. Customize Bluetooth hardware.

7. Change Mac of Phone.

8. Change IMEI of Android Phones
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[1]MTK Engineering Mode (Playboard) | [2]MTK Engineering Mode (Play Store)
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[3]Some Useful Commands for ADB in Windows
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[4]10 Things You Can Do In Android’s Developer Options

[5]How to Enable Developer Options on Android 4.x.x

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.themonsterit.EngineerStarter
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.themonsterit.EngineerStarter&hl=en
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QTADB Android Device Manger : GUI form of ADB use in Forensics (2014-05-25 14:29)
- Prophet Hacker

In My previous article
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Find IMEI info of any Fake or Real Android Phone (2014-05-25 18:59) - Prophet Hacker

In Android Many possibalties are open ,You can find IMEI number now you can analyze IMEI number in
your phone ,it is fake or not.

The International Mobile Station Equipment Identity or IMEI is a number, usually unique, to identify 3GPP
(i.e., GSM, UMTS and LTE) and iDEN mobile phones, as well as some satellite phones. It is usually found
printed inside the battery compartment of the phone, but can also be displayed on-screen on most phones by
entering * #06 # on the dialpad, or alongside other system information in the settings menu on smartphone
operating systems.

The IMEI number is used by a GSM network to identify valid devices and therefore can be used for stopping
a stolen phone from accessing that network. For example, if a mobile phone is stolen, the owner can call
his or her network provider and instruct them to ”blacklist” the phone using its IMEI number. This renders
the phone useless on that network and sometimes other networks too, whether or not the phone’s SIM is
changed.You also track your IMEI.

Check any IMEI info in PC go this Website.
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[1]IMEI.info (Playboard) | [2]IMEI.info (Play Store)
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[4]Open Engineering Mode in Android by App

[5]Check Your Own Mobile Number- in All Network Provider
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Electric Stun Gun App for Android (2014-05-25 21:28) - Prophet Hacker

This is a best simulator of Electric Stun Gun. Electic Gun you know that’s kind of electric sock. But don’t
worry there is a no electric shock in your Android. When you start electric stun gun app ,your phone gonna
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vibrate. Screen gonna flash and electric flares come out.This is best way to show off your friends.
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Related Articles
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[2]Camera 360 Ultimate Best Camera apps for android
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[3]Record Android Screen on Android with SCR Screen Recorder
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The Fifth Estate (Based on Julian Assange Life) in 720p Bluray Inspirational Hacking
Movies (2014-05-25 22:33) - Prophet Hacker

The Fifth Estate is a 2013 thriller film about the news-leaking website WikiLeaks. It was directed by Bill
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Condon with Benedict Cumberbatch as its editor-in-chief and founder Julian Assange, and Daniel Brühl as
its former spokesperson Daniel Domscheit-Berg. Anthony Mackie, David Thewlis, Alicia Vikander, Stanley
Tucci, and Laura Linney are featured in supporting roles. The film draws its name from the construct used
to describe the networked group of people that operate, in the manner of Julian Assange, outside the normal
constraints society imposes.

A dramatic thriller based on real events that reveals the quest to expose the deceptions and corruptions of
power that turned an Internet upstart into the 21st century’s most fiercely debated organization.
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[1]Download From Torrents

[2]Download From IDM
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WiFiKill pro apk for Disable Other Devices Connection on Wifi and eat all Bandwidth
(2014-05-26 09:14) - Prophet Hacker

We all use a Netcut in PC to stop other people NetConnection. What about Mobile. This is like netcut for
Android Mobile.

What is called Hacking ,doing these called Hacking in Network with Android.

Mobile is Handy Devices which can go anywhere.You found Public Wifi and now help with this
app ,You can eat all Bandwidth and data of Public Network.You also disable other people internet
Connection.
This is very restricted app on Internet. Prophethacker advice one time think before using it.

WiFiKill apk For Android:

Although this has the potential to be a dangerous tool in the wrong hands (re: any hands that aren’t your
own), it can also be an invaluable one if used wisely. Essentially, you’ll be holding the power to take away
anyone’s WiFi on the network you’re currently on. So if you’re hanging out in a public hotspot and you
notice that things seem to be lagging a little more than you’d—er—prefer, you can take matters into your
own hands. Just try not to be a jerk. [Free/Pro version with donation]

Well, with this app you can disable internet connection for a device on the same network. So if someone
(anyone) is abusing the internet wasting precious bandwidth for a Cartoon videoclips you could just kill their
connection and stay happy with a full bandwidth just for yourself.

FEATURES

• grabbing traffic, showing websites visited by grabbed device

• showing bytes transferred by ”grabbed device”

• showing network names (netbios names) of devices

• tablet friendly!
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• android 4.x only

• You also see what other people surf on net and what they download from internet.

Now My friend You are Hacker.Because you hack public wifi network from your Android mobile with wifikill
apk.
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[1]WiFi Kill Pro Download
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3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/extractdecrypt-whatsapp-backup-messages.html
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WiFi Protector protect from WiFi Kill attacks ,MITM and exploit attacks
(2014-05-26 19:57) - Prophet Hacker

Wifi protector for android

In previous post
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[2]Wifi Protector (Playboard) | [3]Wifi Protector (Play Store)
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Download Audible app for listen Audio Ebooks in Android (2014-05-30 22:06)
- Prophet Hacker

If you are a book lover this app for you. If you don’t wanna stick your eyes in reading books ,so I have a
suggestion to you download this free audio books app for Android.

If you download ebooks from internet and read from Adobe reader ,this is a old type of tech ,we suugested
you best solution.

Leaving Reading E-books and now Hearing Audible Books.

Simply go to the Android Play Store and download Audible for Android for reading free kindle ebooks.

Audible is like music on your phone.You can play it,pause it and whatever it.

I recently download Lord of the rings audio books for free from audible. Audible experiance is so awesome
than reading a books.
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A great feature that Audible has is when you need to pause your book it keeps track of your place even if
you exit the app or even turn your phone off you can open it right back up and dive right in where you left
off. Audible will also keep track of where you left off for multiple books as well.
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[1]Audible for Android (Playboard) | [2]Audible for Android (Play Store)
Overall download english audio ebooks for android phone is much better than download ebook from Internet.
Download Audio-Ebook Free in mp3 format from Internet for PC,Android and all devices from [3]Books
Should Be Free
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[4]Create Music in Android with Music Studio Caustic 3

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.audible.application
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.audible.application&hl=en
3. http://www.booksshouldbefree.com/
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/create-music-in-android-with-music.html
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Top 5 Best Free Android Apps 2014 for Customization (2014-05-31 22:12) - Prophet Hacker

Top 5 Best Free Android Apps for Android Customization

Top 5 Best android apps

Here we present top 5 free android apps for android.These apps are not alternatives so my advice you can
install all of these on android phone.

If you wanna make your droid cool and diffrent from others so I recommend you to try and intsll these free
apps for android.

If you stuck from slow android try :

LMT Launcher

Lock screen is a first screen of any android phone.So you first need to customize your android lockscreen by
start android app.

This is the best free wallpaper lock screen app for download in android.

The lock screen app provides quick access to any app, either via a ring menu to unlock or small tabs spread
out on the right or left sides of the screen. By pulling each one out, this brings content into focus, such as
galleries, feed reader, weather or Google Search. Also, the volume profile can be changed directly using the
slider.

This is best option for android lockscreen replacement.
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The lock screen app also displays date, time and battery levels. A shortcut on the top right provides quick
access to settings allowing the user to customize its look and functions at will.That’s why i called this best
android lockscreen widgets.

Through

We like changes in Android.In android there is default bootanimation we don’t like them. So we stumble
them.Changing a boot animation is taking a risk .Here we talking about how can you create and install a
custom boot animation in your android.

[1]Themer Beta (Playboard) | [2]Themer Beta (Play Store)

Top 5 Best Free Android Apps 2014 for Customization

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.mycolorscreen.themer
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mycolorscreen.themer&hl=en
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Superfast Maxthon Web Browser for Android and PC (2014-06-03 12:17) - Prophet Hacker

Maxthon Cloud Browser

Seamless web browsing is no longer just a concept.

Maxthon Browser is a eye catching web-browser. His looks and feel is awesome.

_ Comparing other browser he consume less ram and cache. Maxthon is Fast, loaded with many features
and more attractive.

Maxthon browsing experiance is greater than others in any platform. Maxthon great feature is cloud
syncing ,you can sync all of data,bookmarks,history between your Home PC, Work PC and your Android
Mobile. Maxthon can load webpage fastly than any other browser. Google Chrome, Firefox .Opera Mini and
many other top browser are slow comparing him.

Maxthon Cloud WebBrowser For Windows

Maxthon Cloud Browser for Windows uses a unique, innovative dual-core design that uses both Webkit and
Trident. Fast and efficient, our dual-core design displays all web pages quickly and reliably. With its first-
place HTML 5 support and ‘out of the box’ features you can‘t get anywhere else, Maxthon Cloud Browser
for Windows frees people to share and send files among different devices and platforms, easily.

Why I Liked Maxthon Browser.

Maxthon Most Important Feature is his super fast speed.Maxthon loads webpages very fast.

Maxthon Support HTML5 and more and more.

Maxthon comes with all the basic browser requirements. It has inbuilt extensions that makes your browsing
experience much better

.

i. Ad Blocker
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: The Ad Hunter extension of Maxthon not only blocks pop up ads, but when you subscribe to it’s rules, it
also blocks the ads on webpages. You can even block specific ads by click. You would find Ad Hunter at the
bottom of Maxthon web browser. You can customize Ad Hunter by editing it’s blocking rules.
ii. Screenshot :
You have to install extension or add-on to take a screenshot from any other web browser. This requires to
give very sensitiv
e permissions to that extension, plus that extension consumes some extra RAM, but Maxthon have this
screenshot ability inbuilt in it. You can snap region or whole page. There are awesome tools to modify the
screen image. Helpful for Bloggers, and also to general Internet users.
iii. Translator:
Maxthon gives you the option (Go to advanced options) to select your translation tool, that is Google or
Youdao. You can translate the selected text or entire page.
iv. Notes :
This is also one important feature. I often need to note down interesting and important things on Internet.
Sometimes we have to note down things immediately, like An idea, a thing to remember. Notes is the
essential feature in this respect.

v. Resource Sniffer Downloads:
If you download files regularly, you may like the browser’s Resource Sniffer as it may make that process more
convenient. A list of files available on the page is displayed in the Resource Sniffer when it is opened. Next
to a listing of all files are filters for video, audio and image files, which can be selected and downloaded with
just two clicks.
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vi. Night Mode:

If you prefer colors that are less bright to the eye (at night) use Maxthon’s Night Mode for that. It basically
changes the style of all web pages that you visit to darker tones. And if you do not like the brown-golden
design, you can customize it to your liking.

vii. Dual Engines
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-Switch Between Webkit and Trident :

Maxthon ships with two rendering engines. First Webkit which builds the core of Google Chrome and Safari,
and then Trident which is Internet Explorer’s rendering engine. Maxthon users can switch between the two,
for instance to access pages that IE displays correctly, but the Webkit browser does not. A lightning symbol
in the address bar indicates that Webkit is being used.

viii.

A password manager,

dubbed “Magic Fill”. It doesn’t just remember your passwords like other browsers do, it allows you to save
and manage “identities” much the same as password managers like

x.

Video pop out or save

:

The browser provides the option for you to pop out or save any video for viewing later. This includes
YouTube video.

xi. Reader Mode:

Once you switched to this mode a simple reader appears on the screen showing the content of the page. Now
with this mode you can read webpage contents clearly without ads or unusual scipt. At first start you get
some information popups to quickly get to know what you can find under Settings and Auto-switch.

xii. Other : Mute Control, Themes, Data Information Mouse Gestures:

Here are some additional feature of Maxthon Web Browser. You can turn off the volume from the bottom
bar of Maxthon browser. This browser has some pre-installed themes, so you can change and select the
theme of your choice. The bottom bar of Maxthon provides the information of data transfer rate, that is
download and upload speed. Maxthon also provides the information of CPU usage, available physical and
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virtual memory, local IP and public IP address.Support Mouse Gesture,set mouse gesture and trigger your
command

Maxthon Browser has inbuilt feature that website do not track your location.

Download fastest web browser for android.Maxthon Free Web Browser for Window PC

Features and benefits:

- (NEW) Quick Access - Puts your favorite sites on speed dial.
- (NEW) NewsBites - Puts your favorite media on speed dial.
- Advanced Gesture feature allows you to create your own touch screen commands to surf with your
fingertips.
- ‘My Cloud Tabs’ - Lets you pick up where you left off, by automatically syncing your tabs to different
devices for a seamless browsing experience.
- Cloud Push - Supports sending texts, images, websites/links and tabs to any device with a Maxthon
account.
- Cloud Download - Supports downloading and uploading files of all types to your free, secure cloud space.
- Sharing - Super-easy and intuitive ways to share mobile contents through Facebook, Twitter, Email, SMS
and other social media channels.
- Favorites syncing - Your bookmarks/favorites travel with you anywhere you go.
- Private browsing - Browse the web without saving any browser history.
- Reader Mode - Makes it easy to view articles by adjusting font sizes, formatting and removing ads.
- Tab browsing - Powerful tab management that puts your mobile screen to maximum use.
- Add-ons - Small but useful add-ons to take your browsing experience to new heights
- Powerful personalization - Avatars and more in your browser.
- Text re-flow/auto-wrap - Texts automatically re-flow in browser, adjusting to your device screen.
- Flash video support

Add-ons to make your web browser more fun and productive:
- Advanced Gesture
- Screenshot Assistant
- Bookmark Backup

Maxthon web browser is one of the highest rated browsers for Android today. Rated higher than some of
the other browsers on the market, such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Opera Mini, IE (Internet
Explorer), Dolphin, UC Web & Boat. Download Maxthon today and you’ll be convinced it is the best web
browser you’ve ever used.

[1]
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[2]Maxthon Browser (Playboard) | [3]Maxthon Browser (Play Store)

Superfast Maxthon Web Browser for Android and PC

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. http://usa.maxthon.com/fast/#538a2a1d5891b
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.mx.browser
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mx.browser&hl=en
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Change/Spoof Mac Address of your Android Phone. (2014-06-05 15:27) - Prophet Hacker

How can you Change/Spoof Mac Address of

your Android Phone.

In Internet world your identity is your ip and mac address.So here we discuss how can you change ya spoof
your mac address in android mobile phone.

Also See-

Second Method

If you wanna change mac address manually without any app in android mobile.Try these method by termainl
emulator.

Requirements

1) Rooted Phone

[1]How To Root In Android

2)

Busybox Installed.

3) Terminal App

Open terminal app and write.

su

busybox iplink show eth0
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This command will show you the current mac ad

dress of your android phone.

Now type another command

busybox ifconfig eth0 hw ether 00:11:22:33:44:55

(Instead of 00:11:22:33:44:55, you can write any mac address)

Now you successfully change your mac address of android phone.

Make sure to check your change /spoof mac address by this command.

busybox iplink show eth0

Related Post

[2]WiFiKill pro apk for Disable Other Devices Connection on Wifi and eat all Bandwidth

[3]WiFi Protector protect from WiFi Kill attacks ,MITM and exploit attacks

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2013/10/how-to-root-in-android.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/wifikill-pro-apk-for-disable-other.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/wifi-protector-protect-from-wifi-kill.html
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Boost WiFI Signal Strength in Android (2014-06-06 12:47) - Prophet Hacker

Increase Wifi Signal Strength in Android.

In Android Mobile,WiFi is best option to connect Internet. But how can you boost your wifi signal and
enjoy high speed Internet.

Answer is analyzing your wifi,check wifi signals and choose the best place for best signals in router wifi.

Many consider Wifi Analyzer (free app) the best signal analyzer app for Android. Its ability to scan and
visually represent Wi-Fi signals by channel can be extremely helpful when troubleshooting wireless signal
interference issues in a home or office in router wifi.

If anybody has

Download WiFi Analyzer app for android.

Control and Manage your Android Mobile via Wifi

[1]Airdroid :Manage your Android from a web browser

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/airdroid-manage-your-android-from-web.html
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Fing Wifi Network Analyzer Toolkit for Android (2014-06-10 11:23) - Prophet Hacker

In Android ,If you wanna find out simple way to see all connected devices in your wifi ya LAN ,your search
stop here.Because Fing android app is a network tool to scan lan ya wifi network and give all information
what you want.

Fing android app is scan wifi network ,and you see all connected devices in your wifi network.

Fing give detail information about every connected devices like mac,vendor name,manufacturer,ip address
and more.

Now help with this tool you can ping any devices in your wifi network.

This tool give you information who connected your wifi.

With the help of this tool translate a domain name like google.com into IP address, and vice versa.

Stop Other People Net Connection on same WiFi
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Description
Find out which devices are connected to your Wi-Fi network, in just a few seconds.
Fast and accurate, Fing is a professional App for network analysis. A simple and intuitive interface helps
you evaluate security levels, detect intruders and resolve network issues.
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+ Discovers all devices connected to a Wi-Fi network. Unlimited devices and unlimited networks, for free!
+ Displays MAC Address and device manufacturer.
+ Enter your own names, icons, notes and location
+ Full search by IP, MAC, Name, Vendor and Notes
+ History of all discovered networks.
+ Share via Twitter, Facebook, Message and E-mail
+ Service Scan: Find hundreds of open ports in a few seconds.
+ Wake On LAN: Switch on your devices from your mobile or tablet!
+ Ping and traceroute: Understand your network performances.
+ Automatic DNS lookup and reverse lookup
+ Checks the availability of Internet connection
+ Works also with hosts outside your local network
+ Tracks when a device has gone online or offline
+ Launch Apps for specific ports, such as Browser, SSH, FTP
+ Displays NetBIOS names and properties
+ Displays Bonjour info and properties
+ Supports identification by IP address for bridged networks
+ Sort by IP, MAC, Name, Vendor, State, Last Change.
+ Free of charge, no banner Ads
+ Available for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch with retina and standard displays.
+ Integrates with Fingbox to sync and backup your customizations, merge networks with multiple access
points, monitor remote networks via Fingbox Sentinels, get notifications of changes, and much more.
+ Fing is available on several other platforms, including Windows, OS X and Linux. Check them out!
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[1]Download Fing Network Toolkit for Android

Related Articles

[2]Change/Spoof Mac Address of your Android Phone.

[3]WiFi Protector protect from WiFi Kill attacks ,MITM and exploit attacks

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.overlook.android.fing
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/06/changespoof-mac-address-of-androidphone.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/wifi-protector-protect-from-wifi-kill.html
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Android Apps and Games for FIFA14 World cup (2014-06-11 13:33) - Prophet Hacker

FIFA World Cup is starting at Brazil. If you wanna like world cup fever try these apps for android.

If you wanna keep up to date with match alaerts from your favorite teams download these android apps.

If you wanna feel like football Player ,the new game launches by EA Sports is FIFA 14.

So Charge your phone and come in FIFA14.

See Live Scores of FIFA 14 World Cup with Android Apps

FIFA 14

FIFA has official annouced his original app to see live scores of his favourite teams.

You find live coverage of match in these android apps.See exclusive text,photo,videos and much more.You
can also affect what happens at the World Cup too by being able to vote for the Man of the Match in each
of the 64 games. There’s also a chance to win the actual kick-off ball from the matches and share your views
with fans from around the world during the games themselves.

Find FIFA player world rankings in all matches.

Look deeper into what is taking place in Brazil with detailed profiles of teams and players, as well as the
awards they are competing for. There’s a host of features on the host nation itself and the cities where the
games will be played. This is on top of all FIFA.com’s usual breaking news, exclusive interviews, photos
from around the globe and eye-catching videos, plus live scores from 197 world leagues across the globe.
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FIFA14 Official Android App

EA Game FIFA14

[1]FIFA 14 by EA SPORTS™ (Playboard) | [2]FIFA 14 by EA SPORTS™ (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.ea.game.fifa14_row
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ea.game.fifa14_row&hl=en
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Swiftkey Android apps are now free for Android Mobile (2014-06-11 16:22) - Prophet Hacker

Swiftkey is most downloaded paid android app in Google play Store for android mobile.Now the Swiftkey
Keyboard android is free for android. Any user can download these app for free in google play store.

In an official statement SwiftKey co-founder and CEO Jon Reynolds said: ”We have made the decision to go
free to better enable everyone, everywhere, to use SwiftKey’s market-leading technology without payment
being a barrier. We’re focused not only on reaching more users with our powerful technology, but on building
great content and features to engage them.”

So no more download pirated apk.Swiftkey is best alternative keyboard apps for android.

Swiftkey Android apps are now free for Android Mobile

Download Free Swiftkey Keyboard App For Android.

SwiftKey Keyboard is an intelligent app for Android that upgrades your device’s on-screen keyboard, making
it faster and easier for you to type. This free, award-winning app delivers smarter autocorrect and next-word
prediction in over 60 languages. It’s packed full of customization features, including over 30 colorful themes,
layouts for all screen sizes and devices, support for over 800 emoji, emoji prediction and much more!

Swiftkey keyboard has many more features comparison than bloatware keyboard of android.

PERSONALIZED PREDICTIONS

Mind-reading word suggestions that learn from you as you type, and get smarter over time.

SMARTER AUTOCORRECT
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Intelligent corrections for even the sloppiest typing.

BEAUTIFUL THEMES

Customize the look of your keyboard with free and premium themes from the SwiftKey Store.
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YOUR KEYBOARD, YOUR WAY

Split. Resize. Undock. Tweak your keyboard with a variety of powerful tools to fit your needs.

Multilingual typing. Choose from over 60 languages and type in up to three at once.

CLOUD-CONNECTED

Sync your writing style securely to the cloud and across devices.

Personalize word predictions from your Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, Evernote and more.

Type with ease about daily news, sports and entertainment topics with Trending Phrases.

Gain access to the SwiftKey Store to browse new themes.

EFFORTLESS TYPING

Slide your finger to write with SwiftKey Flow or tap predictions for easy, fast typing.
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[1]Download Free Swiftkey Keyboard from Google PLay Store

Swiftkey Android apps are now free for Android Mobile

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.touchtype.swiftkey
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Make Free call Without Installing Apps and Internet (2014-06-12 17:59) - Prophet Hacker

Make Free call Without Installing Apps and Internet in Any Phone

Everybody, Make a call by paying money. If you don’t pay money ratherly you use voip service like Skype
,Viber and lots of more.But What do you do when you have no money or no internet avalible.

Basically on internet many apps are avalible and they promise to make free call but they can’t.

In the case of Emergency you just need to use this service called Freekall.

Freekaal is a free call service, In this service you don’t need to install any type of app or going any type of
website. This app is totally free of cost.

They make a service where user can call anybody on any devices like phone,smartphones,landlines without
installing any type of ios and android apps.

This whole concept is made by M S Ramaiah Institute of Technology in Bangalore Students. They do
awesome jobs to making this Freekaal service.

FreeKall makes money by making people listen to advertisements. So, when the call is connected, the user
hears an advertisement instead of a ringing tone. And at intervals of two minutes, the caller and the called
party will have to pause the conversation and hear an advertisement for many brands.

For now, unregistered users can make calls that last three minutes. For those who register, the conversations
can last 12 minutes. This service also offers free international phone calls.

Make Free Calls With Steps by Step

The concept is quite simple and easy for anyone to understand, which could be the key to its success.

1. To make a FreeKall, all you have to do is dial 18001084444 , which connects you to the cloud-powered
service.

2. The call is disconnected after just one ring,
You will get a call back from 08067915000. Answer the call and follow the IVR instructions.

3. Here they can input the number they wish to call followed by hash and the system will connect it.
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4. The amazing things is happen in whole trick is you don’t need any type of internet based smartphones.

This things is work on Iphone 6 and also on Evergreen Nokia1100 or whatever the phone you have.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/4gRpER37swk

What Do you do When you have not a phone but Internt has.

[2]Free Call via a PC to Phone without registration

You wanna Earn Some Free recharge Rupees in Android Mobile

[3]Earn Free Mobile Recharge instantly with Ladoo Android App

Make Free call Without Installing Apps and Internet

Reviewed by Vinay Kumar

Rating: 5

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/4gRpER37swk
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/04/free-call-via-pc-to-phone-without.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/earn-free-mobile-recharge-instantly.html
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Remove Country Redirection in Google.com (2014-06-12 21:14) - Prophet Hacker

Google has local domain system examle if you live in India and You open

This also works great if you’re using a VPN to get a foreign IP address, say, if you want to watch the FIFA14
in online fifa website or use other international apps. All you need to do is head to www.google.com/ncr. The
NCR stands for ”No Country Redirect”, and it’ll take you back to the regular, English-speaking Google.com
without all the local results. Note that it will redirect to Google.com, so if you don’t see the /ncr after you
press Enter, that’s normal.

Now this google.co.in not give every results is what you want. So if you stuck from it try these
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Angry Bird Epic New Game for Android Download Avalible (2014-06-13 09:49)
- Prophet Hacker

Angry Bird Epic

Angry Bird Epic New Game Download For Android Mobile

All time Most Popular game Angry Birds are come with new installment this time name is Angry Birds
Epic.

But this version is diffrent from others because this time no aim racing like angry bird go and no puzzling
but this time they cam up with new twist swords and casting spells.Yeah this is new for everyone.

In December2013, Company launch Angry Bird Go ,racing game come up with new concept. This time they
change things and come up with battles of sword.

This game story is awsome the red birds are known as knight ,the dastardly pigs has stolen his eggs and they
want back his eggs.

A few minutes in-game show it to be as bright and lively as others in the series, and about as open-ended —
which is to say, not very. You’ll be progressing along paths and battling preset groups of enemies, and you’ll
need to hoard resources to upgrade your helmets, shields, and so on.

Get ready for an all-new adventure! This time it’s role-playing, so instead of a slingshot, your feathered
heroes take on the pigs in turn-based battles! They will need all kinds of silly weapons, absurd power-ups,
and mind-bending magic to defeat those egg-stealing scoundrels!

Gameplay Photo of Angry Bird Epic.
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Angry Bird epic

Angry Bird Epic has many new upgrades in weapons ,characters,power-ups and much more you see in game.
Angry Bird Epic Gameplay Video.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/YZ83dcCGpL4
This game is avalible for download only Android, IOS and Windows phone.
This game totally diffrent from others if you wanna tired from climbing into towers and slingshotted into
birds and wanna try something new this thing is for you.
Download Angry Bird Epic from Google Play Store.

[2]
Related Articles
Android Apps and Games for FIFA14 World cup
The best racing games for Android
1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/YZ83dcCGpL4
2. http://sh.st/eX75R
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How you get 4TB Cloud Storage (2014-06-13 18:54) - Prophet Hacker

Saving important data in cloud services is a best option.But there is limit like 2GB in Dropbox ,15GB in

Google Drive now what to do.
Cloud Storage

How you get 4TB Cloud Storage on Speedyshare

Speedyshare is cloud services which offer upto 4TB disk space in Cloud services.This is much more data
limit.

Check my article for cloud services

Speedyshare Drive

Edit your documents, play music or even movies right away without downloading them. All your files will
behave like if they were stored locally.

Speedy Drive enhances every single application on your computer by transparently connecting it to remote
data. Open, play, edit, and save files directly from within your favorite programs.

Check Speeyshare website

[1]

Speedy Drive Website

Download the client from under given URL:

[2]SpeedyDrive _Installer

1. http://www.speedyshare.com/free.php?ref=307043
2. http://www.speedydrive.net/SpeedyDrive_setup.exe
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Browse & Find Internet Services without Internet in Mobile Devices (2014-06-14 19:52)
- Prophet Hacker

TxtWeb

You can’t live without Internet but what do you do when you want some information or you don’t have
Internet on any type of Device you have.This is a little tricky thought but sometimes this happen.
Yeah there is solution SMS Web messaging platform in Mobile.
There is a service called TxtWeb which can provide you every type of information you want in Mobile SMS.
Check this Article
Make Free call Without Installing Apps and Internet
Use Internet Services Without
These service are run without internet or any type of data plans.You can access facebook ,twitter and
any social networking websites without Internet.With the help of this service you can find any type of
recent exam results.Stay updated with latest news.Check you location where you are.Any many interesting
features in this service.

What is txtWeb
txtWeb is a global platform where anyone with a mobile phone can discover and consume internet AND
txtWeb-only content just by SMSing keywords (very much like entering domain names into internet browsers)
to ONE national number, and receive back content (up to 900 characters per SMS). Keywords represent an
almost unlimited number of applications that use content from the internet or have their own original content.
A user can think of txtWeb as an SMS-based browser, but much more accessible than web-browsers on
computers since anyone with a simple feature phone can use it.
_
How do I use txtWeb?
Just type keyword for the service you are looking for and SMS it to 51115 in India and898-932 (TXT-
WEB) in US and Canada. For example, just SMS @CRICBUZZ to get the latest cricket scores, SMS
@WIKIPEDIA LATIN to get the Wikipedia entry on Latin language, SMS @STOCKTIP to get stick tips
or SMS @PASSPORT to know the status of your passport application. You can also SMS anything without
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the “@” sign, in which case it will default to search and provide you a list of relevant services. At this time
there are 700 services which have been crowdsourced.

There are many services integrated in this service find all

How use txtWeb Service

txtWeb has 1000+ services you find [1]services list here.

many poplar service here

@crickbuzz

@linkedin

@wiki

Gets new prophethacker post updates in mobile via sms

Send SMS

_
To 51115
Type Mesage

@prophethacker
Txtweb offers android apps which has list of his services.So don’t go web to find webtxt services.

[2]txtWeb (Playboard) | [3]txtWeb (Play Store)

1. http://sh.st/eV9jt
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.intuit.txtweb.android
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.intuit.txtweb.android&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Simulated Android Games 2014 (2014-06-15 15:00) - Prophet Hacker

Now Today we talking about best simulator games for android. First thing is

what is simulator game,simulatar game is make a environment that you feel like you really drive ,flight and
other real experiance.

In this case many new games arrive in play store for android mobile. Many best simulator games come in
many field like driving car,simulated weapon , flight the jet and much more.

Research on best games I choose Top 5 best simulated games for android Mobile.

Flight Best Android Games

F18 Air Fighters Pro

This game give a real experiance and control of F-18,F-16,F-14 and many other real jets.This game play
experiance is awesome.This game you promise that you play best simulated real fight in android mobile.This
game has installed real landings,airports and controls in simulated environment.
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F18 Air Fighters Pro

[1]

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ea.games.r3_row
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Top 5 Best Free Android Apps for Video Calling (2014-06-16 17:42) - Prophet Hacker

Video calling in the Android Phone has change the medium of

communications.

This is the new era of technology and all things are change. You can see and talk live with your friends and
relatives with video calling technology.Video calling is integrated in Android phone so every android user
can call another android user by video calling apps.There are many android apps in google play market but
we choose only 5 best android apps for video calling.

But wait you must have 3G/4G ya wifi network avalible to make this call free.

Top 5 Best Free Android Apps for Video Calling

1. Skype

Skype is the world most used apps for video calling in any platform like Tablet,PCs,Mobile and Laptops.This
is undoubtedly a great apps for video calling in Android Phones.Skype has many active user in worldwide

You can make video calls on your Android phone using Skype to Skype. Apart from video calling you can
also make voice calls with access to instant messaging as well.

Features of Skype Video Calling Apps

• Send and receive instant messages for free.

• Free face to face video and voice calls over a 3G or WiFi connection.

• Low cost calls and text messages to mobiles and landlines.

• Send and share photos, videos and files of any size for free.

• Send a message you can see, hear and feel with video messaging.
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• Call any phone number via a VOIP services.

Skype video call for android mobile

Line for Free Video Call in Android

Tango for Video Calling

ooVoo for Video Calling
[1]ooVoo Video Call, Text & Voice (Playboard) | [2]ooVoo Video Call, Text & Voice (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.oovoo
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.oovoo&hl=en
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Kick Movie Salman Khan Trailor 720p for Android Mobile Download (2014-06-16 22:48)
- Prophet Hacker

Kick is the Upcoming Movie of Salman Khan. Salman Khan play a Bad Man role in Movie and also
play a Good Man Role.I confuse it how many role play of Salman Khan in this Movie.But his trailor is
awesome,action are great I love that scene when Salman left the cycle and train near passed away from
him.Movie Effects are excellent.

And Dialogues is so awseome

”Aap Devil ke peeche, Devil aapke peche. Too much fun.”

”Mere baare me zyada sochna mat. Dil mein aata hoon, samajh mein nahi.”

This trailor shows the epic mask man hero.This is the first time when salman khan plays a superhero role in
Movie

Salman Khan Killer look is so Dangerous and Handsome in this Movie.
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The Release Date of Salman Khan Latest Movie is July 27 2014.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/u-j1nx _HY5o

[2]Salman Khan Latest and Upcoming Movie Trailor Download for Android Mobile

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/u-j1nx_HY5o
2. http://sh.st/e1ohW
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Change App icon and name in Android Phone (2014-06-16 22:49) - Prophet Hacker

Everyone wants some best change for your phone, now this post is about how to change your app icon/remove
app icon in android.

Basically you can change app icon because you wanna hide something in suspect app or you don’t like default
icon or whatever the reason you have ,I don’t wanna hear it anymore.Changing android app icon has many
ways but i picked up only two ways from apps.They are here.

[1]Unicon (formerly Icon Themer) (Playboard) | [2]Unicon (formerly Icon Themer) (Play Store)

Icon Changer Free

This app is awesome there is no need to root.This app has also ability to change android app icons in android
devices. The easiest way to decorate your android.Icon Changer is the application that makes shortcut with
a new icon at home screen.

Icon can be chosen from gallery and lots of icon packs.

You can decorate your phone!

** HOW TO USE **

1. Execute ICON CHANGER

2. Choose application or activity to change icons

3. Choose an image from gallery / icon package

4. Icon will be changed!!!!

The changed icon will come on the homescreen.

Icon does not change permanently.

Therefore don’t worry about restoring.

[3]Icon Changer free (Playboard) | [4]Icon Changer free (Play Store)
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1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/sg.ruqqq.IconThemer
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sg.ruqqq.IconThemer&hl=en
3. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.jy.iconchanger.ad
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jy.iconchanger.ad&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Root Android Apps 2014 (2014-06-16 22:49) - Prophet Hacker

Rooted phone has many advantage beacuse rooting is rooting but how can you take over the good contol of
rooting in android mobile.Solution is best rooted apps, so today we talk’n about some best android rooted
apps.

If you don’t how to root your android phone check our previous post.Now many people think what we need
to root of our phone. Now those people I have

We all use a Netcut in PC to stop other people NetConnection. What about

Mobile. This is like netcut for Android Mobile.

What is called Hacking ,doing these called Hacking in Network with Android.

Mobile is Handy Devices which can go anywhere.You found Public Wifi and now help with this
app ,You can eat all Bandwidth and data of Public Network.You also disable other people internet
Connection.
This is very restricted app on Internet. Prophethacker advice one time think before using it.

Through

Android smartphones are found almost everywhere, and they range from low to high end smartphones. All
of them will slow down with time; this is why it’s important to maintain your smartphone’s smoothness by
following these simple steps . These technique is avalible for rooted and non-rooted users.

Greenify *ROOT & Non Rooted Users (must have app)

Never should your phone or tablet become slower and battery hungrier after lots of apps installed. With
Greenify, they can run almost as smooth and lasting as the first day you had it!

[1]

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/02/how-to-speed-up-android-smartphone.html
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Cross Posting on All Social Network at one Time with one Android App (2014-06-16 23:37)
- Prophet Hacker

You wanna post all social network in one time,this app made for you.With the help of this post you can
create a post and publish on all networks in one time at one place.This app supported all types of social
networks.

Post in all social networks is big time saver for blogger,marketer ya whatever you are.This app currently
made for android mobile.

Everypost is multiform app that can allow to amplify your voices in all social networks.

Everypost is the social media publishing tool most acclaimed by content professionals and social marketers.
Everypost is the easiest way to manage and post content to Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Linkedin, tumblr,
and many others social networks. Everypost provides a unique functionality that allows to post content
without having a 140 characters restriction.

With Everypost now you can manage your Facebook and Google+ pages and also your Linkedin companies.

Content professionals and social marketers are using Everypost to publish their content in multiple media
platforms, amplifying their reach to more channels and audiences. It doesn’t matter the format of the
pictures and videos, or the length of the text, Everypost makes it possible and in an easy way.
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Main features:

- Post text, photos and videos

- Instant sharing to Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest, Linkedin and tumblr

- Send your posts via Email. Select contacts from your address book or do it manually. That simple!

- Ability to post to Facebook pages, Google+ pages and Linkedin companies

- Sort your preferred channels

- Trending topics #hashtags

- Mentions on Twitter

- Photo quality settings

- URL shortener

- Twitter text shortener

- Ability to choose your Pinterest boards

- Ability to choose your Tumblr blogs

- Ability to choose your Google+ circles

- Search and post videos from Youtube, pictures from Flickr and music from Grooveshark

- Save posts, photos and videos in Dropbox

- Unlimited postings

[1]Everypost (Twitter & Facebook) (Playboard) | [2]Everypost (Twitter & Facebook) (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.everypost.android.everypost
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.everypost.android.everypost&hl=en
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Best Puzzle Game for Android in 2014 (2014-06-16 23:57) - Prophet Hacker

This is Best Puzzle game for Android in 2014. This was a mind freak game.

Most addictive Mobile version of 2048 game and almost perfect 2048 number puzzle game for Android!
Explore deep challenge for your mind!

-Game instructions-

Swipe to move the tiles, when two tiles with the same number touch, they merge into one.

Example: 2+2=4 ... 4+4=8 ... When a 2048 tile is created, the player wins.

[Game Features and Advantages]

+The only game version in Google play which works on almost EVERY android devices starting from 2.2+

+Swypes works for whole screen area

+Night mode for playing in bed
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+Super 2048 Multiplayer

+Leaderboards

+You can keep playing for High-score after collected 2048 tile

+2048 Classic/Beginner Mode [UNDO ON/OFF]

+Smoothest Android version implementation!

+Frequent game improvements based on your feedback and comments

[1]2048 Number puzzle game (Playboard) | [2]2048 Number puzzle game (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.estoty.game2048
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.estoty.game2048&hl=en
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Small and Furious Physics Race Game for Android (2014-06-17 07:43) - Prophet Hacker

This game give you a Feel of Hill Climb Racing and Trials Frontier.Main change there is bike and here is
car.But this Game feature is his HD quality and Clear Graphics.Gameplay is awesome of Small and Furious
game.

The crash test dummies are Small &Furious.

Small and Furious Game

When they say they are doing the Crash Tests, they mean it!

Race on the ground to see what’s under the chairs and how you can jump over the BBQ Grill to reach the
pool!

Remember: you can crash as hard as you want, you are made for that! Timed quest make the game fun
and challenging, don’t forget to trigger Nitro to get to the checkpoints in time. Follow the challenges or test
yourself in the endless mode. Smashing into blockers with full speed and jumpers add the fun factor. Race
with 11 uniquely designed cars and try 14 cute characters. Climb steep hills and enjoy the view! Adrenaline
junkie crash test dummies never sleep; play with them 24/7.

Features:

• physics based racing game

• 4 different environments with 3D, colorful and amazing graphics
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• Special gameplay elements: Nitro providing a burst of speed, jumpers, boosters

• Challenge system with 80 tracks and the endless mode entertain 24/7

• Free game, giving you adrenaline high

• 18 characters with unique voiceover and animation

• 7 cars, each with unique physics and handling

• Small &Furious is an educational game, learn about real-life physics by playing

• crash test demonstration, crash test dummies look amazing when they crash!

• Ghost mode awakens your competitive inner self with follow the ghost and beat the ghost modes!
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[1]Small &Furious (Playboard) | [2]Small &Furious (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.possiblegames.jamaica
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.possiblegames.jamaica&hl=en
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Sync all Social Network event with Android App (2014-06-17 08:45) - Prophet Hacker

Sunrise calender is great app thatr can make your life easier. Sunrise can sync all of your events from all of
your social networks at one place.So you can all see all events and most important date in one place.Sunrise
can synce Facebook,Twitter,Google,iCloud and much more services.Sunrise calender also avalible for Desktop
and PC.Sunrise has clear and classy and glassy look.So the app looks is better.That’s why this calender app
is bettter than others.

This app is also avalible for Desktop Window PC.

[1]Sunrise Calendar (Playboard) | [2]Sunrise Calendar (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/am.sunrise.android.calendar
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=am.sunrise.android.calendar&hl=en
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Make Distorted sound with Air Horn (Bhoppu) for Android (2014-06-17 16:16)
- Prophet Hacker

This is buggy app for android.This app make a distorted sound.This app make a happy or not this is your
choice.This app can make glass crunchy sound,train and many type of distorted sound.This has a lot of
inbuilt sound .
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Air Horn for Android

Air Horn! is the #1 noise maker on Android!
Peace and tranquility is for sissies. Now you can take a pocket Air Horn with you everywhere you go!
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- wake people up

- cheer at sports games

- interrupt boring people

- finally get the attention you deserve!

Comes with tons of extra horns and sounds, including The Mexican Hat song, Fog Horn, Sports Buzzer,
Reggae Horn, Vuvuzela, Train Horn, and more. It even has a Video Mode to record videos of using your Air
Horn!

Air Horn is free (ad supported). Upgrade version includes widgets, and setting horn as a ringtone or
notification. Dominate those other sissy music mp3 players and sound boards with the Original Air Horn!

NOTE: The Farting Fred, the Whoopee Cushion and Bleep Me are other fun noise makers made by us! We
made them separate to keep app size down (it was way too clumsy to make it one big thing). Try them out!
All are free.

airhorn for andoid

[1]Air Horn! (Playboard) | [2]Air Horn! (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.foncannoninc.airhorn
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.foncannoninc.airhorn&hl=en
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Add Own Image/Photo/Picture in Music Mp3 Files (2014-06-18 15:07) - Prophet Hacker

You make a music in PC with the help of

After loading all mp3 files of the selected directory, you can choose one or all files to be changed.

If the selected mp3 file contains an album art then it will be shown bottom left.

To add an image first click on extended tags and a Tags window will come.
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From the Tags window you can change any details from Metadata located on the left.

The cover section, located on the right side, will allow you to add a cover image.

To add or change the cover image, hit the Add cover and browse your desired image file.

Select your image file and press OK.
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Wow! You’ve changed the mp3 Album Art. Play your song in PC or Android mobile, your embedded ya
add image will be displayed.
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Hacking and Monitoring Wifi Network with Android (2014-06-18 16:22) - Prophet Hacker

If you are owner of wifi Hotspot you wanna know how many devices are connected to your network.What
type of devices and more and more.The tool can give you every detail of wifi network and his connected
devices.You can also sniff wifi network with your android phone.Ping any devices ,see device mac address of
connected devices ya pc in wifi network.This is work like hacking tool apps for android but its not.

Wifi inspector apk is high end security tool for android phone.

This Android app has also use for hack wifi password and login credientels.

WiFinspect is a multi-tool intended for Computer Security professionals and
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other advanced users that wish to monitor the networks they own or have permission, i.e. the app is a
security audit tool and not a hacking tool. The functions include:
* Network Information
* UPnP Device Scanner
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* Host Discovery

* Network Sniffer

* Pcap Analyzer (three options)

* PCI DSS Menu

- Access Point Default Password Test (requirement 2.1.1.c)

- Access Point Security Test (requirement 4.1.1)

- Access Point Scanner (requirement 11.1)

- Internal Network Vulnerability Scanner (requirement 11.2.1)

- External Network Vulnerability Scanner (preparation for requirement 11.2.2)

* Host Information

* Port Scan

* Host Vulnerability Scan

* Traceroute

* Ping

FUNCTIONS:

* Network Information (ROOT): Information about the connected network like MAC and IP addresses,
gateway etc

* UPnP Device Scanner: Lists all UPnP devices on the network that are within the view of your device

* Host discovery (ROOT): Uses nmap to discover all devices on the network that are within the view of your
device

* Network Sniffer (ROOT): Uses tcpdump to sniff on all packets that are within the view of your device. The
resulting pcap files can be analyzed with Wireshark or the built-in Pcap Analyzer

* Pcap Analyzer: Uses jNetPcap to parse a pcap file. Three options: Packet Distribution, Bandwidth
Distribution or Communicating Hosts analysis

* Access Point Default Password Test: Checks a pre-set list of default router passwords against your router’s
control panel and notifies you if your router is using a default password

* Access Point Security Test: Displays the access points that are within the view of your device with a note
whether they are secure (WPA/WPA2) or not (WEP or unlocked)

* Access Point Scanner: Displays the access points that are within the view of your device

* Internal Vulnerability Scanner (ROOT): Uses nmap to find all devices on the network that are within the
view of your device. A note is given whether exploits exists for a given device based on its operating system
and open ports

* External Vulnerability Scanner (ROOT): Runs Host Information, Port Scan, Host Vulnerability Scan,
Traceroute, Ping or Sniffer functions on a given IP address or hostname

* Host Information (ROOT): Uses nmap to retrieve the device’s hostname, MAC address, vendor, operating
system, device name and workgroup

* Port Scan (ROOT): Uses nmap to retrieve the device’s open ports. Click on a port to view the Metasploit
results for the device’s operating system and port
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* Host Vulnerability Scanner (ROOT): Uses nmap to retrieve information about the host along with a note
stating whether exploits exists for the device based on its operating system and open ports

* Traceroute (ROOT): Uses nmap to traceroute to a host

* Ping (ROOT): Uses nping to ping a host

[1]WiFinspect [Root] (Playboard) | [2]WiFinspect [Root] (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/uk.co.opticiancms.wifiprobe
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.opticiancms.wifiprobe&hl=en
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Find Free HD Wallpapers for Android Phone (2014-06-18 19:09) - Prophet Hacker

Today this post dedicated to Free Android HD Wallpapers.So How you get HD Android wallpapers easily.In
the Web there is hd online photo community name 500x(mean 500camera pixels).So this is place where
Professional Photographers submit own photo.In that place you can find large numbers of Hd wallpapers.

You can Download Free HD Wallpapers for your phone like Moto-E ,Samsung Galaxy,Nexus and whatever
the phone you have.

500px is a premier photo community for everyone who loves inspiring photos, optimized for both phone and
tablet browsing experience. From portraits to landscapes, wildlife to still life, concrete jungle to abstract art;
this community constantly pushes the boundaries of the art.

Download 500px free app for your Android phone or tablet and collect your favourite shots or follow inspiring
artists.

Download photo based on android screen resolution.

Highlights:

• A world of incredible images in your pocket: absolutely stunning photos, anywhere.

• Stay up to date on your friends’ activity using our innovative Flow.

• Browse through our incredible community-selected galleries and curated selections.

• Interact with the photographers by commenting on photos, liking them, or adding them to your favorites
for later viewing.

• Receive notifications when community members interact with you and your photos.
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[1]500px – Discover best photos (Playboard) | [2]500px – Discover best photos (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.fivehundredpx.viewer
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fivehundredpx.viewer&hl=en
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Make a New Wallpaper By Blurring your Picture in Android (2014-06-18 21:59)
- Prophet Hacker

Blur Picture

Make a new type of picture by bluring your picture.This is the whole concept of this app.Blur means make
indistinct and hazy in outline or appearance photo effect.Bluring your picture transform into a free Android
HD Wallpaper.
Everyone wants some diffrent wallpaper for your Android phone.Why you download a wallpaper instead of
making a new android wallpaper for your android mobile.
Blur App for Android for Making New Blur Wallpaper

Blur transforms ordinary pictures into stunning Android wallpaper.
The Blur app will give your home screen wallpaper a fresh new look.
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Blur turns any image into an iOS 7 style wallpaper with one simple control. Choose picture from gallery
and turn it into awesome colorful wallpaper for your Home screen.

The basic idea of this app is to blur picture to the extreme and flatten out it into a nice colorful background
for your Android device.

Using blur you can create customized wallpaper for android phone in three very simple and straightforward
steps.

1. Crop image

2. Apply blur. You can drag the seek bar to the left or right to increase or decrease the intensity of the blur.

3. Play with colors. Swipe up on image to change colors. You can individually control the intensity of the
red, green and blue color in the wallpaper image.

Full Feature List :-

- Adjust blur ( Real-time preview )

- Adjust colors ( Full control over colors.)

- Simple and easy crop and re-crop. ( Perfectly crops images which fit perfectly to your device screen)

- Instantly set wallpaper

- Save wallpaper to photo library.

- Load images directly from gallery. Go to gallery -> choose share -> select Blur

[1]Blur Free (Playboard) | [2]Blur Free (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.kasumbi.blurfree
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kasumbi.blurfree&hl=en
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Get Free 100mb 2G/3G Internet Data From Officailly Tata Docomo (2014-06-19 20:48)
- Prophet Hacker

This is not trick,this is a free giveway by tata docomo for all Tata Docomo Customers numbers and to test
the Tata Docomo Internet Service

Tata Docomo is one of the top telecom providers in India, but its network was overloaded,slow and every
40-50 min disconnected in the past causing constant disconnection from Internet.

However, the latest news from Tata Docomo has improved its network infrastructure and the network’s
capacity is increasing.

Free 100MB Data from Tata Docomo for 5 Days to Test the Network

When this Telecom Company improving his Data Internet Service, Tata Docomo is inviting the users to try
its improved service and in the bid to attract customers, they are offering a free trail pack of 100 MB which
can be used for 5 days. The pack is free, but can be activated only once on a Tata Docomo number.You
can’t use it twice on single number.

To Activate free Tata Docomo Internet 100mb pack for 5 Days

To activate, open [1]tatadocomo.com/reload.aspx in your web browser and enter your 10-digit Tata
Docomo mobile number.

Then follow the instructions.

• New Stretch Packs – Cheap and Long Duration Internet Packs

• Power Packs

Click any of it and now you get your free 100mb pack recharge in your phone number.

1. http://sh.st/e54V5
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Make New Wallpaper by Mixing Two Colors (2014-06-21 10:37) - Prophet Hacker

Hi this is [1]+Prophet Hacker , previously i post about how to

Mixt allows you to generate a gradient by choosing two colors of your choice and set it as wallpaper.

Completely Ad-Free.

Give some color on your homescreen.

Pro Tips! How to Make Good HD Wallpapers for Android Mobile

For best results don’t use colors far from each other in the color spectrum (eg. red and blue, or complementary
colors).

Instead, use colors close to each other or the same color with different brightness (eg. lime and cyan, or light
blue and dark blue).

If you use colors much different from each other, use them with high brightness (eg. light red and light blue).

But in the end of the day, you are the one who choose what’s best for your phone.

[2]Mixt (Playboard) | [3]Mixt (Play Store)

1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.massive.papaya.mixt
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.massive.papaya.mixt&hl=en
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Download Nokia Z Launcher apk for Android Phone (2014-06-22 21:05) - Prophet Hacker

Nokia is Big bang company in Mobile Industry.So this time Nokia Made a Android Z Launcher this launcher
has many features because this launcher is made by Nokia.

Many people don’t use any type of launchers in android phone.But this launcher is diffrent from others
because this is made by Nokia.

Zlauncher Android app Features

Z Launcher learn how can you use your phones and its app activity. Depending on the time of day, your
home will automatically display different app and contact shortcuts—you will have to use the launcher for a
little while to see the benefits here. You will see one set of icons in the morning, and a different selection in
the evening. You just need to give Z Launcher a little time to learn which apps you use at what time of day,
and your most frequently used shortcuts will appear when you are likely to need them most. This android
apk has many features for your android phone.

_

Nokia Z launcher Supported Android Phones

Right now, Nokia recommends installing Z Launcher on newer model, top selling phones like Samsung’s
Galaxy S3, S4, S5, [Note2, and Note3] or Sony Xperia Z1 [, Z1 Compact, and Z2] phones running Android
OS 4.1 or higher.

How to Install and Download Nokia Z Launcher for Rooted Android Phones

If you are a rooted user of Android there is bit of problem because this launcher can’t run on rooted android
device.Solution is

1) Install Xposed Framework v2.4.1+ on your rooted device. Click here for [1] download and Instructions.

2) Install root cloak, click here for [2] download

3) Once root cloak is installed, [3] download Z Launcher apk from here and install
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4) Enable RootClock in the Xposed Installer app by going to Modules, and pressing the check box next to
RootClock. Reboot your phone.

5) Open RootClock settings (just open the app from the launcher), and then go to Add/Remove, to select
which apps RootCloak hides root from. Select Z launcher to hide from root.

6) Exit root cloak settings and reboot your phone. Check the Z launcher by opening the app.

Keep in Mind this is pre-beta app for android , so it may not be entirely reliable, and compatibility with
your handset is not guaranteed. But if you wanna try out ,and if this is not run so wait for official release
in Android Play Store.

IFRAME: [4]//www.youtube.com/embed/axnmyMpWMms

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/03/easy-android-roms-customization-through.html
2. http://dl.xposed.info/modules/com.devadvance.rootcloak_v5_3b1e94.apk
3. https://www.dropbox.com/s/8pwlefzvkaw9f4d/zLauncher.apk
4. file://www.youtube.com/embed/axnmyMpWMms
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Top 5 Best Action-Mission Game for Android (2014-06-23 15:41) - Prophet Hacker

This is [1]+Prophet Hacker ,now we present top 5 list of best action based android games. Action based
android games are very popular in Google play store,many new games are launched in Store but few touch
the sky of downloads.

Call of Dead: Duty Trigger 14

No.1 Shooting game with Aliens has Arrived.This game is awesome in his best class graphics and story.This
is first person shooter game for android.Call of Dead is epic shooter game for android.

Game Features

- epic campaign in a ruined city,

- become a hero in the middle of an alien invasion,

- beautiful environment of ruined city to die in,

- crazy aliens to kill,

- millions of aliens with mixed feelings towards you,

- tons of bullets which want to hug your enemies,

- defend your trenches and progress through the city,

- experience dramatic storyline twists
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[2]Blitz Brigade - Online FPS fun (Playboard) | [3]Blitz Brigade - Online FPS fun (Play Store)

1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftINHM
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftINHM&hl=en
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See All Android Activity-Logcat in Android Mobile (2014-06-23 20:34) - Prophet Hacker

When your android run ,android device make a lots a log like when your phone start,when stops,what app
runs,what you done,which process run and lots of stuff.All android activity recorded in our phone.So in this
post I tell you how can you see all of this activity record in your android Device.

Logcat is very sensitive information ,if any one access your logcat it means your pricvacy is no secure.

[1]aLogcat (free) - logcat (Playboard) | [2]aLogcat (free) - logcat (Play Store)

[root] live logcat lite

[3][root] live logcat lite (Playboard) | [4][root] live logcat lite (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/org.jtb.alogcat
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.jtb.alogcat&hl=en
3. http://playboard.me/android/apps/eu.chainfire.livelogcat.lite
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=eu.chainfire.livelogcat.lite&hl=en
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Track All Calls,Messages,Data and Wifi Usage in Your Android Phone (2014-06-23 21:12)
- Prophet Hacker

In this post I tell you how can you track all of data calls SMS,Data and WiFi usage in One Android App.This
is very call you can track all data and after you can analysis like which friends you call most,which app has
you used most,which site you open most and same other examples.

Yes, Track it is a four-in-one app loaded with abundant of features, providing you the precise and full fledged
tracking on your Calls/SMS/Mobile Data Usage/Wifi usage with persistant notification and dedicated widget
support.The tracking is general as well as based on a user-configured plan.
(i.e) Track It acts as a tracker/monitor/call monitor/call counter/sms counter/data traffic counter/wifi usage
counter/internet monitor/sms monitor and provides detailed call stats,sms stats,data usage stats.This app
is suitable for both postpaid and prepaid call plans,sms plans and data plans.
Highlighted features of the app are listed below:
1). Shows daily/weekly/monthy/custom-period overview of CALLS, SMS, MOBILE DATA USAGE, Wifi
Usage with detailed information on count and timing of CALLS/SMS to every contact & Data Usage of
every app.
2). Tracks Calls Usage, SMS Usage, Data Usage and WiFi Usage based on a user-configured plan with the
cut-off limit specified.
3). Bar-graph representation of overviews for a comparative analysis of day-to-day or hour-to-hour Phone
Usage.
4). Allows you to exclude the plan tracking on three conditions
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� Exclude tracking and accounting of all calls/sms in a specified time-interval/whole day(s)

� Exclude tracking and accounting of all calls/sms sent/received to/from specified contact(s)

� Exclude tracking and accounting of all calls/sms sent/received to/from specified contact(s) in a specified
time-interval/whole day(s)

5). Has Persistent notification feature and dedicated widgets for easy access to the general/plan overview.

6). Alerts periodically through notifications as and when a tracked entity reaches 95 % of its limit,exceeds
the limit and when the configured plan expires.

7). Intimates the user on an attempt to call,or to connect to the internet if he/she has already reached the
limit set and prompts the user to immediately halt the operation(optional).

8). Has an option to exclude Viber Calls.

[1]Track It-Call,SMS,Data Monitor (Playboard) | [2]Track It-Call,SMS,Data Monitor (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.perfectapps.trackit
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.perfectapps.trackit&hl=en
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Download Intelligent Yahoo Aviate Launcher (2014-06-24 09:16) - Prophet Hacker

Yahoo Aviate launcher is diffrent from others.This launcher has make your android experiance more bet-
ter.This launcher can simplify your life and also give you all things at one place.

Yahoo Aviate

Simplify your phone.Simplify your life.

It automatically and “intelligently” organizes your phone by trying to give you the information you need
when you need it most. It puts together apps by type, recommends other apps you might like, shows things
like dinner tips when you are out, brings up music apps if you plug in headphones, and has all of your work
stuff available when you arrive at the office.

Aviate Newest update is automatically changes launcher color throughout your day.So you have not tired
same dress problem in launcher.This launcher has many features like

track your sleep, give you shortcuts for things like conference calls, and estimate commute times. It also
pulls in your favorite contacts into a fancy new, hidden screen that is accessed via swipe up on the home
screen.
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Yahoo Aviate Launcher is not your typical launcher. Unlike GO, Nova, Apex and other similar launch-
ers, Aviate automatically simplifies and intelligently organizes your phone, only showing you the apps and
information you need as you need them, throughout your day.
KEY FEATURES:
� Simple, beautiful navigation — Transforms your phone into four, easy-to-navigate screens to make every
interaction faster and more efficient.
� Adapts to you — Shows you different apps based on your current context and time of day.
� Stay organized — Automatically categorizes your apps into Collections based on function.
� App recommendations — Recommends apps based on what you have installed and the latest ratings in
Google Play.
� Stay in touch — Contact your Favorite People with one swipe up instead of digging through your contacts.
� Customizations for simplicity — Edit the apps in your Collections, choose between two Themes, create
Shortcuts, install Icon Packs, add Widgets and change your Home Image to make Aviate you own.
EVERYDAY USES:
� Wake up, and Aviate automatically shows you how long you’ve slept, the weather and news for the day.
� When at work, Aviate gives you easy access to all the apps you need to get your job done, plus intelligent
calendar features like one-tap calling to conference calls, emailing to meeting attendees and more!
� While on the road, Aviate automatically gives you traffic conditions and directions home.
� Go to dinner, and Aviate automatically shows you photos, tips and restaurant reviews.
� Plug in your headphones, and Aviate shows you music apps and extra information about the artist/band
you’re listening to, like recent Tweets, upcoming concerts and bios.
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Download Yahoo Aviate Launcher apk from [1]Google Play Link

IFRAME: [2]//www.youtube.com/embed/gj-cYb9eiRY

[3]Yahoo Aviate Launcher (Playboard) | [4]Yahoo Aviate Launcher (Play Store)

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tul.aviate
2. file://www.youtube.com/embed/gj-cYb9eiRY
3. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.tul.aviate
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tul.aviate&hl=en
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Control and Hack any type of Remote Control Device from Android Mobile
(2014-06-24 21:28) - Prophet Hacker

This app is control any type remote control Device like TV,A.C.,DVD,Set Top Box,Fan ya any type of device
which can controllable by Remote Control.

This app can make clone of remote control of Devices.This is a good app for those people which have lots of
remote control in his house.This is also for hacking fans,tv,and other consoles.
Smart IR Remote is the only IR remote universal app for Android that you’ll ever need: it’s smart, with a
device coverage that is huge (700000 devices, with more added daily and on request), and it’s the only one
that makes use of features only your phone/tablet have, that a plastic remote (like the Logitech Harmony)
never will. As IR remote controls go, especially android remote controls, you’ll never find one better!

Smart Remote works with any Samsung, HTC and Medion Lifetab devices with an InfraRed Blaster, and
most other brand phone/tablet with an IR Blaster that runs Android 4.4 or above provided originally by the
manufacturer. Even better, Smart IR Remote also works on most custom ROMs like CyanogenMod.
Smart IR Remote is an universal smart remote control app that can command almost anything that receives
InfraRed commands, like a TV, Set Top Box (cable and satellite box), DVD, BluRay player, VCR, Amplifier,
Air Conditioner, AV Receiver, DSLR camera, etc. Better yet, you can combine your remotes into smart
remotes (activities) so that on your custom remote you’ll have the volume buttons to your surround system,
the channel buttons to control your set top box and the display buttons to control your TV. It’s the only
Android universal tv remote that can do that, while controlling any other device too!
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Extra Features from Smart IR Remote

AIR GESTURES - exclusive to Android 4.1-4.4 Galaxy S4

Simply wave your hand above your phone to change channels, volume, or whatever your heart pleases - it’s
all configurable!

MUTE/PAUSE ON PHONE CALL

Smart Remote can now mute your TV, pause your media player, or even switch them off if you wish, all of
that when your phone rings.

MACROS

Group commands in batches, sort them and add delays, and then execute the series of commands one after
the other. Imagine being able to turn your TV, Xbox and surround system on, switch TV to HDMI 1 all
with a single tap!

AUTOMATED TASKS

Automatically execute commands or macros, when certain conditions occur: your phone rings, at a time
chosen by you, when you use your phone’s Volume Buttons. Are you a Tasker fan? We have a Tasker plugin
that integrates well and lets you to send commands

WIDGETS

With both lockscreen and homescreen widgets, you’ll have your favorite just a tap away when you grab your
phone. Need something even better? read on

FLOATING REMOTE (CHATHEAD)

The floating remote is a remote that stays above other apps which can be shown with just a single tap and
lets you send commands even while you’re playing a game on your phone

BACKUP / RESTORE

If you switch ROMs often or need the remotes you put hard work on to be available on all your devices, you
can simply make a backup once and then restore on all your other devices

RECORD REMOTES - exclusive to the HTC One due to hardware limitations in other devices

Couldn’t find your remote in our list? Simply record each button to have it just the way you want it. Opt
in to share your remote so that other customers can make use of your work too!

Almost all brands in the world are supported, including Samsung, Sony, Toshiba, Panasonic, Yamaha, Di-
recTV (Direct TV), etc.

You can find Smart IR Remote apk on Internet free.
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[1]Smart IR Remote - AnyMote (Playboard) | [2]Smart IR Remote - AnyMote (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.remotefairy
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.remotefairy&hl=en
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Make Parallel access of Windows from Android (2014-06-24 23:33) - Prophet Hacker

This is best control RDP i have ever seen ,because its reliabilty and make parallel screen for android.This is
like a name parallel ,this app make a parallel screen of windows and mac in your Iphone ya Android Mobile
Device.This is cress platform application work on mac ,windows and android.

You can control your pc from wifi connection. If you have not wifi in your home

Edit content easily - No more finger gymnastics.

Precise selection, copying, and pasting of text. Tapping a small, almost invisible desktop button or dragging a
picture with a natural one-finger lock is a breeze – our Lock’n’Go Magnifying Glass is a marvel of innovation.

All your desktop applications are just a tap away.

Start applications or switch between them with just a tap. Put your favorite desktop application right on
the home screen of your Android device. Plus a complete desktop keyboard to help you take full advantage
those desktop apps.

Don’t stress your eyes. In fact, don’t stress at all!

See your applications using the full screen of your Android device. Have peace of mind knowing that Parallel
Access will reliably connect you to your desktop when you need it. Even on slow 3G networks.

Stay effective with the fastest, simplest, and most reliable remote access technology.

You are connected to your desktop. And you are fast and effective. Reliably.

Parallels Access requires the installation of the free Parallels Access Agent on your Mac (OS X 10.7 Lion or
higher) or PC (Windows 7 or Windows 8). Just follow the instructions in Parallels Access on your Android
device to download the Agent and install it on your computer.

Parallels Access is compatible with most Android tablets and phones running Android 4.0 or higher.
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IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/uLBGwzPtAGA?rel=0

[2]Parallels Access (Playboard) | [3]Parallels Access (Play Store)

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/uLBGwzPtAGA?rel=0
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.parallels.access
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.parallels.access&hl=en
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Earn Money from Android Photography (2014-06-28 16:18) - Prophet Hacker

If you like photography in Android Mobile and wanna earn money from it this post for you. You can click
best of the best photo shots from android phone,edit it and upload into Foap Android App.If they like
your photo you got money.This is Best Option toEarn Money Online from Android Mobile Without
Investment.

This is market of Android where you can earn money from android apps on android mobile.

Foap - sell photos

Foap is a social photo app that turns your photos into dollars. Participate in fun photo missions by large
brands like MANGO, PUMA and SONY Entertainment Network, or build your portfolio and start selling
photos to thousands of photo buyers worldwide, and make $5 each time that your photo is licensed. You can
upload photos that you have taken with other photo applications such as Instagram, Photo Express, Social
Cam, Eyeem or Camera plus.

Key points:

� Interact with the community via ratings, comments etc..

� Sell your photos via FOAP market

� Participate in fun photo missions from brands like MANGO, PUMA & Mastercard

� Build your portfolio with unlimited amount of photos

� It’s all free

!

How it works

GET PAID FOR YOUR CONTENT - COMPANIES WANT TO BUY YOUR PHOTOS

They want people like you from all over the world to get paid for your photo content. Cameras in smartphones
are getting better and better. There are now more smartphoneographers than ever before. They believe that
each one of you has a unique style and feel in your photography that companies would love to buy. Result:
by uploading your best images—pictures that companies want to buy—you can start to earn money.

Sound interesting? Want companies to start buying some of your pictures?

FOAP MARKET - WHERE COMPANIES CAN BUY PHOTOS

Foap’s aim is to build a huge marketplace with unique and natural pictures available for sale to companies
all over the world. Many companies buy stock photos every day and there is a lack of images with a natural
look and just that right, local feeling. We want the Foap Market to be the place to go to whenever a company
is looking for those one of a kind, natural photos with a local flavor.

PUT YOUR PHOTOS UP FOR SALE - HOW IT WORKS:

• Download the app “Foap” from Google Play.

• Upload a photo to Foap.
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• As soon as 5 other users have rated your photo with a minimum average of 2.6, the photo will be
published on Foap Market for sale. If the photo gets an average below 2.6, try with another image. To
understand which photos are selling best, check out Most Sold Photos.

• If your photo gets sold we will notify you by email. Be sure to have the Sales Notification on (in the
app in Profile/ Edit Notifications).

• Whenever you want, you can go to “Cashout” in the app to cash out your money. You earn $5 per
sold photo. Each photo can be sold over and over again.

[1]Foap (Playboard) | [2]Foap (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.foap.android
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.foap.android&hl=en
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Dungeon Hunter 4 Best Online Multiplayer Game for Android (2014-06-28 19:13)
- Prophet Hacker

Dungeon Hunter 4 is best online Multiplayer Gaming Platform for android.This game has rich graphics.The
gamplay is awesome.You can play Dungeon Hunter 4 with your friends through online.

Venture forth into the most immersive, accomplished, and addictive chapter of the acclaimed action RPG
saga!

This game is hit on Google play that’s why many users want this game play on PC.You can find on Internet
how to play this game on PC.

You can Find Dungeon Hunter 4 Hack and

Game Features.

- Hack your way through an EPIC STORYLINE & a dark fantasy adventure

- SLASH hundreds of enemies and massive bosses

- LOOT countless items

***** EXPERIENCE A TRUE RPG

- Choose from 4 types of warriors with unique combat styles

- UPGRADE your battle skills

- CUSTOMIZE, craft and charm your gear

- Throughout the game, unveil the mysteries surrounding your warriors

***** GO FOR MULTIPLAYER ACTION

- Fight along your friends in the CO-OP arenas

- Show off your battle skills in the action-packed PVP mode

- Gather up and fight other warriors in TEAM DEATHMATCH games

The Demons, a race thought to have been extinguished eons ago, have returned. You awaken from what
seemed like a nightmare to find your kingdom, Valenthia, decimated. Unharmed from the battle, you are
mysteriously gifted with tremendous new power and skills. You could be your people’s only remaining hope…

Embark on an epic adventure and get ready to fight your way through intense solo and multiplayer levels in
this new free installment of the iconic dungeon crawler game.

This free fantasy game is best suited for fans of: hack ’n slash, action RPGs, dark fantasy games, multiplayer
and free adventure games.

If you are one of them, get the game now for free!

Download Dungeon Hunter 4 apk for

[1]Dungeon Hunter 4 (Playboard) | [2]Dungeon Hunter 4 (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftD4HM
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftD4HM&hl=en
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Download Transformers: Age of Extinction Game for Android (2014-06-28 21:18)
- Prophet Hacker

Transformers : Age of Extinction hit the Theatres worldwide successfully.So the moviemakers release a game
for android .Transformers is our favorite character and we all want in our android mobile.This game has
many stages,enemies,characters,high graphics and much more for android gaming.

Experience explosive and suspense-filled Hollywood action in TRANSFORMERS: Age of Extinction®, the
all-new 3D combat runner and official mobile game for the new TRANSFORMERS movie from Paramount
Pictures. In this cinematic universe, your mission is to take down DECEPTICON enemies as you run, dash,
and change forms through fast-paced missions with your formidable cast of AUTOBOT heroes.

Recruit and customize your team of TRANSFORMERS characters in both their robot and vehicle modes to
level up their weapon power, tech and abilities. Take on bosses during regular in-game events and challenge
your friends to compete for the highest score and the greatest rewards. This isn’t your typical endless runner,
TRANSFORMERS: Age of Extinction puts you in the middle of an action-packed Hollywood blockbuster
where it’s destroy or be destroyed!

KEY FEATURES

• Experience the First Combat Runner– Take down DECEPTICON enemies as you run and gun in robot
mode or drive and dash in vehicle mode.

• Gear Up and Roll Out! –Build a force to be reckoned with by upgrading your team of TRANSFORMERS
characters to level up weapons, tech and abilities.

• Wreak Havoc with GRIMLOCK! – Destroy everything in your path with GRIMLOCK as you charge
through obstacles and enemies alike.

• Jump Into a Hollywood Blockbuster– Experience suspense-filled Hollywood action with fast paced missions,
destructive environments, and epic 3D effects.
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[1]TRANSFORMERS AGE OF EXTINCTION (Playboard) | [2]TRANSFORMERS AGE OF EXTINC-
TION (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.mobage.ww.a5225.tf2_Android
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mobage.ww.a5225.tf2_Android&hl=en
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Google Slides,Sheets and Docs are avalible for download in Android (2014-06-29 16:05)
- Prophet Hacker

Google has launched new android apps for android in productivity category.These apps is used edit ,view
and make a document in android in different formts.These all android apps are connected to google drive,so
you can directly upload your document online.You can edit your document online also and save on google
drive.This is best option to create and edit document in Android Mobile.

Google Slides

Create, edit, and collaborate with others on presentations from your Android phone or tablet with the free
Google Slides app. With Google Slides you can:

- Create new presentations or edit any that were created on the web or on another device.

- Share presentations and work together with others in the same presentation at the same time.

- Open, edit, and save Microsoft PowerPoint files.

- Get stuff done anytime – even without an internet connection.

- Add and rearrange slides, format text and shapes, and more.

- Present right from your device.

- Never worry about losing your work – everything is automatically saved as you type.
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[1]Google Sheets (Playboard) | [2]Google Sheets (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.apps.docs.editors.sheets
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.docs.editors.sheets&hl=en
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Create Timetable with Android App (2014-06-29 17:25) - Prophet Hacker

If you are a busy man ,you have lot of stuffs to do,so you need to make a timetable.Making timetable in your
android mobile with android apps is very easy.You can put all your lazy stuff in this app .So you can watch
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all stuffs,meetings in one app called Timetable.
Download Timetable Android App
Timetable is the most beautiful and intuitive app on Google Play for managing your school or university
life. Save your timetable and all tasks from homework to exams. You only need to enter them once, because
Timetable syncs across all your Android devices. Often forget to turn down your phones volume? No problem
the app automatically mutes your phone during lessons.
Quick overview
- synchronize data between all your devices
- optimized for phones and tablets
- light and dark theme available
- easily save your lessons, tasks and holidays
- view your timetable as list and as grid
- search in your timetable and tasks
- optional two,three or four week cycle
- one 4x1 widget for each lessons and tasks
- one resizable widget (2x2 minimum) for each
- lock screen widgets for each (Android 4.2)
- notifications for lessons and tomorrows tasks
- automute phone during lesson
- dashclock extension

[1]Timetable (Playboard) | [2]Timetable (Play Store)
1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.gabrielittner.timetable
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gabrielittner.timetable&hl=en
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Solve All type Mathematics Problem in Android (2014-06-29 21:25) - Prophet Hacker

Solving Math in sometimes is a hardwork because you forgotton a formula or method to solve the sums.That
time your android phone can solve this problem.In android has many possibalties ,so you can download math
solving apps from google play and solve all type of tactical problems in math.

There are many apps in the google play to solve math problems but we only grab some best of the best.

Mathway

Bring the solving power of Mathway to your Android device, Get free instant answers to your math problems,
or subscribe to include step-by-step work and explanations. With hundreds of millions of problems already
solved, Mathway is the best problem solving resource available for students, parents, and teachers.

Mathway solves problems in Basic Math, Pre-Algebra, Algebra, Trigonometry, Precalculus, Calculus, Statis-
tics, Finite Math, Linear Algebra, and Chemistry.

[1]Math - mathematics is easy (Playboard) | [2]Math - mathematics is easy (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.orlangur.matma
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.orlangur.matma&hl=en
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Make Collage type Grid Photo in Android (2014-06-29 22:55) - Prophet Hacker

This android app can mix up your all photo and make a collage photo from it like picasa.This is like a new
look of your pictures.You can make new hd wallpaper for your android phone from this app.

This app has many type of designs to make your collage photo more awesome.

This application photo collage utility grid collage with photos are terrific. They can take the example yourself,
and the like can. The most beautiful collage of photos in this application. You can share photos with friends.
Have a good time.

[1]Photo Grid Collage images (Playboard) | [2]Photo Grid Collage images (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.gridapp.imagegri
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gridapp.imagegri&hl=en
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Manage Youtube Channel with Youtube Creater Studio (2014-06-30 19:00) - Prophet Hacker

Youtube is upgrading our system.This time they make creater studio for youtube video uploaders to see
analytics ,earning and lots of stuff in one place.

All youtube channel manager can see his youtube video progress in youtube stage.When you open youtube
channel right side of your desktop ,when you click on profile you see the creater studio option in desktop.

The official YouTube Creator Studio app makes it faster and easier to manage your channel on the go. Check
out your latest stats, respond to comments, and get customized notifications so you can stay connected from
anywhere.With youtube creater studio android app you can manage your youtube channel.
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[1]YouTube Creator Studio (Playboard) | [2]YouTube Creator Studio (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.apps.youtube.creator
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.youtube.creator&hl=en
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Make Your Phone as Speedometer (2014-06-30 23:30) - Prophet Hacker

This app is work like speedometer in your car.This app calculates how far you going and what’s your correctly
speed.But you think what the use of the app because the speedometer is already in the car.These app used
in train,taxi,bus,metro and cycle to see the speed of the transport which you have travel.This is like your
personal speedometer.
It combines beautifully designed GPS speedometer with speed camera alerts.
�GPS based speedometer
- Beautiful design with no clutter – essential features only
- Set your own speed alert
- Choose your metrics – km/h or mph
�Trip log
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- Track your mileage

- See useful statistics

- View your driving history

�More than 50,000 fixed speed camera locations

- Avoid fixed cameras with offline database

- Know where the red-light cameras are hiding

- Watch out for average-speed checks

�Live community

- Report new traps & dangers with a single tap

- With help from other drivers you can stop worrying about speeding fines and fully enjoy your drive

Speedometer in Android

[1]Speedometer by Sygic (Playboard) | [2]Speedometer by Sygic (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.sygic.speedcamapp
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sygic.speedcamapp&hl=en
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Download Police Siren Sound Effects Ringtone for Android Mobile (2014-07-02 18:49)
- Prophet Hacker

Police Sound Effects Ringtone for Android

Police sound is so weird than any other sound effects.So everyone want this type of sound in android mo-
bile.This app has integrated many type of police siren sound to showcase your phone in friends circle.

This app contains incredible police sound effects. 21 high quality sounds of Police Radio, Police Sirens and
Funny Police tunes. Press and hold to set these sound effects as a ringtone, notification or alarm.

So enjoy these police siren sound in your android mobile and meet me at [1]+Prophet Hacker and like our
page

[2]Police Sound Effects (Playboard) | [3]Police Sound Effects (Play Store)

1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.sancronringtones.policesb
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sancronringtones.policesb&hl=en
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Top 5 Android Apps for Learning Online Tutorial/Education/Courses (2014-07-02 21:41)
- Prophet Hacker

If you wanna know how can you make your android a education hub ,this post i for you.Many guyz want
some education and some type of creative activity tutorials on net but they unable to find on internet .

Today i tell you some education android app ,these android apps are for educate you anytype of training
course like learning computer languages,making songs,making animation,learn maths,physics and more and
more.So make your android more better than before download these apps and educate yourself.You can learn
any type of online courses from these apps.

Lynda Android App

Lynda is a subscription-based online learning service that provides its subscribers with unlimited access to
video tutorials on a variety of subjects and skills such as 3D animation, photography or design. Lynda’s
library includes more than 2,500 expert-taught courses that users can watch on their desktop or on the go
with the Android or iOS app. Basic subscriptions provide access to the video tutorials, while a premium
level allows users to download project files to follow along with a lecture, as well as offline viewing of courses
on mobile devices.

NEW, IMPROVED ACCESS TO LYNDA.COM

Pick up your lessons where you left off for a continuous learning experience. Log in to watch expert-taught
courses in photography, graphic design, business training, web and interactive design, 3D animation, audio,
and much more.

YOUR LYNDA.COM MEMBERSHIP FEATURES

• Access to all course videos (indexed by subject, software and new releases)

• Sync your course history across all your devices

• Stream course videos directly to your TV via Chromecast

• Auto-play an entire course or watch individual videos

• Share courses across social network apps

• Edit and view playlists
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• Download full courses or view courses offline

• Get personalized course recommendations

• Continue watching courses where you left off

[1]HowStuffWorks (Playboard) | [2]HowStuffWorks (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.twentythreedivide.hsw
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.twentythreedivide.hsw&hl=en
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Get Android Notifications ya File on Windows PC Via a Pushbullet (2014-07-03 10:54)
- Prophet Hacker

Pushbullet can give you all android notifications in your computer.This android app is very useful when you
work on your pc.

You can get all type of notifications in your pc from android.This app is simply connect your android to
PC.So bring it on.

PUSHBULLET :Get Android Notifications In PC

Pushbullet can show your Android phone’s notifications on your computer, enabling you to see who’s calling
or texting without having to grab your phone!

Spend a lot of time working at a computer? Then this may just be your favorite feature.

Setting this up is easy–once you’ve got our Android app and Chrome extension installed, all you need to do
is turn it on!

To see your phone’s notifications on your computer, head to Settings in our Android app, then tap on the
option To enable or disable, tap here and check or uncheck the Notification Mirroring Service.

Once you’ve enabled the service, you should start seeing your phone’s notifications right away!

Use Pushbullet to move files, pictures, links, and more between your devices really easily.
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Once you’ve installed our Chrome or Firefox extension, you can get a link onto your phone to read later with
a simple right-click!

Never miss another phone call or text message again while using your computer!

Pushbullet automatically shows you all of your phone’s notifications right on your computer. This means
you can see who’s calling or read text messages even if your phone is on silent or in another room.

Pushbullet also makes it easy to send pictures, files, links, and more to your devices and even to friends.

Sending things with pushbullet is the easiest way to share things between your devices:
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•�Push a link to your phone by just right-clicking on it on your computer. You can then go right to the link
by tapping on the notification.

•�Send pictures and other files to your phone wirelessly from your computer and open them right from the
notification. No more digging things out of your email inbox or Dropbox.

•�Send any address over to your phone so you can get right into Google Maps instead of having to look it
up again on your phone.

•�Put a todo list right in your notification tray and check of items as you go.

Pushbullet looks and works great on tablets too.

This app works best when paired with our Chrome or Firefox extension:

Chrome:

[1]Pushbullet (Playboard) | [2]Pushbullet (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.pushbullet.android
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pushbullet.android&hl=en
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Download Android L Keyboard for Android Mobile (2014-07-03 11:23) - Prophet Hacker

Week ago,Google launches preview version of Android L OS for developers and beta testers. Android L has
many features.One of those is upgraded keyboard app for android mobile.
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Google’s Android L keyboard has been extracted and is now available as a standalone app, courtesy of
Android modder Shen Ye. The app is free to install, and works just like any other third party keyboard
on your phone. They keyboard has nearly all of the same functions as the keyboard in the L preview, and
maintains all of the same visual stylings.

Developer Shen Ye pulled the Android L version of the keyboard out of the developer preview and uploaded
it to the Play Store unofficially. While it’s largely unchanged from the existing version, you can enable the
new Material Design skin under the settings. Also, mercifully, the new version moves the voice input button
to the suggestion bar to make room for a comma button next to the keyboard so you don’t need a long-press
to access it.

[1]Android L Keyboard (Playboard) | [2]Android L Keyboard (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/uk.co.shenye.android.inputmethod.latin
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.shenye.android.inputmethod.latin&hl=en
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Earn Free Talktime/Recharge on Android Mobile by Three Android Apps
(2014-07-03 18:31) - Prophet Hacker

Earn Free Talktime in Android Mobile is everyone dream.Here [1]+Prophet Hacker make your dream success-
full on this blog.Here we revelaing three android apps,with the help of these apps you can free talktime and
earn money on android mobile.This is not a free talkktime tricks and there is not a hack talktime in android
mobile. This whole purpose is legal.These three andoid earnings apps give you a free talktime recharge on
android mobile on any operator.

Ladoo Android App

Ladooo is sweet & simple! Earn free mobile recharge for just checking out ads and offers. It takes less than
2 minutes to get your first free recharge. With ladooo, you will get INSTANT free talktime and recharge!

No registration required. Try it to believe it! Thousands of happy users are earning lakhs of free airtime
everyday.

Recharge your mobile free or any other mobile in India instantly. Top-up your talktime or use it for free
data plans. Never pay for talktime again!

Key Features:

�* Free and instant mobile recharge across all operators in India�

* Free talktime in Airtel, Aircel, BSNL, MTNL, Idea, Loop Mobile, MTS, Reliance, Tata Docomo, Tata
Indicom, Uninor, Videocon, Virgin Mobile, Vodafone

�* Supports multiple plans with minimum top-up with Rs. 10 recharge�

* Post-paid customers can use wallet money for recharging any pre-paid mobile for self, family or friends�

* Topup any of your D2H accounts(New).

* Earn 5 rupees instantly for referring each friend. Refer fast & earn unlimited recharge

* Enjoy ladooo and if you like the app, tell your friends and loved ones and rate us on the Play Store!

Ladoo is best way to earn free talktime on android mobile.
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1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
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Sky Force 2014 best Plane Shooter Game for Android (2014-07-03 23:25) - Prophet Hacker

Sky Force is one of the best game for android mobile.Sky force has stunning garphics and 3d design.This
game is like a future game because there is many new things in this game.

Sky Force 2014
The original Sky Force came out on mobile devices in 2004. It was a great looking mobile game for its day,
and fantastic shooter to boot. Now, a decade later, Sky Force 2014 is looking to do the same again with the
benefit of modern tech.
Sky Force 2014 retains the tight shmup combat and vertically scrolling levels of the original. As before, you
must attack approaching targets, while trying to avoid the halestorm of bullets the game throws at you.
A responsive one-to-one control system has your craft hovering just above whichever finger you are using to
steer the ship. This allows you to clearly see the action in front of your ship, giving you a better chance of
spotting and avoiding oncoming fire.
Weekly tournaments take place on unique new levels as you battle it out against legions of other Sky Force
2014 players, offering great rewards not only for winning, but for rescuing other pilots who’ve already been
taken down!
The hottest shooter is no push over, but the invigorating gameplay and vast library of
achievements will keep both casual players and hardcore gamers hooked as you upgrade your ship and take
it a little deeper into the incredible battlefield time after time.
FEATURES:
* Beautiful levels with immersive missions to complete.
* Multiple extreme boss battles.
* Upgrade your shields, guns, missiles, lasers, mega-bombs and magnets.
* Risk everything to rescue civilians.
* Brand new weekly tournaments against other players.
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* Boost your final score with a host of in-game achievements.

* Rescue fallen opponents to win extra lives and stars.

* Accessible to beginners, as well as hardcore shooter addicts.

* Full voiceover and incredible electronic soundtrack.

Sky Force 2014 best Plane Shooter Game for Android

Get ready for the fight of your life in Sky Force 2014.

[1]Sky Force 2014 (Playboard) | [2]Sky Force 2014 (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/pl.idreams.skyforcehd
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.idreams.skyforcehd&hl=en
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Compare two Gadgets/Mobile/Bike features in Android Mobile (2014-07-04 15:46)
- Prophet Hacker

How can you compare two gadgets without going anywhere.Now here we find a perfect solution for you ,you
can compare all type of tech gadgets in your android mobile.This is best solution ever because you don’t go
anywhere website or forum to check features of your selected gadgets.You can compare all type of gadgets
with Versus android app.

Versus android app for comparing two gadgets features

Versus is the comparison app which helps you make informed decisions with everything from product pur-
chases to city destinations. Thanks to Versus making the right choice has become much easier.

Versus is the sophisticated comparison platform presenting facts stripped of marketing influence, easy to
digest—from phones to cities, over 30 product categories. The number of categories is getting bigger.

Compare: phones, cameras, CPUs, tablets, headphones, graphics cards, cities, sports watches, single speakers,
PC and gaming headsets, camcorders, monitors, fitness trackers, game consoles, motherboards, TVs, all-in-
one DJ MIDI controllers, universities, robotic vacuum cleaners, washing machines, projectors, mobile phone
headsets, gps navigation systems, scanners, e-readers, SSDs, smartwatches, MP3 players, voice recorders,
MV* frameworks, ski resorts, washer-dryers, tumble dryers,Bikes.

Additionally, Versus News is integrated into the app, offering the latest tech news in English.

So download the versus android app and compare gadgets.
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[1]Versus (Playboard) | [2]Versus (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.versus
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.versus&hl=en
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What is Google I/O 2014 Android App (2014-07-04 16:43) - Prophet Hacker

Google recently organized conference in San Francisco.This conference google launch some new service,new
devices and also Android L Preview version of upcoming android os version.That’s why google make app so
you you can update with all google I/O 2014 events.

What is Google I/O 2014

Google I/O is an annual developer-focused conference held by Google in San Francisco, California. Google
I/O features highly technical, in-depth sessions focused on building web, mobile, and enterprise applications
with Google and open web technologies such as Android, Chrome, Chrome OS, Google APIs, Google Web
Toolkit, App Engine, and more. -Wikipedia

Google I/O was started in 2008. The ”I” and ”O” stand for input/output, and ”Innovation in the Open”.
The format of the event is similar to that of the Google Developer Day.

The official Google I/O 2014 app was built to be your co-pilot to navigate the conference, whether you’re
attending in-person or remotely.

* Explore the conference agenda, with details on themes, topics and speakers

* Add events to a personalized schedule

* Get reminders before events in “My schedule” start and once they’re over, to provide feedback

* Watch the Keynote and sessions live stream

* Sync your schedule between all of your devices and the I/O website

* Guide yourself using the vector-based conference map

* Follow public social I/O related conversations on Google+

* See I/O content from previous years in the Video Library

* Find and connect with Google Developer Experts (GDEs) from around the world

* Use the Widget to check your upcoming events directly from your home screen

* Start playing I/O Hunt

*For in-person attendees:*

* Take advantage of facilitated pre-event WiFi configuration

* Scan attendee badges with your NFC-enabled device, registering the Google+ profile and your personal
notes on all people you meet during the conference

* Find more information about things that are Nearby at Moscone
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[1]Google I/O 2014 (Playboard) | [2]Google I/O 2014 (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.samples.apps.iosched
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.samples.apps.iosched&hl=en
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Change the way of looking your photos in android with Scene (2014-07-05 21:17)
- Prophet Hacker

If you want something diffrenet from your android mobile.Try new apps ,like here we try scene android
app,this app can change the look and feel of your photos gallery.This can make your photos presentation in
mobile wow.You can make your hd wallpapers and camera photos more interesting with this android app.
Scene: A new way to do photos
With its simple design and intuitive controls, Scene is your ticket to the fastest, most intuitive photo browsing,
organizing, and sharing experience on Android.

Whether with friends, family, or on your own, Scene is here to help you get the most out of your photos.
SCENE’S FEATURES
� Browse intuitively
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- List all your photos, shown with dates for easy browsing

- Find that special shot by the date it was taken

- Jump back in time with calendar view and smart slider

- Fast, even with libraries of tens of thousands of photos

� Organize with ease

- Drag and drop photos into albums with the flick of a finger

- Making albums is easy and convenient, even with lots of photos

- Add captions or notes to the photos in your albums

- Make as many albums as you like, with up to 1,000 photos each

- Sync your albums with other smartphones or tablets (account registration required)

� Share effortlessly

- Share your albums privately, with just the people you choose

- Easy sharing via email, LINE, SMS, and more

- Share with friends even if they don’t have Scene

- Shared albums can be viewed on PCs and feature phones

- Friends can help build albums by adding their own photos

- Share unlimited photos, with no time limit (each album holds 1,000 photos max)

SCENE IS GREAT FOR WHEN

- You have so many photos you can’t find what you’re looking for

- You want to organize your photos quickly and easily

- You’re on vacation with friends or family and want to share pics

- Sharing photos one-by-one is a pain for everyone involved. Here’s a better way!

- You want to share photos of the kids with your extended family

- You want to share photos privately, but aren’t 100 % sure about Facebook’s privacy settings

- You’ve got 300+ photos from an event, and want an easy way to share them with everyone who attended
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[1]Scene: A new way to do photos (Playboard) | [2]Scene: A new way to do photos (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/jp.scn.android
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.scn.android&hl=en
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Play Music with Lyrics ya subtitle in Android Mobile (2014-07-05 21:48) - Prophet Hacker

This is a perfect app for music lover peoples.Why this is best ,because this app has all in one feature like
you can play music with lyrics ya subtitle,identify music like shazam and soundhound and find all
information about any artist ,music and much more. So play music in this app is so cool.

musiXmatch :Music Player for Android with lyrics

musiXmatch is the Top Music Lyrics Player on Google Play Store and iTunes with +25 million users and
the largest and most exhaustive official catalog of sync lyrics for karaoke & singing passionates.

Enjoy your music with lyrics, in perfect sync with the music!

Use the equalizer for a better sound or improve your discography’s cover arts by adding new ones.

Works as a scrobbler for almost every other music and radio player. It even supports ALAC/FLAC

Key features

� Support to Android Wear (even scrobbling from Google Play Music and Spotify)

� Full Spotify, rdio, Rhapshody, Play Music support with FloatingLyrics™

� Super fast MusicID for unlimited Shazam-like tags with lyrics

� Search for lyrics by typing words, artist names, or song titles

� Sing along by removing the song’s vocals (Android 4.1+)
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[1]musiXmatch Music Player Lyrics (Playboard) | [2]musiXmatch Music Player Lyrics (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.musixmatch.android.lyrify
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.musixmatch.android.lyrify&hl=en
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See 360 degree Photos collection in Android Mobile (2014-07-05 22:39) - Prophet Hacker

Have you ever watch 360 degree photo in android phone.These type of photo is diffrent from others ,this is
like a panaroma pictures.So if you wanna play these type of hd pictures in phone download these app.This
app has collection of 360 degree panaroma photos for android mobile.

Mobile application for uploading Android 4.2 Photo Spheres to

[1]SphereShare.net (Playboard) | [2]SphereShare.net (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/cz.kinst.jakub.sphereshare
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cz.kinst.jakub.sphereshare&hl=en
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Stop the Music,WiFi and Bluetooth of Android phone in set Time (2014-07-05 23:16)
- Prophet Hacker

This is one of my favourite app because this is stop music when i falling sleep.This app has more abalities like
stop wifi,bluetooth,stop podcast,reboot phone and power off your phone in set timer.Whenever you listen
music ,sleep comes then open sleep timer app and set the time.
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Sleeptimer Android App

Sleep Timer lets you fall asleep to your favorite music. You simply start your music, and then set the
countdown timer. At the end of the countdown, Sleep Timer softly fades your music out and stops it.
Allowing you to get your precious sleep and stops your battery from draining.
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Listen to music while falling asleep

Sleep Timer softly lowers the volume and then turns your music off. It works just like a Sleep Timer on the
stereo or TV.

Use your favorite music player or even YouTube!

Select how long you want the music to play

This intuitive and beautiful user interface allows you to effortlessly set the duration of the timer and start
it.

Create presets for your frequently used timers

With our presets, you can switch between standard timers with just one tap

Prevent your battery from draining

At the end of the timer, the music is stopped* to prevent your phone from playing music all night and
draining the battery.

*For some apps, pausing the music does not work. In that case the phone volume will set to mute as a last
resort. In this case, the music will continue playing.

Shake to extend timer

Sometimes falling asleep is not that easy. Our shake to extend allows you to shake the phone to extend the
duration of the timer, without you having to unlock your phone.

[1]Sleep Timer (Turn music off) (Playboard) | [2]Sleep Timer (Turn music off) (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/ch.pboos.android.SleepTimer
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ch.pboos.android.SleepTimer&hl=en
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Make Your Android Look Like Latest Google Android L OS (2014-07-08 22:36)
- Prophet Hacker

Google released Android L preview for limited headsets.So not every user get android L updates.But we get
feel like Android L. So here we learn how can we get look and feel like Android L os.

Recently we post

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HOW TO APPLY:

1. Download a custom launcher from above (Nova, Apex, ADW, Smart, Action, Unicon, Go, etc)
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2. Open the Moonshine application and hit ”Apply Theme”

3. Select your dedicated launcher and you are set to go!

4. To access the wallpapers, simply go into the app, select wallpapers, and pick from over a dozen homemade
walls!

This thing is awesome you can make your phone look more awesome than others.

[1]Moonshine - Icon Pack (Playboard) | [2]Moonshine - Icon Pack (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/nexbit.icons.moonshine
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nexbit.icons.moonshine&hl=en
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How Can I Earn Free Talktime with Ladoo Android App (2014-07-09 11:13) - Prophet Hacker

Recently [1]+Prophet Hacker written a post on

In ladooo android app second way to earn money is referral ,when you give referral you earn 5rs talktime
at omce.This method is awesome you can earn 1000rs+ of free talktime in android mobile. You can give
your referral link on social networking sites,whatsapp and mail service and say your friends to download
them.Below screenshot you see every referrral give 5rs.
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Ladoo android app works almost every network provider.You can earn ya make free talktime recharge on
Idea,airtel,aircel,uninor,tata docomo,bsnl and reliance. You can redeem your recharge on DTH services.

You can recharge your phone ya recharge any mobile number with ladooo android app.
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So friends [2]download ladooo android apk from google play store and earn free recharge money.

1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
2. http://ladooo.com/2027117962
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Download Don’t touch White Tiles Arcade Game (2014-07-09 20:38) - Prophet Hacker

This game is awesome because its arcadeness. This game has huge downloads on IOS and Android.This
game has some intelligent guts lots of puzzling and more fun.

Watch your step, DON’T TOUCH ANY WHITE TILES! This is the core rule of this addictive game. Sounds
easy? Give it a try, and see how well you stack up against your friends.

Piano Tiles is a game where the player has to tap on the black tiles and when each black tile is tapped, it
will form a ”charming piano sound effect”.If the player taps on a white tile, the player will lose the game,
and then a discord of a piano sound will make sound.

Download Don’t touch any tiles apk from google play store.

Features:

• Charming piano soundtracks

• 20 awesome game modes

• Smooth gameplay

• Clear user interface

• Game Service support

• Social network sharing

• Colorful Themes

There are 5 main modes in the game:

- Classic mode, get to 25/50 black tiles as soon as possible.

- Arcade mode, tap as many of the dark tiles as you can without missing a single one.

- Zen mode, tap as many dark tiles as you can in 15/30 seconds.

- Rush mode, like arcade mode but with no speed limit.

- Relay mode, tap 50 dark tiles in 8/10/12 seconds to get another 8/10/12 seconds and another 50 tile target.
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- Arcade+, including Bomb / Lightning / Double / Bilayer / Undetermined modes.

[1]Don’t Tap The White Tile (Playboard) | [2]Don’t Tap The White Tile (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.umonistudio.tile
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.umonistudio.tile&hl=en
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Download Cross Dj Mix app for Android (2014-07-09 23:14) - Prophet Hacker

If you are a music lover ya Dj Mixer this app is made for you.This Dj app works on android mobile.This is
one of the best app to mix two songs in android mobile. Previosly we post about

The best pro DJ app on Android. Mix tracks in perfect sync on a powerful audio engine. Engineered by
Mixvibes, digital DJing pioneer for 15 years.

”Good looks, great sounding FX, great sync engine, ‘slip’ mode, proper loops and cues.” DJ
TechTools

Features

/// MIX IN PERFECT SYNC

• Accurate BPM detection of your music, down to the last decimal.

• Stable Sync: one-press, and the 2 tracks never go out of phase.

• Split Mono: Pre-listen your music tracks before mixing them (in-app)

• Progressive, manual pitch bend.

• Customizable, manual pitch range (4, 8, 16, 32, 100 %).

• Accurate Beat-grid editing: make any track sync properly

• Parallel waveforms mode to visually check if your tracks are synced.

• New Quantize feature : hot cues and loops are automatically set on the beat.

• Smart-seek: Tap on the waveform to fast-forward & get a seamless jump.

• Automix: Let Cross DJ mix your tracks and play music automatically, from any sources (in-app)

• External mixer: control EQs and crossfader with hardware mixers (in-app)

/// OUTSTANDING AUDIO PERFORMANCE

• Best mix performance for mixing an Android DJ app.

• Low latency: music reacts instantly to your actions.

• Extremely realistic scratch sound as on real turntables.

• 1 effect (Low-pass) Visit the in-app store to get more awesome effects!

• Keylock mode: change BPM without affecting the tone (in-app purchase)

• No loading time when starting-up the app.

• Autogain: automatically equalizes the levels of 2 tracks.

• SoundCloud integration: Play streamed tracks in seconds.

/// INTUITIVE INTERFACE

• 2 turntables, full-fledged 3-band EQ mixer - with DJM EQ preset.

• Sampler: 12 sample banks + possibility to record your own samples (in-app purchase)

• Large buttons, optimized for small screens.

• Crossfader with 3 modes: cut, autofade, normal.
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• Music player is compatible with MP3s, AAC, FLAC and more.

• Multiple sorting options: Sort your library by title, artist, album, BPM or length.

• History pane: display previously mixed tracks.

• Navigation by folder.

• Adjust the tempo by moving the turntable forward / backward.

• Large control pads: XY effect pad, 16 hot-cues pads.

• Display remaining time of your tracks.

• Optimized for mobile & tablet.

• Mix Soundcloud : Explore, play and mix all SoundCloud. No premium account needed.

• Optimized for Intel processors.

/// MINIMUM CONFIGURATION REQUIRED

• Android 4.1

• 4” screen

• RAM: 1GB

• Dual-core processor

[1]Cross DJ Free - Mix your music (Playboard) | [2]Cross DJ Free - Mix your music (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.mixvibes.crossdjfree
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mixvibes.crossdjfree&hl=en
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LokLok: Connected Lockscreen new social messaging app (2014-07-10 13:50)
- Prophet Hacker

Many type of social networking and messaging app avalible for android mobile.But Loklok is diffrent from
others.This messaging and social networking app working on android lockscreen .This is one, who diffrent
from others.Now loklok beta version download avalible in google play store.Loklok has many unique features
listed below.Loklok an app which can offers android smartphone a best android lockscreen experiance.
LokLok :Connected Lockscreen
Connect with your friends right on your lock screen. Leave notes, drawings and photos for them to see when
they switch on their phones.
LokLok is designed to replace the standard lock screen with one that can be shared with other smartphones.
It has been in closed beta testing for several months before launching in its open beta version on Sunday. It
allows users to even draw on their lock screens by just touching the display with their finger or stylus.
HOW IT WORKS:
LokLok replaces your standard lock screen with a shared white board that is always in sync between you
and whoever you are connected to.
When you connect with one or more people your lock screens become synchronised. You will all see the
same screen every time you switch on your phones. Whatever one of you does on that screen is updated on
everyone else’s phone immediately and silently.
WHAT’S SO COOL ABOUT IT:
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• Grab your phone and it’s there, start drawing without unlocking your phone

• Leave a note for others, it’s the first thing they’ll see when they reach for their phone

• Use it with your significant other or a group of close friends and stay in touch throughout the day

• Works like a white board, erase what’s there or draw over it

• Take a photo to put on your friend’s screen and draw over the photos they take

• Share your images on social media

• Groups are completely private, nobody can see you or search for you

• No history is saved, once you erase it it’s gone

SEE IT IN ACTION:

Video walkthrough 1 - How it works

[1]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o-GZJQqQqE

[2]LokLok: Connected Lock Screen (Playboard) | [3]LokLok: Connected Lock Screen (Play Store)

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o-GZJQqQqE
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/co.loklok
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.loklok&hl=en
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See live Download Internet Speed in Android Screen with Network Monitor
(2014-07-10 14:42) - Prophet Hacker

We are true lovers of internet and we like live statistics of Internet speed in Phone or PC.

Android does not show network connection statistics on screen. You do not know the current internet
bandwidth used for upload and download.

So here we setup live statistics Internet Speed in android Phone.You can see your High Internet Speed in
Android Phone Screen.With the help of this app you can see your download and upload Internet Speed in
android phone.

Network Monitor Mini : See live Internet Speed in Android Phone

Network Monitor Mini is a mini network monitor.The app allows you to keep a tiny readout of your current
network upload and download speeds floating on top of whatever else you’re doing. This lets you keep an
eye on which websites are dump your data, and how, in real time. This information can be placed ya shown
on corner of your screen.

This is a mini network monitor for your phone. It monitors the upload and download speed per second. It
will always stay in the corner of your phone’s screen. You can set the indicator to any corner of the screen,
customize the color and transparency of the indicator. In this way, you can enjoy surfing internet, just like
what you do in your PC! You can record the live network information for your WiFi / 3G / 4G network
speed!

Network Monitor Mini features:

� Live Network Traffic Meter (Speed / Data Rate)
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� Custom Prefix (U: / D: etc.)

� Custom Color, Width, Height, Font, Font size, Transparency value

� Hide /s Suffix (per second)

[1]Network Monitor Mini (Playboard) | [2]Network Monitor Mini (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/info.kfsoft.android.TrafficIndicator
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.kfsoft.android.TrafficIndicator&hl=en
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Monitor Storage Data in new way with Disk Usage (2014-07-10 15:46) - Prophet Hacker

See storage data info in new way by disk usage android app.This app can show your storage info in
columns.Disk usage UI is very user friendly.Disk usage present your data info in blocks.You see your folder
storage and app storage in sd card with Disk usage android app.You can monitor your storage by this android
app.

There’s no interpretation of data required here! It’s great if you want to identify large files and clear up
space.

DiskUsage provides a way to find files and directories on storage card which consume a lot of space.

Displays diagram with directories/subdirectories proportional to their size.
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[1]DiskUsage (Playboard) | [2]DiskUsage (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.google.android.diskusage
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.diskusage&hl=en
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Modern Combat 5 Blackout Download avalible for Android in 24July,2014
(2014-07-10 20:52) - Prophet Hacker

Modern Combat is a first person shooter video game for android mobile.This android mobile game series has
4 version .

Modern Combat 4 is a latest update of the Modern Combat Series.Modern Combat 4 apk avalible on google
play for download.

Modern Combat 5: Blackout features a unified character progression system for the single player and multi-
player versions of the game, along with four soldier classes — assault, heavy, recon, and sniper — each with
their dedicated skill-set. The game also features new vehicles, better visuals and new combat environments.

Gameloft has confirmed that the game would require continuous online connectivity, even when in single
player mode, because of unified character progression. Multiplayer gameplay will be a huge factor in Modern
Combat 5: Blackout, as it has been in earlier games in the series. The game has four multiplayer modes —
Capture the Flag, Free for All, Team Battle and VIP, with support for up to 12 players at the same time.
Controller support will be available, but is unlikely to make its way in time for the launch.

Modern Combat 5: Blackout is the latest instalment in the first person shooter franchise for mobile, and
includes four character classes - heavy, recon, assault and sniper. The game would also feature spec-ops
missions that would let users perform different objectives like covering allies, clearing a building, eliminating
a single target, and much more.

Besides improved graphics and new single player features, Modern Combat 5: Blackout also comes with
multiplayer gaming mode that supports up to 6 vs 6 players at a time. The game also comes with Two Kill
streak packages with 6 different abilities namely Airstrike, Bomber, Assistant drone, Auto-turret, EMP, and
Recon Helicopter.
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We’ve already seen the gorgeous graphics teased time and time again, plus, the new game is expected to
come with some special tweaks for octa-core chips (like the MT6592).

Gameloft releases Modern Combat 5(MC5) :Blackout Trailor is awesome and also avalible for download by
click on [1]this link

IFRAME: [2]//www.youtube.com/embed/zjz614QVyfQ

’Modern Combat 5: Blackout’ Gameplay for android - 15 Minutes

IFRAME: [3]//www.youtube.com/embed/BHKbd0q4dbQ

1. https://www.ssyoutube.com/watch?v=zjz614QVyfQ
2. file://www.youtube.com/embed/zjz614QVyfQ
3. file://www.youtube.com/embed/BHKbd0q4dbQ
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See 2014-15 India Budget in Android Mobile with Many Ways (2014-07-10 23:56)
- Prophet Hacker

In India The Budget 2014 will be released .This budget has many expectations.Why I write this post here
because I am an Indian and all Indian need to know your India Budget.So how can you analyze all India
Budget 2014-15 in Android Mobile.There is many ways like see Budget 2014 website and visit website.

But here you provide you many type of Intelligent ways to see Indian Budget 2014.The Budget 2014 date is
most Important date in Indian Economic.So here is the way to see Indian Budget 2014 in Android Mobile.

Download News Android App:NDTV

You can see all discussions ,hot topics and news about Budget 2014 on this news android app.You can read
budget 2014 in Hindi and English.

You can found very detail information here like Indian Budget 2014 Income Tax and Education topic.So
friends download these android app to know more about budget 2014.

Visit Indian Budget 2014 Official Website in Android Mobile Web Browser

Visit [1] Indianbudget.nic.in to know more about Indian Budget 2014 Officiallly.This website in two
languages Hindi or English .So you can read Indian Budget 2014 in Hindi or English.

1. http://indiabudget.nic.in/budget.asp
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Create Fake Screenshots for FB,News,Twitter,Messages,Websites and Plane Tickets
(2014-07-11 17:06) - Prophet Hacker

We live in that world,there is anyhing happen and possible.You can make or create fake Google status on
facebook,tweet on twitter and lots of more.Create fake newspaper and put a news that google has been
hacked by you.Create fake conversations between two people that will never happened.

Sure, that was faked with the help of one of these services listed below. The real interesting part is that
every single App creates Screenshot that is comparable to the real one. So people don’t really know, if these
kind of Web Apps exists but now you know, they do. Here are some services that will make and create fake
screenshots.

Create Fake Facebook Activity Screenshots for fake FB comments

Create Fake Screenshots of Aeroplanes Fake Tickets

Create fake screenshots of Message in Iphone

Create fake Screenshot of Twitter tweet and Converstions

Create Fake Screenshot of Any Newspaper Headline
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Create Fake Screenshots of Any website

[1]NewsJack: This website is above the line of all web apps.This web app can edit any website what you
want.You can change website content what you want.Add your fake content what you want.This is one of
the great apps to make fake screenshot of any edit device.

So next time if you see anything that looks too good to be real, you know where it has come from. Create
Fake Screenshots and prank your friends.

1. http://newsjack.in/
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Plague Inc. Simulated Game Update with Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
(2014-07-11 17:50) - Prophet Hacker

Can you infect the world? Plague Inc. is a unique mix of high strategy and terrifyingly realistic simulation.

This game is Brilliantly executed with innovative gameplay and built from the ground up for touchscreen,
Plague Inc. from developer Ndemic Creations evolves the strategy genre and pushes mobile gaming (and
you) to new levels. It’s You vs. the world - only the strongest can survive!
��� #1 top game globally with 200 million+ games played ���
This game is best simulated for infected epidemic virus.Game has actually inspired by planet of the apes
movie.This is a infection based strategy game Plague Inc.
Now, instead of having birds, rats and other animals carry your disease, you can select apes as well, since they
are taking over the world. You can take on new mutations that allow ape-to-ape transmission or increase
their cognitive function to help fuel the spread of disease.
All of these actions line up with the story line that the new Planet of the Apes movie is running with, so if
you enjoy the movies, this would definitely be something to look into.
Features:
� Stunning HD graphics with a highly polished interface (Contagion guaranteed)
� Highly detailed, hyper-realistic world with advanced AI (Outbreak management)
� Comprehensive in-game help and tutorial system (I am Legendarily helpful)
� 12 different disease types with radically different strategies to master (12 Monkeys?)
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� Full Save/Load functionality (28 Saves Later!)

� 50+ countries to infect, hundreds of traits to evolve and thousands of world events to adapt to (Pandemic
evolved)

� Full game support for scoreboards and achievements

� Expansion updates add the mind controlling Neurax Worm, the zombie producing Necroa Virus, Speed
Runs and real life Scenarios!

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/0rLPsnc6S _4

[2]Plague Inc. (Playboard) | [3]Plague Inc. (Play Store)

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/0rLPsnc6S_4
2. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.miniclip.plagueinc
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.miniclip.plagueinc&hl=en
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Download Free Best Voice Recorder Android Apk (2014-07-11 18:40) - Prophet Hacker

Download one of the best free Voice recorder app apk on google play is choosing a tough work.So here is a
solution don’t go anywhere download these android app this is one othe best voice recorder android app for
android phone.
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Smart Voice Recorder Android App

Smart Voice Recorder designed for high quality long-time sound recording with skipping relative silence on-
the-fly. For example, you can use it for record night sleep talks (or snoring:)), business meetings, a regular
day of your babysitter, how you sing or play the guitar and so on. It’s fantastic! And you may use it as
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regular voice recorder with simple and nice user interface. Give it a try!

NOTE: This app is not call recorder. May not work properly on some handsets. User interface not optimized
for tablets yet. Recordings in this format cannot be sent via text/sms/mms.So Download these free voice
recorder android apk from google store for free.

Features:

- automatic and manual sensitivity control for Skip silence mode (Beta)

- live audio spectrum analyzer

- wave/pcm encoding with adjustable sample rate (8-44 kHz)

- recording in background (even when display is off)

- microphone gain calibration tool

- save/pause/resume/cancel recording process control

- storage and directory change (default: sdcard/SmartVoiceRecorder)

- remaining recording time showed on home screen, limited only by available space on your storage (and tech.
limit 2GB per file)

- easy to use recordings list

- send/share a recording via email, whatsapp, dropbox, etc.

- set a recording as an ringtone, alarm or notification in one click

[1]Smart Voice Recorder (Playboard) | [2]Smart Voice Recorder (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/com.andrwq.recorder
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.andrwq.recorder&hl=en
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Microsoft try Something new in Officially Climate-Weather Android App
(2014-07-13 21:41) - Prophet Hacker

Microsoft Android Team develop a new android app names Climatology.This app tells a whether information
in intelligent way.This free android whether climate is first whether app released by Microsoft.This app try
something new in weather android apps market.

Climatology Android App
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Microsoft’s new Climatology app makes it simple to check weather conditions anywhere on Earth. If you do
use Android, the Microsoft Research-developed app can show you a location’s temperature, humidity and
the average amount of rain and sunshine it’ll get during a particular month.

The app officially says
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Climatology gives you climate information for anywhere on Earth: temperature, rain and sunni-
ness. Whether finding where are the warm, dry places to go on holiday in December, or avoiding
rain for your wedding, to finding out what the climate is like in Kazakhstan in April, Clima-
tology allows you to discover the information you want. Climatology is powered by Microsoft
Research’s technology, developed by Microsoft’s environmental scientists for climate-related sci-
entific research. Climatology now makes this information easily available to everyone.

[1]Climatology (Playboard) | [2]Climatology (Play Store)

1. http://playboard.me/android/apps/net.cloudapp.fetchclimate.climatology
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.cloudapp.fetchclimate.climatology&hl=en
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Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 1 (2014-07-13 23:11) - Prophet Hacker

Android Hacking Apps is a word that most searched on Google.But when you search it on google ,I think
you not find useful apps for hacking and Penetration Testing on Android.

Many new fake android hacking and security apps are come in Internet for Android Mobile.Here i provide you
series of Security and Hacking android apps that turns your android phone into a Hacking Machine.Basically
[1]+Prophet Hacker start a series of Free android hacking tools on prophethacker blog. In this series we post
Top 3 Best Free Hacking and Security tools for Android every Week. In this series you got a full collection
of hacking and security apps.

When we start android hacking first topic is how to hack WiFi password network. First ,I tell you there
is no app on Internet and Google play there is hack wifi password hack directly from android mobile.Many
fake and prank apps avalible on google play store that can make fool you.

But we can breach WiFi network if we connected with WiFi network.We can stop other user WiFi Internet
Connection from our android mobile.This is called a WiFi Network hacking not a wifi password hacking.This
is simple hack by any android mobile.You can also see what websites open by other user on same network.You
can stop other wifi internet connection and gain internet in your android mobile.

This app can monitor all wifi network your phone.This app gives you all type of information like who
connected your wifi network.You can run various type of scans like port scan,upnp scan,ping and more.

In Internet world your identity is your ip and mac address.So here we discuss how can you change ya spoof
your mac address in android mobile phone.Changing mac is good decission in limit data wifi like colleges
and KFC.

[2]
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Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 2 coming on next week.

1. https://plus.google.com/104258817923751830712
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/06/changespoof-mac-address-of-androidphone.html
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Create Art and Cartoons in Android Mobile (2014-07-14 10:15) - Prophet Hacker

If you wanna cartoonist and artist downloaad these free android app.This app makes a cartoonist ,you can
create cartoons with these app without any tech skills.These android is creating cartoons in android mobile
like professional.

**Anyone can be an animator. Any idea matters.**

Animation Desk : Create Cartoons in Android Mobile

You have long heard it from your iPhone/iPad friend now here it is. Hand-drawn animations right on your
tablet! No tools needed- just your fingers and Animation Desk and off you go. The drawing interface
provided by Animation Desk for Android resembles the real working environment of a professional animator
who completes each frame of an animation on a specially-designed desk, the animation desk.

Animation Desk for Android provides an easy, friendly, and intuitive drawing environment so that everyone
can enjoy creating their own animated works. Come join us to appreciate the beauty of traditional animations!

Simply sketch on the screen with your fingers and turn the drawings into animations in just a few steps. You
will soon find yourself become the creator of your own fantasy land.
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********************
Main Features:
�Friendly and gorgeous user interface
Realistic scene for animation creating
�Various painting tools with pressure sensitivity
Pencil, crayon, fountain pen, three types of brush and eraser
� Color selection palettes
Give your works life by decorating it with more than 100 vivid colors
� Adjustable size and opacity for the brushes and eraser
Manage every stroke to your liking
�Background images
Animate your ideas with ease by inserting your favorite picture as the static background
�Onion Skinning
See an overlay of adjacent frames
�Four sets of frame rate supported
The smoothness of your animation depends on the frame rate and you can choose from 3FPS to 24FPS
(frame per second).
�Easy file management
Create and manage files under the thumbnail mode
�Powerful frame manager
Editing, coping, moving, deleting frames is like a summer breeze
[1]Google Play Link
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kdanmobile.android.animationdesk
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Top 5 Best Free Android Launcher Apps (2014-07-14 14:19) - Prophet Hacker

Android is customize machine,you can customize it whatever you want.So here we revealed Top 5 best
android launchers apps that can make your android better machine.Basically launcher presents the main
view of the device and is responsible for starting other apps and hosting live widgets.In the google play
store many launchers avalible but only few are the best.Android launchers change the view and look of your
device.Android launchers is the revolutionary apps in android personaliztion.

Top 5 Best Free Android Launcher Apps

Nova Launcher

The highly customizable, performance driven, home screen replacement launcher apps for android mobile.

Nova Launcher is the original and most polished customizable launcher for modern Android phone.

Nova Launcher replaces your home screen with one you control and can customize. Change icon themes,
colors, layouts, animations and more.
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Nova Launcher Features

•�Ok, Google - Use Google Search’s hotword right from the home screen, just say the words Ok, Google.
Note: Google does not support all devices or locales yet. This limitaiton applies to Nova Launcher as well.

•�Color Theme - Set the highlight accent color for the launcher

��Also individual Color controls for labels, folders, unread count badges, drawer tabs and background

•�Icon Themes - Find thousands of icon themes for Nova Launcher on the Play Store

•�Subgrid positioning - Much greater control than standard launchers, Nova Launcher allows you to snap
icons or widgets half way through the desktop grid cells

•�Customize App Drawer - Custom tabs, Vertical or Horizontal scrolling, Custom effects

•�Infinite scroll - Never far from your favorite page, loop through the desktop or drawer continously

•�Backup/Restore - Sophisticated backup/restore system allowing you to backup your desktop layout and
launcher settings

•�Scrollable Dock - Create multiple docks and scroll between them

•�Widgets in dock - Place any widget in your dock, such as a 4x1 music player widget

•�Import Layout - No need to rebuild your desktop from scratch, Nova Launcher can import from most
popular launchers. Including the one that came with your phone.

•�Fast - Nova Launcher is highly optimized to do it’s work quickly and quietly, keeping the animations
smooth and letting you use your phone as fast as you can move your fingers.

Yahoo Aviate Launcher Features:

� Simple, beautiful navigation — Transforms your phone into four, easy-to-navigate screens to make every
interaction faster and more efficient.
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� Adapts to you — Shows you different apps based on your current context and time of day.

� Stay organized — Automatically categorizes your apps into Collections based on function.

� App recommendations — Recommends apps based on what you have installed and the latest ratings in
Google Play.

� Stay in touch — Contact your Favorite People with one swipe up instead of digging through your contacts.

� Customizations for simplicity — Edit the apps in your Collections, choose between two Themes, create
Shortcuts, install Icon Packs, add Widgets and change your Home Image to make Aviate you own.

EVERYDAY USES:

� Wake up, and Aviate automatically shows you how long you’ve slept, the weather and news for the day.

� When at work, Aviate gives you easy access to all the apps you need to get your job done, plus intelligent
calendar features like one-tap calling to conference calls, emailing to meeting attendees and more!

� While on the road, Aviate automatically gives you traffic conditions and directions home.

� Go to dinner, and Aviate automatically shows you photos, tips and restaurant reviews.

� Plug in your headphones, and Aviate shows you music apps and extra information about the artist/band
you’re listening to, like recent Tweets, upcoming concerts and bios.

Smart Launcher 2 Features

The Flower

It gives you access to the most common apps. No need to select every time a specific app for the activity
you want to start. The double tap option allows you to launch a second activity from the same icon.

The Drawer

It automatically organizes your apps into a few important categories. Exploring and finding your apps has
never been so easy.

Themes and lockscreens

Almost every element of the UI is customizable. SL2 supports every Apex and Nova icon set, and more than
300 themes have been created specifically for Smart Launcher!

Plugins, Notifications and Customizable gestures

Add features by installing what you need. Get notifications directly on your homescreen

and assign gestures to your favorite apps to allow you to start them faster.

Hide unused apps

You can hide whatever apps you want, and if you want to protect your apps against prying eyes you can
protect them with a password.

Standout features include:

• A sliding Quickdrawer for instant access to all your apps and widgets.
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• Covers, an innovative new way to quickly launch apps and shortcuts without compromising the look of
your carefully crafted home screen.

• Shutters, a unique feature that unlocks the power and potential of Android widgets. Swipe an app icon,
and that app’s widget is automatically created and displayed.

• Quickpage, a fully featured home screen accessible from the right edge of the screen.

• With 1-Swipe, you can access the Quickdrawer and Quickpage from any app on your device, whether
Action Launcher is running or not (Pro only).

• Quicksearch, a fast and powerful feature that allows you to search for apps, contacts and even music
directly from the action bar.

• Translucent status and navigation bars (requires Android 4.4).

• Android’s unique and powerful action bar is fully integrated into your desktop.

• Full tablet support (including the Nexus 10).

• Icon pack and icon scaling support (Pro only).

• Layouts can be backed up and restored to and from an SD card.

• Strong Play Store integration.

• All of the settings you expect from custom launcher: specify apps to hide, adjustable number of home
screen pages, grid sizes, page margins, dock toggles, lock desktop, resize any widget, etc (some features
require Pro).

Action Launcher allows you to import from your existing layout from other launchers such as Apex, Nova,
Google Launcher, Sense, TouchWiz and the stock Android launcher, so you’ll instantly feel right at home.

Go Launcher Ex Features

- Smart card to show tips or info right time on right place (New)

- GO Panel to add frequently used features with just one click (New)

- More than 10,000 personalized themes (keep increasing)

- Super smooth flipping and transition effects provided by 3D core

- 25+ fancy transition effects

- 15+ widgets available for free (weather, clock, switch, calendar…)

- Launch apps using gestures

[1]Google Play Link

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gau.go.launcherex&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Android Apps for Download Manager (2014-07-15 17:30) - Prophet Hacker

Everybody face a slow download problem in android mobile.Everybody we download lots of file in android
mobile.We want high speed in android mobile.So the solution is getting high speed download in android
mobile is download manager for android.Here we presents top 5 best free download manager for android.

Top 5 Best Android Apps for Download Manager

Android Download Manger

Android Download Manager is the best download manager for Android phones. You can quickly download
all kinds of files from Internet. It can pause, resume, restart and cancel any download. It automatically
detects links from the Web browser, so you do not need to copy and paste them in the app.

Features

- Download files in parallel parts to increase and accelerate the download speed

- Resume paused or broken downloads

- Pause, cancel and restart any download

- Support for large file downloads (over 4 GB)

- Download all kinds of files: videos, music, photos, software, documents(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF),
ZIP, RAR, etc.

- Run in background

- Several files may be downloaded simultaneously or in queue

- Automatically detects the links from your Web browser or you can manually add some links.
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_

[1]Download Turbo Download Manger from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.okythoos.android.tdmpro
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Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 2 (2014-07-15 20:41) - Prophet Hacker

Now we come up again with new android hacking apps and tools for android mobile.Previous we post

Now we present top 3 best android hacking and security tools android apk for your android mobile.

Top 4-6 Best Free Android Hacking and Security Apps

Terminal Emulator : Give Linux Commands to android

Access your Android’s built-in Linux command line shell. Unleash your inner geek!.With this android app
you can give all commands to android mobile directly and your android response them.

Top Features

+ Full Linux terminal emulation.

+ Multiple windows.

+ Launcher short cuts.

+ UTF-8 text.

Quick FAQ:

+ If you are having trouble entering text, try installing the free ”Hacker’s Keyboard IME”. (Especially if you
have a Samsung or HTC device.)

+ This app isn’t a game emulator.

+ This app won’t help you root your phone or change your phone’s IMIE.

+ You need to know (or be willing to learn) how to use the Linux command line to use this app.

+ You may want to install a set of command line utilities like ”Busy Box” or ”Debian chroot” in order to
add commands beyond the commands that come built into your Android device
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This client allows you to connect to Secure Shell servers that typically run on UNIX-based servers.

FAQs:

How can I access to my device once the application is running?

Windows users:

- File Transfer: WinSCP (http://winscp.net).

- Remote Shell: PuTTY (http://goo.gl/XbTF)

Linux users:

- File Transfer: natively supported by most file managers (like Nautilus or Dolphin), just enter the sftp
address displayed as ”Location”.

- Remote Shell: run ’ssh’ from the terminal.

[1]Download SSHDroid from Google Play Store

[2]Top 1-3 Best Free Android Security and Hacking Apps

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=berserker.android.apps.sshdroid
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps.html
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Download Adobe Photoshop Express for Android (2014-07-16 12:36) - Prophet Hacker

All people known Adobe Photoshop is one of the best image editing software.This comes also for an-
droid.Adobe photoshop for android mobile is technically free.Edit your photos with adobe photoshop in
android mobile is so cool.

Adobe Photoshop Express Android App

The Photoshop Express 2.3 update brings blemish removal, the ability to remove fog and haze with Defog,
to import RAW photos, and to control the intensity of Looks.

Snap. Edit. Share. Smile. Photo magic at your fingertips. ��

On-the-go photo editing was never so fun, fast, and cool. Touch your way to better-looking pictures with
automatic fixes and filters.

Get more of what you want: ��

•Basics: Crop, straighten, rotate, and flip your photos. Remove red eye, and pet eye.

•Auto-Fix: A one-touch adjustment for contrast, exposure, and white balance. �

•Blemish Removal: With one touch, remove spots, dirt, and dust from your photos.

•Color: Slide controls for clarity, contrast, exposure, highlights, shadows, temperature, tint, sharpen and
vibrance. �

•One-touch filters “Looks”: Choose from more than 20 eye-catching effects! And now control the intensity
of Looks.

•New image rendering engine improves performance and enables handling of large file sizes – i.e. panoramic
photos.

•Borders: Add a distinctive personal touch to your photos with 15 borders and frames. Express yourself!

•RAW photo support: Import and edit photos in RAW format.

•Add the Premium Looks pack to give your photos fun, fresh looks with 20 new one-touch filters.*

•Add the Advanced Paid Pack (formerly called Noise Reduction Pack). This pack includes:

-Noise Reduction to minimize unwanted grain and speckling in your night photos.

-Defog to reduce fog and haze from photos.*
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[1]Download Adobe Photoshop Express from Google Play Here

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adobe.psmobile
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Sonic Jump Forever Android Game released by SEGA (2014-07-16 13:14) - Prophet Hacker

SEGA is big gamemaker in game industry.So they released a game for android and ios .This game named is
Sonic Jump Fever.This is one of the best new action games for android mobile.This game has try some new
experiments and i like it.Sonic jump forever has stynning graphics and awesome gameplay.

Sonic Jump Forever New Android Game Review

This android game is free but ad-supported though. I’ve been playing around with it all day and there’s an
awful lot of ads that pop-up every time you finish a level. There’s also unlockable characters and items in
your usual freemium game style. Still it’s a really fun game that should keep anyone entertained for a while,
especially if you’re a fan of Sonic.

This game music is so awesome.
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Catch the FEVER in an explosive race against the clock! Compete with Sonic and friends in high-speed
bursts of vertical jumping mayhem. FREE and based on SEGA’s hit Sonic Jump.

Prove you are the best. Rack up huge combos to blast past your friends’ high scores. Use boosters, upgrades,
unique character abilities to maximize your score. Then kick into overdrive with Fever Mode and hit the top
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of the Leaderboard!

Game Features

JUMP REVOLUTION

The all-new, free-to-play, Sonic Jump experience features quick-to-play explosive races against time!

CHALLENGE YOUR FRIENDS

Compete with friends for the highest score. Play and post your scores on a Leaderboard that you share with
your friends. The leaderboard updates instantly after every turn. So the competition never ends.

SHATTER YOUR SCORES

Unleash FEVER mode to enter hyper-speed for earth-shattering scores.

PLAY & UPGRADE A CAST OF CHARACTERS

Play as Sonic, Knuckles and a host of famous characters. Upgrade their unique moves and abilities to help
them soar to the skies.

UNLOCK THE POWER OF THE CHAO

Recruit a legendary Chao from the Sonic universe! Find all the Chao to help you beat badniks, search for
hidden rings and many more unique abilities!

Now download sonic jump forever android game.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/PuMeEnWobCI?rel=0

[2]Download Sonic Jump Forever Android apk from Google Play Store

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/PuMeEnWobCI?rel=0
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sega.sonicjumpfever
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Top 5 Best Free Video Player for Android (2014-07-16 18:29) - Prophet Hacker

Download Guardians of the Galaxy HD Trailor in android mobile.Now we confused what player is best for
playing hd videos on android mobile.In android market there are many apps that offers free hd playing video
on android mobile.But they are not best.Here we presents our Top 5 best android apps for video playing in
android mobile.Video Player is one the most used app on any android mobile.

Here is our pick of the top 5 best free Android apps in the category of video and moviesa Players, you should
install.

Top 5 Best Free Video Player for Android Mobile

1. MX Player

MX Player - The best way to enjoy your movies.MX player is the most downloaded video player from google
play store.This android video player is awesome.This android video player supported all type of features a
normal user want.All type of video,subtitle and movies supported by this android video player.
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a) HARDWARE ACCELERATION - Hardware acceleration can be applied to more videos with the
help of new H/W decoder.

b) MULTI-CORE DECODING - MX Player is the first Android video player which supports multi-
core decoding. Test result proved that dual-core device’s performance is up to 70 % better than single-core
devices.

c) PINCH TO ZOOM, ZOOM AND PAN - Easily zoom in and out by pinching and swiping across
the screen. Zoom and Pan is also available by option.

d) SUBTITLE GESTURES - Scroll forward/backward to move to next/previous text, Up/down to move
text up and down, Zoom in/out to change text size.

e) KIDS LOCK - Keep your kids entertained without having to worry that they can make calls or touch
other apps.

Features of this Best Android Video Player App (Moboplayer)

Supports All video formats (need to choose “software decoding” mode in most cases)

You can play videos with Popular subtitle formats such as SRT, ASS, and SAA

Also , Supports the videos with Subtitles built in MKV, MPV, MOV, and others formats.

Multi-audio streams and multi-subtitles

Playlists and continuous play on same type files

Videos streamed through HTTP, RTSP protocols

Media libraries and sort videos by type

Thumbnail displays of videos
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RealPlayer Features:

Online video search, that searches YouTube, Bing and other sites.

Voice commands for search

Videos, Music and photos all in one place

Available in 9 languages

Auto bookmarking of videos

Optimized graphics for high-res devices

Playlists

Features

———-�——–

VLC for Android™ plays most local video and audio files, as well as network streams (including adaptive
streaming), DVD ISOs, like the desktop version of VLC.

VLC for Android has a media library for audio and video files, and allows to browse folders directly.

VLC has support for multi-track audio and subtitles. It supports auto-rotation, aspect-ratio adjustments
and gestures to control volume and brightness.

It also includes a widget for audio control, supports audio headsets control, cover art and a complete audio
media library.

But it’s still in beta. Although you can try this video app in your android device for free.

KM player is a free encoding media player which supports and plays all video files.KM Player’s variety of
functions

KMPlayer mobile application supports a gesture function for speed video playback and sound adjustment

Not just these, KMPlayer mobile application supports an editing function for wherever you want to move
and a video media library function for all of your favorite lists, and so on.

[1]Download KMPlayer from Google Play Here.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kmplayer
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Know Latest 2G-3G Recharge Plans,Talktime Packs and Offers on Android
(2014-07-16 22:55) - Prophet Hacker

iReff tell you which recharge plan and which telecom operator is better for you.This app tell telecom operator
latest plans and offers.

iReff: Know Latest Offer Android App

Before you recharge your prepaid mobile, find the most suitable recharge product / price for your exact
need. iReff app is the quickest and easiest way to get the latest recharge plan and offer information. Browse
through the common benefit categories - Topup, SMS, Data (GPRS / 2G and 3G), Local, STD, ISD. Or try
the powerful full text search feature to find recharges matching your specific need.
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You can find details about Topup Vouchers, Special Tariff Vouchers (STV), Combo Vouchers and Full Talk
Time offers.

Data is updated daily for all operators (BSNL is supported on an experimental basis). The tariff shown
is based on what is published on the operator website and is applicable for EC (easy) recharge from retail
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mobile recharge shops. For other modes of recharge, please confirm from your service provider if they support
tariff published on the operator website.
You can find ex: aircel latest plan for 3g and talktime vouchers
iReff currently support information across all applicable telecom circles for:
* Airtel latest plan for 3g and 2g and talktime
* Aircel
latest plan for 3g and 2g and talktime
* BSNL / MTNL
* Idea
* Loop Mobile
* MTS
* Reliance GSM
* Reliance CDMA
* Tata Docomo
* Tata Indicom
* T24
* Uninor
* Videocon
* Virgin Mobile CDMA
* Virgin Mobile GSM
* Vodafone

[1]Download iReff from Google Play Store
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=in.ireff.android
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Get Notifications Like Android L from Floatify (2014-07-19 17:38) - Prophet Hacker

Floatify is the android app that brings you a feature of Android L OS(android latest OS). The most
prominent feature that the latest version of Floatify introduces is the Android L Like stacked notifications
to all Android devices.You can

The notify on unlock feature will automatically show you all pending notifications as soon as you unlock
your phone. Simple, fast and efficient!

Use the smart blacklist to prevent notification popups when gaming or browsing.

As soon as you leave the app Floatify will show the missed notification.

Floatify actions can be added to your homescreen or directly started from other apps.

This way you can cancel all notifications, open the notif. popup or similar with a simple touch.

Customize popup window style as you like with smooth animations, backgrounds and colors.

FEATURES:

• Notification popups on all apps.

• Auto action on notification

• Auto action after unlocking

• Auto action on lockscreen (Only stock lockscreen!)

• Stacked notifications

• Direct actions like call back / message (If notification app supports it)

• Expand notifications to full size

• Smart blacklist

• Lockscreen preview

• Wake on notification

• Icon pack support (Nova, Go, ADW,..)

• Low battery consumption

• Fast and fluid handling

• Easy configuration

• Backup & Restore settings
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IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/hjM3EJb _u _w?rel=0

[2] Download Floatify from Google Play Store

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/hjM3EJb_u_w?rel=0
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jamworks.floatify
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Make Your Android Look Like iPhone iOS7 (2014-07-19 21:19) - Prophet Hacker

iPhone is rich people toy.Everybody has craze about iPhone, iOS. Some People can’t afford this costly
product. So, as everybody knows that android is getting popular day by day due to it’s customization.
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So, if you are android user who want to change his android into iOS 7 then you are at right place. I am
simply going to tell you the best apps, launchers to covert you smart android into iOS.This will change your
android look and experiance like a iPhone.

Also Read:

Features From Play Store :

• Flat-style.

• Dozens switches or options, which help the launcher matches your Android device perfectly.

• Unique multi-language support; Dozens languages supported, and more and more.

• Design icon by yourself.

• Dozens of themes.

(B)

2.

3.

Features From Play Store :

• The control center in Apple’s flat style.

• Rapidly control system functions, such as Airplane Mode, WiFi, Wireless, Bluetooth, and so on.

• Quick launch the frequently used apps, such as flashlight, clock, calculator and camera.

• Control music player and sound volume by setting a 4×1 or 5×1 widget.

• Several customization options.

5.

Features From Play Store :

Apple’s flat style user interfaces, simple and practical.

Favorites management helps you to manage your frequent contacts.

Easily manage the call log ordered by all and missed.

Alphabetical list of contacts helps you locate your contact easily.

Dial Pad provides support for T9 intelligent matching

6. Other Apps
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• Boot Animation
[ [1]Download ]

• Currency Converter App [ [2]Download ]

• iOS 7 Browser [ [3]Download ]

• iOS 7 Calculator [ [4]Download ]

• iOS7 Memo [ [5]Download ]

• iOS Gallery [ [6]Download ]

• A.I.type Keyboard [ [7]Download ]

• iOS 7 Music [ [8]Download ]

• iPhotos [[9]Download ]

First of all download and install every thing on your android mobile. Then click your Home Button A little
Pop-up will come which will show which launcher. Select Espier Launcher 7 and select Always.

So, by using above apps you can transform your android into iOS 7 running device. Now your whole android
mobile convert into IOS OS ya iPhone.

1. http://forum.xda-developers.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=2493315&d=1388832941
2. http://forum.xda-developers.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=2493316&d=1388833003
3. https://www.dropbox.com/s/191lh59t30lvckr/iOS%207%20Browser.apk
4. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.touchwood.calculatornew
5. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.espier.voicememos7
6. http://forum.xda-developers.com/attachment.php?attachmentid=2493327&d=1388833452
7. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aitype.android
8. http://d-h.st/XHA
9. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dreamcode.iphotos
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Make Your Android Phone Look Like Windows Phone (2014-07-19 22:30) - Prophet Hacker

Windows phone launcher look is so good.If you want windows phone launcher in android phone ,this post
is only for you.This article will be helping you to convert the whole look of your android phone into the
windows phone.

Launcher 8:Make Your Android Phone Look Like Windows Phone

As you know that there are many developers which develops many apps to change the look of your an-
droid smartphones. The applications which changes your android homescreen look are commonly called as
launchers. In this article I will be telling you windows 8 launcher for your android smartphone.

Launcher8 is a great app for you to experience the brand new style UI on your Android mobile phone.You
can esay design look like and show off to your friends!

Also Read:

[1]Download Launcher 8 from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lx.launcher8
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Download Latest Blackmart Alpha Android Apk for Free Android Apps (2014-07-20 09:49)
- Prophet Hacker

Blackmart is like blackmarket of android apps store,where you get all android apps free.

Blackmart Alpha is a very popular Android application which lets you download free apps for your Android
mobile phone or tablet from Blackmart market.

BlackMart: Android Apps Free

After Google Play, Blackmart is the second largest Android apps and games platform where you can find
unlimited useful apps for your Android phone or tablet. Goodness of Blackmart is, all apps in the market are
free. App developers put their apps in the market and all the apps are listed by Blackmart Alpha Android
app and you can search and download your favorite app using Blackmart Alpha without paying any money.

Blackmart provide you paid android apk free,without paying any type of cost.

Blackmart you can download many applications, without the need to have an account and Google without
the need for any kind of registration.

You can find and download all paid android apk free on Blackmart.

Blackmart Alpha: Functions

This market is very simple to use and offers many features to be able to download many applications.

On this market all applications are available for free download on the market Blackmart there is no application
“trial” or “test”, there are only complete applications and free.
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The Google Play Store is a very comprehensive market offers a number of applications, but unfortunately
on Google Play Store, there are many paid apps and some are not often available for download on select
smartphones or tablets even though they might be compatible.

On Blackmart this problem is not there, just download the latest version of blackmart application and try
it, there are no limitations.

[1] Download Latest Blackmart Alpha apk Link 1
[2] Download Latest Blackmart Alpha apk Link2

1. http://blackmart.us/_blackmart.apk
2. https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B0rX5rHJrhzAaXZrMTRLeXZXYmM/edit
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Popcorn Time BitTorrent-powered free Movie Streaming Android App (2014-07-20 17:17)
- Prophet Hacker

Everybody know torrent is for free sites and movies.You can download free apps,movies and pictures.But
torrent does not provide streaming service.So ,Popcorn Time is bittorrent powered movie streaming app.

Popcorn Time, a cross-platform and BitTorrent-powered movie streaming app, may very well be Hollywood’s
worst nightmare. The software can be best described as a Netflix for pirates, allowing users to stream the
latest blockbusters at no cost.

Popcorn Time Android APP

popcorn-timeOver the years BitTorrent has become fairly mainstream, with hundreds of millions of people
using torrent clients to download the latest entertainment.

Popcorn Time:Free Movie Streaming App

Sometimes download is not a best option.

“The technology behind the app is very simple. We consume a group of APIs, one for the torrents, another for
the movie info, and another for the poster. We also have an API for the subtitles. Everything is automated,
we don’t host anything, but take existing information and put it together,” Sebastian says
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The torrent files all come from YTS (formerly YIFY), which has an API Popcorn Time taps into. The
application can search this database and allows users to stream the torrent on demand. When finished the
app will continue to share for a while after the download is finished, to avoid leeching.

Since Popcorn Time links to a lot of copyrighted movies, Hollywood is not going to be happy, but according
to Sebastian the developers don’t expect any legal issues. They inform users that sharing copyrighted
material is not allowed everywhere, and other than that they are just repackaging existing content, without
a commercial angle.

“We don’t expect legal issues. We don’t host anything, and none of the developers makes any money. There
are no ads, no premium accounts, and no subscription fees or anything like that. It’s an experiment to learn
and share,” Sebastian notes.

All the people who work on the project are big movie fans themselves, and most have Netflix accounts.
Sebastian believes that going to the cinema is the best way to experience a movie, but if people who want
to enjoy a recent film at home they should be able to do so. This is often not the case, and that’s where
Popcorn Time comes in.

Popcorn Time is avalible for all platform like PC,mac and android.

[1]Download Popcorn Time Android Apk
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[2]You can Find All Platform Version Here

1. http://www.time4popcorn.eu/popcorntime.apk
2. http://www.time4popcorn.eu/
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Top 5 Best Android Apps for Free News, Magazine, RSS Reader and Articles
(2014-07-20 21:02) - Prophet Hacker

We want news in android mobile but in better UI. We always like better UI app. Now people are spending
more and more hours with their smartphones to play games, to chat with friends and for businesses. And
user want good news at one place.

The RSS reader checks the user’s subscribed feeds regularly for new work, downloads any updates and shows
in the nice User Interface. Here, We have listed the top 5 best RSS News readers for Android phones.

Also See:

Using this App, you can explore many staff picks in the Content Guide, including must-read magazines and
blogs, gorgeous photography and special curated sections devoted to the news of the day and other topics of
interest.

You can browse the content of your favorite sites, rss feeds, Tumblr blogs and youtube channels. Also, you
can share the content on twitter, facebook and google+ very simple.

Using Pulse news, users can save the stories for later read and also it allows you to sync with Instapaper.
Pulse has offline reading Feature that allows you read your content without the internet.

[1]Download Pulse News from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.alphonso.pulse
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Make Your Android Look Like Windows 7 PC (2014-07-20 21:43) - Prophet Hacker

Windows PC start button in android smartphone, this is possible.Yeah this is possible from a android app
named Taskbar.This app works like Windows 7 start button.Your phone look like Windows PC
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It comes in handy when you want to launch apps, common settings, favorite contacts quickly.

Taskbar :Make Android Like Windows 7 PC

It’s just same with Windows 7 Task Bar!

You can multitasking and task-kill everywhere, anytime.

Tab the start button to open/close the task bar and Long press it to open/close the start menu.

Features

� ”Start” button

Tap on the ”start” button to open taskbar. Scroll up/down to launch app. If you add folders, contacts,
settings, click on theme to execute.

� Change start button location

Click an hold for a while, then move around to change its location.

� Smart ”Start” button

Start button will be dimming if taskbar does not open in two seconds. It also learn the way you use ”start
menu” area and taskbar, then smartly adjust them for you.

� Reorder apps

Open setting > Edit start menu item, then drag the icon in the right and move to change item order.

� Hide apps

Open setting > Edit start menu item, then click on action bar > hide to exclude apps.

� Create folder

Open setting > Edit start menu item, then click on action bar > add new to add new folder. Type folder
name, select icon and folder type.

Folder type includes:

- Applications

- Settings

- Contacts

- Bookmark

Also Read:

[1]Download Taskbar from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rootuninstaller.taskbarw8&hl=en
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Top 3 Apps for Edit Development Code in Android (2014-07-21 09:41) - Prophet Hacker

If you are developer,web codist or any type of code you writing on PC, but everytime you have no PC ,Now
what you do.Can you leave your notebook computer at home and still code on the road? Absolutely.

Can developers write code on an Android Mobile, as an alternative to using their desktop or notebook? Sure
they can – as long as they are equipped with a programmer’s editor that lets them work with HTML or with
their favorite programming language.
Working from an Android tablet or phone doesn’t always offer the comfort of working from a desktop or
notebook computer, but you can’t beat the convenience. When you need to view or edit code on the go, an
Android code editor comes in handy. Grab your handheld tablet computer or even smartphone, and you can
peek at error logs, fix an errant line of code, or look over the shoulder of other developers.
So there is list of free android code editor apps.
DroidEdit (free code editor)
DroidEdit is a text and source code editor (similar to Notepad++ or gedit) for android tablets and phones
with the following features:
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� Syntax Highlighting for several languages (C, C++, C #, Java, HTML, CSS, Javascript, Python, Ruby,
Lua, LaTeX, SQL, ...)

� Several color themes

� Infinite undo & redo

� Search & replace

� Auto & block indentation

� Keep opened files and changes between sessions

� Open files directly from dropbox or a file manager

� Character encoding support

� Keyboard shortcuts (List below)

� Share documents with other services (dropbox, email, ...)

� Preview HTML files in browser

� Bracket matching

� Go to line

� Run Scripts in SL4A directly

� Configurable Shortcuts

Pro version only features:

� SFTP/FTP support

� Dropbox support

� Custom themes

� Run external commands through SSH

� Root mode

Using different character encodings:

� To open a document with a different character encoding than the default: long press the open file button

� To create a new document with a different character encoding than the default: long press the new file
button

� You can make this behavior the default in the preference screen

Long pressing the save document button allows you to save a document with a different filename
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Key Features:
• Syntax highlighting of more than 75 languages
• Autocomplete for HTML, XML, CSS, JavaScript, Python and PHP
• FTP and SFTP Client
• Dropbox Client
• GitHub Client
• Codeanywhere Sandbox Client
• Copy or Move files between FTP, SFTP or Dropbox
• Share ( Servers, folders or files with others )
• Keyboard has been customised for developers
• Cursor navigation for easy text selection
• Supports most encodings types
• Auto-indentation
• Customizable font sizes
• Undo & Redo
• Advaced Search ( includes Find , Replace, RegEx and MachCase )
• Code folding and Word wrap
Codeanywhere also works on the desktop (Mac and PC). Access from anywhere at https://codeanywhere.net
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[1]Download Quora Code Editor from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.henrythompson.quoda
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Google Play 4.9.13 Download Latest Update Version (2014-07-23 12:51) - Prophet Hacker

A new version of Google Play update come from Google build name 4.9.13.

Google has begun the rollout of an update to the Google Play application on Android.This update is awesome
and give a new look to Google Play.
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Google Play Update 4.9.13 Features

The sliding menu is the same, and the Play Store home page is the same as it has been for a while. Once
you actually navigate to the page for an app it’s very clear that this is a bigger update than a quick glance
lets on. Google has redesigned the app pages with new animations and a new design to fit in with their new
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Material Design style.

User Interface is more better than before.

Download the latest update update for Google Play
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Control and Play Your PC Game Via a Android Phone with Monect (2014-07-23 15:29)
- Rahul Gautam

Using your Android to control your computer is a great way to interact with programs. Your phone can be
used a trackpad, or could be used to use a media player using custom controls. Monect lets you take

things further by turning your Android device into all manner of

peripherals.

Monect :Control and Play PC Game with Android

This free software can transform your phone into not only a mouse or

keyboard, but also a joystick, gamepad, media controller and much more.

It’s great for gamers, but options such as text transfer and

presentation mode open up additional opportunities.

Monect is a free app that allows you to control the PC over wi-fi or bluetooth by using the Android device.

Here are features:

• Remote Desktop - Touch window on your phone.
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• Projector - share pictures, videos & screen of your phone on PC’s big screen.
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• Fly mode - Play fly game such as Ace Combat with G-Sensor.
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• PPT sync - you can see the ppt pictures and notes directly on your phone even play select & mark.

• RaceMode - Play PC driving game by your phone over wi-fi or bluetooth using G-Sensor!

• TouchPad - Simulate touch pad on your phone with many gestures supporting, just like Apple’s trackpad!
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• My Computer - Exploring PC files on your phone!
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• Joystick - Simulate joystick so you can play street fighter or dmc etc.
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• FPS mode - Using gyroscope to aim the target just like a real gun in your hand, perfect support COD
serial!

• Keyboards - Simulate typewriter keyboard, function keyboard, numeric keyboards...
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• Text transfer - Type text on your phone and then transfer text to PC directly with one hit!
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• Browser, Media Control- Easily control all kinds of web browser & media player!
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• And many more...
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Download Paid Android Apps for Free (2014-07-23 20:03) - Prophet Hacker

We always want paid apps free for android.We don’t wanna spent any type of money for android paid apps.
But we don’t like pirates, so if you have an eye patch on your face and a parrot on your shoulder, be gone
with ye! Having said that, there’s plenty of legal ways to get paid apps for free for your Android.This all
apps offers free paid android apps for android mobile.

AppGratis

AppGratis is one of my favorite apps because every morning I’m greeted by another new app for free.
Sometimes the free apps offered by AppGratis won’t be eligible for updates, so keep that in mind, and not
every free app offered ever cost anything in the first place! Nevertheless, the AppGratis deals just keep
coming and there’s often some real gems in there.
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Blackmart is like blackmarket of android apps store,where you get all paid android apps apk free.Blackmart
Alpha is a very popular Android application which lets you download free apps for your Android mobile
phone or tablet from Blackmart market.[1]Read More.

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/download-latest-blackmart-alpha-android.html
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Make Your Android Mobile as Web Server and Host a Full Website On It (2014-07-24 07:03)
- Prophet Hacker

Your Android Device is more powerful than you think.You can host a website on Android Mobile Smartphone
and make him a web server.

You can use any Android device as a full fledged web server that’s accessible either on LAN or from anywhere
on the Internet. With an Android web server, developers can easily test their code without paying for a
hosting service. Freelancers can carry a copy of the web tools they’ve built with them to show their clients.
Home and small office users can even set up custom web tools for users on the local network.

KSWEB:Make your Mobile a Web Server

KSLabs team wants to bring to your attention KSWEB – a suite of web developer for Android platform.
It consists of: a web server, a PHP programming language, a database MySQL and msmtp for sendmail
support. This suite allows you to organize a platform for running and debugging Web applications (sites) in
your Android device and You don’t need a root access to run KSWEB. Otherwise, you can start your web
server on 80 port.

KSWEB includes:

- lighttpd server v1.4.34 (SSL)

- nginx v1.5.10 (SSL)

- PHP v5.4.24 (SSL)

- MySQL v5.1.62

- msmtp v1.4.31

- Web Interface v1.1

- KSWEBFTP v1.0
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_

Notice:

Your can enable Web Inerface in the KSWEB ”Tools” menu.

Default login information:

login: admin

password: admin

MySQL host: localhost (or 127.0.0.1)

MySQL port: 3306

MySQL login ”root” with empty password
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Operating this application is very simple. In order to start the server you only need to run this appli-
cation, select, if necessary, port and the root directory. By default, KSWEB contains a fully functional
configuration file of the server, PHP and MySQL. However, if you want to change them, go to the server
options and click on the item “External INI”. Configuration files will be moved to SD-card of your device at
“…/sdcard/ksweb/conf/”.

[1]Download KSWEB android apk from Google Play Store
[2]For Full Detailed Tutorial Go This Site
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.kslabs.ksweb&hl=en
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2. http://blog.laptopmag.com/android-web-server
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Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 3 (2014-07-24 20:23) - Prophet Hacker

In this android hacking tricks and security apps series you get website tools for android mobile.With this
web security tools you can analyze and scan website.

This series is diffrent from other because you get android apk tools for website hacking and security.

First you check our previous post for

Top 7-9 Best Free Android Hacking and Security Apps

Droidsqli Android Sql Injection

DroidSQLi is the first automated MySQL Injection tool for Android. It allows you to test your MySQL-based
web application against SQL injection attacks.

DroidSQLi supports the following injection techniques:

Time based injection

_

Blind injection
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_

Error based injection

_

Normal injection

It automatically selects the best technique to use and employs some simple filter evasion methods.

Legal notice: this application is for educational purposes ONLY. No warranties of any kind are expressed or
implied. Use at your own risk!

How to use it:

- ”Server IP Address” is the name or ip address of the server to be tested;

- ”Port” is the port number of the listening service on the server;

- ”Connections” identifies number of contemporary connections; to reach the DoS state try to augment this
number;

- ”Wait Timeout”: how often to send characters between client and server.

SlowDroid is by far better than LOIC, Slowloris, Slow Read, Apache Range Headers, and many others.

It’s a great Denial of Service testing tool!

Just try it on your own Apache server, for example!

SlowDroid is particularly effective if executed from a mobile phone, since it uses a tiny amount of network
bandwidth to generate a Denial of Service on the server to be tested.

You can use any Android device as a full fledged web server that’s accessible either on LAN or from anywhere
on the Internet. With an Android web server, developers can easily test their code without paying for a
hosting service. Freelancers can carry a copy of the web tools they’ve built with them to show their clients.
Home and small office users can even set up custom web tools for users on the local network.

[1]Read More

[2]Download KSWEB apk From Google Play Store

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/make-your-android-mobile-as-web-server.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.kslabs.ksweb&hl=en
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Modern Combat 5 Blackout Apk Officially Avalible for Download (2014-07-24 22:51)
- Prophet Hacker

Gameloft’s Modern Combat 5: Blackout is officially available to download from Google Play. Modern Combat
Blackout is a first person shooter game for android mobile.This game has much more upgrades than before
series.

Modern Combat 5:Blackout
In the game’s single player campaign, you’ll blast your way through hordes of bad guys using an arsenal of
high-powered assault rifles that would make the cast of the Expendables jealous. If you’re still on the fence,
here’s a look at what you can expect.
Step into the action as the latest installment in the best FPS series raises the bar for shooter games once
more! Create a squad, add your friends and test your individual and team skills against other squads in
dynamic multiplayer warfare
CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE CLASS
> 4 customizable classes that you can level up across single- and multiplayer
> Find the play style the suits you: Assault, Heavy, Recon, or Sniper
> Activate class-specific skills by earning and spending Skill Points
HIGH-POWERED MULTIPLAYER
> Epic team clashes in Squad vs. Squad matches
> Talk to other players in Global and Squad Chat
> Individual and Squad leaderboards
> Win cool rewards in the limited-time events
UNIFIED GAME PROGRESSION
> Accumulate XP and level up by playing both single-player missions and multiplayer matches
> Unlock higher-tier weapons by mastering lower-tier ones
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> Customize the perfect weapon using a host of attachments and jump straight into the action

INTENSE SOLO CAMPAIGN

> Fast-paced story missions with various challenges taking you from Tokyo to Venice

> Play the new Spec-Ops missions for a real FPS adrenaline rush

> Flawless graphics, music and voice performances perfectly adapted for a shooter game

HIGHLY CUSTOMIZABLE CONTROLS

> Intuitive, highly customizable controls so you can play the game just the way you want

Modern Combat 5 supports HID game controllers. Moga Pro is also supported, in mode B (HID Mode).

[1]Download Modern Combat 5: Blackout apk from Google Play Store

Gameplay of Modern Comabat 5: Blackout

IFRAME: [2]//www.youtube.com/embed/BHKbd0q4dbQ?rel=0

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftM5HM
2. file://www.youtube.com/embed/BHKbd0q4dbQ?rel=0
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Twitch Android App/Website for Live Streaming of Gameplay Video (2014-07-25 16:31)
- Prophet Hacker

Twitch is a live video streaming website for Gameplay.In this site gamers can stream our gameplay to twitch
users.You can find many popular and great live streaming video on this site.

Twitch is the world’s leading video platform and community for gamers with more than 50 million visitors
per month.They want to connect gamers around the world by allowing them to broadcast, watch, and chat
from everywhere they play.

Twitch Website Introduction
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Twitch (or

[1]Download Twitch Android App from Google Play

Watch Live Stream Video Gameplay of Battlefied 4 at Twitch.tv

[2]Watch live video from HeyItsMeSalty on www.twitch.tv
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tv.twitch.android.viewer&hl=en
2. http://www.twitch.tv/heyitsmesalty
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Top 5 Best Android Games of 2014 (2014-07-25 17:32) - Prophet Hacker

Best Top 5 Android Games of 2014 this is our TOPIC.So we listed best and high rated android game of the
year.These all games are awesome play,stunning graphics and much more fun.So download these games and
play much more fun with these android games 2014.

Top 5 Best Android Games of 2014

BADLAND

BADLAND is an award-winning atmospheric side-scrolling action adventure platformer set in a gorgeous
forest full of various inhabitants, trees and flowers. Although the forest appears to be right out of a beautiful
fairy tale, there’s something terribly wrong. The player controls one of the forest dwellers to find out what’s
going on, and discovers an astonishing number of imaginative traps and obstacles on the way.

BADLAND takes side-scrollers to the next level with its innovative physics-based gameplay combined with
stunning, atmospheric graphics and audio.

BADLAND also features a highly original local multiplayer mode for up to four players on the same device,
where the name of the game is survival of the fittest with no rules. It’s totally OK to push your rivals in
front of spinning circular saws to survive. Or, if that’s too rough for you, you can also cooperate with your
friends and play the modified single player campaign with up to four players.
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_

_

_
[1] Google Play Link
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.estoty.game2048
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Auto Fanpage Liker Increase Facebook Page Likes (2014-07-26 01:09) - Prophet Hacker

Prophet Hacker FansPage Liker

Method Login to Prophet Hacker FB Like

[1]CLICK HERE And Allow Permission To The APP,
And then Click [2]THIS LINK to get your TOKEN afterthat COPY PASTE URL in the ADDRESS BAR

to BELOW,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Submit

| [3]Need Help Watch This Video? |

1. http://sh.st/rVQR1
2. http://sh.st/rVWvJ
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0Y94T_5QXU&list=UUgLZ2wD2cMv2arVB9Yzh3Ug
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Find New and Interesting Android App (2014-07-26 16:53) - Prophet Hacker

In android there is vey difficult to find some interesting new and useful apps.But don’t worry your problem
solved here I tell you a android app that may help you to find some new and useful apps for android by
category.

PlayBoard Android App :Find New apps

Playboard is a free app that helps you find what to download.

Did you know there are thousands of awesome apps and addictive games you’re missing out on, right now?
Yes, really. That’s because the app store only shows what everyone already know about – apps have to be
huge before they get featured. To find those magical hidden gems, you need something better than Google
Play… you need Playboard.

Highlights:

� Actual human beings dig through the Play store, lovingly curating channels full of magical apps. All you
have to do is subscribe and let the good times roll.

� Country-specific apps.

� Lets you create your own channel to share apps! Have your friends subscribe to your favorite picks.

� Staff editors who live and breathe Android and showcase the very best channels.

What are you waiting for? Stop searching for apps, and let them find you. Install Playboard now.
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[1]Google Play Link of Play board

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=playboard.android&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Android Google Play Achievements Game (2014-07-26 19:54) - Prophet Hacker

When you play games in android mobile you make high score but you have no proof to show your friends.Your
achievents in android games no one knows only you know you got high score.Now your problem solved because
android made a google play games android app that can save your android game achivements and high score
,this app also make your rank in circles of your friends.On this post I suggest you top 5 most popular and
best android games with google play games achievements.

First You Know what is Google Play Games Achievements Android APP

Google Play Games

Games get more fun with the Google Play Games app. Compete with friends, track your achievements, and
pick up wherever you left off, on any of your devices. As you master more games across Google Play, show off
your skills in your all-new Game Profile. And whether you love puzzles, racing, sports or action games, you
can explore and choose from thousands of great games from right within the app. Play the world, anywhere
in the world, all from one place.

KEY FEATURES

• Achievements - Complete challenges, earn awards, and track them all right from the app.

• Leaderboards - See how you stack up against other players.

• Multiplayer - Play friends in real-time and turn-based matches.

• Immense selection - Choose from thousands of great games on Google Play – puzzle, sports, strategy,
action and more.
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_

_

_

_
[1]Download Temple Run 2 Google Play Link
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.imangi.templerun2
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Angry Birds Transformers: Latest Version of Angry Birds Game (2014-07-26 20:52)
- Prophet Hacker

Angry Birds New game named Angry Birds Transformers.This Angry bird android game release date is not
tell by Rovio.

Angry Birds Transformers is the tenth installment in the Angry Birds series, featuring a battle between ”Au-
tobirds and Deceptihogs”. The puzzle video game is being developed and published by Rovio Entertainment
with collaboration from Hasbro.The game is planned to be released in the middle of 2014.The release will
include licensed merchandise and a toy line from Hasbro.

Angry Birds Transformers :Latest Game of Angry Birds

Rovio was at Comic-Con this week, teasing its newest upcoming title, Angry Bird Transformers. The game
has yet to be given a release date, having been first teased back in June, but we guess it will arrive sometime
in the Fall of this year.

Angry Birds Games

Team coming up with new concept and idea.They use Popular Movie Franchise Name Transformers.

Dowbload Angry Bird Transformer Game Android APK release date is not tell by Angry Birds Team.

Angry Bird Transformers Trailor

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/ExD-ZX-Z _Ds?rel=0

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/ExD-ZX-Z_Ds?rel=0
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Top 5 Best New Popular Android App Games in 2014 (2014-07-27 15:57) - Prophet Hacker

Many android games are come and launch in this year for android mobile smartphone.Many android games
are hit and many flop.SO here we make a list of Top 5 best android games 2014 and most popular android
games 2014.All these games are so popular and best in graphics.Download these games android apk and
enjoy these stunning android games.

Top 5 Best New Popular Android App Games in 2014

Shadow Fight 2

The sequel to the famous Facebook smash hit with 40 million users

Shadow Fight 2 is a nail-biting mix of RPG and classical Fighting. This game lets you equip your character
with countless lethal weapons and rare armor sets, and features dozens of lifelike-animated Martial Arts
techniques! Crush your enemies, humiliate demon bosses, and be the one to close the Gate of Shadows. Do
you have what it takes to kick, punch, jump, and slash your way to victory? There’s only one way to find
out.

- Plunge into epic combat sequences, rendered in astonishingly lifelike detail by an

all-new animation system.

- Devastate your enemies with delightfully intuitive controls, thanks to an all-new

fighting interface designed especially for touchscreens.

- Journey through six different worlds full of menacing demons in this action-

packed, adrenaline-fueled combat RPG with an immersive, intriguing storyline.

- Customize your fighter with epic swords, nunchacku, armor suits, magical powers,

and more.
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_

_
l and team skills against other squads in dynamic multiplayer warfare.

_

[1]Download Asphalt 8 from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftA8HM&hl=en
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New News Android app with Strip View names Yahoo News Digest (2014-07-28 12:57)
- Prophet Hacker

News is very Important in our Social Life.We don’t have time to watch tv and read newspaper.In
this age everybody wants all type social news and event news in every topic like technology,news
events,economics,International news,political news and more and more.This is one of best app for getting
any type of news in android mobile.

Yahoo News Digest
Yahoo News Digest makes your reading experience comprehensive, effortless, and complete. Our goal is to
inform you of all the key headlines you need to know and allow you to share the news with others.
Yahoo News Digest provides a definitive summary of all the important, need-to-know news. Digests are
delivered twice a day - once in the morning and once in the evening. All the top stories are summarized and
presented with the key information that you need to stay on top of what’s happening.
Each story is created from multiple sources to present the essential bits and pieces of information, known
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as “atoms”. Atoms are key quotes, images, videos, maps, infographs, and Wikipedia excerpts among others.
These atomic units provide a unique context to the news. Their stories are both algorithmically and hand
curated to ensure high quality, and come with a textual summary.

These andrpod news app has clearly present you a news and make your reading experiance better.
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How Can You Save or Bookmark Post On Android Facebook App (2014-07-28 14:35)
- Prophet Hacker

How to save Facebook posts for read them later feature.This newly feature come in updated version of face-
book android app.With the help of this feature,you can save your friends links,places,pictures and everything
you want to save.This newly feature is like bookmarking in browser.

Read More :

Save Post On Facebook New Feature

Every day, people find all sorts of interesting items on Facebook that they don’t have time to explore right
away. Now you can save items that you find on Facebook to check out later when you have more time. You
can save items like links, places, movies, TV and music. Only you can see the items you save unless you
choose to share them with friends. Read More:

After launching this social site, its getting higher popularity among the people, Because this social networking
site’s features are really so social, the new features also very useful fro its user’s because ” If you see any
article or update of friends or pages on a Facebook wall, and you are interested to read them, If on that
time you are busy then you can save it, When you free then you can read it again ” Before this we was not
able to save any post on our fb streams. So just save your interested post and read later when you free, It’s
really amazing and also may be most liked by peoples.

Read More:

Just click on ” Saved ” Here you will see all saved posts.
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So try this feature and wait for newly feature that launched by facebook.
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Android Forensics:Hack ya Grab Any Android Phone Contacts from OSE
(2014-07-28 18:58) - Prophet Hacker

This tool can grab and hack all contacts,mms,call list,call logs and other type of information from victim
android device.This android forensics tool apk is size is less than 30KB.But this forensics tool can work
greater than other.

About this tool

AFLogical™ is a top-rated free Android forensics tool developed by viaForensics. AFLogical™ performs a
logical acquisition of any Android device running Android 1.5 or later. The extracted data is saved to the
examiner’s SD Card in csv format (comma separated values) which easily imports into popular spreadsheet
software, making it simple to extract and analyze Android data.

AFLogical™ Open Source Edition (OSE)

AFLogical™ Open Source Edition is a free version of our software available through Google Code. It pulls
all available MMS, SMS, Contacts, and Call Logs from your Android device.

AFLogical™ OSE is also built into Santoku-Linux, the Open Source community driven OS dedicated to
mobile forensics, malware analysis, and security testing.

This hacking and forensics android tool is made for forensics department.But this lite version is public so
anyone can download this tool from official website.

How can you use this tool for Hacking contacts

from Android Smartphone.

First Install Aflogical OSE Forensics Tool in Android Smartphone.

Open AFE Logical OSE Android Forensics Tool and click on check all.
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Now Click on Capture Button
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A new dialog box open and show a message data extraction completed.

Your victim android contacts complete extract in sdcard folder named Forensics

Open Your File Manager Find a Folder named Forensics.
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Open Folder,You see another folder,now open this folder.

You see many txt or csv format file.These file extracted contacts ,call logs,sms,mms and mobile information.
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Open this file to read contacts from es note editor or any other editor.
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You transfer this folder to any device for later analyzing these contacts and call logs.This is forensics use not
for hacking use.If you do this for any illegal purpose So I will not responsible for that.

[1]Download AFLOGICAL OSE Forensics tool
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For More Watching This Video

IFRAME: [2]//www.youtube.com/embed/lK3UJM9TwaQ?list=UUgLZ2wD2cMv2arVB9Yzh3Ug

1. http://sh.st/tt7vo
2. file://www.youtube.com/embed/lK3UJM9TwaQ?list=UUgLZ2wD2cMv2arVB9Yzh3Ug
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Remove Preinstalled(Unwanted Apps) Android Apps from Uninstall Master
(2014-08-01 12:48) - Prophet Hacker

In Android Phone there are many preinstalled apps that you can’t use anymore.You don’t like it many
preinstalled apps but you can’t unistall it.Now here is solution,if you are a root user of android phone,you
can uninstall whatever you want.

Uninstall Master:Remove Bloatware
Uninstall Master remove bloatware from your android phone.
Uninstall Master(Uninstaller) now rename to App Master, a powerful app tool!
√ It is Uninstall Master(Uninstaller) original,the only one best uninstaller & app tool in the market.
INTRODUCE:
√ Are you bothered by too many third-party, preinstalled apps?
√ Are you annoyed by the number of taps required to simply uninstall an app?
√ Have you ever uninstalled an app and then changed your mind?
Uninstall Master may be the solution you are looking for!
FEATURES:
√ New UI is clear and user-friendly;
√ Perform batch uninstall;
√ Get rid of selected pre-installed or malicious apps;
√ Get rid of pre-installed bloatware that bogs down your device and costs you money. (Needs ROOT);
√ Silent uninstall and restore. The prompt window no longer appears! (Needs ROOT);
√ Recycle bin makes back-up and restore simple and easy;
√ Freeze and unfreeze apps. (Needs ROOT and unlocker);
√ Easily sort and find your apps;
√ Bluetooth share: you can share apps with your friends!
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√ Quick and friendly customer support!

What is ROOT?

ROOT is the super user account(Similar to the Windows Administrator account).As safety limits of an-
droid,only apps can achieve more powerful features after they have this permission.

[1]Download Uninstall Master from Google Play
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.droidware.uninstallmaster
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Independance Day Indian Patriotic-Freedom Desh-Bhakti Songs 2014 for Android
(2014-08-05 15:24) - Prophet Hacker

Independance Day Indian Patriotic-Freedom Songs 2014
This music playlist is dedicated to Indian desh-bhakti songs.This is one of the best songs for Independence
day.Well played songs on the occassion of 15th August(Independance Day).So friends download this desh
bhakti songs and enjoy freedom of India.

This guest post main source is

Freedom Patriotic Song and Desh Bhakti Songs for Independance Day

_

[1]Aye Mere Pyare Watan : Kabuliwala Movie
[2] Aye Mere Watan Ke Logo
[3]Kadam Kadam Badaye Ja
[4]I love My India
[5]Jis Desh Main Ganga Behti Hain
[6]Aye watan tere liye -Karma
[7]Ab Tumhare Hawale Wattan Sathiyon - Haqeeqat
[8] Apni Azadi Ko Hum - Leader
[9] Taaqat Watan Ki Humse Hain
[10]Sarfaroshi ki Tamanna
[11]Mera Rang de basanti chola
[12]Mere Desh ki dharti
[13]Hindustan ki Kasam
[14]Sandeshe ke Aate Hain
[15]Vande Matram

Incoming Search Terms:
desh bhakti songs list

hindi desh bhakti songs

lata mangeshkar desh bhakti songs

desh bhakti songs lyrics in hindi

desh bhakti songs video

desh bhakti songs dj mix

marathi desh bhakti songs

desh bhakti songs download

hindi desh bhakti songs lyrics

hindi patriotic songs

desh bhakti songs list

desh bhakti geet

desh bhakti songs download
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hindi desh bhakti songs in written

hindi desh bhakti songs lyrics in hindi

hindi desh bhakti songs for children

desh bhakti songs written in hindi

desh bhakti poems in hindi

indian old desh bhakti hindi songs lyrics

desh bhakti songs lyrics in marathi

desh bhakti songs list

download desh bhakti songs in hindi

hindi desh bhakti songs lyrics in hindi

desh bhakti songs lyrics in english

desh bhakti songs hindi

desh bhakti songs download

desh bhakti songs youtube

desh bhakti songs 2010

desh bhakti geet

desh bhakti songs in hindi video

latamangesh deshbhakti videos songs

desh bhakti song in hindi free download

marathi desh bhakti songs free download

desh bhakti marathi songs list

dawonlod marathi desh bhakti songs

marathi desh bhakti songs lyrics

marathi desh bhakti songs lyrics in marathi

marathi desh bhakti poems

desh bhakti par songs

punjabi desh bhakti songs

1. http://sh.st/te0Qi
2. http://sh.st/te0G0
3. https://www.dropbox.com/s/ubyo8f2jie1wlez/Calcutta%20Youth%20Choir%20-%20Kadam%20Kadam%20Badhaye%20Ja%20.m
p3
4. http://sh.st/te06Q
5. http://sh.st/teqeX
6. https://www.dropbox.com/s/wx0a0f4ys8i8577/Kavita%20Krishnamurthy%20Mohd%20Aziz%20And%20Chorus%20-%20Aye%20
Wattan%20Tere%20Liye%20-%20Karma%20.mp3
7. http://sh.st/teqF3
8. http://sh.st/teq9v
9. http://sh.st/tewpW
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13. http://sh.st/tewSo
14. http://sh.st/tewSo
15. http://sh.st/tew2n
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Permanently Block All ’Candy Crush Saga’ Notifications On Facebook in Easy Way
(2014-08-05 18:33) - Prophet Hacker

Block Candy Crush Saga Invites Notifications on Facebook

Many of your Friends on Facebook sent you annoying request invites .If you don’t like these type of invites
block these request invites on facebook is a better way to stop these spam.It’s hard to avoid the masses of
people playing Candy Crush Saga, the addictive hit game by King.com. But you can avoid them and the
annoying notifications they send you on Facebook.

The process of blocking Candy Crush Saga notifications from friends takes all of two seconds. Here’s how to
do it.

1. Log on to Facebook and pull down the notifications tab on the top right of your home screen.

2. Hover over the X next to one of your Candy Crush notifications, which will prompt you to ”turn off.”
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3. Click the X, and it will give you the option to turn off all notifications from Candy Crush Saga.

4. Click ”Turn Off” and voila! Candy Crush Saga is banned from sending you alerts. You can also alert
Facebook if you feel it or another app is spamming you.
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5. To make sure you did this correctly, go into your notifications settings and make sure the Candy Crush
Saga app box is unchecked and enjoy a more quiet Facebook.
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Solve Google Play Store Common Errors and Solutions (2014-08-05 21:39) - Prophet Hacker

Hello Bhai Log ,In this post we discuss how can you solve some techinical problems in Google Play
Store.First you download

Here is a list of play store errors with their problems and solutions.

1.Google Play Error 491

Can’t download or error while updating an application.

Solution:

Remove the current Google account you are trying to download with.then reboot and add it again.

If problem does not solves clear data of Google services and play store.

Read More:

[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

2.Google Play Error 498

Download can’t be completed or interrupted.

Solution:

Uninstall some apps and clear the cache.

Read More:

[2]Top 5 Best Android Google Play Achievements Game

3.Google Play Error 413

Can’t download any application or update it

Solution:

Clear the data of Google services and play store.Also force stop them and then again try to download the
application.If you had set Proxies ,just remove them and clear your browser’s cache.

Read More:

[3]Hack Facebook account password 2014 without email with Android

4.Google Play Error 403

Downloading fails and the request is forbidden due to two google accounts running in the same device.

Solution:

Clear Proxy,Remove and again add APN (Access Point Networks),Clear the search History.If problems
persists remove the current google account then add new google account and try to download the application
from play store again.

Read More:

[4]Find New and Interesting Android App

5.Google Play Error 492

The required application can be downloaded but fails to install.

Solution:
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Firstly go to setting and then Apps and force stop the google services and Google Play Store and then clear
data.If Problems doesn’t solves Clear the Dalvik cache by going to Phone’s Custom Recovery Mode.

Read More:

[5]Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 3

6.Google Play Error 919

The required application gets downloaded but it can’t be opened.

Solution:

Clear some space on your device by uninstalling unncessary applications,images,audio,video, or large files
etc.

Read More:

[6]Android Forensics:Hack ya Grab Any Android Phone Contacts from OSE

7.Google Play Error 927

The Download can’t be completed due to upgrade of play store.

Solution:

Wait till the Google Play Store gets updated.Then try again to download the application.

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/top-5-best-android-google-play.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/hack-facebook-account-password-2014.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/find-new-and-interesting-android-app.html
5. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps_24.html
6. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/android-forensicshack-ya-grab-any.html
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Take a picture of Someone,When he fails/tries to unlock your Android Smartphone
(2014-08-05 22:39) - Prophet Hacker

Hi readers,Today i tell you how can you take a picture of someone,when he fails/tries to unlock your Android
Smartphone.This trick is more important for you.This type of security make your android phone more
secure.It happens,When you don’t want to share your Personal data like photos or important documents
with your Friends,Family members or any other.A picture of him/her will be captured and will be sent to
your email with its GPS location.The app uses the Front Camera of the Device and captures the photo of
the person who is trying to unlock your Android mobile’s Lock Pattern.Its very easy and can be done in
simple steps.I’m sharing here three apps.
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1. Lockwatch

2. hidden Eye

3. Cerberus anti theft
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Method 1 : How to Take a Picture when Someone Fails/tries to unlock your Android Phone? Using Lock-
watch App :-

Read More:

Cerberus is a complete anti-theft application, the best protection you can get to recover your misplaced, lost
or stolen Android device.

It has three ways to protect your device:

- Remote control through the website

3.Give Administrative access to the App and activate it.

Now its configured and it will start capturing the Pictures of the persons who tried to unlock you Andriod
phone.
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when you unlock the android pattern lock successfully,it will automatically take you to the app where the
pics are stored.
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So friends download this app and secure your phone.
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Speed up Internet Browsing by Reducing/Compressing the Data Usage in Google
Chrome Android Mobile Browser (2014-08-06 13:44) - Prophet Hacker

Speed up Internet Browsing in Android Mobile is a big issue in android smartphone.Google chrome is a well
known browser for android mobile.This android browser has one of the best feature to speed up your internet
browsing in mobile.This feature can reduce your data usage and open webapge very fastly.Google is officially
announcing the release of a data compression feature for its Chrome mobile web browser which allows you
to reduce your data usage on smartphones and tablets, potentially saving you money on your monthly cell
phone bill or data plan.

The optional feature, essentially a Google proxy, routes web requests through Google’s servers where the
company’s PageSpeed libraries compress and optimize the content. Meanwhile, the actual connection between
the browser and Google’s servers is handled by the SPDY protocol for further optimization.
Read More:

So friends download latest version of [1]Google Chrome Android Browser from Google Play.
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.android.chrome&hl=en
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How to change or repair IMEI in Android Smartphone (2014-08-06 15:33) - Prophet Hacker

In this post you can find how to rewrite or repair your IMEI number on your android device (phone or
tablet). In some cases when your android device got bricked, after repairing it you might face issues with
SIM network because of invalid IMEI on your android. There are many reasons behind it. In order to fix
this issue you can read the below guide to repair imei on android.

Read More:

Rewrite / Repair IMEI on Android Smartphone

In order to do this, your phone must be rooted already. You are going to do this through Engineering mode
in your android device. You can use the below secret code in engineering mode to rewrite old IMEI on your
android.

1. Enter this code in your android dialler - * #7465625 # or * # * # 3646633 # * # *

2. Now you have to tap on callpad or connectivity or slide the screen.

3. Now find CDS information option. CDS stands for Common data service.

4. Once you found it, you’ll see Radio Information option there, just tap on it.

5. If your phone is single sim, then you’ll see one option there, and dual sim users will see 2 options there
like Phone 1, Phone 2.

6. Write your IMEI code there like in this format : “AT +EGMR=1,7,”your imei code here” and “AT
+EGMR=1,10,”your imei code here” . Example: “AT =EGMR=1,7”9000XXXXXXXXXXXX” After that
tap on send command button. That’s it.
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How Change Your Android Mobile Device ID (2014-08-08 20:17) - Prophet Hacker

Android device ID is main identity of your android phone.If once you changed it no one can track us.Many
website and android apps grab your android device id and make a log of your data.If once you change your
android device id no one known you who you are.Your Android Device ID is the specific alpha-numeric
Identification code associated with your mobile device. The Android Device ID may be needed in order for
Customer Support to assist you with certain issues.

How Change Your Android Mobile Device ID

definition of Android _Id

A 64-bit number (as a hex string) that is randomly generated on the device’s first boot and should remain
constant for the lifetime of the device. (The value may change if a factory reset is performed on the device.)

There are two ways to know your Android Device ID,

Enter * #* #8255 #* #* in your phone dialer, you’ll be shown your device ID (as ‘aid’) in GTalk Service
Monitor.
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How do you Know Android-Device-ID

As another option, you can also use an Android app called “
_
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_

[1]Download Android Device ID Changer
1. http://sh.st/toBOh
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Check TCP/UDP port is blocked or not in Android Mobile (2014-08-08 22:34)
- Prophet Hacker

In school or collage wifi firewall many ports are blocked due to many reasons.But here we explain how can
you know which port is blocked on wifi network.There is a app named firebind,this app tell you everything
about blocked ports on wifi.

Based on Java technology, Firebind enables a user to test any TCP or UDP port(s) in the outbound direction
to determine whether they are being blocked by a firewall. Internet users can encounter blocked ports on
a regular basis, whether it’s their own client firewall (such as Windows Firewall), a home or enterprise
router/firewall, or their ISP’s firewall doing the blocking.

By using a client/server architecture, the Firebind Server can listen on any of the 65535 TCP or UDP ports.
The client then sends unique data to the chosen port that the server is listening on. The server then returns
the data, and if it arrives back at the client unchanged, the port is not blocked.
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If a port is blocked, Firebind can categorize each port failure into one of the following types of error cases:
Passed
Handshake Connection Initiation Failure
Handshake Connection Refused
Handshake Connection Timed Out
Handshake Connection Completion Failure
Payload Send Failure
Payload Receive Time Out
Payload Receive Refused
Payload Receive Mismatch
Payload Receive Error
Firebind is useful for many types of end users, including:
- IT Administrators who would like to validate their outbound corporate firewall rules or who need a tool to
help their mobile users validate Internet connectivity
- Home users trying to troubleshoot application connectivity to the Internet
- Traveling users on public wired broadband or WiFi who may be subject to very restrictive Internet access
Before Firebind, users could try to telnet to the port in question, but the results weren’t conclusive and
that trick was only useful (if at all) for TCP. Tools like yougetsignal.com, canyouseeme.org, and grc.com are
meant to test inbound connections (from Internet to client machine), usually to validate whether a user has
set up their port forwarding rules in their firewall correctly. Other tools like NMAP are port scanners which
are designed to probe for open ports on a target machine using a specific IP address. A port scanner is only
useful to test a single IP address for vulnerabilities and doesn’t help a user determine whether their path to
the Internet is being blocked.
Firebind is a ”Path Scanner”. With Firebind, any Internet user can now test for firewall blocking that until
now only networking experts could determine, if at all.
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Firebind - if you can’t connect, you can’t communicate...

[1]Download Firebind From Google Play Link Store
1. http://sh.st/to9YV
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Fake but Working Credit Card Number Generator Android App (2014-08-09 08:47)
- Prophet Hacker

You want some real working credit card numbers for any reasons like bypass surveys,submit form and many
other type of reasons.For these type of reason you must have real working credit card number generator
android app.

There’s is a Android application for getting fake card numbers called CardGen, available for free in the Play
Store. You can generate and validate credit card numbers directly from the app, making it easy to use on
the go as well. Validation in particular would be useful if you were accepting credit card payments on your
own site and wanted to make sure the cards were legit.

In the generate field you can select from most of the major credit card providers, including American Express,
Mastercard, Visa, and Discover.

CardGen:Fake Credit Card Number Generator Android App

Valid credit card number and debit card number generator and validator.

Tired of those annoying websites that demand a valid card number for sign up (even if you just want to take
a look around)? Developing a website and want to test your submission form?

This tool generates random ”fake” credit card numbers, yet valid according to the check-sum algorithm used
to avoid typos.

It also allows you to validate or check if a specific card number is valid. If it is, and it is recognized, the
program will also tell you the issuer of the card as well.

Generatable/Identifiable cards:

Mastercard

Visa 16 and 13 digit

American Express

Diners Club

Discover

JCB 16 and 15 digit
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_

Read More:

Disclaimer:

This app does not and will never generate any Card Security Codes (CSC, CVV, etc...), since they are not
algorithmically generatable.

Any fraudulent use of this app is, in first instance, morally wrong, and secondly illegal! So just use this app
for it’s intended purpose.

Getting a Card Number on Android

[1]Download Credit Card Generator Number Android App
Read More:

[2]How Change Your Android Mobile Device ID

1. http://sh.st/tpOdi
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/08/how-change-your-android-mobile-device-id.html
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Audiotool Audio Engineers Android App that can analyze and make diffrent Frequency
Sound (2014-08-09 16:12) - Prophet Hacker

Audiotool Android App is made for audio engineer.This audio android app gives you very detailed information
about what you hear.This is all in one tool,this android app measures
Spectrum Analyzer, Spectrogram, Chart Recorder, Signal Generator, Polarity Checker and much more in
this android app.If you try wanna something new in your android phone download these android app.

Audiotool Audio Engineer Android App
Audiotool android app has many component.So here we give brief description all components in these android
app.
AudioTools’s Spectrum Analyzer component uses FFT on batches of samples recorded at the microphone.
Hann windowing reduces aliasing. Recorded spectra may be stored as files on the SD card, and then loaded
later and displayed together with the live spectrum.
The deciBel meter component uses IIR filters and exponential averaging to calculate Flat, A and C weighted
response at speeds of Fast, Medium and Slow.
RT60 measurements can be made by starting the RT60 component and using a loud clap (or similar) to trigger
the measurement. RT60 times measure how much reverberation or echo there is in a room or auditorium.
Read More:
How Change Your Android Mobile Device ID
The Signal Generator component of AudioTool generates White and Pink Noise, Sine, Square, Triangle
and Ramp waves, and Impulses. The generator uses multiple cycled buffers that are refreshed randomly so
ensuring truly random White/Pink noise. The Pink Noise algorithm uses Kemmet’s method to adjust White
Noise into Pink.
Wave frequency is set using the arrow buttons or directly via the keyboard. The upper display shows the
sound picked up by the microphone in real time. This can be useful for evaluating the response to an audio
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system being fed with the generated sound. Better results can be obtained by using a headset adapter/splitter
that allows an electrical signal to be sent from the device to the audio system.

The Impulse signal is a delta issued approximately once per second. Impulses can be used to measure the
frequency response of audio systems: they have a flat frequency distribution.

The accuracy in frequency of the generated periodic signals is quite good: on the Motorola Droid, errors were
of the order of 1 % throughout most of the range. Sine wave fidelity is good throughout most of the audio
range. Other signals’ leading and trailing edges show ringing and decreasing frequency response artifacts in
the upper ranges.

Read More:

Features

1/1, 1/3 & 1/6 octave RTA modes, Leq (wideband, Octave, variable duration), RT60 (wideband, Octave),
Spectrogram, Peak frequency, Fast, Medium & Slow filters, Flat & A/C Weighting and film industry X
Curve, Averaging, SPL Chart Recorder, Noise Criteria, White/Pink Noise, Sine, Square, Triangle, Sweep,
Ramp and Impulse signals & loudspeaker polarity checker. RTA Store & Load, Hann windows, ”Keep Screen
On”, pinch to zoom, scroll to center.

Exclusive ISO 1/3 Octave Calibration - correct for your phone’s microphone response. Octave calibration
discs are moved up or down to obtain a flat response, and match the overall SPL to that of an external meter.
Save/Restore of Cal files (Dayton Audio iMM-6 also supported). [1]Download Audio Tool Android App

Read More

[2]Android Forensics:Hack ya Grab Any Android Phone Contacts from OSE

1. http://sh.st/tp78Z
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/android-forensicshack-ya-grab-any.html
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Hide Your Identity and secure/encrypt data on Internet With ShellFire VPN
(2014-08-09 22:40) - Prophet Hacker

VPN is most important android app in android device because these type of android apps secure and encrypt
your data from hackers.So no one can hack your android device.Android VPN secure your identity over the
internet ,so you can browse internet anonymously.
What is VPN?
A VPN Shell Fire offers you an encrypted connection between your computer and one of our Shell Fire
server, via the Internet can be used.
_

The encryption of the data to a VPN from Shell Fire prevents other participants listen to the data in your
network. You surf with a different IP address and are therefore anonymous.
Read More:

Shellfire VPN Android APP
Shellfire VPN offers the possibility to surf the internet anonymously and securely on an Android device since
all of the data is redirected over the so-called Virtual Private Network.
Shellfire VPN - easy. safe. connected. 1-click registration.
Shellfire VPN is FREE and will never cost you a dime. Unlimited Traffic, Unlimited Time!
Shellfire VPN hides your IP address, unblocks the Internet and gives you the ability to freely and anonymously
access any site you want. With Shellfire VPN, you can connect to any website with the confidence knowing
that you are undercover. We unblock Skype, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc. in countries with Internet
censorship and even give you access your home country’s TV and radio services from abroad.
Shellfire VPN gives you super strong encryption to protect your data from hackers, the NSA and other
threats, even in unsecure public wifi networks!
Free choice from our servers in:
Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom and USA
Shellfire VPN - the ultimate VPN client for Android.
Shellfire VPN also runs on Windows, Mac OS, iOS or Linux! Visit https://www.shellfire.net/vpn/ for
more details.
Read More:

_
[1]Download Shellfire VPN download from Here
Read More:
[2]Top 5 Best Android Games of 2014
1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.shellfire.vpn.android
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/top-5-best-android-games-of-2014.html
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Duet Intense Reaction Android Game (2014-08-10 14:43) - Prophet Hacker

Duet is a beautifully simple but intense reaction game. Players tap to the left and right of the screen to
rotate two orbs, which stay the same distance from one another on a fixed axis while obstacles come flying
down from above. Maneuver both orbs through the obstacles without popping either of them, or you’ll get
sent back to the beginning of the stage.

Read More:

[1]Download Duet From Google Play Store Read More:

[2]Top 5 Best Android Google Play Achievements Game

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kumobius.android.duet
2. http://shorte.st/strackable/a607a357e95affe34f33144eb7835439/prophethacker.blogspot.in/1/1/http://propheth
acker.blogspot.in/2014/07/top-5-best-android-google-play.html
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How you Add/Write text and Artwork to your Photos in Android Phone (2014-08-10 18:23)
- Prophet Hacker

Write text on photo with android phone is possible with the help of Over android App.This app can write
your quoted text on any photos.This is best app for writing and adding text on photo and images.

Over is the app for adding text and artwork to your photos. Designed with mobile creatives in mind, Over
features standard and custom-made fonts and well-crafted artwork combined with a sleek design, easy-to-use
functionality, and immediate sharing ability.

Features Include:

EXCLUSIVE FONTS & ARTWORK: Over features unique, beautiful fonts and original, eye-catching
artwork from a variety of artists for you to add to your pictures.

MAKE SOMETHING AWESOME: In Over, you’ll be able to discover artwork perfect for outdoor
adventures, add handcrafted icons for any occasion, design with geometric font awesomeness, say “Happy
Birthday” in style, present challenging and inspirational words, and much more.

EDITING: In Over you can nudge, size, rotate, fade, copy, and center your artwork and text, tint and crop
your photos, and stretch your text. Pick from among plenty of color choices to make the text or artwork
pop, or blend in.
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[1]Download Over Android Photo Editing App
1. http://s1.dl.globalapk.com/2014/08/Over%20v1.0.8.apk
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How Can you Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked (2014-08-10 18:57) - Prophet Hacker

There are a lot of ways to lose control of your Facebook account. You may get hacked and ultimately loose
Control over your facebook account

Certainly this is not the end of the world, but be aware that you can also be the victim of an attack
by malicious softwares and hackers causing much more damage on your   Facebook account. It is very
important to Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked.Prevent Fb Accounts from Being HackedIndeed ,
while no software installed on your local system, there is nothing that your local antivirus can detect and
your account may be hacked in one-of- hand trick, leading to all sorts of hassles and problems . So today in
this article we will discuss some Basic Tips to Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked.

Read More:

[1]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

Tips to Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked

1)Application Permission

Whenever on Facebook you answer a quiz , install a Facebook game, or add any application , you will be
forced to go through an intermediate screen showing what the permissions the application needs . These
permissions can include almost anything, which may also include full access to your Facebook account , even
when you’re not connected.

In other words, if you do not carefully read the permissions required , you might end up giving more than
just personal information, so beware next time and Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked !

2) Spammy Video links:

Also Beware of videos on Facebook, Spammers are targeting Facebook to Spread links of Spammy videos,
Which on your click redirects you and takes control of your fb account to Spam on other fb comments, you
might not be even aware that you have commented so and so thing on so and so palce.

3)Download Notification:
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Sometimes when you start a video , you receive a notification that you need to install or update a codec ,
which is necessary and essential to watch the clip.

That may be true, but its often said that codec is actually a Trojan horse . For those who do not know ,
be aware that antivirus program is blocking it , although it could still slip through the net and suddenly
be harmful for you. So be very smart when you come accross this situation and Prevent Fb Accounts from
Being Hacked.

4) Message from Facebook:

If you own Popular Facebook pages, then you may even recieve Messages with names like : Facebook team,
Security team, Facebook Security, etc, etc.

The Message would so legit that you will be Forced to click on Some link, Which are actually Cookie stealing
apps and eventually you may end up loosing your facebook account so better ignore that message and Prevent
Fb Accounts from Being Hacked.

No Facebook team will never Send you such messages, so Dont forget to Report that message.

Read More:

[2]Create Fake Screenshots for FB,News,Twitter,Messages,Websites and Plane Tickets

Protect Yourself:

Facebook continues to work on security even within its platform, but the social giant can not help you to
provide your personal information to play a game or a quiz . In addition, a local antivirus will not prevent
this error.

Ultimately it is up to you to pay attention and Prevent yourself:

• Add your phone number and Change its privacy to Only me, So Even if there is any problem in
your fb account you may easily get it back by making facebook send you Code to your Mobile. And
Changing your Phone number Privacy to Only me Will make sure that other people will not be able
to see your Phone number.

• Add Security Question as a Secondary option to get back your Facebook account. Choose a Ques-
tion, Answer to which only you know. or add any other Unique answer which nobody knows but make
sure you are able to remember it.

• Add People as Friends that you know personally, Many a times people on facebook adds many
other people who they dont even know by thier face. Facebook Asks you to identify Friends in which
they are Tagged in.

• Turn on Notification when you log in to your facebook account, so whenever you login, you get a
mail from facebook with information about time, date, Operating system and Browser.

• Change your Password Frequently, It is said that you must Use your Password as your Toothbrush.
So keep changing it Frequently to Prevent Fb Accounts from Being Hacked

So these were some Basic Tips that Facebook users must Consider in order to keep thier facebook account
secure and safe. i hope this helps.

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/create-fake-screenshots-for.html
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How to Schedule SMS Text and Social Messages in Android Phone (2014-08-10 19:23)
- Prophet Hacker

Automatic Posting on Facebook,Twitter and Social Media acconts by one app named Schemes.This incredible
android app named Schemes.

Social media has become an integral part of everyone’s life and so has changed the way of expressing our
thoughts. The generation believes in everything that is readily available and in our case, it is the technology
that you need right on your fingertips. It is not just the friend circle conversely the business world too
revolves around the social media.

One needs to be productive all the time and on the web; productivity is all about right scheduling and time
management. This is where Schemes aims to address.

Read More:

[1]Download Schemes from Google Play
The application offers you unlimited possibilities for the social media freaks. Your future messages stay
secure in a thread like manner and Schemes will never post. So go Schedule SMS and Social Messages with
this automated communication system and let the world know of what you are up to.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.oxapps.schemes
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How to Download all Facebook Chat Messages (include deleted) (2014-09-08 18:25)
- Prophet Hacker

Download Facebook Chat Messages is a new trick , Many people say why this is not a new trick. Because
all of you know Facebook give a

So what’s the new in this trick. Facebook archieve has many problem like.

1. In Facebook Archieve you found only recent Messages.

2. Not download Facebook all Mesaages.

3. Not show pictures of friends

and many more reasons that’s why I not like this feature.

4. Click on Sync,Write Down your username and password.

5. Allow Social Safe FB Permissions.

6. Click on sync ,wait for sometime this software download all of your facebook messages from your FB
Account.

For More Checkout this Video:

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/clTRSOzZlBg

So with the help of this trick you can download all of facebook messages.

You can also download all of your Facebook Messages without any software.

[2] Download all Facebook data – Backup your entire FB Life

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/clTRSOzZlBg
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/download-all-facebook-data-backup-your.html
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How I Earn 50 Dollar Online Money very fast from Bubblews (2014-09-09 19:29)
- Prophet Hacker

Basically Everyone Want Lots of Money in Short time so how can You earn lots of money in short time.
Here I tell you a website like Facebook. When you post something on website and if you recieve any comments
like and views ,you gonna make dollors on this website.

You see lots of ads for make money online by social media,yeah this is right because of bubblews.
This is one of the best way to make money online very fast. You can make extra money for your pocket
money. This is one of the best way to make and earn money from blogging. In the blogging you right post
to attract people ,same here.

If you follow lots of people than you make lots of dollors.So follow at least 1000 people.(

Above steps is how can you make money from Bubblews.
How can you recieve your money from Bubblews.

• Make lots of like and comments on this site.

• When you make over 50 Dollar on this site. You see in Bank account a green button named redeem
come. Click on redeem. So write down your paypal address in this field.

Note:
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• When you post something on this website ,It must be Original.

• Never like your post.

• Never post adult content.

• Read all TOS for Bubblews.

• Never violate any Bubblews condition.

If you follow these all rules ,you surely make money online from bubblews.
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Download and Install Whatsapp for all Java and Nokia Mobile Phones (2014-09-11 16:32)
- Prophet Hacker

Download Whatsapp for Java and Nokia Mobiles. In this post I explain you How can you download whatsapp
for Java and Nokia Mobiles.

Whatspp Messanger
Everyone Known whatsapp is popular instant messanger for
Android Mobile. Whatsapp Currently has 600million active users on all platform including An-
droid,iphone,windows and Nokia.
Android is not a cheap mobile. So how can you get whatsapp for java phones. Here I Explain how can you
download whatsapp free messanger for your java phones.
This trick is work for all java phones like samsung and nokia.
You don’t need headache here I give you all direct link for download whatsapp for java and nokia phones.
[1] How to Download and Install Whatsapp for Windows 7,8 and 8.1 PC (Video and Pictures)
Here is link to [2]download java version of whatsapp
The above whatsapp download file for java phone users is a standard file ,that means support all java phones.
Make sure that you good working net connection for running whatsapp in java phones. It also supports java
s40 mobile.
Above Whatsapp download supports All java phones,Motorola Java Phones,Nokia Java Phones,LG Java
Phones,Samsung Java Phones etc.
How Download and Install Whatsapp in Java and Nokia Phones.

• First of all download the [3]java version of whatsapp from the given link.

• When you install this file in Java Phones,copy data to sdcard folder.
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• If file not run well ,restart your java phone for better response.

Whatsapp for Nokia Phones

[4]Download Whatspp for Nokia Symbian Phones

This version of Whatspp Supports all type of Nokia Phones like Nokia Asha200,2700c,C2-03,C2-
00,2690,Nokia X2-01 Nokia X3-02 Nokia X2-00

Nokia Asha: 201 300 302 303

Symbian: X7 · E6 · N8 · C6 · C7 · E7 · 500 · 600 · 603 · 700 · 701 · 808

S60 5th edition: Nokia 5800 · Nokia 5530 · Nokia 5230 · Nokia 5233 · Nokia 5235 · Nokia N97 · Nokia
N97 mini · Nokia X6 · Nokia X5-01 · Nokia C6 · Nokia C5-03 · Samsung i8910 Omnia HD · Sony
Ericsson Satio · Sony Ericsson Vivaz · Sony Ericsson Vivaz Pro

S60 3rd edition: Nokia 5700 · Nokia 6110 · Nokia 6120 · Nokia 6121 · Nokia 6124 · Nokia 6700 ·
Nokia 6290 · Nokia E51 · Nokia E63 · Nokia E66 · Nokia E71 · Nokia E90 Communicator · Nokia
N76 · Nokia N81 · Nokia N81 8GB · Nokia N82 · Nokia N95 · Nokia N95 8GB · Nokia 5320 · Nokia
5630 · Nokia 5730 · Nokia 6210 · Nokia 6220 · Nokia 6650 fold · Nokia 6710 Navigator · Nokia 6720 ·
Nokia 6730 · Nokia 6760 Slide · Nokia 6790 Surge · Nokia C5 · Nokia E52 · Nokia E55 · Nokia E72 ·
Nokia E73 · Nokia E75 · Nokia E5 · Nokia N78 · Nokia N79 · Nokia N85 · Nokia N86 8MP · Nokia
N96 · Samsung GT-i8510 · Samsung GT-I7110 · Samsung SGH-L870 · Samsung SGH-G810 · Samsung
SGH-iNNN

[5] Hack and Extract Whatsapp Messages Without PC in Android Mobile

1. http://www.talktohacker.com/2014/08/how-to-download-and-install-whatsapp.html
2. https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzZI_snfwCV9aERSN2tNWFMyeHc/edit
3. https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzZI_snfwCV9aERSN2tNWFMyeHc/edit
4. http://www.whatsapp.com/nokia/
5. http://www.talktohacker.com/2014/08/hack-and-extract-whatsapp-messages.html
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Apple Latest Iphone 6 and Iphone 6 Plus Price in India (2014-09-13 23:15) - Prophet Hacker

Apple Launch his latest Iphone in Live Event. This time Apple Launches two Iphone in Different Size. One
Iphone Named is Iphone 6 and second named is Iphone 6 Plus.

Apple Iphone 6 Features

• Apple Latest Iphone 6 Phone will run Apple M8dual-core Processor with Apple Latest OS ios8 support.

• Apple Iphone 6 comes with 4G LTE network support.

• Apple Iphone 6 come with nano sim support.

• The most favourite thing in Apple iphone 6 is 128 GB memory.

• Apple Iphone 6 Record videos on 1080p with dual LED flash.

But in this Post I Tell you Price of Iphone 6 in India.

InIndia Apple Iphone 6 price between 60,000 for the 4.7inch Model and you pay 70,000 for 5.5 inch
Model.If you buy 32GB or 64GB Iphone 6 Model this price goes to 80,000 to 90,000. I don’t know 128GB
Model price but I think this goes to above 1Lacs.
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Iphone 6 and Iphone 6 Plus Price List in India

iPhone 6 price list

4.7 inch variant of iPhone 6 (in Rupees)

5.5 inch variant of iPhone 6 (in Rupees)

16 GB

60,000

70,000

32 GB

69,000

79,000

64 GB

77,000

85,000

This is the price of Apple Iphone 6 in India but It may be differ because of sale tax.
For More Check [1]Apple Website.
1. http://www.apple.com/iphone-6/
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Change Default Folder Icon In Windows 7 and Windows 8 (2014-09-21 09:27)
- Prophet Hacker

Hi Friends, In this post I tell you how can you change your default folder icons in Windows 7 and Windows
8. You see window os has a yellow folder icon on every folder.

If you wanna make your computer awesome then change default folder icon first. If you see yellow color in
every directory and every drive ,you get bored man. If you give your computer a new look, you never bored.
So how can you choose best folder icon for your folder. In below steps you find your all answer.

Steps to Change Folder Icon.

• First You need to download from icons collection website like

”

– Then choose the folder and right click on that folder.
– Click on properties button.
– In right side, choose customize.
– Below you see Change Icon Button Click on that.
– Pop up open,browse the ico file in you download folder.
– Choose your .con file and click on that apply.
– You successfully changed your folder icon.
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Stream Live HD Torrent Movies to your Windows PC (2014-09-25 01:40) - Prophet Hacker

Torrents is one of best way to download Free content from Web. Torrents have lots of free latest hd movies for
download. If your Internet speed is good ,so you download these hd torrent movies. But the main problem
in this system is how can you identify the torrent is fake or not, video quality and sound quality without
downloading.

Here I tell you , How can you verify which torrent have good quality video and sound. One of the best
way to check quality is streaming torrents is windows pc. When you stream torrent in your pc ,yousee live
hd torrent movie in your pc. Basically streaming hd Torrents in PC is very simple steps. We done this
job with this windows software named ROX Player. With ROX player you can watch online torrents movie
in your pc.

6) With the help of Rox streaming torrents is so easy.

You can also stream live hd Torrents from many software Listed below. These all software compatible
with android mobile,Windows PC, Linux and Mac. So you can stream torrents on all platform.

• [1]ISOPLEX

• [2]Torntv

• [3]PopcornTime

[4]Popcorn Time BitTorrent-powered free Movie Streaming Android App

So try this trick my friends and don’t download any fake torrent. This is one of the best way to caught fake
torrents.
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1. http://isoplex.isohunt.to/
2. http://torrentv.github.io/
3. http://www.time4popcorn.eu/
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/popcorn-time-bittorrent-powered-free.html
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Change Gmail Account Background Picture (2014-09-27 17:10) - Prophet Hacker

Gmail is one of the best way for send and receive emails. But black and white lines are not so good compare
than picture. Google know this thing that’s why, Google give you a option to change background picture
in gmail. When you change picture in gmail,your gmail looks awesome. Goggle Gmail service give you a
variety of options for changing Gmail Appearance. In here we give you some tips for changing your gmail
email list looks.

How You Change/Set Gmail Account Background Picture

You need to some clicks on settings and hola ,you can change picture in gmail. Steps are below:-

• Open Gmail.com in your Computer browser.

• Now your gmail open,In right side you see a settings button,Click on that and choose themes.

• In themes section(In this section you can change color and image in gmail account ) scroll down
and you see select a background image link ,click on that.

•
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• Now gmail give you a option to upload your background image or you can set featured images.

This is four lines steps to set picture in gmail Service. I think this change give a new look to your gmail.

[1]Download all data from Google using Google Takeout -Backup of your Google Life

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/download-all-data-from-google-using.html
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Aircel 3GB Free 3G Internet With Flinch VPN for Android (2014-09-28 17:21)
- Prophet Hacker

Aircel Free 3G Internet when you search these keyword on Internet you found my blog but many readers
say that your aircel trick is not working more. That’s why I come here with a new 3g trick with aircel.
This 3G trick is very simple and legal. In this trick you don’t need to change any proxy or address.
But this Aircel 3G Unlimited Internet trick is only Working in Android Phone. I try this trick or My
Android phone with Aircel Sim.

TheseAircel Trick is Working with new Flinch VPN. Flinch VPN bypass your ISP restrictions and
unblocked all websites. In here we use Flinch OpenVPN server config files in Android with Open VPN.

Download file in Zip format so extract it.(If you work on android you need

Install and open OpenVPN Android App in android.

In right -below you find Import button,now browse open vpn config files in your android phone.
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You find 6 files ,Click one of them and select it.
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Click on save and you just installed Flinch openvpn config files in android.
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Now Click On Open VPN Profile and wait for minute. When you see success message on the last line that
means your phone is connected to the Flich VPN Server.
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Imporatnt Notes:

• Make Sure that your phone is root.

• Aircel Mobile Balance is Zero Rupees.

• Aircel APN is aircelinternet .

• If you want Free 3G Internet,Change Network Mode Settings.

• This trick is working only in Aircel.(I only tried in Aircel.)

• You Got 3GB in One Flinch VPN Account,If you want more than open second account.

See this video for More Detailed

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/Cwgb7kXOFVI?rel=0

So my friends try this trick and If you got any problem send me message on [2]Facebook.

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/Cwgb7kXOFVI?rel=0
2. https://www.facebook.com/prophethacker
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Download Entire Website/Blog for Offline Browsing and Reading without Internet
(2014-09-30 19:22) - Prophet Hacker

Today ,I tell you How can you download whole website including files. Sometimes you don’t have Internet
but you have PC. When you offline you can browsed download Website. This is so cool when you are
not a regular internet user.

You can also this method for making backup of your website.

In this trick you can download any website like cnn.com,prophethacker.blogspot.com,google.com and
much more.

If you Web Developer this thing is more helpful for you. When you download whole website you also download
hisstructured,CSS and HTML Codings.So you can analyze his matter and make your website look like
that.

In the second tab enterwebsite address and select action.(In action you need to configure some options)

Click on next and you see download website progress bar.
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When you complete downloading website. Open your C drive and Find My Web Sites Folder.

In this folder you found Index.html file click on that.

Now the Browser is open choose your project and enjoy offline browsing.

I think this is so helpful for you. If you have any doubt or problem contact me on [1]Facebook.

1. https://www.facebook.com/prophethacker
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Download Microsoft Windows Preview 10 OS ISO files (Direct Links) (2014-10-01 22:43)
- Prophet Hacker

This is one of the best news for every Internet and Windows PC users. First great news is Microsoft
announced his most awaited Windows New 10 OS. Microsoft new Windows OS named is Windows 10.
Many Tech experts shocked because they think microsoft new os named is Windows 9.

One of the biggest second news is new windows 10 OS Preview version is download avalible for all.
This [1]Windows 10 Technical Preview version is totally free for all PC Users.

Microsoft new Upcoming OS is now avalible for all in under Windows Insider program website. If you
don’t know what is these program,open [2]Windows insider program website.
Download Links of Windows 10 OS you found in this Website.

Microsft Launch windows 10 OS in two edition in 32 and 64 bit.

Microsoft Windows 10 OS 32bit Download Size is 2.93GB and 64bit size on disk is 3.81GB.
If you go to microsoft website you need to fill up the form or the second way isdownload direct links from
below links.

First thing in keep your mind ,this is a preview version of Windows 10 that means this is full buggy and lots
of technical problems.

But you can try Windows 10 in your system because this OS is awesome in looks and features.

If you want direct links of windows 10 OS iso files
here we go [3] x86 and [4]x64.
Microsoft launch final version of Windows 10 in year 2015. I don’t wait so long, are you.

1. http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/preview
2. https://insider.windows.com/
3. http://iso.esd.microsoft.com/W9TPI/FD54DF81A4CCF4511BA1445C606DDBA2/WindowsTechnicalPreview-x86-EN-US.iso
4. http://iso.esd.microsoft.com/W9TPI/FD54DF81A4CCF4511BA1445C606DDBA2/WindowsTechnicalPreview-x64-EN-US.iso
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Download right Subtitle for Your Movies from Two Ways (2014-10-04 19:19) - Prophet Hacker

Download Subtitles for your Movies from two ways. Subtitle is one of the best important thing when
you watch foreign movies, documentary and Hollywood Movies. Sometimes you don’t understand
Actor voice, that time subtitle play very important role. When the subtitle comes in your player you clearly
understand what the actor says. So subtitle play very important role when you watch movie.

Now these days everyonedownload Hollywood movies ,documentary ,Hindi Movies from torrents
and File sharing sites. In these websites sometimes subtitle file not included withdownloaded movies.
If movie audio is English or sound quality is not better ,so you need todownload subtitle for these movie.

In here I tell you how can you download right subtitle for movie in two ways.

Download Subtitle for Your Movies in two Ways

1. Download Sublight for Windows PC

Sublight is one of the best way for find and download best subtitle movies. In sublight software you just
need to drag and drop your movies in this software.

Sublight automatically find suitable subtitle for your movie. Click on download button and your subtitle is
ready to play.

2. Manually Find Subtitle for Your Movies

For finding right subtitle for your movies you can use subtitle websites. But this is a manual work. Below
I write down some major websites for find and download subtitle.

[1]http://subscene.com/

[2]http://www.opensubtitles.org/

[3]http://www.podnapisi.net/

1. http://subscene.com/
2. http://www.opensubtitles.org/
3. http://www.podnapisi.net/
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Change and Customize your Android Phone Fonts (2014-10-07 12:19) - Prophet Hacker

Change font of your Android Phone is very easy task. When you buy a new phone ,your phone come
with stock rom. Stock rom has many legs that’s why changing font give a new look to your android phone.
In here I tell you a awesome app,with the help of this you can change any android phone fonts with root or
without root. If you want better customise your android phone try this.

I am not saying only this android app is best. But this one is reliable and easy to use. Ifont Android App
designed forchanging fonts of android phone. When you use this android app your phone become more
awesome and looks different. In Ifont app you find collection of fonts for your android phone.

Ifont make your phone looks classy and you also surprise your friends by changing android fonts.

With this android font changer app you easily change Samsung Galaxy S3,S4,Note,Note II Fonts. Ifont don’t
need root or reboot.

[1]Download Ifont for Changing Android Fonts

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kapp.ifont
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Beach Buggy Android Kart Racing Game (2014-10-07 14:11) - Prophet Hacker

Today we come here with new android games. This awesome android game named is Beach Buugy.Beach
Buggy android game is developed by Vector Unit. Vector Unit also developed Riptide GP 2 Game.

Beach Buggy iskart Racing game for Android Mobile. This android game has so many characters for
playing racing in android mobile. Recently a years ago Angry Birds Launched a Kart Racing Game. But
this one is totally diffrent from Angry Birds.

[1]Download Beach Buggy Android Game

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vectorunit.purple.googleplay&hl=en
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How you Increase 1000 Pinterest Followers from Mass Follow Script (2014-10-09 18:55)
- Prophet Hacker

Pinterest is a popular social networking websites. Everybody know if you want more traffic for your website
use Pinterest.
So in This post i tell you how can you Increase 1000 of Pinterest followers in few days. This is one of the
best way for getting mass followers on Pinterest.From this trick I get almost 1000 Pinterest Followers.

Follow me on Pinterest :

Code:

javascript:var inputs = document.getElementsByClassName('UserFollowButton btn
rounded Button hasText gridItem Module ajax notNavigatable ui-FollowButton');
for(var i=0; i<inputs.length;i++) { inputs[i].click(); }

6. When this java script run,this java script automatically select all follow buttons.
Now you see your browser is hanging but don’t worry, this is normal.

7. In 1 Minute you following 500users.

8. Wait for 2-3 Days, Your Pinterest Followers Increases. This is one of the best way for Increasing Pinterest
Followers.
Note:

• Use this Pinterest Following Java script only four time a day.

• If you misuse this script Pinterest block your profile.
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Download Google Play Store Material Design Update 5.0 (2014-10-11 13:09)
- Prophet Hacker

Google release new update for Google Play Store App. In this update Google Play Android App fully
makeover by Material Design. When Android L launch ,Google also launch new language named material
design. So this new update is coming from Android L OS.

For More Google Update Check out our

In this new update Google Play 5.0 looks is so awesome and clean Interface. Android Wear Apps section is
also available in this update.

You find more category for apps and news in this update.

[1]

Download Google Play Store Latest Update 5.0 (Direct Link)

You can also make your Android Look Like Android L from this post-

[2] Make Your Android Look Like Latest Google Android L OS

[3] Get Notifications Like Android L from Floatify

[4] Make Your Android Look Like iPhone iOS7

1. http://www.mediafire.com/download/pegjq9gtg9pyb8x/com.android.vending-5.0.31-80300031-minAPI9.apk
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/make-your-android-like-latest-google.html
3. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/get-notifications-like-android-l-from.html
4. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/07/make-your-android-look-like-iphone-ios7.html
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View and Retrieve Save WIFI Password in Android Mobile (2014-10-11 23:07)
- Prophet Hacker

In Android WiFi is the popular medium to connect the Internet. You used many WiFi Access Points,
sometimes you just forget wifi password. So in this post I tell you How can you recover or see your saved
password in Android Mobile. This is not a Wifi Hacking Tricks for Android Mobile.

In this trick we open a file,In this file you see all wifi password. This is very simple you need to open save
wifi password location in Android.

This is one of the best way for retrieving and recovering your android wifi password.

Where is Android Saved WiFi Password ?

Android Mobile save wifi password in Root directory. You need root access to explore this directory.
When you access this directory ,you see any type of security password like WEP,WPA and WPA-2 etc.

Open Device Directory
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Go to this path /data/misc/wifi.
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You Find lots of file.

Ope n wpa _supplicant.conf.

Open with ES File Text Editor
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You see Your Saved Wifi Password.
ssid=xxx is your wifi name andpsk=xxxxx is your wifi password.
So this is very simple trick for every android user for Recover wifi password. This is totally legal. If you
want more WiFi Tricks for Android check out [1]WiFi Section.
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1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/search/max-results=10?q=wifi
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How You Get Bigrock .com Domain at Rs 99 or 1.5Dollar (2014-10-15 22:36) - Prophet Hacker

Bigrock is one of the Major Domain Register Company in India. Bigrock Website Give lots of discounts on
every type of domains. You see many type of ads in many websites and tv about Bigrock.
I like Bigrock ,Question is why ? Because Bigrock give you domain at only Rs 99 or $1.5Dollar.
So here I tell you whole tutorial about Bigrock 99 Scheme. This offer is valid only for 1year.

Steps for Buy Bigrock 99 .com Domain

1. Open

4. If want Privacy otherwise remove that option. In the Coupon area Paste this

Note:
This above method is only working with New Bigrock Account. If you want .COM domain in Rs 99. You
first need to create a new account.When you click proceed to amount you automatically goes to Create New
Account Page. Fill New Account Form and Reapply the Coupon. If you try this trick definitely you got
.com domain at 99.

5. When LogIn with new account. You need select your payment mode.
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This is working trick of 2014 to get .com Bigrock domain at Rs99 or 1.5Dollar.

[1]Bigrock Link

1. http://www.bigrock.in/?a_aid=543e6cfb5b1a1
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Download Wikipedia and Wikileaks Articles for Offline Reading (2014-10-16 10:01)
- Prophet Hacker

Download Whole Wikipedia is not possible because Wikipedia is giant collection of documents. In
that time Wikipedia is the most popular place to find all type of documents in different ,languages. With
Wikipedia we can increase our knowledge. But we can’t access Wikipedia without Internet. So in
this post I tell you how can you download Wikipedia Collection of Articles in Computer for Offline
Reading.

In here we use Kiwix Software for downloading Whole Wikipedia Articles,Wikileaks Articles and Much
More. Kiwix is Best Offline Wikipedia Articles Reader.
When you download and install Kiwix software on Windows you get this dialog box.

Press ‘Yes’ when you get this option on startup.
When Catalogue is ready you find Collection of Articles. These Wikipedia Collection Comes is Different Size
Like 30GB,4GB and More. When you find your type of articles click on download button.
Kiwix is open .zim extension file .So you can download direct these type of files from IDM.
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[1]Direct Links for Downloading Offline Wikipedia Articles Collection.

Kiwix Software is come for All platforms so you can download and offline browse Wikipedia in Android,Mac
OS-X,Linux and Windows. [2] Download Kiwix

1. http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
2. http://www.kiwix.org/wiki/Software
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Snaplock Lockscreen Changer App (2014-10-18 22:09) - Prophet Hacker

Android Lockscreen is the first screen appear in every android phone. If you want make your android first
screen more better I suggest you to download lockscreen for android.

Snaplock is one of the best android lockscreen app for android. Snaplock UI is more better than other
lockscreen app. In this app your lockscreen looks more designable and beautiful.Snaplock has its own lock
system. So your mobile is more secure than before.

When you install this lockscreen app in your android phone. Snaplock show your recent app by using. All
shortcuts you find in lockscreen.

You can also set lots of wallpapers in your lockscreen. This is one of the coolest feature in this lockscreen
app. With this feature you change lockscreen wallpaper with your wallpaper.
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[1]Google Play Link

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wandoujia.roshan&hl=en
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Download Material Design Wallpapers for Your Phone (2014-10-21 17:21) - Prophet Hacker

Android comes with new visual language named Material Design Language. In this post we come with
Material Design Wallpapers App. In this app you found perfect wallpapers for android screen. This app has
many wallpapers inspired by Material Design.

I recommend you to download this Android App If you want some new and unique wallpapers for your
android phone.

[1]Download Material Design Wallpaper

[2]Make a New Wallpaper By Blurring your Picture

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.harsh.material
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/06/make-new-type-of-picture-by-bluring-picture-in-android.html
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One Program for Blocking Ads in All Browsers (2014-10-21 18:50) - Prophet Hacker

Admuncher is one of the best ad blocker. Now this is totally free for all internet user. Admuncher is not a
extension or Add-on that works with browser, Admuncher is a stand alone windows program. Admuncher
block all type of ads like pop up ads,text ads,video ads and much more.

Admuncher is best because this program block browser ads and software ads.

Blocking software ads in winamp,utorrent or bit torrent.

With this program you block ads in chrome,internet explorer,opera,maxthon,mozilla firefox,safari.

Admuncher block youtube ads or video ads.

This thing make your browsing experiance more better than before.

Admunchers also block text you want. With the help of these program you can use your custom css and
html. These setting save your computer bandwidth and also save your data.
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When you install freeware software they show ads. Admuncher block all type of ads in your computer.
Admuncher block all spyware apps ,adware apps and others malicious apps.

If you use Admuncher you can block all type of ads in Windows Computer.

Admuncher is independent program for blocking ads in windows.

You can download Admuncher from Admuncher Website.

This program size is only 547KB.

[1] Download Admuncher

1. http://www.admuncher.com/
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Download Latest Diwali Wallpaper and Themes (2014-10-22 10:06) - Prophet Hacker

First Happy Diwali to all my Blog readers. I wish this Diwali make your life more Happy. In this post I tell
you how can you sent Diwali wallpapers and messages to your friends and family members. In here I collect
Top 10 Wallpapers for Diwali.

You can also message all Facebook Friends at one Click with
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Download Diwali Wallpaper Windows 7 theme for your PC and Desktop

[1]Download Diwali Windows 7 theme

1. http://www.windows7theme.net/dl/diwali.themepack
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Download Youtube Video and Android Apps from SnapPea Android Manager App
(2014-10-24 17:41) - Prophet Hacker

Everybody wantsdownload Youtube video and android apps in Android phone. SnapPea is Android
Manager, with the help of this app you can download and save youtube videos in your android
mobile.

One of the best feature is you can download all play store apps without signing.

So here I tell you what is SnapPea and how it works.

Basically Snapea is Android Manager, SnapPea is one of the best Online and Offline Android Manager
for PC. You can make you phone data backup with this manager. When you sync your phone with PC
you can browse all your photos and music in Windows PC.

SnapPea Manages all your phone contacts and messages in PC.
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Download all android apps like Google Play App. In this app you also find wallpaper section, so you download
some cool wallpaper for your android homescreen.

[1]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better
Features of SnapPea

• Download Youtube Video in many Qualties

• Download Play Store Apps without sign in

• Best File Manager

• Best Contact Manager

• Transfer Files Wirelessly

• View Android Screen in PC

• Make Backup of Android Phone Data

• Best Android PC Suite and Manger
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• Sync wired and Wirelessly

• Download HD Wallpapers for Android phone

• Inbuilt Download Manager

• Sync All data

[2]Download SnapPea Android App from Official Website

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
2. http://www.snappea.com/
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Monitor and Spy GirlFriend Whatsapp Account from WhatsDog (2014-10-24 21:25)
- Prophet Hacker

We all worried about our Girlfriends activity. In this post I tell you how can you spy on any

Whatsdog monitor whatsapp account user online activity like when they login or logout. How much they
spend time online. These all data saved in graphs and calender. That’s why this is so cool app. You can
check how many times you girlfriend’s online and offline.

Why should I use WhatsDog?

- No more excuses

- Because your boyfriend/girlfriend won’t be able to lie anymore

- Because you will be capable of monitoring if he/she went out yesterday

- Because you’ll be alert: you’ll know when WhatsApp is opened by your contact

WhatsDog can ALWAYS see the WhatsApp last seen time, even if your contact has that option disabled. It
doesn’t mind if your contact has an iPhone or he/she blocked you, WhatsDog can supervise everything. It
ALWAYS works!

You choose who you want to monitor: a friend, your partner, a relative.. anybody. Moreover, WhatsDog will
show you a list of the connections and logouts hours to WhatsApp of that contact. You’ll be able to track
everything thanks to WhatsDog’s calendar and you’ll have all the data searchable (previous days connections,
number and lengths of connections..). What more do you need?

Note:

This is not a Hacking Whatspp Account Android App. [1]Download WhatsDog. WhatsApp’s watch-
dog

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.secondlemon.whatsdog
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Create Fake File at any Size and any format without any software in Windows
(2014-10-26 14:48) - Prophet Hacker

In Windows PC there are many commands and Hidden features that we don’t know. In this post I tell you
How can you make fake file of any size in any format. From this Windows Trick you can make fake music
file,documents file,movie file ,audio file in any size whatever you want.

Benefits of this Tricks
You can make any type of file at any size in just seconds.
Troll your friends.
Fill any empty Pendrive in just seconds.

2. Type fustil command and see below for example.

fsutil file createnew C:\prophethacker.mp4 500000000

change ”prophethacker” with your file name
change”.mp4” with your file extension
change ”50000000” with your file size
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If you want create fake file this command utility help you. This is one of the best fake file creator for windows.
With this trick you can also create fake android app. If you have any doubt ya problem. Message me at
[1]Facebook.

1. http://www.facebook.com/prophethacker
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Earn Free Unlimited Recharge from Ladooo Android App (2014-10-26 21:51)
- Prophet Hacker

Ladooo is one of the best android forEarning free talktime in android mobile by justdownloading other
android apps. Everybody wantsfree recharge tricks, but they don’t know how to get free recharge
internet. In ladooo app you download other apps ,you increase your wallet money. With these android
wallet money you canrecharge your phone number and other phone number like your friends and family.

How recharge using android apps
In Ladooo Android app when you download other android apps by ladooo you get money. First time you
get 70-50 rs and then wait for upcoming android apps. This is simple you download other apps for money.

The second way is refer this app to your friends. When your friends download this from your link you get 5
ya 10 rs.

When You earn sufficient money on ladooo wallet. Rehcarge on any ISP like airtel,tata do-
como,aircel,idea,bsnl etc.

Why I Like Ladooo android App
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1. Ladooo is easy to install

2. Instant Recharge in seconds

3. Install apps rate high than other apps

4. Easy to use

5. Referral rate high

Ladooo can help you just earn extrareal money for mobile recharge. Ladooo is so easy todownload
and install in android phone. Ladooo is free to download and available for all android phone users.

If you search for earn talktime android apps you search is completed. Ladooo app trick is one of the
best trick forearning free mobile recharge by downloading apps.

[1]

[2]Download Ladooo Android App From Google Play

Note:

Never download ladooo for pc.

Never install ladooo apk in phone

Never tried to hack ladooo android app apk

Download Ladooo android from Google Play

Use this android app for earning free mobile recharge for your android phone.

1. http://www.ladooo.com/87174369
2. http://ladooo.com/2027117962
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Find Your Android Phone Number in Settings (2014-10-27 11:27) - Prophet Hacker

In Android Phone if you don’t know your phone number .Here I give you instructions for finding your phone
number in android phone. When you put new simcard in phone ,you don’t know your phone number. You
call other person to know your phone number. But if you follow my steps you know you sim number without
calling other person.

Select ”Status” option

Now finally select ”Sim Status”.

Scroll down and you see your phone number.
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Note:

Why my phone number show as”Unknown” ?

This is problem in your sim card. Sometimes you not sim card properly. Reset your sim card.
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Remotely Control Your Window 7 and 8 PC with Microsoft RDP from Android Phone
(2014-10-27 22:12) - Prophet Hacker

We all know Windows has its own RDP(Remote Desktop) feature. With this feature we can control any
Windows System from from anywhere from his ip and username. Here I tell you how can you connect your
PC with your android mobile for remote desktoping.
This is very helpful when you get tired from PC. If you wanna try something new with with your android
smartphone try this.
With this Android app you don’t need to install any software because RDP is preinstalled in all Windows
PC.

So follow below steps for Remote Desktop in Android Mobile.
First thing we do is prepare our pc for Remote Desktoping.
In here I use Windows 7 PC.
1. Open System Properties in Windows PC.

2. Open Remote Settings.
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3. Select Allow Connections Only from Secure Connections

4. Click on Apply.

Note:

First Make sure that your phone is connect with your pc. If you don’t how connect your mobile
with pc follow our guide.

That’s it .Leave Pc and Pick up your phone for next steps.

Move On to Android.

1.

3. Now You need to Enter Some Information.Example You see below .

4.Tap On the checkmark and save your settings and enjoy rdp in android.
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Now you simply control your winodws 7/Windows 8 PC from these trick without installing any software. If
you wanna watch movie from android through RDP this is not possible with this software. Here I recommend
you to download and install Splashtop Software and android app for Android Phone.

[1]Splashtop 2: fast,free, innovative remote desktop for Android

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/01/splashtop-2-fastfree-innovative-remote.html
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See Your Phone Pictures in Different View with Piktures App (2014-10-28 12:42)
- Prophet Hacker

Android Gallery is simple, why this is so simple. We take pictures and save in memory. If you want something
better for your Picture Gallery Android App follow this post.

Default Gallery App has simple view. A new app coming in Google Play Market named is Piktures. This
app has lots of material design that’s why the design of the app is so brilliant. Piktures show your photos is
grid view and calender.

Piktures android app scrollable grid view is so awesome . In calender view you organise your photos date by
date.

[1]Download Material Design Wallpapers for Your Phone

Piktures is not just a gallery app. In Piktures you find some management tools like photo resizing and set
them as wallpapers.When you slide photo to next one ,this app animation is so brilliant. Piktues is one of
the best photo manager for your android phone.

Piktures give you a better experience when you see your photos.

Piktures is totally free for everyone without any type of ads.

[2]Download Link

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/10/download-material-design-wallpapers-for.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.diune.pictures
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Know how Many People Using your Wifi Network with Android (2014-10-28 17:52)
- Prophet Hacker

When you connect your android phone with wifi network. You don’t know how many exact people connect
on the same wifi network. If your wifi Network is public that means lots of pc and mobile connected your
wifi network.

Fing is a Android app that tells your every wifi user name and his ip with mac. MAC means(Media Access
Control) this is a unique id of any mobile or pc.

Fing is network analyzer for android phone.

[1]Find Lots of Wifi Tricks for Android in Our Wifi Section

Fing has many features see below.

1. Display all mac address with device manufacturer

2. Search any user with his ip or mac

3. Service scan eg: FTP,SSH

4. Ping and Traceroute

5. DNS lookup

6. Totally free app without any ads

7. Wake on LAN

[2]View and Retrieve Save WIFI Password in Android Mobile

Fing is very important app when you want to see how many people using your wifi internet connection. If
you found any strange device ,immediately change your wifi password.

So download android wifi analyzer apk from google play store.
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[3] Download Fing From Google Play

1. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/search/max-results=10?q=wifi
2. http://prophethacker.blogspot.in/2014/10/view-save-password-in-android-location.html
3. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.overlook.android.fing&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Youtube Tricks Every Internet User Should Know (2014-10-28 22:51)
- Prophet Hacker

Youtube is the most pouplar video sharing websites. We all many videos in youtube for diffrent reasons.
Here I tell you some aweome tips and tricks that can increase your knowledge about youtube. So try all this
tips and tricks with your pc. There are many secrets and hacks in youtube that probably we don’t know yet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h01Y40j9 _r0

Would now change into

https://www.ssyoutube.com/watch?v=h01Y40j9 _r0

2. Bypass Regional and Age Restrictions

Sometimes youtube gives you error like this video not avalaible in your country or age restrictions.
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Here is a solution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h01Y40j9 _r0

Would now change into

https://www.youtube.com/v/h01Y40j9 _r0

3. Youtube TV website for PC (Beautiful and Clean Youtube)

Now with Youtube TV you can control youtube website from Keyboard-only. This whole website is controlled
by Keyboard. youtube.com/tv give you tv experiance in your PC.
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In this website all youtube categories comes in very beautiful animation.

If you want something new from Youtube this is. In here you see clean interface. Not any comment-
box,suggestion or ad.

If you want youtube video without ads try this.

4. Play the Snake Game In Youtube

Ya this is true when you play youtube video you can also play snake game on youtube. When you see loading
sign press UP arrow key. Now the loading sign turn into snake game. This is so cool tricks ,so try and prank
your friends with this trick.
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5. Youtube Search Easter Egg.

When you search these easter eggs in youtube. Youtube responses diffrently. This thing is prankable when
you wanna something new with only youtube searches.

”Use the force luke search” (your mouse moves things around)

”Beam me up Scotty” (search results ”transport” on the page)

”Doge meme” (all comic book sans)

”Do the Harlem shake” (the page literally does the Harlem shake—with soundtrack)
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Try all this trick and if you got any problem contact me at Facebook.
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Marvel Announces 9 Upcoming Superhero Movies Name (2015-2019) (2014-10-29 01:17)
- Prophet Hacker

Now Marvel Open Treasure of Movies. Today Marvel organize a event. In Event Marvel release a list
of upcoming movies . In this list the most interesting thing is Marvel Divided Avengers 3 into two Parts.
Overall I like this list. Captain America movie series connection with civil war comic. Few days before Age
of Ultron trailor is accidently leaked on internet. Age of Ultron Trailor has now more than 70 Million
Views.

_

Download New Marvel Movie List and Wallpapers by right click.

_ Avengers: Age of Ultron: May 1, 2015
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Ant-Man: July 17, 2015

Captain America 3: Civil War: May 6, 2016
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Doctor Strange: November 4, 2016

Guardians of the Galaxy 2: May 5, 2017

Thor 3: Ragnarok: July 28, 2017

Black Panther: November 3, 2017
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Captain Marvel: July 6, 2018
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Inhumans: November 2, 2018

Avengers: Infinity War, Part 1: May 4, 2018
Avengers: Infinity War, Part 2
: May 3, 2019

Download All Wallpapers Just By Right Click
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Download New Lightweight Zero Launcher (2014-10-29 15:42) - Prophet Hacker

If you want Lightweight Android Launcher for your phone. You must know about this android launcher app.
This app is so lighweight ,size of the Launcher apk is 1.8MB.

With this launcher size doesn’t matter.

The Main Features of this app is DoubleTap Lock. You can press double tap anywher on the screen and
your phone screen wil lock.

�

Super small 3D engine with unparalleled 3D effects

�

Super fast speed with 0.2 seconds to launch

�

Super rich FREE premium themes and wallpapers

Highlights of ZERO Launcher

-

1M size package to experience extremely fancy 3D effects

Smaller than Apus launcher�cooler than Next Launcher 3D Shell

-

0.2 seconds to launch with 100 % memory saved

(Compared with GO Launcher EX, Next Launcher 3D Shell, Nova Launcher, Google Now Launcher)

-
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FREE premium themes Forever

- HD wallpapers and icons

-

Easy to switch theme styles

Android L or stylish ZERO? It’s all up to you!

[1]Download Zero Apk from Google Play Store

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zeroteam.zerolauncher&hl=en
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Beautiful and Stylish Flesky Keyboard App for your Phone (2014-10-29 16:53)
- Prophet Hacker

In Android phone typing is one of the major task. If you want to do this task very smoothly ,you need good
keyboard app apk for your android phone. Here I prefer you to download Flesky Keyboard app for android
phone.

Flesky is fast ,colorful,comfortable and simple keyboard app for android. The look of the flesky is so eye
catching.

Flesky give your phone looks like android L. Flesky makeover made with Material Design. Flesky keyboard
is neat and clean. You only see words when you need.

Flesky Keyboard Features

EMOJI EXPLOSION�

Enjoy over 600 emoji in the palm of your hand. (Works with Whatsapp/ Facebook Messenger/ Snapchat/
Twitter and all your favs)

COLORFUL THEMES

Express yourself and your style by customizing your keyboard. Feel like changing things up a little? Change
your theme! Explore some of Fleksy’s vibrant, beautiful color themes and keyboard styles.

INCREDIBLE AUTOCORRECT

Wrong letter? Sloppy typing? No Problem! Fleksy will know what word you meant to type even if you
mis-type every letter. This smart keyboard doesn’t just look at the letters you press, it looks at the pattern
you tap to understand what you meant to type. Type reliably, type beyond prediction.

POWERFUL GESTURES

Tired of pressing backspace? Swipe left anywhere for blazing fast word-by-word delete. Wrong autocorrect?
Just swipe down anywhere to change the word! Fleksy’s gestures maximize typing speed and comfort, making
typing as simple as on your laptop.

FULL, MINIMAL OR INVISIBLE
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Personalize Fleksy to meet your screen space needs with multiple layout options. Fleksy’s gesture system
allows you to minimize the keyboard or even make it invisible and see 100 % of your screen.

TYPE-AND-PLAY

Track your stats, master typing without looking and share your achievements through My Badges! Collect 30
badges like “Invisible Master”, “Dash Swiper”, and “King of Keyboards” to unlock new themes and extend
your free Fleksy trial.

[1]Download Flesky Keyboard apk from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.syntellia.fleksy.kb
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Top 10 Android Apps for Earn Free Mobile Talktime and Data Rehcarges
(2014-10-30 19:33) - Prophet Hacker

_

_ _

_ _ We all want free recharge money for our Android Smartphone. Android call recharge and data recharges
are too expensive. If you want some sort of money so follow this post. If you follow this post ,you can earn
free data recharge and talktime for your android smartphone.

_ _ Here we post 10 Earn Free Talktime Android Apps. With these android apps you can earn unlimited
money. You need to do some simple task like installing android apps,view ads and referr your friends.
Top 10 Earn Free Recharge Android Apps

_ _ 1. Ladooo Android App
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Ladooo is one of the best android app for getting free recharge/talktime in android phone. You can earn free
talktime with this android app. Ladooo main features is instant recharge.

Method:
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Ladooo offers per app install 3-15 Rs.

Invite Friend Referral Value: 10

_

_ _
_ _

_ _ 2. Mcent Android App

Mcent is well known android app that gives free recharge worldwide. But this time mcent come for indian
users. Mcent is also a good alternatives for free talktime recharge android app.

Method:

When You first time download mcent app you get 10RS as a sign-up bonus.

Mcent Offers pers app install 5-15rs.
Invite Friend Referral Value: 20

3. Amulyam Android Recharge App
Amulyam has many options for earning free recharge. Like completing forms, downloading , installing apps
and daily visiting. But this is not so famous android app.

Method:
Amulyam offer per app upto 0.25 to 40RS.

Invite Friend Referral Value : 5Rs

_
_ This app is also good as ladooo android app. With the help of this android app you can earn some extra
recharge money for your android app. Pokett Android app is very popular for giving free rechrages.
Method:

Pokett offers per app install upto 3-20Rs

Invite Friend Referral Value: 5Rs

_ 5. FreePlus Free Mobile Recharge
This android app is different from others. In this app you can earn free recharge in two ways like installing
apps and viewing ads.

Method:

In this app you earn upto 10-20 rs when you install apps.
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Invite Friend Referral Value: 7Rs

6. Earn Talktime App

Earn money is alternative app for earn talktime free recharge. This app ui is very simple and old design.

Method:

Download offers are not so high between 1-10Rs.

Invite Friend Referral Value: 10Rs

Dosera is giving high money on every app you install. You can earn upto 100Rs in first time with this app.

Method:

Dosera per app install money is high. You can earn upto 10 Rs per app.

Invite Friend Referral Value: Earn 10 % cash from every friend credits

8. Hike Messenger
Hike Messenger is a messaging app for android smartphone. Hike messenger app is best alternative of
whatsapp

Method:
In this app you can earn money only by referring friends.

Invite Friend Referral Value: 20Rs

_
_

_ 9. Magic Recharge - Free Recharge

Magic Recharge App is like Dosera. In this app you can recharge any prepaid user mobile at one click.

Method:
You can earn upto every install between 5-10 Rs

Invite Friend Referral Value: 6Rs

Ziptt is best because its give you free mobile recharge upto 1000Rs.

Ziptt has two section one is in your android mobile and another in Ziptt Website.

Method:
Ziptt offers two ways for earning free mobile recharge. One from install android app and second is complete
offers -viewing ads.

Invite Friend Referral Value: 1Rs
[1]Download Ziptt Free Mobile Recharge

_
_
_
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Try all this android app and get unlimited free mobile recharge for your android smartphone. If you got any
problem contact me at facebook.

1. http://www.ziptt.com/index.php?rid=imby-wJVniU-8NFQ-hEwefr
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Download All Gmail to the Computer for Offline Reading (2014-10-31 11:26)
- Prophet Hacker

Download all gmail mails to the computer is make your personal backup. This process is totally free and
not to any big settings.

In this post I tell you how can you download all gmail mails incuding trash and drafts to the computer. This
thing is very helpful because sometimes internet is gone. So below you find instructions. I think you also
need to see this.

3. Scroll the page you see Next click on that.

4. Now Click on create Archieve button.

5. Now Google Take sometime to prepare you archive. It almost completed in 1hour.

6. When your archive is completed. Google will mail you.

Open Your Gmail and Find Google Takeout Mail and click on Download Link.
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Open Google Mail Backup File

Now you download Google Mail Backup File. This Google Mail Backup in .mbox format. So you
need to download software for opening that type of file.

[1] Downlaod MBOX Viewer and Reader

Alternatives of these software is [2]MBOX View.

1. http://www.freeviewer.org/mbox/
2. http://kaz.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mbox-viewer/mbox-viewer/mbox-viewer%201.0.0.7/mboxview-1.0.0.7-bin.
zip
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Download Latest Angry Bird Transformers Game Apk (2014-11-01 01:20) - Prophet Hacker

Now the wait is over Angry Birds next instalment coming in android and publicly available for all android
user. Angry Bird Transformers is the latest game for Rovio. We all know angry bird is one of the most
hittest game on Google Play Store.

Now suit up and download this game from Google Play Store.

This game is completely different from others, this is endless runner game like. In this Angry Birds game
you found lots of characters being used as Transformers. These characters are transform into vehicle
,bike,car,plane or many awesome things. In this game you found lots of weapons ,powerups and upgrades
for your weapons. Angry birds Transformers is fast ,awesome and High Graphics Game. Angry Birds
Transformers game come with app-purchases so you upgrade your vehicle by purchasing credits.
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I recommend you download this game ,because something is different in this game.

[1]How to Download Official Android Apps Directly from Google Play on PC

[2]Download Angry Bird Transformers Apk from Google Play Store

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/how-to-download-official-android-apps.html
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rovio.angrybirdstransformers
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Earn 500-800$ Money From your Blog with Popcash Adnetwork (2014-11-03 19:33)
- Prophet Hacker

Popcash is one of the most popular way to earn money. Popcash is monetize your blog and website
forpopunder ads.

You can easilyearn lots of money through it.So in this post I tell you how the Other Bloggers and I earn
hundreds of dollars from this adnetwork.

Popcash approved any blog ,low traffic or high traffic blog. This is very good for new bloggers. So now lets
start how can you implant Popcash in your blogger.

Sign Up and Install Popcash ad in Your Blog

1. First open

2. Click on Websites and add your website.

3. Type of website domain and select category.

4. They take few hours for approving your website. When popcash approved your website they sent
you another mail.

5. Get Back to the control Panel and click on Get Code.

6. Copy the code andopen your google blog.

7. CLick on layout. Scroll down and click on Add a gadget.
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8. Select HTML/Javascript wideget and paste your script.

Why I like Popcash

Popcashminimum payout is 10 $.

Popcash process your money in 7 days.

Realtime updates.

High rates comparing other networks.

Approved any website or blogs.

With this prophethacker blog I earn more than 900 $ from Popcash adnetwork in months. If you follow this
trick you can also earn lots of money through this adnetwork.If you got any problem contact me.

[1]Sign Up for Popcash

1. http://popcash.net/register/26403
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My Top 5 Google Chrome Extensions (2014-11-04 23:13) - Prophet Hacker

Goggle Chrome is one of the best web browser for PC. With Google Chrome every Internet user got new
experience. In here we post some best top 5 Google Chrome Extension for every Internet user. With these
extension you life is easier for accessing different things like android mobile,friend computer,websites,mail
and much more.

Top 5 Best Google ChromeExtension

1. Alexa ToolBar

Alexa is awesome extension and website. With alexa you can see any website rank and position at
worldwide. You can see website health and analytics from this extension. This is most important tool for
any computer geeks.
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[1]Download Pushbullet

So this is not it. Soon you see many posts about Google Chrome extemnsion.

Use this extension and browse our [2]Google Section.

1. https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/pushbullet/chlffgpmiacpedhhbkiomidkjlcfhogd?hl=en
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/search/max-results=10?q=google
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Top 10 Windows Software for Every Windows User (2014-11-05 20:08) - Prophet Hacker

Windows PC is one of the best PC comparing another PC or OS. Windows is customizable and run smoothly.
In here we make a list of software, these softwares is important for every PC. We make a list that can
satisfy every windows user,because in this list you find all important software that every windows user wants.

_

Top 10 Windows Programs/Software for every Windows User

1. Avast

Avast is Antivirus software ,this software make your computer secure from hackers. Avast User Interface is
good. You find lots of new features in new version of Avast. If your tired from virus and trojans, download
and install avast in your PC. I think your all security problem solved when you install Avast Antivirus
Software.

_
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_

5. CCleaner
CCleaner clean your all computer junks files and run your computer fastly. If your computer run
slowly. You must have tried this. This software clean your in many ways like deleting cookies ,defrag-
gler,history,temporary files and many more ways.

7. Free Download Manager

Free download manager supports all downloads including torrents Files. FDM preview video and audio files
when your downloading is not full complete. Control remotely ,you can stop or start any downloading from
anywhere. FDM is best download manager for Your Windows.
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[1]Download Sumatra Reader

This is top 10 Windows Programs that every Windows user needs. Try all of this if you like my work thanks
to me at Facebook.

1. http://blog.kowalczyk.info/software/sumatrapdf/download-free-pdf-viewer.html
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Create Advanced Gif (Moving) Images in Windows (2014-11-05 21:18) - Prophet Hacker

Graphics Interchange Format betterly known as GIF image. Gif is moving image that means in one image
there are many images and they change continously time by time. Now many Guyz in Facebook question me
how they made perfect gif image without any website or Photoshop. In here I don’t use any online Website
for creating GIF Photos. We use Photoscape windows software for creating gif images in windows.

_

_
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[1]Downlaod Photoscape from his Official Website

1. http://www.photoscape.org/ps/main/download.php
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Download and Install all Popular Windows Software in Single Click (2014-11-08 09:57)
- Prophet Hacker

Install and Download all Latest major and useful Windows Software at One click.

This above line is true. Ninite is very useful software when you Format your system and install new Windows.
In New Windows we need to download latest software from his site. This work is very panic and lengthy.
Ninite windows software save your time and download all latest software without going anywhere.

_

_ How Ninite Software Works

Ninite is web service , In this service you select your Popular software and ninite combined your selected
software download links into one installer file. When you download and run this installer file, Ninite
automatically download and install your selected software.

_ Steps for Downloading Windows Software from Ninite

1. Goto

3. Now Ninite Website Give you Installer file for download.

4. Download Ninite Installer file and run this file in Your Windows.

_

_

Ninite is avalible for Windows and Linux Platform. Ninite save your lots of precious time.
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Download Google Inbox better from Google Gmail (2014-11-08 18:48) - Prophet Hacker

Inbox is latest Email service that works with your Gmail. Besides this is the advanced form of gmail. We
know that Gmail is almost years old service. These service same treat just like before 10 Years. That’s why
Google Make Inbox this is totally different from Gmail and better serve you.

_

Inbox service is now in trial period that’s why this is not avalible for all.

_

How Google Inbox is better from Old Gmail ?

• First Google Inbox is advanced form of gmail. Google Inbox identify your important emails and show
them in bundles.

• You see your important email in Highlights like check in Flights,shopping Delivery.

• More than Gmail you can set remainder like calling-messaging and hangouts.

• You can snooze remainders and email to next day,week or whatever.

• With Inbox search system is upgrade ,you can search flights,places like Google Now.

• Now Overall Inbox give you realtime updates that’s why this is better from Gmail.

Yet I don’t know all features of Google Inbox. But when I know all I post a better guide for you.
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_

_
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IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/bzNTjpUMOp4?rel=0

_

How Can you download and apply Invite for Google Inbox
_

Method 1
Go to Google Inbox Webpage and request Invite.

Method 2
If your friend got Google Inbox invite , ask him for inviting you.

This is the best option because when your friend invites you, You got instantly Google Inbox service.

_

Google Inbox works in Both Mobile and Desktop.

[2]Download Google Inbox Android app.

For PC go to [3]Inbox.google.com

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/bzNTjpUMOp4?rel=0
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.inbox&hl=en
3. http://inbox.google.com/
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How to Remove Your Number From TrueCaller App (2014-11-09 15:23) - Prophet Hacker

Truecaller is one of the best way for find owner of the any Phone Number. Most of the Android user registered
yourself at Truecaller. So if you are Truecaller user anyone can find your name with your Mobile Number.
I know Truecaller is good service but sometime you don’t like this service for your privacy.

_

So here in this I tell you How can you remove your phone number from Truecaller database.

Remove Yourself from Truecaller App
1. Open [1]Truecaller Website and login with your Facebook or Google.

2. Now open [2]Truecaller Unlist Webpage.

3. Type your Number and select any option.

4. Below you find Unlist Button click on that.

Now you successfully remove yourself from Truecaller.

Now search again your Mobile Number in Truecaller ,If you found nothing that means you got success.

Note:

If you not login in the truecaller app, so truecaller send you verification code.

_

1. http://www.truecaller.com/
2. http://www.truecaller.com/unlist
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Top 10 ES File Explorer Tricks and Features in Android Phone (2014-11-09 23:09)
- Prophet Hacker

ES File explorere is one of the best android file explorer for Android Phone. ES File Explorere is most
downloaded file explorer app on Google Play Store. ES is not just File manager its much more. Here I tell
you some best tricks with ES File Explorer in Android Phone. This is normal but effective tricks because
many android users don’t know about these tricks. You can do lots of thing with these File Manager.

Here we go below you find Top 10 Best Tricks with ES File Explorer on Android Phone.

1. Transfer Android Files to PC wirelessly from FTP

ES File manager has brilliant features with this features you can make FTP server on your Android Phone.
You can access all SDCARD files from your PC in File Explorer or Web Browser. With FTP server you can
copy and paste your files wirelessly.

IN Web Browser:

2. Access Computer Drives and Files from Android with Networking
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This feature is working like LAN. With this feature you can access your all computer files from Android
Wirelessly. For Accessing your Computer Files you need to do some LAN and File Share Settings.

3. Access Major Cloud Services and Data from ES File

ES File Manager also access your all cloud platform from android without installing any other android apps.
With ES you can access your Google Drive,Dropbox ,Box and Skydrive Data in android mobile.

4. ES Application and Task Manager

This is another android app by ES File Manager. This is system manager app. With these app you can
control all system apps and many more things. In this App you found Cache Cleaner,Task Killer, Startup
Manager and etc.

Click on System Manager and download this app from Google Play.

5. Bluetooth File Browser

If you connect with other android phone that supports bluetooth file browsing system. So this option is
more useful you. With this feature you can remotely access other android phone file manager.

6. Root Explorer - Access System Files

If you want edit system root files. With these option ES File give you root ability so you can edit and delete
and system files. This is very important option so how can you use it. If you wanna use this feature checkout
below links.

7. Compress and Extract Files

ES File Manager also works as compressor and extract software. With this feature you can easily extract
.zip and .rar files. Or you can easily compress all image files into one compress file.
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8. Download Manager for Android

If you want download manager for android Mobile , ES is best option. ES File Manager is also works as
download manager. You need to put download link and ES download your all type of files.

9. ES File Manager as Web Browser

If you android phone browser not working Try ES File. ES File works as your temporary web browser. With
ES File you can easily open Google,Facebook and News Websites.

10. Connect FTP Server

This feature is awesome , with this feature you can connect with any FTP network. You can easily access
you website with this Feature. If you running linux Machine, so you just need to run commands and access
your all directories from Phone.
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So above you see Top 10 ES File Explorer Tricks. Follow these tricks and if you got any problem contact
me.

Es File Manager its not just a Manager its much more.

[1] Download ES File Explorer Manager

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.estrongs.android.pop&hl=en
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Top 5 Best Google Play App Store Alternatives (2014-11-10 11:00) - Prophet Hacker

Google Play Store app is most Important app in Android Phone. Without this app you cannot download other
android apps. In Google Play all apps are Official and legal to download. But many other legal or illegal are
not in Google Play store. That’s why here we post some best Google Play Store Alternatives.

_

Google Play Cons:

• Sometimes Google Play give download or many type of errors.

• You need to Google Account for downloading apps.

• Only Legal Apps.

• Regional Apps, means you can’t download other region apps.

Top 5 Best Google Play Alternatives

1. Mobogenie

Mobogenie is third party app store for android apps. In this app store you don’t need to sign in any type of
account. You found lots of features in one android app. With this app you can download all type of android
without region block. Mobogenie comes with many features like you can download youtube videos directly from
Mobogenie app. Mobogenie also give you Android PC Manager. With this utility you can manage your phone
from PC.

Mobogenie Features

• Download Youtube Videos.
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• Download Pictures and Music from Mobogenie

• Categorised Apps

_

_

2. Amazon App Store

Amazon is big Online Shopping company . Now they officially Launched Amazon Android App Store. Amazon
main features is Amazon give lots of paid android apps free. With Amazon you need to sign in with your
Amazon ID.

_

3. Snappea

Snapea is much more like Mobogenie app. Both of these android app store feature is same. Snappea also give
you PC Manager for manage your Android from pc. But the main feature is you can download android apps
from Snappea PC Manager and then install android apps in Phone.

_

_

_

5. Blackmart

This android app is totally different from above apps. Why because this android app store gives you all latest
and paid android apps free. With this android apps store you don’t need any type of money for buying apps.
You got all premium apps free.

_

I suggest you download all apps . If you download all apps you know all apps features.
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Download and Install Google Play Store Android Apps from the Computer
(2014-11-10 21:16) - Prophet Hacker

Android Phone are very smart. You can download and install any android apps from your computer. Some-
times you just browse Internet and find some android apps for your android mobile. So how can you install
and download those android apps in your android phone. With this process you can remotely install any
android apps from your computer.

_

_

Instructions for Installing Android Apps from PC.

1. Open

_

3. You see Whatsapp android apps details information in that page.

4. Click on Installed button. Now You see a pop-page open , choose your device and click install.

_

_

5. Now you successfully installed android apps from your PC.

If your mobile connected with Internet ,you see downloading started in your android phone.

With this process you can use Google Play Apps store without your Android Phone.
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Earn Real Cash Money By Downloading Android Apps (2014-11-10 23:01) - Prophet Hacker

Earn Real Money by Downloading android apps. Before in this blog I Give you a a

You don’t need to invest type of money in this method.

Earn Money From Tapcash Android App

Tapcash is android app that gives you realcash money for downloading android apps. When you download
apps from Tapcash . Tapcash give you credits. Credits is money. You can redeem your credits and earn
money.

_

When you connect with facebook you are VIP Member of Tapcash.

_

If you want 200 Credits Instantly , Go to settings and click on invited by and Paste this below code.

4026724

When you entered above code you instantly get 200 Credits in your Tapcash account.

You can also earn 1000 Credits by sharing this app on facebook and others platform.
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_

How You Get Money From Tapcash

When you earn 1000 Credits ,Go to gifts section and Choose 1 $ Paypal Card and enter your Paypal Account.
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_

_

[1]Download Tapcash From Google Play App
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[2]How to make 20 $ daily by URL Shortning

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.tapcash.tapcash
2. http://www.talktohacker.com/2014/09/how-to-make-20-daily-by-url-shortning.html
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Android Full Rooting Guide for Every Phone with Advantages (2014-11-11 13:40)
- Prophet Hacker

Rooting your android phone is not so easy because many times rooting software does not work. Many readers
of my blog questioned how I root my phone and your providing solutions is not working in my phone.

_

What is Rooting ?

Rooting is very easy when you know what is rooting. Rooting is like full control ,you access all system files
and directories. Example : In Windows Computer you see administrator computer,administrator has full
control aver all machine.

Your Android Phone is a linux machine , In linux there is administrator called superuser(su). When you
root your phone you acquire superuser access.
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_

_

Advantages of Rooting

• Remove Ads from Phone

• Run All Hacking and Pentesting Apps

• Browse Root directory
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• Increase CPU Capacity

• Install Custom Rom and Get more Features

• Install and Run Backtrek and Linux OS

• Do experiments in Phone

• Hack Android Games Scores

• Run apps that don’t support your phone

• Remove Preinstalled Apps

• Hack Wifi

• Increase Internet Speed

What You can Really Do when you root your Android Phone ?
There are many things to do when you root your phone but below you see my blog posts. In a year I wrote
many things to do after you root your phone.

Try this all thing and take advantages of rooting.

[1]Top 10 reasons Why you Root your Android Phone

[2]Top 5 Best Root Android Apps 2014

[3]Block Ads In all Android Games, Apps and Browsers

[4]Change and Customize your android Phone Fonts

[5]Remove Preinstalled android Apps

[6]Change your android Mobile Device ID

[7]View and Retrieve Wifi Password in Phone

[8]Install Hacking Backtrek OS in Android Phone

[9]Modify Hosts File and Block Website on Phone

[10]Download and Install Hacking Apps Collection

[11]Check out our Android Forensics Section for More How You Root your Android Phone ?

Rooting android phone is so simple. There are mainly two process one is with or second is without pc. Every
phone doesn’t work with popular rooting software. So you need to find your rooting software for android
phone. You find your rooting in google.com or XDA Forums.

But In below you see popular software that work with lots of phones. You try these software and root your
android phone.

Rooting android Phone with PC
Iroot

Vroot is popular android rooting software. Iroot supports 8000 Android Smartphones. When you download
and install Iroot in PC , you must have working Internet Connection. You see all instruction in Iroot Website.
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[12]Download Iroot Software

Kingo

Kingo is also a popular software for rooting android phone. This is oneclick method. You don’t need any
settings ,just plug your phone and click on root button and phone is root.

[13]Download Kingo Root

Rooting android Phone Without PC

Iroot

Iroot also available in the form of android app. You can download and install Iroot android app . So with
this android app you can easily root your android phone without PC. This is totally free apps and available
for all.

[14]Download Iroot android App

Framaroot

Framaroot is most popular android apps for rooting android phone without PC. Install Framaroot and do
one click ,your phone is root. Framaroot supports thousands of phone. This is also a one click root method
system.

[15]Download Framaroot Android APP

[16]Now You check your phone is root or not .

So above you see four method for rooting your phone. Root your phone and enjoy advantages of rooting.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/03/top-10-reasons-why-you-root-your.html
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/top-5-best-root-android-apps-2014.html
3. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/block-ads-in-all-android-games-apps-and.html
4. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/change-and-customize-your-android-phone-fonts.html
5. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/08/remove-preinstalledunwanted-apps.html
6. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/08/how-change-your-android-mobile-device-id.html
7. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/view-save-password-in-android-location.html
8. http://www.prophethacker.com/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
9. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/01/modify-hosts-file-block-websites-on.html
10. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps.html
11. http://www.prophethacker.com/search/label/Android%20Forensics
12. http://www.mgyun.com/en/getvroot
13. http://www.kingoapp.com/android-root.htm
14. http://www.mgyun.com/m/en
15. http://framaroot.net/
16. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/04/how-to-check-if-your-android-device-is.html
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Most Important Top 10 Google Search Tricks (2014-11-11 16:22) - Prophet Hacker

We know Google as a Search Engine but Google is Much More than Search Engine. Here I post some best
Hidden Tricks By Google Search. These Hidden Tricks are no more hidden when you know all of these tricks.
These tricks helps of you learn more about Google Searches.

_

Google Search Top 10 Features Hidden Trick

1. Google Calculator

With this feature you can easily calculate values. Search

Google Calculator

in search box and you Google Calculator panel. Or you can directly input value with Calculate sign like
this(5 + 4).

_
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_
2. Search Specific Site on Google
When you search anything on Google ,Google give you results from many website. But with this feature you
can get search result from specific site
like this site:prophethacker.com Hack Android. prophethacker.com is website and Hack Android is
keyword.

_
_
3. Currency Converter
This tool is so helpful when you wanna find out dollar into rupee. You can convert all type of money with
latest rates. In the Google Search box search currency calculator or you can directly search dollar into
rupee.

_
4. Check Local Time
Google show you real local time. If you watch tell you wrong, you set and check real time from Google.
Example: Time Kanpur
You can replace your City with Kanpur ,so you get real time from Google.

_
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5. Search for Specific File in Search Results
This is very important trick when you want pdf or exe file. With these trick you can directly get pdf or other
file links in Search results. You don’t need to open any website. So with these option searching a computer
files is so easy.

Example:

filetype:pdf hacking
replace pdf with your file extension and hacking with your keywords.

_

_

6. Check population and other public data of Any City
This feature is so helpful for students and other project work. With this feature you can check any country,state
and city population and other public records.

Example:

population Kanpur

Replace Kanpur with your city ,state and Country and check results.

_

_

7. Check Spell
With this feature you can check your spelling is right or not.

just put your words in google searches and if is wrong google tell you in Did you mean.

_
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8. Google Weather
You can check weather of any state from this google Trick. You need to search weather followed by location.
Example: weather Kanpur

replace kanpur with your location

_
9. Google Suicide Helpline
If anybody search for suicide on google , google give you helpline number related country.

_
_
10. Define any Words
You can know any word meaning with just simple trick. If you don’t word meaning just type define and type
your words. Google tell you exact mean of these words.
Example: define hack
replace hack with your words.

_
_
So friends this is not it. In future you see more google search tricks posts on my Blog.
For More Google Tricks Check Out Our[1]Google Section.
_
_
_
1. http://www.prophethacker.com/search/max-results=10?q=google
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Best Top 5 Cloud Services for Save and Backup Your Android Camera Pictures
(2014-11-11 22:29) - Prophet Hacker

In a day you click lots of photos in your Android Phone. Android is made for clicking and viewing photos.
What do you do when you accidentally delete your photos or your memory is fully format. So in this case
you definitely try recovering photos. But my friend sometime recovery is not best option.

_

_

Here I give you better option save all photos to cloud . When you save photos to cloud ,you make backup of
your photos. So your break ya lost you never loose your photos. There are many apps and services in Google
Play market that save your all photos to the cloud and make your data safer and ever.

Top 5 Service and Apps that make backup of your photos to the cloud

1. Google+ Photos

This service is offered by Google, you can save all your photos to the Google Cloud service. We all know
google is a safer for everyone that’s why I recommend these app top in the list. If you are Google + user you
can check all your photos by opening Google + Photos site. First download and install Google + Photos to
the phone and do automatically sync in this app.

_

2. Facebook
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Facebook also offer sync options. When you start sync photos in Facebook your all camera photos save in
Facebook in private Folder. This is also a good option for saving your all photos to the cloud.

3. Dropbox

Dropbox is a popular cloud service that offers 2GB cloud data. You can save all type of data like text,music
and pictures in this app. When you started sync in Dropbox your all photos save to Dropbox cloud server.
You can access all photos at any time by opening Dropbox website in PC.

4. Flickr

Flickr service is offered by Yahoo. Flickr is online photo sharing websites. So in this app you daily found
lots of photos. You can also save your all photos to the android. Flickr is made for photographers so this is
good option if you click lots of photos.

5. Onedrive

Onedrive is Microsoft Cloud Service. We all know microsoft this is a pc thing but this is also available for
android. You can save all photos to the onedrive and view all photos in PC. This is very option if you are
big fan Of Microsoft Services.

So these is very good option if you want backup of your photos to the cloud.
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What is BlueTicks in Whatspp and How to Bypass from this Update (2014-11-11 23:14)
- Prophet Hacker

Whatspp is fast growing Social Messaging app. Now this android app receive some major updates in recent
days. With this update when you send message to the other whatsapp user. If other read your message you
got Blueticks in message that means your message is read by Other Whatspp user.

_

I know this trick is important but some people on Whatsapp don’t like this feature. So how you bypass blueticks
on Whatsapp. Here I Post all procedure , If you follow my post you also bypass blueticks on Whatsapp. This
new update is working when you connect with Internet, If you disconnect your Internet Blueticks no more.

Instruction for Bypass Blueticks Feature on Whatsapp
1. When you friend sent you message on Whatsapp ,you get notification.

2. Don’t open whatspp notification right now.

3. Go to settings and on Airplane Mode

4. Now open your whatspp android app and read conversation.

5. When you read all messages get out from whatsapp and off Airplane Mode.

_

With this above trick you can easily bypass Whatsapp Blueticks. Your friend will never know and you read
conversation. So try this trick and fun with Whatsapp.

For More Whatsapp Trick Follow our Whatspp Section.

_
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How to Download right Subtitle for Movies in Android (2014-11-14 11:09) - Prophet Hacker

If you like Watching Movies and TV Shows in PC and Android. I think you also like watching movies and
TV Shows with subtitle. In my recent guide you learn

If you want to know more about video players for android checkout our recent guide for

Subloader App Features

• Available in many languages.

• Scan folder

• Search option available

• Supports all major video player like [1]MX Player, Mobo Player and VLC.

[2]Download Subloader Android App

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mxtech.videoplayer.ad
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sregg.android.subloader&hl=en
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Design Your Own Logo in Google Material Design Format (2014-11-14 11:38)
- Prophet Hacker

Design your logo and type of your name in Google Material Design Format. This process is very simple this
can takes only seconds. Everybody know google always do something new for Google Users.

This time they make a logo maker web app. This web app host on website. Google Team make this app
and named of this Logo maker is

You see Prophet Hacker Website Logo is also make by this app. With this web app you can also make your
website or blog logo. Or You can make your own logo and set wallpaper in your android phone.
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Make Facebook Thanks Video for Your Friends [New Feature} (2014-11-14 21:12)
- Prophet Hacker

Facebook started a new way for thanks a friend, with this service you can make your friends video from
photos and status. I tried this service and this is awesome. You can make many vidoes for your true friends.
With this service you don’t need any skills you just go to

How can you make Say Thanks Video on Facebook.

• Log on to
so try this feature from facebook and say thanks to your friends.
[1]Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your Facebook Life Better

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
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Download Sci-Fiction Concept Car Wallpaper made by 21 Year Old Artist
(2014-11-14 23:04) - Prophet Hacker

Download Science Fiction Photoshop made car wallpaper. Below You see many car wallpaper , these wallpa-
pers painting is awful. This sci-fiction car wallpaper made by awesome artist named Khyzyl Saleem. Saleem
is only 21 years Old. Saleem art is awesome and I really like him. Saleem make many concept arts for cars
and Landscapes. Below I upload some wallpapers made by Saleem. If you want these wallpaper right click
and save image as.
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Note:

Please Don’t remove credits. This is very hard work.

You find More Saleem Work’s on [1]Saleem Website

1. http://khyzylsaleem.artstation.com/
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Run HackerTyper Prank Website Without Internet Offline (2014-11-16 14:02)
- Prophet Hacker

Hackertyper is a prank website. In this website you need to only press button and this website automatically
type predefined word. With this website you prank your friends. When you open Hackertyper and type
anything you feel like hacker. In this website hidden features is when you press double time TAB key or
ALT Key , Hackertyper pop-ups and shows message like Access Denied or Access Granted.

But this website need Internet Connection, so here I tell you how can you use this website without Internet.

For Offline Hackertyper you need to do simple setup. If you know about XAMPP or WAMP, this thing is
really easy for you.

Setup Offline Hackertyper

• Download

• Now you see a new folder comes named hacker

• Press the Window key and type xampp in search box

• Open Xampp Control Panel and start Apache and Mysql Service

• Open your Browser and Go to [1]http://localhost/hacker/

• Now you see Hackertyper is running offline without Internet

Hackertyper is prank site not a hacking website.

1. http://localhost/hacker/
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How to Control Android Phone from PC using Teamviewer Quick Support
(2014-11-19 13:48) - Prophet Hacker

You control PC from Android but this time we control android from PC. We always want something new.
Remote assistance is great speciality in Windows PC. With this service anybody can resolve you computer
issue from controlling your pc. But what do we do with our android phone. Android phone is so smart in
these days.

Now open Quick support Teamviewer android app in Phone. In these app you see 9 Digit unique codes. Now
you need to enter these unique code from Quicksupport android app into Teamviewer Windows Desktop
App and start the Connection.

In mobile you see pop-up click on Allow. Once the connection is successfully made you see your mobile
Information in PC. In right corner you see Remote Control Button click on that and allow connection in
Phone.
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Now you see your mobile screen in PC. You can control it from anywhere with Internet Connection.

With Quicksupport Android App you can do many task like:

• Transfer Android Mobile Files.

• Control and Manage your android apps.

• Use Android Camera as a Webcam.

• Do messaging from computer to android

• See process of android phone.

So this app is helpful when you want help of your friend related to Android.
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Create your Own Meme with own picture in Android or PC (2014-11-20 10:02)
- Prophet Hacker

In these days many people sharing memes on Facebook and Twitter. So how can you make your own meme
and sharing on Social Networking Websites.

In here I tell you make memes in Android Phone or PC.

If you want create advanced meme photos , so I suggest you to download

So how can you create quickly meme in Android or PC.

Create Meme in Android Phone

We all know android is all in one machine. In android phone store there are many apps available for creating
memes. You need to download some best meme generator and maker android app for your phone. With
these app you found lots of templates for editing your own thoughts.
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[1]Download Meme Generator for Android

In Facebook you see lots of memes go viral on these days. So upload your memes and wait for virality.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zombodroid.MemeGenerator&hl=en
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Share your Web Browser from Web Screen Sharing (2014-11-20 22:58) - Prophet Hacker

Surfly is a screen sharing platform website. With this website you can share what you browse in your browser.
This website control only your browser. This is very good for presentation. This website is very helpful when
you want help of your Friend for Internet and website related problems.

Surfly runs without any software, so you don’t need to install any type of extension or add-on for browser.

Surfly is multiple user platform that means many people see what you really do in your computer. Surfly
is secure from others remote controllers because in this system you can share specific website
not a system.

How You Use Surfly

• Open
How can You Use Surfly
1. If you want help of your friends for creating web application
2. Watch movies with your friends
3. Help your friends
4. Browse blocked websites
5. Share your screen so other see what you really do
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How you Earn 50$ Daily from Url Shortning (2014-11-21 22:26) - Prophet Hacker

Shorte is make money site for everyone. If you run a blog , so you make lots of dollars with shorte make
money program. In shorte you don’t need money for investing. If you want money without doing hard works
so this is simple way to earn lots of money.

Shorte is works with url shortning.

What is Url Shortning

You heard the name of url shortening. If you don’t know what is this, then don’t worry I tell you everything.

URL shortening is a way of earning money by shorten url links like this.
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Tips on Sharing links with Shorte.st

Most question will be ”What will I share on Facebook or Twitter that may earn me more with shorte.st?

Here is the tip that I can give you...

1. Share Facebook Images Links, like funny or scary photos and trending photos out there. No need to
upload the photo, just view the uploaded image by others and then right on the image and copy the image
link/location then that link you copied must shorten with your shorte.st account and share it on Facebook.
This will surely increase your earnings.You may join facebook group with more than 1M members
here were you can share your link to earn more in shorte.st.

2. YouTube Video links; like funny videos, scary videos and trending videos, just search on YouTube and
you will find a lot to share, just copy the link of every video then shorten the link and use that for sharing
on Facebook, twitter or on any social media.

3. Blog Post Links: offcourse if you are a blogger you may shorten your link first before sharing it to any
social media for you to earn from sharing your latest useful articles.

Try these website and earn more money from it.

[1]Shorte.st Website Link

_
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[2]Earn 500-800 $ Money From your Blog with Popcash Adnetwork
1. https://shorte.st/ref/07e7756b6f
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/earn-500-800-money-from-your-blog-with.html
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What is VPN and How You Use VPN in Windows PC (2014-11-22 17:48) - Prophet Hacker

Our Internet connection is no secure. If you want secure your Internet connection so use VPN in PC or
android. You are easily targeted by hackers if you don’t use encrypted connection. Here I tell you everything
about VPN .

What is VPN

A VPN (virtual private network) is a network that can use the internet to provide secure connections between
one or more devices for data exchange. A VPN can open a secure interconnection or ”tunnel” between
different devices and the data that passes through the tunnel can be encrypted as a method of security so
that the data passing through the tunnel cannot be read. Most often, VPNs are used to connect a company’s
main office with its satellite offices or its field agents. In some cases, people choose to connect their personal
devices to a VPN service provider to secure their own connections (with the same kind of tunneling and
encryption) to the general internet, keeping their banking details, credit card numbers, passwords, and other
sensitive data from being intercepted, monitored, or recorded. This kind of VPN setup also affords the user
an anonymous IP (internet protocol) address (used for determining a device’s location), making them appear
as if in a far away location.

Above paragraph you learn what is vpn. VPN is not a free service. But proxpn is avalible for free with
some limitations. So you can download and install proxvpn in Windows and your android phone.

What is proXPN

proXPN is a global VPN (virtual private network) that creates a secure, encrypted tunnel through which all
of your online data passes back and forth. Any application that requires an internet connection works with
proXPN - including your web browser, email client, and instant messaging program - keeping everything you
do online hidden from prying eyes while masking your physical location and giving you unfettered access to
any website or web service no matter where you happen to live or travel to.
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proXPN is a personal VPN that provides you safety and privacy while using the Internet. Your IP is
anonymous, and your data is highly encrypted, providing protection from snoops on your network. It also
unblocks access to country IP blocked sites. If you are using wifi or a public network, you should be using
proXPN to protect yourself.

_

Did You Know

Anyone can intercept your passwords or banking details if they’re on the same Wi-Fi network with you (coffee
shop, airport) using simple programs that are widely available on the internet. Don’t be a sitting duck: get
proXPN now.

With proXPN you can secure your connection and other Internet activities.
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How You Bypass the Internet Filters by Using Proxy Websites (2014-11-22 19:00)
- Prophet Hacker

Many times Your ISP and Country set some limit in your Internet like blocking websites. So here Today
prophethacker Tell you everything about how to bypass ISP limits and browse the Internet like a Boss.

There are many ways for bypass the Internet but Here I only tell you proxy sites.

What is Proxy Sites ?

Proxy sites help you to bypass the Internet Filters and you can easily access all blocked websites. Proxy
sites works between your computer and website. If you open google.com with proxy sites , your ISP thinks
you browse proxy sites.

You can also [1] Use VPN for Bypass Internet Filters

So how can you use Proxy Sites for Bypass the Internet

Using Proxy websites is very simple, you need to open any proxy websites from below list and type the
blocked websites or whatever you want.

[2]http://free-proxyserver.com/

[3]http://unblock-proxy.com/

[4]https://www.filterbypass.me/

[5]https://www.proxysite.com/

[6]https://proxybay.info/

Every website offer you many type of options like removing cookies and scripts.

With Proxy sites you can do many task beside bypassing.

1. If you open a website and that website tell you some dns resolve error, Now that time proxy websites help
you.

2. Sometimes Internet connection is very slow , so you can use proxy sites and remove all objects like scripts
and cookies.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/what-is-vpn-and-how-you-use-vpn-in.html
2. http://free-proxyserver.com/
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3. http://unblock-proxy.com/
4. https://www.filterbypass.me/
5. https://www.proxysite.com/
6. https://proxybay.info/
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Turn your Laptop into WIFI hotspot in One Click Without Software (2014-11-22 21:57)
- Prophet Hacker

If you are a Modem User or Broadband Cable user, you always faced a Wireless Internet Sharing problem.

Many Windows users download create hotspot software for windows for solving this problem. But here I
suggest you not download create hotspot software because these software contains spyware and adware.

If you work on laptop or use Blutooth adapter in PC , so you follow my guide for creating hotspot in Windows
PC for sharing Internet Connection with Others Laptop and Mobiles.

You can create hotspot in Windows 7 and Windows 8 PC in just one click.

Follow my guide for

3. Open your file with run as adminsitrator and your Hotspot is ready.

Now your Hotspot is ready but Internet Sharing is not configured . So this time you need to some simple
task.

Configured Internet Sharing Settings

Now click Control Panel > Network and Internet > Network and Sharing Centre > , right-click your internet
connection that you wanna share it and select Properties. Click the Sharing tab, check ”Allow other network
users to connect...”, - and that’s it.
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In above Picture You see Internet Connection is enable in prophethacker network that created by bat file.

So When you need Shared Internet Connection , you just need to right click on your
hotspot.bat file with run as administrator. You don’t need to do Configured Settings

Any nearby Wi-Fi enabled device should see a new network appear with the SSID you defined above. They’ll
be able to connect to it using your password, and can then immediately share your internet connection.
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Top 5 Best Ways for speeding up your Windows 7 and Window 8 (2014-11-24 19:01)
- Prophet Hacker

Windows PC is one of the best OS ever made. We run many task and do whatever we want with Windows.
Here I post Some Best Top 5 ways for speeding up your Windows 7. If your computer running with very
slow speed or you wanna prevent your computer from slow speed , so you just need to follow these steps:-

Keep Your Antivirus Running and Upto date

Always use latest version of Antivirus in your Windows PC. Everybody know in Internet there are many
type of virus and malware. If you run a good antivirus in your PC ,you PC is more secure and fast. So I
suggest you download Microsoft Essentials in your PC. This is totally free by Microsoft.

Remove Programs that Launch at Startup

When you start your computer , Many programs are start automatically. These programs affect your boot
process speed and system speed. You can stop these programs by running msconfig in run.
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Remove Unwanted Programs by Uninstalling

Many times people install so many programs in computer. So I suggest you to remove unwanted soft-
ware/programs in your computer by Uninstalling. Install only Important Software and never install software
from Torrent sites.

Delete Temporary Files and Junk Files in Computer

When you install software ,browse the Internet, Play the Game and do any type of activity in computer,
your computer make lots of temporary files in temp folder. If you want speed up your computer, so remove
that files.

Download

So follow this guide and you can speed up your window 7 and 8 for Internet, gaming ,booting, perfomence,
startup and more.
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Best Top 5 Free Popular Car Racing Games for Android Mobiles (2014-11-24 22:01)
- Prophet Hacker

Android Play store offers many type of games for your android Mobile. So today I post some best popular
free car racing games for android mobile. If you like car racing games in android mobile , this post is only
for you. So download these games and try which one is best for you.

Best Popular Free Car Racing Games for Android Mobiles

Asphalt 8: Airborne

Asphalt is one of the best Car Racing Games for android Mobile. Asphalt Racing Game has many Series.
Asphalt is developed by Gameloft. Asphalt supports online multiplayer gaming. You can play car racing
game with your friends. Asphlat features so many realistic cars in Game.
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[1]Download Racing Illegal: High Speed

So I suggest you to download all of these car racing games and choose which one is best for you.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.herocraft.game.raceillegal&hl=en
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Increase the Size of Your HardDisk up to 2TB by Creating Virtual HardDisk
(2014-11-27 18:51) - Prophet Hacker

All Computer geeks always want something new tricks for computer, this time in this blog [1]+prophethacker
post a trick with this trick you can increase the size of your Hard Disk.
But this is a prank Trick, In this trick we create a virtual hard drive on computer. This Hard disk works
like real , you do whatever you want with this hard disk like copying and storing data.

3. Browse to any of your hard disk and type the file name whatever you want.
Choose the size in GB.(If you want 500GB virtual hard disk then type 500 in blank space). Select Dynamic.

4. In Disk Management you will see the virtual drive listed as unallocated space.
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5. To begin using it you’ll need to Right-click and select Initialize Disk.

6.In the initialize disk box just keep MBR selected and hit OK.
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7. Now it is time to create a volume by Right-clicking the unallocated space and select New Simple Volume.

8. Now the new volume dialog bix open click on next then next.

9. The wizard is complete, click on Finish.
With this trick you create Fake Hard Disk of of any size whatever you want.
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Prank your friends with this trick and if you found something new from these trick Contact Me.

1. https://plus.google.com/104158991006030790372
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Turn your Android Phone Camera as a Surveillance IP Webcam (2014-11-27 21:42)
- Prophet Hacker

Turn you android camera into IP Webcam is one of the best trick for android mobile. With the help of
this trick you can use your android mobile camera as a Wireless Surveillance Camera. You can also use IP
Webcam as a video chat. This service is totally free and available for all android phones.

How to Use Android as a IP Webcam.

IP Webcam turns your android mobile camera into network camera. You can take control of your android
phone camera from any android or computer device. You can do this with Internet or without Internet.
With IP Webcam you can directly stream live video inside wifi network.

IP Webcam

IP Webcam turns your phone into a network camera with multiple viewing options. View your camera on
any platform with VLC player or web browser. Stream video inside WiFi network without internet access.

Two-way audio supported in tinyCam Monitor on another android device.

Use IP Webcam with third-party MJPG software, including video surveillance software, security monitors
and most audio players.

Features include:

* Several web renderers to choose from: Flash, Javascript or built-in

* Video recording in webm or MPEG4 (on Android 4.1+)

* Audio streaming in wav, opus and AAC (AAC requires Android 4.1+)

* Motion detection with sound trigger, Tasker integration.

* Date, time and battery level video overlay.
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* Sensor data acquisition with online web graphing.

* Videochat support (video stream only for Windows and Linux via an universal MJPEG video streaming
driver)

Instructions for Using IP Webcam in Android.

1.

4. Now You see IP Webcam Control on your Windows PC Web Browser.

5. For Video and Audio click on Flash.

Best Features of IP Cam

• You can stream live audio and Video from android phone.

• Record live audio and video in PC.

• Control all camera functions from PC.

• Set password for security

• Control Front Camera

[1]Download IP WebCam

Try this trick and change your android phone in to wireless IP Webcam.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pas.webcam&hl=en'
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Best New 250 Cool Whatspp Status Latest and Updated (2014-11-27 22:44) - Prophet Hacker

Whatspp Status is first Impression of your profile in Whatsapp Account. Every Whatsapp users want some
different and unique Whatsapp Status for Profile. So here we post some different and unique and latest
Whatsapp status.

These latest status list are all in one that means you find Inspirational, Funny, Love, cool, motivational,
Attitude and Different type of categories in this articles. You can also these whatsapp status for Year 2015.

These Whatsapp Status are one of the best way to describing who you are.

For More Whatspp Tricks
[1]Monitor and Spy GirlFriend Whatsapp Account from WhatsDog
Best Whatsapp Status with New Cool Ideas

1. Had a really great ”Night Out” last night, According to my police report.

2. I will win, Not immediately But Definitely.’

3. If you’re talking behind my back, you’re in a good position to kiss my ass!

4. Dear Math, please grow up and solve your own problems, I’m tired of solving them for you.

5. The road to success is always under construction.

6. Doubt kills more dreams than failure ever will.

7. Born to express not to impress.

8. Silent people have the loudest minds.

9. Sometimes it’s easier to pretend you don’t care, than to admit it’s killing you.

10. You cannot stop the waves but you can learn to surf.

11. Life is like photography, You use the negatives to develop.

12. Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I’m not sure about the universe.
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13. War doesn’t determine who’s right. War determines who’s left.

14. When someone says, ”You’ve Changed”, It simply means you’ve stopped living your life their way.

15. If you want to make your dreams come true, The first thing you have to do is wake up.

16. I don’t have dirty mind, I have Sexy imagination.

17. Whenever i think of quit smoking, I need a cigarette to think.

18. You never know how strong you are, until being strong is the only choice you have.

19. You have to be ODD, to be number ONE.

20. When life puts you in tough situations, don’t say, why me? Just say, try me!

21. I stopped fighting with my inner demons. We are on the same side Now.

22. If people are trying to bring you ’Down’, It only means that you are ’Above them’.

23. Failure is the opportunity to begin again more intelligently.

24. The greatest advantage of speaking the truth is that you don’t have to remember what you said.

25. Nothing in the world is more common than unsuccessful people with talent.

26. Be a good person, But don’t try to prove.

27. Mistakes are proof that you are trying.

28. Some people are alive only, Because it’s illegal to kill them.

29. I am not failed......My success is just postponed.

30. If you like me Then raise your hand, If not then raise your standard.

31. When i was born..Devil said..”Oh Shit..!! Competition”.

32. I work for money, For loyalty Hire a Dog.

33. I am always right, Once i thought that I am wrong, But i was wrong.

34. I know i am something, Because god doesn’t create garbage.

35. If you are gonna be two-faced, Honey at least make one of them pretty!

36. When nothing goes right..!! Go left.

37. If you can’t convince them, Confuse them.

38. I love to walk in fog, Because nobody knows i am smoking.

39. I am not drunk, I am just chemically off-balanced.

40. Oh, So you wanna argue, Bring it. I got my CAPS LOCK ON.

41. I am so poor that i can’t pay attention in class.

42. Warning...I know KARATE.......And few other oriental words.

43. I used to be an atheist, But then i realized i’m God.
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44. Never make eye contact while eating a banana.

45. Success is like being pregnant everybody congratulates you, But nobody knows how many times you
got fucked to get there.

46. I am not virgin, My life fucks me everyday.

47. Nothing is over until you stop trying.

48. Person you love is 72.8 % water.

49. I talk to myself because i like dealing with a better class of people.

50. People say, you can’t live without love...I think oxygen is more important.

51. 80 % of boys have girlfriends.. Rest 20 % are having brain.

52. When everything comes your way.. Then you are on the wrong way.

53. she’s so fake, if you look behind her neck. I bet it says ”Made in china”.

54. I drink to make other people interesting.

55. If at first, you don’t succeed..Keep flushing.

56. Save water drink beer.

57. Virginity is not dignity, It is just lack of opportunity.

58. Not all men are fools, Some stay bachelor.

59. Don’t kiss behind the garden, Love is blind but the neighbors are not.

60. His story is History, My Story is Mystery.

61. Phones are better than girlfriends, At least we can switch off.

62. Smile today, tomorrow could be worse.

63. The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits.

64. If you don’t succeed at first, hide all evidence that you tried.

65. Stop worrying about the world ending today. It’s already tomorrow in Australia.

66. Cell phones these days keep getting thinner and smarter... people the opposite.

67. Diet rule #1: If nobody sees you eating it, it doesn’t contain any calories.

68. I love my job only when I’m on vacation

69. Friends come and go, but enemies remain and build up.

70. Never test how deep the water is with both feet.

71. The richer you get, the more expensive happiness becomes.

72. Parachute for sale, used once, never opened!!

73. My wife dresses to kill. She cooks the same way.
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74. FREE PUPPIES: Half cocker spaniel, half sneaky neighbors dog.

75. Behind every successful man is a surprised woman.

76. In my house I’m the boss, my wife is just the decision maker.

77. I’m not online, it’s just an optical illusion.

78. That’s the secret to life... replace one worry with another.

79. If there is a ”WILL”, there are 500 relatives.

80. How is a poor man a lot like a rich man? They both have an iPhone.

81. Some people call me Mike, you can call me tonight.

82. When inspiration does not come to me, I go halfway to meet it.

83. Whatever it is – I didn’t do it!

84. Sometimes you succeed.... and other times you learn.

85. There are three sides to an argument - your side, my side and the right side.

86. When there’s a will, I want to be in it.

87. Failure is not an option – it comes bundled with Windows.

88. I always dream of being a millionaire like my uncle!... He’s dreaming too.

89. I believe there should be a better way to start each day... instead of waking up every morning.

90. When I was kidnapped, my parents snapped into action. They rented out my room.

91. Scratch here ��������������� to reveal my status �

92. I’d rather have honest enemies than fake friends.

93. My ”last seen at” was just to check your ”last seen at”.

94. Not always ”Available”.. Try your Luck..

95. Hey there whatsapp is using me.

96. I’m not lazy, I’m on energy saving mode.

97. You can never buy Love....But still you have to pay for it.

98. Totally available!! Please disturb me!!��

99. “Success” all depends on the second letter.

100. Life is Short – Chat Fast!

101. Time is precious, waste it wisely.

102. I need Six months of vacation, Twice a year.

103. Marriage is a ”workshop”, Where husband ’works’ and wife ’shops’.

104. After Tuesday, even the calender says ”W T F”.
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105. 2 Things can change a women’s mood- 1) I love you 2) 50 % Discount.

106. SARCASM: Just one of the many services i offer.

107. Cleaning is just putting stuff in less obvious places.

108. I tried to be normal once. Worst two minutes of my life.

109. Politeness has become so rare that some people mistake it for flirtation.

110. SCIENCE FACT: If you close your eyes, you won’t be able to see.

111. Of course I’m not perfect; there’s a crack in my ass!

112. Love the neighbor. But don’t get caught.

113. Love is like a fart, If you have to force it, It’s probably a crap.

114. I have 2-3 real friends, the rest are just people i socialize with.

115. Etc. – End of Thinking Capacity.

116. We live in the era of smart phones and stupid people.

117. I have enough money to live comfortably for the rest of my life; if I die next Tuesday.

118. A good friend will help you move, a best friend will help you move a dead body.

119. Trying to understand you is like trying to smell the color 9.

120. “I am sorry for those that disagree with me because I know that they are wrong.”

121. I stay up late every night and realize it’s a bad idea every morning.

122. The two best times to keep your mouth shut are when you’re swimming and when you’re angry.

123. Go to heaven for the climate and hell for the company.

124. My psychiatrist told me I was crazy and I said I want a second opinion. He said okay, you’re ugly too.

125. I failed to make the chess team because of my height.

126. Men are like bank accounts. The more money, the more interest they generate.

127. Marriage is the chief cause of divorce.

128. I’m not in a bad mood, Everyone is just annoying.

129. I don’t know what makes you so dumb, But it really works.

130. If you resolve to give up drinking, You don’t actually live longer, It’s just seems longer.

131. There’s always that one person, who takes a few minutes to get the joke.

132. AwesoME ends with ME and Ugly starts with U.

133. You are as useless as the ’AY’ in ’Okay’.

134. Beauty is in the eye of the credit card holder.

135. I don’t lie, I speak Fiction.
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136. If i agreed with you, We’d both be wrong.

137. Trust in God, But lock your car.

138. Marriage is a 3 Ring Circus- 1. Engagement Ring, 2. Wedding Ring, 3. Suffering.

139. So i heard you’re a player, Well nice to meet you. I’m the coach.

140. I’m not single, I’m just romantically challenged.

141. I m not special, I am just a LIMITED EDITION.

142. There are 3 types of people in the world- vegetarian, non-veterinarian & Tuesday Saturday

143. There is only 1 thing 2 do, 3 words for you - I Love You

144. Don’t tell people your dreams, SHOW THEM!

145. Borrow money from a pessimist- - he doesn’t expect it back.

146. Keep Smiling & One day Life will tired of upsetting you :)

147. Scratch here ��������������� to reveal my status :P

148. Our marriage is like a workshop. I work and my wife shops.

149. typing....

150. I’m so good at sleeping, I can do it with my eyes CLOSED :)

151. For Sale: Parachute. Only used once, never opened.

152. when i was BORN i was so surprised, I didn’t talk for a year & a half.

153. “You compliment someone for their mustaches, & suddenly she isn’t your friend anymore.

154. I just want to die young as late as possible.

155. If you’re talking abt me behind mah back….. go ahead this is the best angle to kiss mah ass!

156. I don’t have a bad handwriting, I have my own FONT

157. Attitude is like underwear- don’t show it just wore it J

158. My attitude based on how you treat me.

159. So you’re checking my status… :D

160. My _| _ salutes you.

161. Take me as I am or watch me as I go.

162. If you hate me – Log on to KISS-MY-ASS.com

163. The greatest pleasure in life is doing the things people say you can’t ;)

164. I’m sorry my fault. I forgot you’re an Idiot.

165. I always arrive late at office but I make it by leaving early.

166. May my enemies live a long life to see my success.
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167. I destroy my enemies when I make them my friends.

168. The biggest slap to your enemies is your success

169. If they hates you for no reason- Give them 1

170. Smile infront of those who hates you – It kills them.

171. My mind makes me a girl, my attitude a bitch and my class a lady J

172. If you think I am BAD than you’re wrong, I am the worst.

173. I never insult people I only tell them what they are.

174. Someone stole my heart; may I check your BRA?

175. I am single as my love story is being written by god and he is busy is making it best.

176. I am not changed it’s just I grew up and you should try too.

177.

178. My ”last seen at” was just to check your ”last seen at”.

179. If i had the world in mah hands, i’d give it all to you :)

180. If a hug tell how much i love you, i would hold you in my arms forever.

181. Every LOVE story is beautiful, but ours if my Favorite. <3

182. Every moment i spent with you is like a dream come true <3

183. As long as i wake up in the morning and she is next to me, that’s all that matters.

184. “And in her smile I see something more beautiful than the stars.”

185. Falling in love is only half of what I want. Staying in love with you till forever is the other.

186. ”Love is what makes you smile when you’re tired.”

187.

188. You can’t hire someone else to do your push-ups for you. - -Jim Rohn

189. When you feel Like Giving up, remember why you held on for so long in the first place.

190. Life begins at the end of your comfort zone.

191. Do what you fear and fear disappears. - David Schwartz

192. Life is rather like a tin of sardines - we’re all of us looking for the key. - Alan benett

193. If you run into a wall. Don’t turn around and give up.

194. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it. Michael Jordan

195. If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change. _ Wayne Dyer

196. When you get to the end of the rope, tie a knot and hang on. Theodore Roosevelt

197. A lot of people quit looking for work as soon as they find a job. - Zig Ziglar
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198. And in the end, it’s not the years in your life that count. It’s the life in your years. - Abraham Lincoln

199. The only thing that will stop you from fulfilling your dream is you.

200. Don’t waste your time looking back on what you’ve lost. Just move on.

201. Nothing is too small to know, and nothing is too big to attempt.

202. Every new day is another chance to change something in your life every new day is a chance to feel
blessed for what you have.

203. Don’t ask what the meaning of life is. You define it.

204. An Apple keep a day keeps the doctor away, I’m going to buy iPhone 6.

205. Every day is beautiful if you choose to see it.

206. It’s hard to answer the question “what’s wrong?’” when nothing’s right.

207. Log kya kahange has killed more dreams than anything else.

208. All great changes are preceded by chaos.

209. One day someone will walk into your life and make you see why it never worked out with anyone else.

210. A true businessman always does business out of courage.

211. People don’t cheat by chance, they cheat by choice.

212. Don’t give up what you want most, for what you want now.

213. The world belongs to those people who know to adapt.

214. Happiness is not the absence of problems. It’s the ability to deal with them.

215. In three words I can sum up everything I’ve learned about life. It goes on.

216. Stop saying I wish start saying I will.

217. The most painful goodbyes are the ones that never said and never explained.

218. It doesn’t have to be perfect to be beautiful.

219. I’ve got nothing to do today but smile. - Paul Simon

220. A promise means everything but once it is broken sorry means nothing.

221. All problems become smaller if you don’t dodge them but confront them.

222. Every day may not be good but there is something good in every day.

223. One day you’re going to wake up and notice that you should’ve tried. I was worth the fight.

224. Love yourself. Love your day. Love your life.

225. Results compulsorily require efforts. Efforts will not necessarily give results.

226. Don’t let a bad day make you feel like you have a bad life.

227. Do a little more each day than you think you can.
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228. You have to fight through some bad days to earn the best days of your life.

229. Don’t wait for last judgment. It happened every day.

230. It’s a good day to have a good day.

231. You don’t always get what you wish for. You get what you work for.

232. The only thing that ruins my day is taking a big crap after a shower.

233. Someone else is happy with less than what you have.

234. May your problems be as few and as far apart as my Gma’s teeth.

235. The ones who say “you can’t” and ”you won’t” are probably the ones scared that “you will”.

236. We must all make the choice between what is right and what is easy.

237. Life is too short to remove USB Safely.

238. A lot of People are afraid to say what they want. That’s why they don’t get what they want.

239. I do not exist to impress the world. I exist to live my life in a way that will make me happy.

240. When you make a business, you got to make a little universe where you control all the laws. This is
your utopia.

241. The Soul is a dream flower that opens only once in life.

242. Find what you LOVE and let it kill you- Charles Bukowski

243. Take a deep breath it’s just a bad day, not a bad life.

244. The task ahead of us is never as great as the power behind us.

245. Hearts will never be practical until they are made unbreakable.

246. Just because something isn’t happening for you right now doesn’t mean that will never happen.

247. I think you are suffering from a lack of vitamin me.

248. ”If you love two people at the same time, choose the second. Because if you really loved the first one,
you wouldn’t have fallen for the second. – Johnny Deep

249. Dead or alive, you are coming with me.

250. I want to be the only hand you ever need to hold.

251. I am not a Villain.

Related :
[2]Download and Install Whatsapp for all Java and Nokia Mobile Phones[3]Extract\Decrypt
Whatsapp Backup Messages[4]Run Whatspp in Window Computer (PC)
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Top 5 Best Apps for Rooted Android Smartphone (2014-11-28 10:37) - Prophet Hacker

Now days Every One wants rooted android phone. Rooted phone has many advantage because rooting is
rooting but how can you take over the good control of rooting in android mobile. In this post we post some
best android rooting apps of 2014-2015. With these android rooting apps you can take advantages of rooting
phone.

If you don’t know How to root android Phone see Our Guide:

If you facing battery drain problem in android smartphone, Greenify root app help you. In every phone
users install Facebook, Whatsapp, Twitter, Games and much more. Greenify stop all background process of
these app and make your phone battery longer and better. In greenify you select any app for hibernating
and stop background processing.

ES file Explorer is one of the best android file manager app for your smartphone. ES file manager give you
ability to browse root directory. With ES you can set and change permission of the file.
For More ES Trick check our Recent Post
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With Adblock root app you block ads in android phone. Adblock is also available for pc and other devices.
With adblock you can increase your Internet speed in android because you blocking ads. So download
Adblock android app in your phone. For More about Adblock check out our Adblock Guide for android.

Rom Toolbox is all in one root android app. With this app you find 50 root tools in one app. Rom
toolbox give you better control of your phone. You can increase your CPU performance ,change android
boot animation,change android fonts,browse root directory,install custom rom, startup manager and much
more.

For More about ROM Toolbox check our Recent Guide

WiFi Kill is just another awesome app. With this app you can stop other people Internet connection , If
they are using your same wifi connection. With this app you can increase your internet speed in android
phone.

For More About WiFi Kill

[1]WiFiKill pro apk for Disable Other Devices Connection on Wifi and eat all Bandwidth

I hope this guide help you for finding best android root apps for your android phone.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/wifikill-pro-apk-for-disable-other.html
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Best 5 Facebook Photos/Timeline/Albums Tricks (2014-11-28 12:34) - Prophet Hacker

Facebook is one of the biggest social networking websites. Daily million of images and picture shared in
facebook at worldwide. In this post we post best facebook photo tricks. With that tricks you can make
facebook collage photo and timeline cover, Download Facebook photos and much more.

Lope is a online collages photo making service. With Loupe you create beautiful collages photos from
facebook albums. Loupe also support all major image hosting sites like dropbox and Google plus. You can
make collage photo in many design and shapes from you facebook photos. You can also make collage photo
from your facebook friend photo album.

Make Designer and Creative Facebook Timeline Covers

If want something new for your facebook profile and timeline cover try this website. Tricked out timeline is
a awesome website ,with this website you make your profile more creative than your friends.

Visit

[1]PhotoZoom is best way to enlarge any photos in Facebook. If you are using Google Chrome you can
download these extension from Google Chrome Store. You can also enlarge unclickable profile photo from
this extension.
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So my friends use this tricks and enjoy Facebook. I hope this guide help you in Facebook for better photo
understanding. For More [2]FB Tricks and Hack

1. https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/photo-zoom-for-facebook/elioihkkcdgakfbahdoddophfngopipi?hl=en
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/search/label/FB%20Hack
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How to Share and Store Large Files Online Free from Computer and Android
(2014-11-28 18:44) - Prophet Hacker

If you face problem on sharing large files on Internet , this guide for you. In this post we give you some best
ideas for sharing large files on Internet.

There are many options for sharing large files on Internet like upload files on cloud,peer to peer and much
more.

So how you share you Files on Internet with Pc and Android Free

1

. [1]Dropbox

Dropbox is one of the best and popular cloud based storage Web App. Dropbox give you free 2GB storage
for normal users. You can upload your document,videos and picture on Dropbox. Dropbox is also works on
Android with Dropbox Android App.

[2]Top 5 Best Youtube Tricks Every Internet User Should Know

2. [3]Google Drive

Google Drive is Google Based online storage company. Google Give you free 15 GB storage for every user.
Google drive is so popular in students. With google drive you can live edit your photos and documents. You
can make and edit presentation and other office files. Google Drive also come for android.

3. [4]Onedrive
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Onedrive is owned by Microsoft. If you run Windows 8 you know about them. You can store your personal
data and other files on them. Onedrive is most secure web app for cloud based storage. Onedrive give you
free storage upto 15GB. Onedrive also offers you live editing for documents.

[5]

[6]Most Important Top 10 Google Search Tricks

4. [7]MediaFire

Mediafire gives you unlimited storage but only file size limit is here for free users. But you can upload large
files by splitting them. Mediafire uploading speed is awesome than other apps. Many blogger and sites and
using mediafire for sharing files and documents.

5. [8]Jumpshare

Jumpshare is another cloud based storage for sharing files online. Jumpshare give 2B to 7GB storage for pc
and android. Jumpshare also come for windows app and android app. In Jumshare free user file size limit
is 250Mb.

So above you see top 5 best cloud based storage. With this storage you can share online files with your
friends and readers.

1. https://www.dropbox.com/
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/top-5-best-youtube-tricks-every.html
3. https://www.google.com/drive/
4. https://onedrive.live.com/
5. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/most-important-top-10-google-search.html
6. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/most-important-top-10-google-search.html
7. http://www.mediafire.com/
8. http://www.jumpshare.com/
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Top 10 Best Free Live Wallpaper for Android Phone (2014-11-28 22:53) - Prophet Hacker

Android OS one of the best customization os for Smartphones. You can do whatever you want with your an-
droid phone. With android phone you can customize everything. Everything mean everything like wallpapers
and themes.

Here we post some android live wallpaper, these free android live wallpaper is one of the most popular
live wallpaper collection for android. Download these android latest wallpaper from Google Play.

Here I only post Wasabi Developer Apps, Wasabi developed only live wallpaper app in Google Play Store.

How You Use Live Wallpaper in Android

To use: Home -> Menu -> Wallpapers -> Live Wallpapers

Download 10 Best Live Wallpaper App for Your Phone

1. G3 Live Wallpaper with Parallax Mode
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[1]Download Rain Drop

So my friend download all these wallpaper and give your feedbacks by commenting.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.androidwasabi.livewallpaper.raindrop
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Latest Whatsapp Full Guides ,Hacks and Tricks 2014-2015 (2014-11-29 22:34)
- Prophet Hacker

Whatspp is most popular social Instant messaging platform. Whatsapp replaces our sms into Internet
chatting messages. We save lots of money from whatsapp. So here I post full guide for whatsapp related to
every terms like hacking ,customizations and do many more with whatsapp. Whatsapp is available for all
Android users ,so everybody can use it.

Whatspp Tips and Tricks 2014-2015

So here I post some hidden tricks and Tips for you. If you follow that trick ,you know everything about
whatsapp related to android and pc.

Hack The Conversation of Your Friend of Whatsapp

If you want hack your friend whatsapp follow below guide. We provide you two methods for extracting
whatsapp backup messages

[1]Extract\Decrypt Whatsapp Backup Messages [2] Hack and Extract Whatsapp Messages
Without PC in Android Mobile

You can also run whatsapp in your Computer from Bluestacks.

If you have no android mobile so don’t worry, you run whatsapp in pc from my guide.

[3]How to Download and Run Whatsapp in Computer Windows 7

If you Don’t Know How to Run Two Whatspp Account in One Android Mobile Follow below guide

[4] How to Run Multiple ya two Whatsapp Account in Android Phone without root

If you want spy on your Girlfriend Whatsapp Account try my guide

[5] Monitor and Spy GirlFriend Whatsapp Account from WhatsDog

If you want Change your Mobile Change in Whatsapp

[6] Change Your phone number on Whatsapp

If you accidentally delete your whatsapp messages on Whatsapp you can recover your messages from my
guide

[7] How setup backup and restore conversations on WhatsApp

In Whatsapp ,how you sent one message to many people at one click. You see below post and try broadcast
in whatsapp.

[8] How to Broadcast (bcc) a WhatsApp message and what it means

Whatsapp in run from your sim number and number is your identity. So how can you use whatsapp without
mobile number or sim.

[9] How to Use Whatsapp without Mobile Number or Sim

Last Post is Best New 200+ new status for your Whatsapp Status
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[10] Best New 250 Cool Whatspp Status Latest and Updated

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/extractdecrypt-whatsapp-backup-messages.html
2. http://www.talktohacker.com/2014/08/hack-and-extract-whatsapp-messages.html
3. http://www.talktohacker.com/2014/08/how-to-download-and-install-whatsapp.html
4. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/how-to-run-multiple-ya-two-whatsapp.html
5. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/monitor-and-spy-girldfriend-whatsapp.html
6. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/change-your-phone-number-on-whatsapp.html
7. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/03/how-setup-backup-and-restore.html
8. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/03/how-to-broadcast-bcc-whatsapp-message.html
9. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/how-to-use-whatsapp-without-mobile.html
10. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/best-new-250-cool-whatspp-status-latest.html
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Remotely Turn Off Any Android Phone by Just Sending SMS (2014-11-29 23:36)
- Prophet Hacker

Power Off your phone or another phone by just sending sms from another phone. This is cool trick for
android phones. You can try with your phones and friends android phones. With this trick you can prank
your friends by power off there phone by just sending sms from phone.

Steps for Turn Power Off Your Phone or another android Phone by Just an SMS

1. Make sure that your phone is root. If you don’t how to root your phone follow my guide for root any
phone.

4. Current code is null , so replace current code with your new code.

5. If you run su root android app. Give Access Granted permission to Remote Power Off.
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6. Now the Second step is How You Turn Off your Android Phone from SMS.

7. Pick other phone and write down your secret code and send it Number.

When Remote Power Off installed phone recieve this message, so phone is automatically turned off.
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FAQ:

Why My code is not Work ?
confirm your code is correct or not. Only type your password without any signs.

Supersu Permissions is not granted ?

When you install this app and use first time, supersu asks for permissions. Give full permission to this app.

This is cool trick for prank your friend and useful for your needs.
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How to Change Window 7 and 8 User Password without Knowing Old Password
(2014-11-30 17:00) - Prophet Hacker

Every One Windows is secured system. You can’t enter password protected windows system without knowing
Old Password. Actually you can’t change password of windows system without knowing old password. So
here I present you a trick , with this trick you can change your windows 7 and 8 password without knowing
old password. This thing is very useful when you forget your windows password. With this trick you can
prank your friends. Here I post this trick with two method. Choose method is easy for you.

Step-2 Now you see Computer Management Windows open. Click on system Tools»Local Users and
Groups»Users.

Step-3 Now in Right side you see your PC all PC Users name.

Step-4 Select Account right click on it and Choose Set Password.
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Step-5 Now the New Popup open ,click on proceed button. Now you need to Enter the New Password and
confirm them, then click on ”OK” Button.
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Step-6 Now your login Password has been successfully changed .you can restart your system and check with
your new password.
So with this trick you can change any Windows System Password without Knowing Old Password.

Step-2 After that type below command in cmd

net user Prophet 123456

Now you can replace Prophet with your username and 123456 with your new password.

Now your password have been successfully changed. If you got any problem comment below.
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Check and Find Email Address is Exist or Not (2014-12-02 20:23) - Prophet Hacker

Email is one of the best way for sending electronics messages to another PC on Internet. On Internet there
are millions of mails. So How you check your email address is exist or not. With my technique you learn
your selected email address is exist or not. This is very helpful trick for checking email verification.

How You Check Emails is exist or Not

There are many options available on Internet for checking email existence. The most popular method is from
online websites. You need to enter only email address on this website, they give you full detail about email
server and email is exist or not.

[1]https://tools.email-checker.com/

[2]http://verify-email.org/

[3]http://www.verifyemailaddress.org/ [4] Best 40 Facebook 2014 Hacks ,Tips & Tricks that Make Your
Facebook Life Better

For Check Gmail Address is exist or Not

• Open Google Password Assistance from [5]google.com/account/recovery

• Choose I don’t know my password

• Enter the emails that you wanna verify

• If emails is wrong google give you error line.

1. https://tools.email-checker.com/
2. http://verify-email.org/
3. http://www.verifyemailaddress.org/
4. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/best-40-facebook-2014-hacks-tips-tricks.html
5. http://google.com/accounts/recovery
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Check What Americans Searched on Internet in 2014 (2014-12-02 22:43) - Prophet Hacker

Now we All know 2014 comes to close, we’re taking a look back at the people, moments, and events that
shaped 2014. Bing Search Engine make a most popular searches list on Big Trends Website. In this list you
find lots of popular trends in many category. Bing Organise Bing Trends in very creative presentation. With
this trends you see what people searches on 2014.

Most Searched Musicians in 2014

Most Searches Celebrity

Youtube Sensations

Professional Sports Teams

Fashion Designers

Law and Disorder

Celebrity Births

Celeb Weddings and Break-ups

Vacation Destinations

People We lost

News that Impacted Us

Most Searched Athletes

See Bing 2014 Trends Website and Comment below If you Like It.
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Download Whatsapp for Windows 7 Desktop ,Laptop and PC (2014-12-02 23:03)
- Prophet Hacker

Whatsapp is Most Popular instant Messaging Platform for Android Mobile. But Whatspp software is not
available for Windows PC. Now many people wants Whatsapp for PC. In this post I tell you everything
about How to Install Whatspp for PC in Windows.

Here I run Whatsapp Messanger in PC with the Help of Bluestacks Android Emulator. Bluestacks is Android
Emulator that runs android apps on PC.

You can Download and run Bluestacks in Windows 7,8 PC and Laptop. When you complete install of
Bluestacks you can easily run Whatsapp Messanger in your Windows PC Laptop,Notebook and Desktop

_

Step 4: After Finishing the Download of Whatsapp Open Whatsapp.

Step 5: Now whatsApp will install in your PC.

Step 6: Accept Terms and Condition

Step 7: Type your Mobile Number in the Field

Note: First type your Country Code like 91 for India and then your Mobile Number

Step 8: Now WhatsApp will try to verify your number, but it will show fail message.

Step 9: Now click on Call Me » You’ll receive a automatic call with a confirmation number, write down
that number .

Step 13: Now type the received number in verification field and your done!

Check Out this Video for How to install Whatsapp on PC.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/3O _nZNpYelE?rel=0

Now you Successfully Install Whatsapp in PC with Bluestacks.

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/3O_nZNpYelE?rel=0
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How to Check if Your Gmail Account Has Been Hacked (2014-12-03 06:56) - Prophet Hacker

Hackers are targeting Gmails in these days. Gmail is the main center of your all accounts. If Hacker hack
your Gmail Account, He can easily access your all Social Networking Websites and Other Websites Account.
So you need to worry about your Gmail account. If you think your gmail account password is compromised
and used by someone on Internet. Here I post a method with this method you can easily check who logged
in your Gmail account.

3. In Recent Activity Window you see when you logged in from Which IP. Recent activity also show locations
of your logged in Computer.

4. Click on ”Sign out all other sessions” if you are unsure that you have not logged out from your account.
By clicking this option Gmail will sign out all other sessions from which you have logged in.
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This is the basic method to know your gmail is hacked or not.
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How to Easily Recover Deleted files from Windows PC and Memory Cards
(2014-12-03 11:08) - Prophet Hacker

Sometimes we accidentally delete some files in our Computer and Android Mobile. So here In this post I tell
you How can you recover deleted files from Computer Drives, USB Pendrive and Memory Cards. With this
method you get back all of your data. If you Learn How to recover your deleted data you can easily recover
your movies, songs and Pictures.

Recuva Recovery Software

Recuva is free software by Piriform Company. With Recuva you can easily recover your deleted files from
computer and all storage medias. Recuva is best free recover delete file software for Windows and Mac.

How You Recover Deleted Files from Recuva tools

1 Download

4. After that select the location of drive or folder, where you want search.

5. And after that click on ”Next” Button and Enable deep scan if u want to scan deeply and click on ”Start”
button.

6. Now check the file which you want to recover and click on ”Recover” button.
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7. Now time to save the file , first choose the location of path or folder where you want to save the file after
that click ”OK” button.

With Recuva you can easily recover files from Format SD Memory Card. This is one of the best for recovering
deleted on any storage devices.
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Earn Free 1000 Rs. Gocash From Goibibo Android App (2014-12-03 21:23) - Prophet Hacker

Goibibo is biggest Travel booking site and android app.

Goibibo is offering Rs. 100 goCash for every friend who installs app and signs up with your referral code.
Your friend gets Rs. 1000. You will also earn extra 10 % earning of your friend’s booking amount when
they travel with Goibibo. With this trick you can easily earn lots of money and book flights and hotels free
without any cost.

1. Download Goibibo App From -

3. Now enter your name, email id, mobile number.

4. Do not forget to add this invite code to get Rs. 1000 goCash - GCADCC5

5. Now you will get verification code on your mobile. Enter that code to confirm your sign up.

Also Read:

3. Share that code with your friend and get Rs. 100 goCash per referral and enjoy free traveling.

So try Goibibo Android app and travel free without cost.
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How to Stop and Remove Google from Tracking your Searches and Websites
(2014-12-04 00:09) - Prophet Hacker

Daily we searched 100 of Keywords on Google. Many people don’t know Google save your all search keywords
in Google History. So in this post I tell you How can you tell Google for tracking your searches and your
visited Websites.

Google also saved your Youtube searches and Map Location History from your PC and Android Mobile. I
think you need to worry about this topic. If somehow any Hacker hack your Account ,He know all things
about you.

Also Read:

3. If you delete all google searches choose beginning of Time.

Take Backup of Your Google Data before deleting Them

[1] Download all data from Google using Google Takeout -Backup of your Google Life

Now you Know How to stop Google from tracking your Searches and How you Delete your Google Searches
History.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/download-all-data-from-google-using.html
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How to Get Free Internet Tricks in PC from PD Proxy Software (2014-12-06 21:30)
- Prophet Hacker

PD-Proxy is Freemium based VPN company. With PD-proxy you got UDP,TCP and ICMP based VPN.
Pd-proxy give you demo servers for using trial services of PD-Proxy. But these demo servers give you free
100MB/Day Internet Data daily. With Free PD-proxy account you can’t download any type of torrent files.
PD-proxy is used worldwide for getting free Internet in different ISPs.
PD-proxy bypass your blocked Internet connection and get free Internet from PD-Proxy Software. In India
many people using free Internet connection with the help of PD-Proxy Software.

How PD-Proxy Works
In above lines you learn what is PD-Proxy, Now in this section you learn How PD-proxy Works.

Install and Configure PD-Proxy Software

1. Open

5. Click on connect button and now you see your system is connected with PD-Proxy Software
.
How You Use PD-Proxy VPN for getting free Internet.
First thing you need to know is Free Internet is not working at sometime,If you have some patience you also
access free net without pay any type of cost. So how you use Free Internet in your PC.
Our ProphetHacker also try this method before posting. We try free 3G Internet with Micromax
Modem.
With this trick you Get Free Internet for Idea , Aircel, Vodafone, BSNL, Uninor, Tata Docomo,
Airtel and Many more.
Steps for Using Free Internet
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1. Connect your Micromax Modem with your PC.

2. Configure apn in settings.

3. Now Connect your Modem for Internet. If you have Zero balance ,your Modem is connected with Internet
but you not got any speed in Received Connection.

4. Open your PD-Proxy Software and Click on Connect.

Enjoy Free Internet.

Try PD-Proxy Software in Windows PC and enjoy Free 100Mb Internet daily in PC. If have any doubt
comment below.
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Get 20Rs Mobile Recharge with Niffler Android Appp (2014-12-06 22:44) - Prophet Hacker

Niffler is best Deals finder app for android. With this app you find latest deals ,discounts on recharge
bars,foods and spas. If you download Niffler app you also get 20Rs FreeCharge Coupon Code. Download
Niffler app and get 20rs free recharge in Phone.

Steps to Follow :

1. Download Niffler Application from

3. In the Sign Up Screen, You need to Enter Referral Code.. If you want 20Rs Recharge Code Enter below
Referral Code.

ELYROZ

4. Click on Next and Complete the Account Creation

Also Read:

6. If you want more Freecharge Coupon code invite your friends with your code.
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Top 10 Android Hacks and Tricks for Your Android Phone (2014-12-08 16:34)
- Prophet Hacker

Android is not just a machine ,It’s much more than a machine. So today we post some best android hacks
and tricks. If you try these tricks in your android phone, you make your phone use like a pro. In this post
we collect our top most viewed tricks post for android phone. When you try these apps make sure you root
your phone. If you don’t know how to root your phone follow our guide.
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[1]Download and Learn More

Try all of these android hacks with your android phone. If you have any doubt feel free to contact me.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/know-how-many-people-using-your-wifi.html
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Top 10 Tips to Increase Speed/Performance of Root Android and Tablet (2014-12-09 15:14)
- Prophet Hacker

Android Phone is one of the best discovery in 21st Century. With android phone you can do anything
whatever you want from your android phone. Android phone comes in different prices and specifications. If
you buy average price and specification phone and your phone give you slower speed ,In this condition you
need to do some customisations in your phone.

With my advice you can increase your Internet ,WiFi and browsing speed in android.

Tip 10: Custom Rooting in One Click.

We all know android rooting process make our phone faster and smarter. So I suggest you to root your
android phone

[1]Android Full Rooting Guide for Every Phone with Advantages

Try all of these android and tricks for increasing you android speed.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/android-full-rooting-guide-for-every.html
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Most Important 200+ Computer Related Short Forms & Full Forms Abbreviations
(2014-12-09 17:14) - Prophet Hacker

Every Computer geek always learn more about Computer. In computer we use many different terms. In
Computer many terms are available in Abbreviation form. So if you going to attend any Computer exam or
any Interview these terms are useful for you.

When we use abbreviation form in daily life we don’t know its real mean, that’s why we puts some Important
abbreviation forms in this post for increasing your knowledge in Computer.

In this post we post some basics and Important full form for you. If you learn all of these forms, your
knowledge is more increasing about computer.

Most Used Computer & Internet Related Terms

Abbreviations

PC – PERSONAL COMPUTER

COMPUTER – COMMONLY OPERATING MACHINE PARTICULARLY USED FOR TECHNOLOGY
ENTERTAINMENT AND RESEARCH
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Computer Language Related Terms:

HTML – HYPER TEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE

AJAX–ASYNCHRONOUS JAVASCRIPT AND XML

ORACLE–OAK RIDGE AUTOMATIC COMPUTER AND LOGICAL ENGINE

RDBMS–RELATIONAL DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SQL–STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE

XML–EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE

PERL–PRACTICAL EXTRACTION AND REPORT LANGUAGE

PHP–HYPERTEXT PREPROCESSOR

ASP–ACTIVE SERVER PAGES

API–APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACES

XHTML–EXTENSIBLE HYPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE

CSS–CASCADING STYLE SHEETS

ASCII–AMERICAN STANDARD CODE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE

XSL- EXTENSIBLE STYLE SHEET LANGUAGE

J2EE- JAVA 2 PLATFORM ENTERPRISE EDITION

JSP- JAVA SERVER PAGE

VBS – VISUAL BASIC SCRIPTING LANGUAGE

JS – JAVA SCRIPT

Computer Media Related Terms

3GP – 3RD GENERATION PROTOCOL

3GPP – 3RD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP PROJECT

AAC – ADVANCED AUDIO CODEC

AC3 – DOLBY DIGITAL SOUND FILE

AIFF – AUDIO INTERCHANGE FILE FORMAT

AMR – ADOPTIVE MULTI RATE

AWB – ADOPTIVE MULTI RATE WIDEBAND

AVI – AUDIO VIDEO INTERLEAVED

CDA – COMPACT DISK AUDIO

DLL – DYNAMIK LINK LIBRARY

DVD – DIGITAL VIDEO DISK

EXE – EXECUTABLE FORMAT

FLAC – FREE LOSSLESS AUDIO CODEC

FLV – FLASH LIVE VIDEO

JPEG – JOINT PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERT GROUP
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BMP – BITMAP

GIF – GRAPHICS INTERCHANGE FORMAT

JAD – JAVA APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

JAR – JAVA ARCHIVE

MIDI – MUSICAL INSTRUMENT DIGITAL INTERFACE

MMF – MUSIC MOBILE FORMAT

MP2 – MPEG AUDIO LAYER 2

MP3 – MPEG AUDIO LAYER 3

MP4 – MPEG LAYER 4

MPEG – MOTION PICTURE EXPERTS GROUP

PDF – PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT

PNG – PORTABLE NETWORK/NEW GRAPHICS

RM – REAL MEDIA

SIS – SYMBIAN INSTALLATION SOURCE

SWF- SHOCK WAVE FLASH

ZIP – ZONE IMPROVEMENT PLAN

VCD – VIDEO COMPACT DISK

VOB – VIDEO OBJECT

WAV – WAVEFORM PCM AUDIO

WMA – WINDOWS MEDIA AUDIO

PDF – PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT

M3G – MOBILE 3D GRAPHICS

M4A – MPEG-4 AUDIO FILE

MMF – SYNTHETIC MUSIC MOBILE APPLICATION FILE

XMF – EXTENSIBLE MUSIC FILE

WBMP – WIRELESS BITMAP IMAGE

DVX – DIVX VIDEO

WML – WIRELESS MARKUP LANGUAGE

CD – COMPACT DISK.

DVD – DIGITAL VERSATILE DISK.

CRT – CATHODE RAY TUBE.

DAT – DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE.

DOS – DISK OPERATING SYSTEM.

GUI – GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE.

Internet Related Terms:
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HTTP – HYPER TEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL.
HTTPS – HYPER TEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL SECURE.
IP – INTERNET PROTOCOL.
ISP – INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER.
TCP – TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL.
UPS – UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY.
VHF – VERY HIGH FREQUENCY.
UHF – ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY.
ALU- ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT
URL – UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR.

WINDOWS – WIDE INTERACTIVE NETWORK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF OFFICE WORK SOLU-
TION

AMD – ADVANCE MICRO DEVICE
ASPI – ADVACNE SCSI PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
ASIC – APPLICATION SPECIFIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
EPROM – ERASABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ ONLY MEMORY.
FPS – FRAME PER SECOND
USB – UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS.
VIRUS – VITAL INFORMATION RESOURCE UNDER SEIZED.
RAM–RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
ROM–READ ONLY MEMORY
MIME–MULTIPURPOSE INTERNET MAIL EXTENSIONS
SMTP–SIMPLE MAIL TRANSFER PROTOCOL
IMAP–INTERNET MESSAGE ACCESS PROTOCOL
HSDPA – HIGH SPEED DOWNLINK PACKET ACCESS.
EDGE – ENHANCED DATA RATE FOR GSM EVOLUTION.
GPRS – GENERAL PACKET RADIO SERVICE.
3G – 3RD GENERATION.
GSM – GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION.
CDMA – CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS.
UMTS – UNIVERSAL MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM.
ARPANET – ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECT AGENCY NETWORK.
AM/FM – AMPLITUDE/ FREQUENCY MODULATION.
WLAN – WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK
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CPU – CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

RAM – RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY

ROM – READ ONLY MEMORY

PROM – Programmable Read Only Memory

HDD – Hard Disk Drive

FDD – Floppy Disk Drive

KBD – KeyBoard

I/O – Input & Output

CD – Compact Disk

DVD – Digital Video Disk

SMPS – Switch Mode Power Supply

POST – Power ON Self Test

BIOS – Basic Input Output System

VDU – Visible Display Unit

LED – Light Embedded Diode

LCD – Liquid Crystal Display

USB – Universal Serial Bus

VGA – Video/Visual Graphic Adapter

LAN – Local Area Network

WAN – Wide Area Network

MAN – Metropolitan Area Network

HLL – High Level Language

LLL – Low Level Language

MIPS – Million of Instruction Per Second

Mbps – Mega Bytes Per second

Kbps – Kilo Bytes per second

CMD – COMMAND

KB – KILOBYTE

MB – MEGA BYTE

GB – GIGA BYTE

GiB – GIBI BYTE

TB – TERA BYTE

TiB – TEBI BYTE

PB – PETA BYTE

PiB – PEBI BYTE
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EB – EXA BYTE

EiB – EXBI BYTE

ZB – ZETTA BYTE

ZiB – ZEBI BYTE

YB – YOTTA BYTE

YiB – YOBI BYTE

LCD – LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

LED – LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE

NTFS – NEW TECHNOLOGY FILE SYSTEM

FAT – FILE ALLOCATION TABLE

DOC – DOCUMENT

TXT – TEXT

SD – SECURE DIGITAL

USB – UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS

IT – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

NET – INTERNET

IP – INTERNET PROTOCOL

AP – ACCESS POINT

DNS – DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM

HTTP – HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL

HTTPS – HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL SECURE

HTML – HYPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE

PHP – HYPERTEXT PREPROCESSOR

XML – EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE

CSS – CASCADING STYLE SHEETS

ASP – ACTIVE SERVER PAGES

SQL – STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE

RSS – REALLY SIMPLE SYNDICATION

DMCA – DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT

IPV4 – INTERNET PROTOCOL VERSION 4

IPV6 – INTERNET PROTOCOL VERSION 6

VOIP – VOICE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOL

FAQ – FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

SEO – SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

1024 Bytes – 1 Kilo Byte ( KB )
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1024 KB – 1 Mega Byte ( MB )

1024 MB – 1 Gyga Byte ( GB )

1024 GB – 1 Tera Byte ( TB )

1024 TB – 1 Peta Byte ( PB )

1024 PB – 1 Exa Byte ( EB )

1024 EB – 1 Zetta Byte ( ZB )

1024 ZB – 1 Yotta Byte ( YB )

I hope this post increase your knowledge about computer and his terms. If you like my post share this post
with your friends.
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Top 15 Best Most Important Android Apps for Bloggers and Website Owner
(2014-12-10 13:57) - Prophet Hacker

Blogging is not just a hobby , with blogging you can earn lots of money. If you do blogging you always
thing about blogging. Bloggers mostly use computer and laptops. If they leave from computer they pickup
smartphones and android mobiles. I mean they always think about blogging. So here I post some best some
android apps for blogger and website owner. With these android app blogger can do blogging with android
mobile.

Top 15 Best Android Apps for Bloggers

1. Dolphin Browser

Dolphin is on of the best browser for your android phone. We choose Dolphin for blogging in android
because dolphin give you some best add-on for android like Alexa rank, IP checker and WhO-IS. With
Dolphin browser you install lots of add-on for your browser. One of my favourite is Web to PDF. With this
add-on you can change any webpage into readable pdf format.
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[1]Download Google Keep for Android

So try all of these android app and keep blogging in Computer and Android Mobile.

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.keep
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Earn Free Mobile Recharge in Android with Ladooo Android App (2014-12-16 12:58)
- Prophet Hacker

Ladooo is most popular android app for getting free mobile recharges and earn free talktime. With Ladooo
Android App you get unlimited free mobile recharges for your phone. Ladooo is free android app and
available for all android devices and support all versions.

This is like a free mobile recharge app you get instantly money when you download other android apps.

Below screenshot you see I earn almost 4000rs free mobile recharge from ladooo android app.
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Download Ladooo Android App
Ladooo Mobile Recharge App
If you download Ladooo android app you get lots of free mobile recharge money for unlimited time. Ladooo
give you recharge codes becuase you download other apps. Ladooo offers two types of money ,first is
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downloading android apps from play store and second is refer your friends.

How You earn Money in Ladooo by referring your Friends
In Ladooo you earn lots of money in wallet by referring you friends. When you share this app with your
friends and If you friends download this app with your links you get 20rs in your Wallet. This is one of the
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best trick for getting free mobile recharges in your android phone.

How You Recharge your Phone with Ladooo Android App

Recharge your android mobile balance with Ladooo is so simple.

Click on Wallet Money that shows in right upper corner. Type your Number and value. You done your
recharge. Ladooo done your recharge in seconds.
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Ladooo is awesome android app , with this app you get free mobile recharge for your aircel ,airtel,bsnl, tata
docomo, uninor, idea and all other companies.
With Ladooo Wallet Money you can also recharge your DTH accounts.
Tips for Earning Money with Ladooo Android App.
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1. Download atleast one app that referred by Ladooo.

2. Always open download app ,when you open download apps atleast 30 sec you got money in your Ladooo
Wallet.

[1] Download Ladooo Android App

1. http://ladooo.com/2027117962
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How to Control Your All Downloading Torrents from Any PC Browser or Any Android
Mobile (2014-12-16 16:34) - Prophet Hacker

Now days Everybody uses Torrent system for downloading large files like movies and software’s. Torrent is
one of the p2p file sharing network. We downloads lots of files from torrent. Mostly People using utorrent
and bittorrent client for downloading torrent files.

Today in this post I tell you How can you control your torrents, when you’re away from you computer.
Remote Utorrent is great system for controlling your all torrents from anywhere with any computer and
Android Mobile Device. With this system you can add new torrents, remove old torrents, pause and start
torrent and many more things.
Also Read:

Choose a Computer name and password and enter it here. Click the ”Apply” button. After a few seconds,
you should see ”Status: Accessible”. Close the preferences.

You can now access your client from anywhere at from any browser by type this U RL
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Utorrent Remote is also ava ilable for all android devices. You ne ed to only do wnl oad Utorrent Remote
andro id app from Google Pla y Store. With this remote utorrent you can control your all torrents like PC.

So Remote Utorrent is best service for controlling you r all PC torrents fr om anywhere or anypc. Try this
service and give your comments in below box.

[1]Download Utorrent Remote for Android

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.utorrent.web&hl=en
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Monitor your Download Torrent Status without opening Utorrent from Download Bar
(2014-12-16 22:04) - Prophet Hacker

Torrent is one of the biggest P2P file sharing network. We download lots of files from Utorrent and Bittorrent
client.

When we download big files from these files ,we open many times utorrent software for checking download
speed and status of downloading. Now in this post we solve your problem.

Utorrent and Bittorrent client give you hidden feature that named Download Bar. The Download bar is
an “always on top” status bar which can be dragged and placed anywhere on your desktop to monitor the
torrent download and its status.

This is very useful feature when you wanna see your download stuff status without opening software.

With this Download Bar you can monitor your selected torrents without opening Utorrent again and again.
So How you enable the download bar:
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1. Open uTorrent
2. Right Click the torrent which is being downloaded.
3. Goto “Advanced” and Click “Show Download Bar”.
utorrent download status bar

Right click > Advanced > Show Download bar

It shows Torrent’s file name, download progress, downloading and uploading speed & ETA.
Download bar shows information of one torrent only. If there are multiple downloads that you want to
monitor then you’ve to create multiple download bars.
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How to Quickly Uninstall Android Apps (2014-12-17 21:44) - Prophet Hacker

If you install lots of android apps in your phone, your phone performance is not better and lots of apps in
android phone also slow down you device. So if you want uninstall unused apps in your phone quickly follow
below steps.

Install only important apps in android phone and uninstall unused apps. This advice increase
your speed of android phone.

Clean Master also increase your android phone speed from ram cleaner and junk cleaner.

[1]Download Clean Master Android App

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cleanmaster.mguard&hl=en
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How to turn your text into Speech in PC and Android (2014-12-19 00:06) - Prophet Hacker

In Speech synthesis you turn your writing text into artificial computer voice speech. Now this feature is
available for all windows and android devices. In this post I tell you how you do this in windows and android.
Speech Synthesis is very important when you don’t want read your documents. With this technique you can
turn your all text document into artificial computer voices.

According to Wikipedia Speech Synthesis is

A computer system used for this purpose is called a speech synthesizer, and can be implemented in software
or hardware products. A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts normal language text into speech; other
systems render symbolic linguistic representations like phonetic transcriptions into speech.

Speech Synthesis for Windows PC

Espeak is a windows app, this app turns your written document into voices. So you can hear your written
documents.

With this app you open ant txt file and turn text into voices. You can also make your speech synthesis. This
software ui is very good for newie. Espeak is totally free for everyone , so anyone can download this software.

Speech Synthesis for Android

Speech Synthesis is also available for Android Mobiles. There are many apps available in google play for
Speech Synthesis.

You can do many more with this trick. If you got any problem contact me.
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How to Enable Reader Mode in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox (2014-12-19 09:54)
- Prophet Hacker

Reader Mode clear all cutters and junk in your browser. With reader mode you can read your article clearly.
Reader mode show only webpages post and clear all widgets and ad on website.

Reader Mode comes in all browser, In this post I tell you How can you activate or use this service in your
browser.

Many Browser give you reader by default like Google Chrome and Maxthon. If you want Reader Mode in
Mozilla PC Web Browser you need to download add-on.

Evernote Clearly

This add-on and extension is created by Evernote. Evernote Clearly removes all type of advertisements and
distractions from website and give you clear webpage for reading your articles.

Clearly is made by Evernote, so you can save your articles on Evernote for reading later.

Clearly make your web experience more enjoyable. Clearly is available for Google Chrome and Mozilla
Firefox.

Download Evernote Clearly for Google Chrome

Try Reader mode in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox, they change your web browsing experiance.
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Top Best Touch Screen Laptop Under Rs. 40000 (2014-12-19 20:18) - Prophet Hacker

Best Touch Screen Laptop Under 40000 Budget for Indians. Now these days we don’t like traditional
laptop. We want want something new from laptops. The new features is touch screen laptop. Touch screen
features give you awesome Laptop experience. If you planning to buy a touch screen laptop ,see this Top 5
Best Touch Screen Laptop Guide.In this guide we post some best laptop under the budget of Rs
40000.

We give you best guide for buying laptop. In this post we also post current market value of laptops in
Flipkart.com. Online Shopping is best for buying laptops.
Touch Screen Laptop is different from ordinary Laptops. Below you see some tips for buying Touch Screen
Laptops.
Always check display resolution in touch screen laptop. Many laptop offers 10 point touches and many offers
only one , so this thing in mind. Check graphics memory in Touch Laptop.
If you follow above three steps you can choose your best touchscreen laptop under 40000 rs with great
specifications. Also See:

Special features Lenovo Ideapad Flex 14 :

• Dual mode touch screen – when you are working with heavy applications, you can use simple mode.
but if you are using simple touch applications you can put it in stand mode.
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• 10 point multi-touch display.

• Long battery life (Up to 9 hours)

• Stereo Speakers With Dolby® Advanced Audio™

• Multitouch Touchpad

• Backlit Keyboard

Features

Processor

Brand Intel
Chipset QM87
Cache 3 MB
Variant 4030U
Processor Core i3 (4th Gen)
Clock Speed 1.9 GHz

Operating System

Window 8.1 x64bit

Connectors

2 x USB 2.0, 1 x USB 3.0
2-in-1 card-reader (SD / MMC)
Combo jack
HDMI-out
LAN port

Graphics

Intel HD Graphics 4400

Memory

4GB DDR3 RAM expandable upto 8GB

Camera

Integrated 720p HD camera with Array Mic
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Integrated Communication
Lenovo B/G/N Wireless
Intel 7260 b/g/n Wireless (2×2 BGN)
Bluetooth® 4.0

Sound
Stereo speakers with Dolby® Advanced Audio™

Battery
9 hours with standard 4-cell battery (45 wh)

Dimension
13.25 x 9.50 x 0.85�

Display / Resolution
14� HD 10-point multitouch (1366 x 768) display
16:9 widescreen

Hard Disk Drive
500GB 5400 RPM

Price of

Special Features of Acer Aspire V V5-472P Notebook

• HD LED Backlit TFT LCD Display with 10-point Multi-touch Screen.

• Full HD screen with 1920*1080 pixels

• Acer InviLink Nplify 802.11a/b/g/n

Features:
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Processor Intel Core i3(3rd Generation)

Hard Disk 500GB HDD storage

Memory 4 GB DDR3 RAM (Its expandable upto 8GB)

Display 14 Inches, 1920 x 1080px display

Operating System Windows 8 64 Bit

Graphics Intel HD Graphics 4000

Price of

Special Features of HP Pavilion 11-n032t:

• Lightweight Laptop

• Pentium Quad Core 4th Gen Laptop

• Beats Audio

• 11.6 Inch Display Screen

Features:

Processor Pentium Quad Core(4th Generation)

Hard Disk 500GB HDD storage

Memory 4 GB DDR3 RAM (Its expandable upto 8GB)
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Display 11.4 Inches, 1366 x 768px display

Operating System Windows 8.1 64 Bit

Graphics Intel HD Graphics

Price of

Special Features of Dell Inspiron 3148

• Lightweight Laptop

• MaxxAudio Pro Processi ng

• Intel Core i3 4th Gen

Features:

Processor Intel Core i3(4th Generation)

Hard Disk 500GB HDD storage

Memory 4 GB DDR3 RAM (Its expandable upto 8GB)

Display 11.6 Inches, 1366 x 768px display

Operating System Windows 8.1 64 Bit

Graphics Intel HD Graphics

Price of

Specifications of Asus F550CC-CJ979H :
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• Nvidia 2GB Graphics

• Super Multi DVD Drive

• Multi Point TouchPad

Features:

Processor Intel Core i3(3rd Generation)

Hard Disk 500GB HDD storage

Memory 4 GB DDR3 RAM (Its expandable upto 8GB)

Display 15.6 Inches, 1366 x 768px display

Operating System Windows 8 64 Bit

Graphics Nvidia 2GB Graphics Card

Price of [1]Asus F550CC-CJ979H Notebook (3rd Gen Ci3/ 4GB/ 500GB/ Win8/ 2GB Graph/ Touch)
(90NB00W9-M21400) in December 2014 in India [2]39,270

[3]

These all latest laptop supports touchscreen feature. All laptops offer you different feature or different
specification. These all laptops are best for students who want buy laptop in under the budget of rs 40000
in India.

1. http://dl.flipkart.com/dl/asus-f550cc-cj979h-notebook-3rd-gen-ci3-4gb-500gb-win8-2gb-graph-touch-90nb00w9
-m21400/p/itmdynyv6hh5emdr?pid=COMDYNYTNFUY4TMS&affid=kumarvina1
2. http://dl.flipkart.com/dl/asus-f550cc-cj979h-notebook-3rd-gen-ci3-4gb-500gb-win8-2gb-graph-touch-90nb00w9
-m21400/p/itmdynyv6hh5emdr?pid=COMDYNYTNFUY4TMS&affid=kumarvina1
3. http://dl.flipkart.com/dl/asus-f550cc-cj979h-notebook-3rd-gen-ci3-4gb-500gb-win8-2gb-graph-touch-90nb00w9
-m21400/p/itmdynyv6hh5emdr?pid=COMDYNYTNFUY4TMS&affid=kumarvina1
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Solve All Type of Math Problems from Handwriting Calculator in Android
(2014-12-20 00:05) - Prophet Hacker

My Script is calculator but different from others android calculators app. MyScript give you plane surface,no
buttons and other signs. Myscript accept your handwriting for input sums in screen. This is so cool , with
this app you can solve all type of sums and maths problems.My Script is handwriting calculator. You can
write your sums in android screen from your hand and Myscript convert your writing into simple text.

Easy, simple and intuitive, just write the mathematical expression on the screen then let MyScript technology
perform its magic converting symbols and numbers to digital text and delivering the result in real time.
The same experience as writing on paper with the advantages of a digital device (Scratch-outs, results in
real time, …).
Solve mathematical equations by hand without actually having to crunch the numbers yourself.
Try this below calculator , if you don’t like handwriting feature.

Solve any Math Problems in step by step solution with Android for Students
BENEFITS AND FEATURES
- Works on your smartphone (Use your finger or a capacitive stylus with your android phone (Samsung
Galaxy phones, HTC, Motorola, Sony Xperia, LG Optimus and others)
- Works on your tablet (Take advantage of the S-Pen with your Galaxy Note, or use any capacitive pen with
your Galaxy Tab family of tablets, HTC flyer, Lenovo Thinkpad, Asus transformer and others)
- Use your handwriting to write any arithmetic formula
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- Write and calculate mathematical expressions in an intuitive and natural way with no keyboard
- Scratch-out gestures to easily delete symbols and numbers
- Portrait and landscape operation
- Redo and undo functions.
SUPPORTED OPERATORS

Basic operations: +, -, x, ÷, +/�, 1/x
Misc. Operations: %, √, x!, |x|
Powers/Exponentials: �x, xy , x2
Brackets: ( )
Trigonometry: cos, sin, tan
Inverse trigonometry: acos, asin, atan
Logarithms: ln , log
Constants: �, �, Phi.

[1]

[2]Download MyScript Calculator from Google Play

1. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.visionobjects.calculator&hl=en
2. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.visionobjects.calculator&hl=en
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Best Top 5 Laptop Under Budget 35000 (2014-12-20 10:15) - Prophet Hacker

You planning to buy a laptop in under the budget of Rs 35000 . Now you are very confuse because
there are many laptop available in the ma rket in under the budget of Rs 35000. Now here in this post I
give you some best laptop in under your budget.

If you are planning to buy a new laptop, I suggest you always buy a DOS and Linux OS laptop. If you linux
laptop y ou save lots o f rupees. When you r laptop comes, install windows.
In th is post we post some best and high specifications laptop in u nder the budget of RS 35000.
Also See:

Price
Rs. 3 1 . 290
CPU
Inter I3 (4th Gen) 1.7 GHZ
RAM
4 GB DDR3
Screen
15.6’ inch HD LED Display
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Storage
500 GB HDD
OS
Windows 8.1
Graphics
Intel HD Graphics
Webcam
HD Web camera
DVD Writer
SuperMulti DVD RW
Battery
4 cell
Weight
2.23 kg

Price
Rs. 35,990
CPU
Inter i5 (3rd Gen) 2.6 GHZ
RAM
4 GB DDR3
Screen
15.6’ inch HD LED Display
Storage
500 GB HDD
OS
Free DOS
Graphics
1GB NVIDIA Graphics (DDR3)
Webcam
0.3 MP
DVD Writer
DVD RW
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Battery
6 cell
Weight
2.15 kg

3. HP 15-r032TX Notebook:
Thi s L aptop is made for true gamers. In this laptop HP give you 2GB Graphics C ard. So , with laptop
you can Play all latest games like COD, Crysis 3 an d Dead Space 3.

Price
Rs. 36,250
CPU
Inter i3 (4rd Gen) 1.7 GHZ
RAM
4 GB DDR3
Screen
15.6’ inch HD WLED Display
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Storage

500 GB HDD

OS

Windows 8.1

Graphics

2GB NVIDIA Geforce 820M Graphics (DDR3)

Webcam

HP TrueVision HD Webcam

DVD Writer

SuperMulti 8X DVD RW

Battery

4 cell

Weight

2.15 kg

This is totally budget laptop in u nder th e budget of Rs. 35000. We all know Dell means professional
Laptop. In thi s Laptop Dell offers you AMD processor and Graphics C ard. Thi s laptop do all works what
you want from this laptop.

Price

Rs. 19,580

CPU

APU Dual Core E1

RAM

4 GB DDR3

Screen

14’ inch HD LED Display

Storage

500 GB HDD

OS

Ubuntu

Graphics

AMD Radeon R2 Graphics (DDR3)

Webcam
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1.0 MP
DVD Writer
DVD RW
Battery
4 cell
Weight
2.04 kg

5. HP 15-r014TU Notebook:
Thi s is late st laptop in under the budget of Rs 35000 for Indian. In thi s laptop HP give you latest Intel
Core i5 4th gen processor with high number of RAM and Storage.

Price
Rs. 35,590
CPU
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Intel i5 (4th Gen) 1.7GHZ

RAM

4 GB DDR3

Screen

15.6’ inch HD LED Display

Storage

1TB HDD

OS

DOS

Graphics

Intel HD Graphics

Webcam

HD Webcam

DVD Writer

DVD RW

Battery

4 cell

Weight

2.23 kg

This is best laptop if you are unable to find in market which laptop is best or which not.
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How to Convert Big Video File into Small Size with Any Video Converter
(2014-12-27 21:35) - Prophet Hacker

Video Compression is the technique to compress video size of your videos. With this technique you can
easily reduce the size of your videos. In this tutorial we show How You convert big videos files into small
size without losing quality.

But First you need to know Why your video file size is bigger.

There are many reasons for big video file size but main reasons is:

If you reduce above points you automatically reduce your video file size. You can reduce your video file size
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from

Now Right side click on Video Options.

Set Frame Rate to 23 and Video Bitrate to 2000.

Click on Convert Now and your video will be converted.

Now with this process you can easily convert your big size video into small size. Now you can easily convert
big video files for your android mobile.
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Video Data Rate Difference

In this photo you see difference between video data rate and size of video.

If you want more see below youtube video.

IFRAME: [1]//www.youtube.com/embed/qyNo4hS3A0Q

1. file://www.youtube.com/embed/qyNo4hS3A0Q
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Happy New Year 2015 Wishes Collection for Whatsapp, Facebook and Wechat
(2014-12-27 22:34) - Prophet Hacker

New Year is coming in few days. We all want some cool wishes for our friends, families and other relatives.
Now Here we put some best wishes for Happy New Year 2015. All these wishes are latest and new.

You can send these all messages and wishes to your friends from Facebook, Whatsapp and WeChat.

Happy New Year 2015 Messages and Wishes

As You Welcome This New Year,
Turn Your Friends Into Benefits
And Let Your Friends Also Benefit From You.
Be Ready To Share With Others
And Learn As You
Say Good Bye 2014 And Welcome 2015.

2014 Might Have Been Torturous,
But 2015 Is Different.
Take The Challenges And Convert Them To Motivation.
Do Not Let The Past Year’s Challenges
Affect Your New Year.
Good Bye 2014,
Have A Victorious 2015.

May this 2015 new year bring you success
happiness and prosperity.
Have a happy new year 2015!
May each and every day of the New Year
Brings you lots of happiness and love.
Happy New Year.
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In the New Year, U may get:
N- New
E-Energy
W- Workin
Y-Your
E-Efforts for
A-Amazing
R-Returns
Wish U a very eventful New Year!

Oh my Dear, Forget ur Fear,
Let all ur Dreams be Clear,
Never put Tear, Please Hear,
I want to tell one thing in ur Ear
Wishing u a very Happy ”NEW YEAR 2015”!

May The New Year 2015 - Bring you.
A Year of Health and Happiness..
A Year of Wealth and Wisdom.
A Year of Peace and Prosperity.
A Year of Glee and Glow.
And also a Year of Love and Laughter.
If you read this little ditty,
Have a prosperous new year.
I know it’s not very witty,
But it’s meant with all good cheer.
May the new year be much better,
Than the one that came before.
May you be happier not sadder,When you see what is in store.

May your days be filled with happiness,
And your nights be full of joy.
May your loved ones all be blessed,
Every single girl and boy.
May the new year be bright and shiny,
May everyone enjoy good health.
May your troubles all be tiny,
That’s the secret of real wealth.

May light always surround you, Hope kindle and rebound you
May your hurts turn to healing, Your heart embrace feeling
May wounds become wisdom, Every kiddness a prism
May laughter infect you, Your passion resurrect you
May Goodness inspire, Your deepest desire
Through all that you reach for
May your arms never tier
Happy New Year

Enjoy Happy New Year 2015 and send these all latest new year wishes to your friends.
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How to Facebook Chat without Opening Web Browser in Windows PC from Nimbuzz
(2014-12-28 09:08) - Prophet Hacker

Facebook is one of the best for chatting with your friends. If you are PC user , you use browser for Facebook
Chatting . But sometimes you don’t like always opening browser for chatting with your friends. Now In this
post we post a Best way for chatting with your friends without opening web browser.

Nimbuzz is a Instant Messaging application for Windows PC. With this software you can easily chat with
your facebook friends.

Nimbuzz Best Features:

• You can Save your Chat for Offline browse.

• Send Files

• Always available in Slow Connection.

• Also support Google Talk

5. Open Social Accounts Options and Choose Connect with Facebook.
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6. Enter Your Facebook Username and Password.
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If your Internet Speed is good , you see all your facebook friend list in Nimbuzz Messaging Platform.

Now you can chat anyone without opening facebook in browser.
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Happy New Year 2015 SMS and Wishes in Hindi (2014-12-30 18:08) - Prophet Hacker

All Indians Want best Happy New Year sms and wishes in Hindi. So in this post we collect some best Happy
New Year sms and wishes in Hindi. You can copy these wishes and send to your friends. You can send these
wishes to your friends from facebook,whatsapp and sms.

Happy New Year 2015 Wishes in Hindi

Aâpke life mein mithââs ho “Câdbury Silk” jâise
Rounak ho “ Berger silk” jâise
Mehak ho “GUCCI ” jaise
Tazgi ho “Colgate” jaise
Aur tension-free rahe “Huggies” jâise! HÂPPŸ NEW YEÂR 2015

Aa gale lag ja mere yaar
Dedo jadu ki chappi do, char
Aise hi kat jaye zindagi without any risk Is umeed ke sath wish you a Very happy new year :)

Naya saal aaye banke ujala
Khul jaye aap ki kissmat ka tala
Hamesha aap per rahe meherban upar wala
Happy new year.

Sunehri dhoop barsaat ke baad
Thodi si hansi har baat ke baad
Usii tarah ho mubarik aap ko 2015, 2014 ke baad
Wish u a happy new year

Isse pehle ki saal ka antim suraj ast ho, Isse pehle ki 2014 ka calender nast ho, Isse pehle ki aap khushi ke
mahaul mein mast ho,
Aur isse pehle ki mobile network vyast ho, Dua hai ki aane wala saal aapke liye zabardast ho. Happy New
Year!

Day by day teri khusiya ho jaye double,
Teri zindagi se delete ho jaye sare trouble,
Khuda rakkhe hamesha tujhe smart & fit,
Tere liye New Year ho super-duper hit!!

Naye Sapane
Naye Apne
Naye Vade
Naye Kasme
Naye Manzil
Naye Rahe
Nayi Baat
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Naya Vishwas
Kooch Simple
Kooch Khas
Har Pal rahe Bindass
Happy New Year 2015

Hum Aapke Dill Main Rahte Hain!
Saare Dard Aap Ke Sahte Hai!
Koi Hum Se Pahle “Wish” na karde aapko!
is liye Phale “Happy New Year” Kahte hai..

Phuool khilte rahe zivan ki rah me,
khushi chamkti rahe apki nigah me,
har kadm pe mile khushi ki bahar apko,
ye dost deti he naye saal ki shubhkamnaye apko.
Happy New Year 2015

Aa gaya hai nayaa saal
Is naye saal men aao karen kaamana ke
ye sabhi ko rakhe khushahaal
jo hain gareeb aur kangaal
unako bhi ye bana de maalaamaal
Desh ke bhrashtaachaar ko mita de
aur le aaye ek majaboot Lokpaal
Naya sal mubarak

Pesh hai Phoolon ka Guldasta
Chehra yun hi rahe aapka Hasta
Khushiyo ki barsaat ho Zabardast,
Aur…
2015 aapke liye ho Mast. Happy New Year

All these available in Hindi. If you want sms and wishes in English see our next Post for [1]Happy New
Year 2015 English Wishes.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/12/happy-new-year-2015-wishes-collection.html
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Download Best Free Antivirus for Windows 7 (2015-01-04 16:07) - Prophet Hacker

Anti virus is most important Programs in any Computer. Everyone want best and simple anti virus for
computer. On Internet you find many types of anti virus software for your PC.

If you use Windows PC and want simple Anti virus Software for your PC , I recommend you to download
Microsoft Security Essentials. Microsoft security Essentials is officially launched by Microsoft for all windows
versions. This anti virus is totally free without any type of cost.

In this Anti virus you don’t need to do any big setup, this anti virus user interface is very simple. In this
Post I tell you How can you download and update these anti virus program for your PC.

2. Manually download the update anti virus file from Official Website.

Manually Download latest Update file definitions for Microsoft Security Essentials

[1]Download latest Update file definitions for Microsoft Security Essentials from Official website.

When your downloading complete, right click on that file and run as administrator.

Wait for sometime and open your Microsoft Security Essentials Program. Now your Antivirus is fully
updated.

With this anti virus you can scan any folder, drive or pendrives.

[2]Top 10 Windows Software for Every Windows User

1. http://support.microsoft.com/kb/971606/
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/top-10-windows-software-for-every.html
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Get upto 60rs Referral on Earn Free Talktime Recharge app on Android (2015-01-04 21:41)
- Prophet Hacker

Earn Talktime is one of the best way for getting free mobile recharges in android mobile. With this android
app you get instant money for recharge your mobile. Earn Talktime supports almost all mobile operators.

Earn Talktime offers lots of free recharges money when you download android apps referred by Earn
Talktime App.

Earning Money is so simple on Earn Talktime. If you want more money on Android Mobile

When you complete registration process , you see lots of apps. Download any apps and you get money from
Earn Talktime.
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• You also get lots of money from inviting your friends in this app.
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• When you invite your friends in this app you get 60rs on every referral. If you invite 10 of your friends
, you can easily earn 600rs of free mobile recharge in this app.

[1]Download Earn Talktime Android App from Google Play Store

1. http://434699.earntalktime.com/
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See Your Saved WiFi Password in Windows 7 or any PC (WiFi Tricks) (2015-01-08 21:30)
- Prophet Hacker

If you use Internet in PC from WiFi , this trick is very important for you. With this trick you can easily
know saved wifi password in Windows 7 PC. If you forget your WiFi password , so you can easily access
with this technique. One thing remember in your mind this is not a wifi hacking tricks.

If you don’t know your friend wifi password , so you can easily know any wifi password from your friend
computer.

Now you know all the benefits for knowing this Windows 7 WiFi Password trick. This trick is very simple

you don’t need any type of software or tools for knowing saved wifi password in windows 7.

Steps for knowing saved wifi password in Windows 7.

1. Open Networking and Sharing Center.

2. In Left side you see Manage Wireless Networks , click on that.
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3. Now in this Dialog box you see your Wifi Name. Choose your WiFi and right click on that, select
properties.

[1]View and Retrieve Save WIFI Password in Android Mobile

With this you can easily hack friend wifi password or neighbour wifi password. This is one of the
best wifi trick and tips for windows 7. If you want more wifi tricks for android and PC check out our
Blog and our [2]WIFI Tricks Section.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/view-save-password-in-android-location.html
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/search/max-results=8?q=wifi
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Top 20 Best Wifi Tricks and Hacks for Android Mobile and PC (2015-01-09 20:44)
- Prophet Hacker

In 2015 Everyone want something new wifi tricks for android phone and PC. Now in this post we collect
some of our best prophet hacker blog post related to wifi tricks and tips.

Below You see lots of posts related to wifi tricks. If you read all tricks , you are became a master of wifi in
android and windows.

1. [1] Boost WiFI Signal Strength in Android

2. [2] See Your Saved WiFi Password in Windows 7 or any PC (WiFi Tricks)

3. [3] View and Retrieve Save WIFI Password in Android Mobile

4. [4] Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 1

5. [5] Know how Many People Using your Wifi Network with Android

6. [6] Use Both Packet Data And WiFi For Boost Internet Download Speed

7. [7]WiFi Protector protect from WiFi Kill attacks ,MITM and exploit attacks

8. [8] How to see who’s stealing your WiFi and how to block them on Android

9. [9] Hacking and Monitoring Wifi Network with Android

10. [10] WiFiKill pro apk for Disable Other Devices Connection on Wifi and eat all Bandwidth

11. [11] Track All Calls,Messages,Data and Wifi Usage in Your Android Phone

12. [12] Change/Spoof Mac Address of your Android Phone.

13. [13] Find a Hidden Wireless Network’s SSID (Network Name)

14. [14] Turn your Android Phone Camera as a Surveillance IP Webcam

15. [15] Secure your Android Phone Web traffic from Hackers

16. [16] Droidwall- Best Firewall for reducing Data Usage

17. [17]Turn your Laptop into WIFI hotspot in One Click Without Software

18. [18]How to share your Android net connection with your PC

19. [19]Hide Your Identity and secure/encrypt data on Internet With ShellFire VPN

20. [20]See live Download Internet Speed in Android Screen with Network Monitor
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Try these all above posts and learned more about wifi in android and windows.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/boost-wifi-signal-strength-in-android.html
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/see-your-saved-wifi-password-in-windows.html
3. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/view-save-password-in-android-location.html
4. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps.html
5. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/10/know-how-many-people-using-your-wifi.html
6. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/use-both-packet-data-and-wifi-for-boost.html
7. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/wifi-protector-protect-from-wifi-kill.html
8. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/03/how-to-see-whos-stealing-your-wifi-and.html
9. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/hacking-and-monitoring-wifi-network.html
10. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/wifikill-pro-apk-for-disable-other.html
11. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/track-all-callsmessagesdata-and-wifi-android.html
12. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/changespoof-mac-address-of-androidphone.html
13. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/01/find-hidden-wireless-networks-ssid.html
14. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/turn-your-android-phone-camera-as.html
15. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/secure-your-android-phone-web-traffic.html
16. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/04/droidwall-best-firewall-for-reducing.html
17. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/turn-your-laptop-into-wifi-hotspot-in.html
18. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/03/how-to-share-your-android-net.html
19. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/08/hide-your-identity-and-secureencrypt.html
20. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/see-live-download-internet-speed-in.html
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Best Android Hacking Guide For Beginners (2015-01-14 15:03) - Prophet Hacker

Android Phone is not just a phone, It’s much more than call phone. In this post we collect some of our best
android hacking post and make best android hacking guides for you.

With these post you learn some best android hacking tricks for your android phone. These all android
hacking apps are free for everyone and anyone can download these android apps from google play market.

First make sure your phone is rooted ,if your phone is not rooted then follow our guide for phone rooting.

Below you see android hacking and security apps series. In each series we put three best android hacking
apps for your needs.

[1]Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 1 [2] Download Android Hacking & Security Apps -
Series 2

[3]Download Android Hacking & Security Apps - Series 3

[4]Top 10 Android Hacks and Tricks for Your Android Phone

[5]Android Forensics:Hack ya Grab Any Android Phone Contacts

[6]Top 20 Best Wifi Tricks and Hacks for Android Mobile and PC

[7]Top 5 Best Root Android Apps 2014

[8]WiFiKill pro apk for Disable Other Devices Connection

[9]Install BackTrack on Android Mobile

[10]Latest Whatsapp Full Guides ,Hacks and Tricks 2014-2015

[11]Hacking and Monitoring Wifi Network with Android

If you learn all these stuff, you learn more about your android phone.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps.html
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps_15.html
3. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/download-android-hacking-security-apps_24.html
4. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/12/top-10-android-hacks-and-tricks-for.html
5. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/07/android-forensicshack-ya-grab-any.html
6. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/top-20-best-wifi-tricks-and-hacks-for.html
7. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/top-5-best-root-android-apps-2014.html
8. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/05/wifikill-pro-apk-for-disable-other.html
9. http://www.prophethacker.com/2013/12/install-backtrack-on-android-mobile.html
10. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/11/latest-whatsapp-full-guides-hacks-and.html
11. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/06/hacking-and-monitoring-wifi-network.html
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Best Hidden Secret Android Codes for Your Android Phone (2015-01-14 22:01)
- Prophet Hacker

Android phone is very smart and intelligent. You find lots of secrets in android phone. Now In this post, we
put some best android secret codes. With these secret codes you access android secret portal and services.

You need to only open dialer in android phone and dial these below codes. These secret android codes works
in almost all type of phone like lg, sony, samsung, htc, google, motorola and xolo.

1. Complete Information About your Phone

* #* #4636 #* #*
This code is used to get some really interesting information about your phone and battery. It shows following
4 menus on screen:
Phone information
Battery information
Battery history
Usage statistics

2. Factory data reset

* #* #7780 #* #*
This code is used for the factory data reset. It’ll remove following things:
All the Google account settings stored in your phone
System and application data and settings
Downloaded applications in your Internal SD!
It’ll NOT remove:
Current system software and bundled application
SD card files e.g. photos, music files, etc.
Note: Once you give this code, you get a prompt screen asking you to click on ”Reset phone” button. So
you get a chance to cancel your operation.

[1]What is QRCode: How you Generate and Read QRCode in Android

3. Format Android Phone
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*2767*3855 #

4. Phone Camera Update

* #* #34971539 #* #*
This code can be used to get information about phone camera. It displays the follwing 4 menus:
Update camera firmware in image (Don’t try this option)
Update camera firmware in SD card
Get camera firmware version
Get firmware update count
WARNING: Never use the first option otherwise your phone camera will stop working and you’ll need to
take your phone to service center to reinstall camera firmware.

[2]Top 20 Best Wifi Tricks and Hacks for Android Mobile and PC

5. End Call/Power

* #* #7594 #* #*
This one is my favorite one. This code is used to change the ”End Call / Power” button action in your phone.
By default, if you long press the button, it shows a screen asking you to select any option from Silent mode,
AirPlane mode and Power off.
You can change this action using this code. You can enable direct power off on this button so you don’t need
to waste your time in selecting the option.

6. File Copy for Creating Backup

* #* #273283*255*663282* #* #*
This code helps you in opening a File copy screen where you can backup your media files e.g. Images, Sound,
Video and Voice memo.

7. Service Mode

* #* #197328640 #* #*
This code can be used to enter into Service mode. You can run various tests and also change settings in the
service mode.

8. WLAN, GPS and Bluetooth Test Codes:

* #* #232339 #* #* OR * #* #526 #* #* OR * #* #528 #* #* - WLAN test
#* #232338 #* #* - It Shows WiFi MAC address
#* #1472365 #* #* - GPS test
#* #1575 #* #* - Another GPS test
#* #232331 #* #* - Bluetooth test
#* #232337 #* # - Shows Bluetooth device address

9. Codes to get Firmware version information:

* #* #4986*2650468 #* #* - PDA, Phone, H/W, RFCallDate
#* #1234 #* #* - PDA and Phone
#* #1111 #* #* - FTA SW Version
#* #2222 #* #* - FTA HW Version
#* #44336 #* #* - PDA, Phone, CSC, Build Time, Changelist number

10. Codes to launch various Factory Tests:

* #* #0283 #* #* - Packet Loopback
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#* #0* #* #* - LCD test
#* #0673 #* #* OR * #* #0289 #* #* - Melody test
#* #0842 #* #* - Device test (Vibration test and BackLight test)
#* #2663 #* #* - Touch screen version
#* #2664 #* #* - Touch screen test
#* #0588 #* #* - Proximity sensor test
#* #3264 #* #* - RAM version

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/04/what-is-qrcode-how-you-generate-and.html
2. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/top-20-best-wifi-tricks-and-hacks-for.html
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Top 10 New Apple IPhone Secret Codes (2015-01-14 22:20) - Prophet Hacker

Iphone is one of the most popular smartphones in mobile market. Apple has also secret codes like android
secret hidden codes. Now in this post we reveal iPhone secret hidden codes.
You need to only open your dialer and dial these codes.
Also Read:

* #06 #

It helps to know IMEI Number of any phone i.e. it will work on any smartphone

* #21 #

This code displays insformation about call forwarding (calls , voide and data)

* #62 #

Information call forwarding if phone is switched off or in case of none of service is available

# #002 #

This code disables all call forwarding!

* #30 #

This code allows or blocks the phone number calling you!

* #31 #

Allows you to hide your phone number

* #33 #

This code will give you a list with multiple configurations like ( call , sms , data etc) and show whether they
are enabled or not

* #43 #

This code helps to verify status of call waiting like SMS , Data and Sync data

* #61 #

To know missed calls

*3001 #12345 #*

To display many of the inner settings of your Iphone
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Top 50 Free Proxy Server List 2015 (2015-01-17 14:37) - Prophet Hacker

Internet Security and Privacy is more imporant in our Internet Life.

Sometimes your country or your ISP blocks certain websites for browsing. If you want open block websites in
your websites, you need good proxy server websites. In this post we collect some best proxy server websites
for 2015. With these proxy server websites list you browse blocked websites.

Almost all of these websites are available for free.

1. Unlock My Web – [1]http://www.unblockmyweb.com/

2. Proxy Site – [2]https://www.proxysite.com/

3. Hide My Ass – [3]https://www.hidemyass.com/

4. Proxify – [4]https://proxify.com/ (3 days trial)

5. Free YouTube Proxy – [5]http://www.youtubeunblockproxy.com/

6. Proxy – [6]http://proxy.org/

7. England Proxy – [7]https://www.englandproxy.co.uk/

8. Unblocker – [8]https://www.unblocker.us/

9. Fast USA Proxy – [9]http://fastusaproxy.com/

10. New IP Now – [10]http://newipnow.com/

11. Anonymouse – [11]http://anonymouse.org/anonwww.html

12. Hidden Digital Info – [12]http://hiddendigital.info/

13. Anony Mizer – [13]https://www.anonymizer.com/ (14 days free trial)

14. K Proxy – [14]http://www.kproxy.com/

15. Don’t Filter – [15]http://dontfilter.us/

16. Working Proxy – [16]https://www.workingproxy.net/

17. Proxy 2014 – [17]http://www.proxy2014.net/

18. Prox Me Call Me Names – [18]http://www.proxmecallmenames.com/
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19. Change IP & Country – [19]http://anonymizer.nntime.com/

20. VTunnel – [20]http://vtunnel.com/

21. Rapid Proxy – [21]https://www.rapidproxy.us/

22. Ninja Cloak – [22]http://ninjacloak.com/

23. Proxyo – [23]http://proxyo.info/

24. DeFilter – [24]http://defilter.us/

25. Quick Proxy – [25]http://www.quickproxy.co.uk/

26. Free Proxy Server – [26]https://www.freeproxyserver.uk/

27. Free You Proxy Tube – [27]https://www.freeyouproxytube.com/

28. The Best Proxy – [28]https://www.thebestproxy.info/

29. VPN Browse – [29]http://vpnbrowse.com/

30. Proxy 2014 – [30]http://www.proxy-2014.com/

31. Just Proxy – [31]http://www.justproxy.co.uk/

32. Extreme Proxy – [32]https://www.extremeproxy.us/

33. Fast School Proxy – [33]https://www.fastschoolproxy.com/

34. Remove Filters – [34]https://www.removefilters.net/

35. Monster Proxy – [35]https://www.monsterproxy.co.uk/

36. Hide Me Ass – [36]https://www.hidemeass.co.uk/

37. UK – Proxy – [37]https://www.uk-proxy.org.uk/

38. Proxy One – [38]https://www.proxyone.net/

39. Hide The Internet – [39]https://www.hidetheinternet.com/

40. Web Proxy Free – [40]http://www.webproxyfree.net/

41. World Cup Proxy – [41]https://www.worldcupproxy.com/

42. View Youtube – [42]http://www.viewyoutube.net/

43. Proxay – [43]https://www.proxay.co.uk/

44. Greatest Free Proxy – [44]http://www.greatestfreeproxy.com/

45. Mega Proxy – [45]https://www.megaproxy.asia/

46. Crazy Proxy – [46]https://www.crazyproxy.org/

47. IP Switcher – [47]https://www.ipswitcher.us/

48. Hide My Trax Proxy – [48]https://hidemytraxproxy.ca/

49. Stardoll Proxy – [49]https://www.stardollproxy.com/
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50. Proxy 4 Freedom – [50]http://proxy4freedom.com/

These all websites compatible with firefox and chrome. You can run these websites on any device like android
and windows.

Save this proxy server websites list in your computer and unlock youtube and other blocked websites.

1. http://www.unblockmyweb.com/
2. https://www.proxysite.com/
3. https://www.hidemyass.com/
4. https://proxify.com/
5. http://www.youtubeunblockproxy.com/
6. http://proxy.org/
7. https://www.englandproxy.co.uk/
8. https://www.unblocker.us/
9. http://fastusaproxy.com/
10. http://newipnow.com/
11. http://anonymouse.org/anonwww.html
12. http://hiddendigital.info/
13. https://www.anonymizer.com/
14. http://www.kproxy.com/
15. http://dontfilter.us/
16. https://www.workingproxy.net/
17. http://www.proxy2014.net/
18. http://www.proxmecallmenames.com/
19. http://anonymizer.nntime.com/
20. http://vtunnel.com/
21. https://www.rapidproxy.us/
22. http://ninjacloak.com/
23. http://proxyo.info/
24. http://defilter.us/
25. http://www.quickproxy.co.uk/
26. https://www.freeproxyserver.uk/
27. https://www.freeyouproxytube.com/
28. https://www.thebestproxy.info/
29. http://vpnbrowse.com/
30. http://www.proxy-2014.com/
31. http://www.justproxy.co.uk/
32. https://www.extremeproxy.us/
33. https://www.fastschoolproxy.com/
34. https://www.removefilters.net/
35. https://www.monsterproxy.co.uk/
36. https://www.hidemeass.co.uk/
37. https://www.uk-proxy.org.uk/
38. https://www.proxyone.net/
39. https://www.hidetheinternet.com/
40. http://www.webproxyfree.net/
41. https://www.worldcupproxy.com/
42. http://www.viewyoutube.net/
43. https://www.proxay.co.uk/
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44. http://www.greatestfreeproxy.com/
45. https://www.megaproxy.asia/
46. https://www.crazyproxy.org/
47. https://www.ipswitcher.us/
48. https://hidemytraxproxy.ca/
49. https://www.stardollproxy.com/
50. http://proxy4freedom.com/
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Download BlueStacks Offline Installer for Windows 7/8,8.1 and 10 & MAC OS PC
(2015-01-17 15:28) - Prophet Hacker

Blue stack s is very g oo d software for running android apps in Windows and Ma c OS. With blue stack you
can run all type of android apps, play all type of a ndroid games and see your whatsapp messages in Wind
ows and Mac.

Bluestack i s one of the most popular android emulator
. Bluestac ks is compatible with all type of PC. You can also run What s app in PC from Bluestacks.
[1]Download Whatsapp for Windows 7 Desktop ,Laptop and PC
Bluestacks support all type of android apps and games . You can run facebook a nd whatsapp android apps
inside Windows with the help of Bluestacks.
Why You Need Bluestacks Offline Installer
When you download bluetacks installe r from Official We b sit e. Installer size is 9mb. That means this i
nstaller files download some eleme nst from Internet. If you want Bluestacks in computer you need working
Internet
connection. Someti mes working Internet connection is not available in every PC. In that point Offline
Bluestacks Installer is very helpful for you.
So Download Offline Bluestacks installer for Windows 7 , Wind ow 8 ,8 .1 and Windows 10.
Download BlueStacks offline installer for Windows
[2]http://forum.xda-developers.com/wiki/BlueStacks _App _Player
Download Bluestacks offli ne Ins taller for Ma c OS .
[3] http://bit.ly/bstkmacbe
1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/12/download-whatsapp-for-windows-7-desktop.html
2. http://forum.xda-developers.com/wiki/BlueStacks_App_Player
3. http://bit.ly/bstkmacbe
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Download Latest Movies and TV Shows in Android for Free with Showbox App
(2015-01-19 11:10) - Prophet Hacker

Show Box is a Android App for Android Mobile Phones and Tablets. With this android app you can watch
new movies and tv shows free without paying any type of cost.

Showbox is really good android app , you don’t need to download any new movies from torrent or other
website. In showbox android apk you can watch all new movies online. You can also download movies from
showbox for later viewing.

[1]Details about Any Movie, Episodes and Actors on Android

What is Showbox Android App ?

Showbox is great android app for watching online movies and TV shows. In this app you find collection of
new movies and tv shows. Showbox is totally free app , you don’t need to pay any type of money.

Click on the below link to Download Showbox APK.

[2]Showbox.apk

In showbox app you don’t need to create any type of account. There are two options available in Showbox
android app for watchong movies, once is download movies and second is online watching.

If your Internet speed is good , I prefer you to watching movies Online. Showbox android app is also available
for PC , you need to downlod Bluestacks.

[3]Download BlueStacks Offline Installer for Windows 7/8,8.1 and 10 & MAC OS PC

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2014/04/details-about-any-movie-episodes-and.html
2. http://sh.st/ahFNJ
3. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/download-bluestacks-offline-installer.html
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How to Unlock/Bypass iPhone Passcode - iPhone 6/6 plus/5/5c/5s/4/4s (2015-01-19 23:56)
- Prophet Hacker

In iPhone forget the passcode is very frustrating. Passcode is very good security in iPhone, but sometimes
you forgot your passcode and your phone is dead. On Internet there are many legal and Illegal ways to
unlock and bypass the security of your Iphone Passcode. But in this post, we give you some official
method to unlock your iPhone. Bypass Security passcodemethod works in all type of iPhone like iPhone
6, iPhone 6 Plus,
5, 5c, 5s, 4 and 4s.

Below you see we share three different method for unlocking your iPhone Passcode. These all three
methods are legal. Below method works in all ios versions like ios 8, 7 . 6, 5 and etc.

[1]
Method 1. Unlock iPhone Passcode Using iCloud
This method works only if you have enabled Find My Phone feature on your iOS device. Because by using
this method you can easily restore your iPhone and unlock your passcode. Actually, this is an amazing
feature of iOS devices. It’s also very helpful when you lost your phone. You can reset all your valuable data
remotely and many more.
1. Go to [2]this link on your PC.
2. Now sign in with your Apple ID and password.
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3. Click All Devices at the top of your browser window.
4. From there select any device- iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch, whose data you want to erase.

5. Click ”Erase” to erase your desired device and its passcode.
6. Now using the setup assistant on your device to restore the most recent backup and it will take your
complete data back excluding passcode

Congratulations! Check your iPhone, you’ve successfully unlocked your iPhone passcode.

Method 2. Unlock iPhone Passcode Using iTunes

This method works with iTunes. So open your iTunes on your PC, and follow the below steps.

1. Connect the PC with your iPhone, which you normally use to connect your iPhone with iTunes,
otherwise it won’t work for you.

2. Now it’ll automatically sync your iPhone and will create a backup of all your data.

3. Afterwards, restore your iPhone.

4. After that, it will show you different backups of your device, choose the most recent backup.

5. After completion of your restore process, you’ll able to use your phone without the passcode. Enjoy!

[3]Top 10 New Apple IPhone Secret Codes

Method 3. Unlock iPhone Passcode Using Recovery Mode

This is the third and last method as I know, most of the Apple iPhone user love this method.

1. First of all, Hold Sleep/Wake button and then tap on Power Off option.

2. NowPress and Hold Home button and at the same time plug in your device with your computer
then your device will be automatically turned on.

3. Don’t left the home button until you see option that, Connect to iTunes

4. Then iTunes will prompt message that it has detected a device, you need to tap on OK

5. After that, restore your device with the same steps as described above.

Now you have learnt that How to Unlock iPhone Passcode.

Above you see three different method for unlocking your iphone passcode. If you got any problem then
contact me.

1. http://www.tech4more.com/2014/11/copy-paste-text-facebook-apps--iphone.html
2. https://www.icloud.com/#find
3. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/top-10-new-apple-iphone-secret-codes.html
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Best Free Data Recovery Software for all iOS Devices | iPhone/iPad/iPod
(2015-01-21 18:47) - Prophet Hacker

This is very common fault, many iPhone and iOS users accidentally delete camera photos and contacts in
iPhone. Now they don’t know how to recover these deleted photos from iPhone. What is Good software for
recovering delete photos, pictures and message from iPhone ?

In this post we clear your all confusions about recovering data in iPhone.

But I think first you need to know what is Data Recovery.

What is Data Recovery

Data Recovery is process of recovering your delete data like movies, pics, pictures, messages, contacts and
music.

On Internet there are many type of software for recovering your delete in iPhone.

But here in this post we use EaseUS recovery software for recovering your delete data. EaseUS is totally free
and don’t need to pay any type of money.

Step 2. Scan the Device to Find Lost Data

Finish step 1, EaseUS MobiSaver will automatically scan your iOS device to find out and analyze all the
existing and deleted files. The length of the time spend in scanning depends on the number of the file you
stored on your device. So if there are lots of data on your device, please wait patiently till the software finish
the scanning task. You can also click ”Stop” button to cancel the scanning task and try to find lost data
from current scan result.

Step 3. Preview and Recover The Lost Data

After scanning, all the recoverable files on the iOS device found by EaseUS MobiSaver will be displayed on
the left side in well-organised categories. You can easily find and preview the exact type of file by clicking
1156 ©2015 www.prophethacker.com
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the correct category. Finally, you can select out all the iOS data you desire and get them back with one click
on ”Recover” button. Here you need to specify a folder to save the recovered files on your computer.

[1]Top 10 New Apple IPhone Secret Codes

Data Recovery Supported Devices

Support almost all iOS devices

iPhone 6Plus, iPhone6, iPhone5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5,iPhone 4S, iPhone 4, iPhone 3GS

iPad, iPad 2, The new Pad, iPad 4, iPad with Retina display, iPad Air, iPad Air 2, iPad Mini, iPad Mini 2,
iPad Mini 3

iPod touch iPod touch 5, iPod touch 4

Data Recovery Supported Files

Recover Photos , Recover Videos, Recover Messages, Recover WhatsApp Messages, Recover Contacts, Re-
cover Call History, Recover Notes, Recover Calendar, Recover Reminders , Recover Safari, Bookmarks,
Recover Message, Attachments, Recover Camera Roll

This is one of the best and free data recovery software for Windows and Mac. You can recover all type of
deleted from iPhone and other iOS devices.

1. http://www.prophethacker.com/2015/01/top-10-new-apple-iphone-secret-codes.html
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